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ABSTRAcr

This dissertation discusses the non-genetic origin ofthe KokamalOmawa language. a fact fiIst:

observed by Rodrigues (1984-1985). Kokarna is one oftbe native South American Indian languages spoken

at present in lowland Peru and on its way to extinction. Until now Kokama has been classified as a language

belonging to the Tupi~uaranilinguistic family on the basis ofsmall lists ofbasic vocabulary (Loukotka.

1968;LenUe.1971.~goth~).

Based on Thomason's and Kanfinan's (1988) analytical model on contact-induced change. I present

".

evidence to prove thaI Kokama cannot even be classified genetically because its linguistic subsystems do not find

correlates in a single language or linguistic family somce. 'Ibis is revealed through a full comparison ofKokama.

and Tupinamba with respect to lexicon and grammar. The result of the comparison constitutes proof that. except

for lexical similarities and a number ofsound conespondences. Kokama differs greatly from the Tupinamba

language in its phonology. morphology and syntaX. though the latter is the source ofa sigrrific:mt portion of the

vocabulary ofthe former.

A reconstruction ofthe social history ofthe KokamalOmawa people shows the possible social context

from which Kokama started developing towards an independent linguistic system: the missionary villages created

by the Jesuits in the Provincia de Maynas. There. speakers of different Indian languages needed a common mode

ofcommuniCaIion. The KokamalOmawa language was the official language in these missionary villages and the

noo-Tupi~uaranispeakers had to learn it rapidly, in this process failing to learn the Tupf-Guarani language as a

iii



whole. The original speakers of the Tupinamba language adopted the new version of their language.

wtl1ch erne to be called the Kokama. or alternatively Omawa. language.

This dissertation intends to contribute to the theory of languages in contaet. and to historical

comparative research on South American Indian languages in discussing the origin of an extreme case

of uuerfercnce through language shift.
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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTION

~ claim ofgenetic relationship entails systematic con-espondences
in aDparts ofthe language because that is what resultsfrom normal
transmission: what is transmitted is an entire language -that is, a
complex setofinterrelated IexkaI, phonological, morphosyntaetic, and
semantic structures. This is the meaning ofone ofthefirst principles
students learn when they study historical linguistics -namely, that a
daughter language in a family tree is a changed laterform ofits single
parent language. '

Sarah G. Thomason & Terrence Kaufman (1988:11)

Kokama is one ofthe native South American Indian languages threatened with

becoming extinct in the next few generations, one that is still spoken at the present time

by approximately 2,000 Indians l living in lowland Peru. Kokama has been classified as a

member ofthe Tupi-Guarani family (Adam, 1896; McQuown, 1955; Loukotka, 1968

[1935], Rodrigues 1958, 1964; Lemle, 1971, among others), one ofthe largest and most

IAt least 2,000 Kokama Indians are full speakers ofthe Kokama language, using it as their first language.
Statistics show that among the 19,000 Kokama Indians living in PerU 2% are monolingual. and 98% ofthem are
bilingual (c.f.Agtlero,1992). In fact, bilingualism here does not mean full proficiency in Spanish and in the native
language.The structural knowledge ofthe Kokama language varies significantly among individuals in each
Kokama community. In most Kokama villages the linguistic ability in regard to the Kokama language ranges from
full proficiency to the knowledge ofa few words. In other Kokama communities only some individuals remember
words and some phrases ofthe Kokarna language.
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widespread linguistic families of South America, which in turn belongs to the Tupian

Stock. The linguistic families Tupari, Monde, Ariquem, Ramarana, MundurukU and

Juruna also belong to the Tupian stock together with the Aweti, Satere Mawe and

Puruboni languages which, according to Rodrigues (1984-1985:35), "are not immediately

related to any ofthe families in particular and which constitute three additional Tupi

families" (my translation).

The present doctoral dissertation is concerned with showing that the relationship of

Kokama to the Tupi-Guarani family is non-genetic. The inclusion ofKokama within the

Tupi-Guarani family is extremely problematic. Excluding lexical borrowing from

Spanish, Portuguese, Quechua, Media Lengua, and Lingua Geral, and a few lexical items

ofArawakan and Panoan origin, the vocabulary ofKokama is undoubtedly ofTupi

Guarani origin. However, Kokama's phonology (allophonic and phonological rules),

morphology, and syntax differ greatly from the respective linguistic subsystems in the

typical languages which constitute the homogeneous Tupi-Guarani family. Kokama lacks

the entire inflectional morphology typical ofTupi-Guarani languages. The derivational

affixes found in Kokama that could be traced back to a Tupi-Guarani origin are very few

and of low productivity in that language. Kokama has a simplified set ofphonological

lules which do not correlate with the phonological rules shared by the Tupi-Guarani

languages, most ofwhich are reconstructible for the proto-language from the evidence

found in the early documented languages, as well as from the evidence found in the

modem languages. Morphosyntactic features such as the basic word order SOY typical of

the Tupian languages as well as their verbal agreement system, find no correlate in
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Kokama. On the other hand, Kokama shows syntactic features borrowed from Spanish

and Portuguese, such as coordination ofsentences with overt Spanish/PoI'tUc,ouese

coordinators. In the domain ofderivational morphology, Kokama's valence changing

derivational suffixes show a close correlation in form, position and function with the

corresponding derivational formatives found in the verb morphology ofsome Maipurean

(Arawakan) languages. Also, some ofthe Kokama personal pronouns are not Tupian, and

the Kokama particles expressing plurality only find correlates in Arawakan languages.

These are some (among various) ofthe structural features that distinguish the Kokama

language from the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family.

A contrastive analysis ofKokama and any Tupi-Guarani language will

demonstrate that what Kokama actually has in common with Tupian languages consists

ofa shared vocabulary with various regular sound correspondences. As a matter offact,

the existing classifications ofKokama as a Tupi-Guarani language are all based on lexical

similarities and sound correspondences as the only criteria. The Brazilian linguist Aryon

Dall'Igna Rodrigues (1984/1985) was the :first historical linguist to include Kokama

provisonially in the Tupi-Guarani family specifically with Tupinamba because the

majority ofthe lexical items ofKokmna are demonstrably derived from Tupinamba2

forms; however, Rodrigues observed that Kokama grammar is very different from the

Tupi-Guarani languages in general. His evidence for the similarities and differences

2rupinamba, or Old Tupi, spoken along the Northeast to the Southeast ofBrazil's coast during
the Brazilian colonial period, has been documented since the 16th century. A later version of
Tupinamba registered by the Jesuits during the first two centuries ofcolonization is 'Neengatu, also
known as Lingua Geral AmazOnica.
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between Kokama and the Tupi-Guarani languages led Rodrigues to raise the hypothesis

that Kokama could be the result ofthe contact between two languages, one ofthem being

ofTupian origin and the other ofnon-Tupian origin. The genetic classifications of

Kokama made by other historical linguists fail to acknowledge this possibility regarding

Kokama These classifications are the result ofa partial application ofthe Comparative

Method, which can only function when the Method is conceived as a whole, as a set of

interrelated methodological procedures which correspond to the nature oftheir object of

inquiry. The underlying presupposition about language in the study oflanguage change,

the subject matter ofhistorical linguistics, is that language has subsystems which are

interrelated in a very substantial way. So long as basic methodological principles inherent

in the Comparative Method are followed, the first move in establishing genetic linguistic

relationships within a given group oflanguages entails that systematic correspondences

be found in all their linguistic subsystems. Meillet (1954: [1925]), following the

traditional view ofhis predecessors, states that:

Pour etablir ['existence d'une ancienne langue commune, il/aut
retrouver dans les langues comparees les traits specifiques de cette langue
pour aueant qu'ils se sont maintenues . ny a donc achercher comment se
comportent les divers elements de La langue; car ils se conservent pas
egalement ni de La meme maniere. Touee langue comprend trois systemes
distincts qui sont lies les uns aux autres de certaines manieres, mais qui som
susceptible de varier en une large mesure independammant les unes des
autres: La morphologie, le phonetisme et le vocabulaire.

For Meillet (1954:12) comparative work "Ce n'est rien que de poser des rapprochements

partiels: chaque fait linguistique fait partie d'un ensemble oil tout se tient. nne faut pas

rapprocher un fait de detail d'un autre fait de detail, mais un systeme linguistique d'un autre

--------
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systeme."

The comparative works that have achieved successful results in the past and that

continue to prove their validity in the present have all demonstrated that following the procedures

and principles ofthe Comparative Method is crucial for a valid claim ofgenetic relationship.

Campbell & Poser's (1992) survey ofmethods used for establishing a genetic relationship

between languages demonstrates that the valid comparative works done in the past, since the

period preceding Sir William Jones, and then the Neogramma..rians, up to the American Indian

linguists, were all based on the same criteria: morphoiogy, sound correspondence and basic

vocabulary.

The present dissertation has as its main objective to provide a systematic contrastive

comparison ofKokama vocabulary, phonology, morphology and syntax with the respective

subsystems ofTupinamb~the Tupi-Guarani language with which Kokama lexical items show

the closest correspondence. Tupinamba. is also one ofthe most conservative Tupi-Guarani

languages, and the earliest documented language ofthe family. The main conclusions to be

drawn from this contrastive comparison are the following: 1) Kokama shares too few structural

features with the Tupi-Guarani languages to be classified as a member ofthat linguistic Tupi

Guarani family; 2) the normal transmission ofa Tupi-Guarani language was interrupted during

the past history ofthe Kokama speakers; and 3) Kokama cannot be classified genetically at all.

The similarities between KOkama and Tupinamba being restricted to vocabulary and sound

correspondences is also capital proofthat Kokama cannot be genetically related to any other

language family, because continuity oftransmission ofa language as a whole can never be

proved in the case ofKokama. As pointed out by Thomason (1980:31), " A corollary ofthe \'iew
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that continuity oftransmission is the criterion for establishing genetic relationship of languages is

that a language whose history shows a discontinuity in transmission cannot be classified

genetically. " The present work demostrates that in the case ofthe Kokama language continuity

oftransmission ofa Tupi-Guarani language similar to or identical with Tupinamba was

interrupted at some point in the history ofits speakers.

My goals in this dissertation are: 1) to test the hypothesis raised by the Brazilian linguist

Aryon dall'Igna Rodrigues (1984/1985) that Kokama originated from the contact between two

languages, one ofthem being a Tupi language and the other having a different genetic origin

(Rodrigues, 1984/1985:44); 2) to present definitive evidence that Kokama cannot be classified

genetically at all; 3) to propose a tentative account ofthe kind ofroute ofdevelopment that

Kokama underwent.

The proposed work adopts the analytic framework for contact-induced language

change proposed by Thomason and Kaufman (1988), which offers a wide range of

explanations and predictions for possible different results of language contact situations.

The basic premise ofThomason & Kaufman's (1988:35) model ofcontact-induced

language change is that, "It is the sociolinguistic history ofthe speakers, and not the

structure oftheir languages that is the primary determinant ofthe outcome of languages in

contact." Although the model recognizes the weight of linguistic factors such as

markedness and typological distance in determining the linguistic outcome ofcontact

situations, social factors are shown to constitute the main determinants.

The choice for the specific theoretical approach takes into consideration the

following: a) Thomason and Kaufman's theoretical model makes possible the
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investigation ofdifferent degrees and kinds of interference in language contact situations;

b) it offers explanatory predictions for possible routes of language development in

contact-induced language change; c) the theoretical model, based on the criteria for

genetic relationship (systematic correspondences in all linguistic subsystems) required by

the Comparative Method, possesses important theoretical implications for genetic

linguistics; d) one ofthe theory's main concerns is the identification of languages which

cannot be used for purposes of reconstruction ofproto-languages. All ofthe points above

are ~cial for the investigation ofthe historical development ofthe Kokama language

and the identification of its route ofdevelopment, whether it be genetic or non-genetic.

The proposed work provides a systematic comparison between Kokama and

Tupinamba vocabulary, phonology, morphology and syntax in order to demonstrate the

structural similarities and differences between the two languages. The comparison will

also allow for the identification ofthe non-Tupi-Guarani linguistic features and their

language or linguistic family source(s) (when the evidence demonstrates it to be

possible), as well as the extent ofthese features and their implication in determining

Kokama's route ofdevelopment. The result ofthis comparison, together with the evidence

found in the published material mentioning or referring to the history ofthe Kokama

speakers constitute the basis for identifying the possible historical route ofdevelopment

followed by Kokama The correlation between present-day Kokama lexicon and grammar

and the history of its speakers, including what can be inferred from the earlier chronicles

ofthe sixteenth century in regard to earlier proto-history ofthe people in question, is

intended to shed light upon the genetic or non-genetic origin ofthe Kokama language. My
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final conclusion, which is to be drawn from the proposed work, will be supported by

comparative evidence coming from known cases oflanguages either affected by or

resulting from language-contact situations, as discussed in Thomason and Kaufinan

(1988).

This dissertation is intended to be a contribution to a better knowledge ofthe

Kokama language and the history of its speakers. It is also ofgreat significance for the

advancement ofcomparative and reconstructive works on the Tupi-Guarani family, since

a well-founded conclusion regarding the Kokama route ofdevelopment will eliminate

what is at the present time a problem for the purportedly homogeneous Tupi-Guarani

family tree. This doctoral dissertation, related to an area poorly explored in the context of

South American Indian languages, is ofa pioneering nature because it investigates the

linguistic outcome ofa contact situation involving native languages from different

linguistic families and stocks, simultaneously taking into consideration both the linguistic

and the social factors that are involved. For all these reasons the conclusions to be drawn

from this dissertation are intended to be a contribution to the theory of languages in

contact, as well as a stimulus to systematic studies ofother native South American Indian

Languages which, like Kokama, are considered to be problematic in determining genetic

relationships. Together, these make for a contribution to the progress ofcomparative

linguistic studies ofnative South American Indian Languages.

The organization ofthis dissertation is as follows. In Chapter I, I present the

subject investigated (the historical development ofthe Kokama language), and the goals

and objectives ofthe work. In this chapter, I also shall present: a briefsurvey ofthe
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documentation ofthe Kokama language together with a survey ofthe historical

development ofthe theoretical approaches to linguistic interference in language-contact

situations. Here, I shall concentrate on the historical development ofthe ideas which

linguists have devised in an attempt to account for the implications ofexternal

motivations for change in languages vis-a.-vis the genetic model. Finally, I will provide a

summary ofthe Thomason & Kaufinan model for contact-induced language change, as

this model constitutes the theoretical framework that I use in this study to try to explain

the non-genetic origin ofKokama and its route ofdevelopment.

In Chapter II, I shall present a comparative study of300 Tupinamba. and Kokama

lexical items to demonstrate the ;;ound correspondences between the two languages. In

that chapter I also shall present a comparative analysis ofKokama and Tupinamba

phonological rules and patterns. Through this comparison I shall demonstrate that

Kokama rules have not plausibly developed out ofthose ofTupinamba.

Chapter ill constitutes a comparison between Tupinamba and Kokama

morphologies. The comparison is based on typological, functional and positional criteria

Data from other well documented Tupi-Guarani languages are also included in the

comparison. These are relatively well documented Tupi-Guarani languages such as

Neengatii, Avaiie7e (paraguayan Guarani), Kaiwa, Guajajara, Urubii-Kaapor, Kamayura,

Guajajara, Kayabi, Chiriguano-Ava, Wayampi, Chiriguano-Tapyi ( Izoceiio or Izozo),

Guarayo, Tapira¢, and Parintintin, among others.

Inflection and derivation are the types ofmorphological operations to be

compared. Traditionally, these have been the basis ofmorphological analysis carried out
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on Tupi-Guarani languages (but see Dietrich, 1990). As in most ofthe Tupian studies,

this work adopts the traditional view ofderivation as a type ofmorphological operation

which typically creates a lexeme out ofanother lexeme by making changes in the

syntactic class or meaning ofthe word base. Inflectional operations leave the syntactic

class ofthe word base unaffected, specifying its morphosyntactic form and adding

grammatical markers (for instance, tense, aspect, mood, agreement, and case). The

comparison also considers the types ofprocesses by means ofwhich the morphological

operations are realized in the two languages. These are processes such as affixation,

reduplication, compound formation and incorporation.

In Chapter IV, I shall present a syntactic comparison between Kokama and

Tupinamba. I shall focus on the basic order oftheir words, the order ofthe constituents in

nouns and verbal phrases (the basic types ofsentences), and the order ofthe morphemes

(here, affixes), particles and stems (See Comrie, [1981]1989:86-87). The comparison is

also concerned with the types ofsyntactic processes found in the two languages, such as

presence or absence ofcoordination, subordination, relativization, nominalization,

fronting ofpragmatically emphasized or topicalized elements, and cliticization.

In Chapter V, I shall present a tentative reconstruction ofthe socio-history of

Kokama speakers that will deal with the following points: a) the presence ofTupi

Guarani groups at the Upper Amazon River before the first European invasion ofthat

area; b) the nature ofthe Kokama/O:mawa contact with Indians from different ethnic and

linguistic affiliations; c) the changes in the natives' social context on the Upper Amazon

River during the European colonization ofthat area; d) the history ofthe
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Kokarna/Omawas from the Republican period up to modem Peruvian and Brazilian

National Society. From the published old documents, I have extracted as much

information as possible about the socio-cultural history ofthe Kokama/Omawas since

their first contact with the European travelers. The earlier information about their contact

with other indigenous people and their social organization (for example, the number of

families living in each house, the number of individuals living in each village, including

the localization and extension ofthe area belonging to them, the organization and

distribution oftheir economy, and other cultural practices) will provide important hints in

demonstrating the degree of integration ofOmawas and Kokamas in the geographic,

ecological, and social context where these groups were located for the first time. From the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, I have extracted whatever information is avalable

about the Kokama/Omawa language relative to that period. These linguistic and non

linguistic data contribute to a retrospective view ofthe history ofthe Kokama speakers,

and to the knowledge ofimportant stages ofdevelopment ofthe Kokama/Omawa

language. Accordingly, the most recently recorded history ofthe Kokamas (including

Omawas and Kokamiyas) is also important in the final conclusion on the history ofthe

Kokama/Omawa people and its implications for the historical development ofthe

Kokama language.

The reconstruction ofthe history ofthe Kokama speakers is ofcrucial importance

for the theoretical model adopted here since the intensity ofa contact situation, as well as

the degree ofbilingualism, are ofmajor importance in predicting the kind of linguistic

interference and the final linguistic outcome ofa context oflanguages in contact.
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In Chapter VI, I identify the non-Tupi-Gu:mnrl linguistic features found in all

Kokama linguistic subsystems, and discuss their possible origin, including language

sources and independent development, and the kind ofcontact situation from which the

Kokama language originated, or started moving towards a non-genetic development.

In Chapter VII, I summarize the results ofmy analysis and draw a conclusion

about the non-genetic origin orthe Kokama language. I shall examine my findings and

present a tentative conclusion about Kokama's route ofdevelopment in the light of

Thomason and Kaufman's model. This dissertation contributes new data to the study of

languages in contact. It endeavors to analyze and explain an exotic case ofnon-genetic

development, and seeks to be a contribution to the theory of languages in contact.

1.1. Brief survey of the documentation of the Kokama language: Descriptive and

Comparative studies.

The Kokama language has been identified as a Tupian language since the time of

Pedro de Orsua's expedition, which in 1560 had explored the Amazon River, including

some ofits tributaries, such as the Lower Huallaga River and part ofthe Ucayali River3.

The first Spanish Jesuits to have access to the Kokama/Omawa language believed that

Kokama and the Omawa were in fact the same language, which in turn was either a

dialect ofParaguayan Guarani (Old Guarani) or a dialect ofBrazilian Guarani

(Tupinamba). Lorenzo Hervas (in Tovar, 1986:159) comments that:

3See A Expedifiio de Oursua e Aguirre ao RioAmazonas Narradape/o Capitiio A/tamiro in Vasquez de
Espinosa.1948. See also Jimenezde 1a Espada, 1897.
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Il P. Rodriguez citato dice neUa Storia del Marano", che gli Vcayali nel
1680, jUggendo dalla peste se ne andarono nelle selve, e dissero al P.Giovanni
Lucero nell'abbandonarlo - Caquiri Tanu Papa: Caqu-;ri ura Dio ica totanare
- eioe Vomo coraggioso, a Dio; che ti dia lunga vita. In questa espressione
osservo alcune parole Guarani. che ho trovate nel dizionario Guarani del
P.Ruiz. Papa Padre, ura andare, leo vita. Tanu signijica nostro in Omagua. La
nazione Cocama e nelfzume Vcayale. Con questa mia osservazione conviene il
Sig. Ab. Gily nella sua ecce/lente storia dell'Orinoco dubita, che la lingua
Cocama sia dialetto della Guarani; in oggi non se nepuo dubitare, perche dal
Sig. Ab. Ullauri, che e vissato coi Cocama nelpaese detto Laguna capitale delle
missioni de Gesuiti di Mainos, senti che i Cocamas. e gli Omagwas parlavano

una stessa lingua con differenza poco notabile•...

Father Samuel Fritz, who spent almost 40 years (1686-1723) at the missionary

villages, or reducciones, ofthe Upper Amazon River, was the first missionary to affirm

that the Kokama/Omawa language was slightly different from the Lingua Gerallanguage

(Fritz, 1918). Father Jose Chantre y Herrera ([1768] 1901) presents some data from the

KokamalOmawa language (words and phrases). Father Manuel J. Uriarte Lopez (1952)

presents part ofthe catechism in KokamalOmawa, which was used in the convertion of

the indigenous population ofthe Provincia de Maynas. The oldest published Kokama

word list dates from 1850-1851, and is the outgrowth ofFrancis de Castelneau's first

contact with the Kokamas in Nauta (peru) in 1845 (Castelneau, 1850). The second

Kokama word list was also published by a Frenchman, Paul Marcoy, in 1866.

Lucien Adam (1986) includes Kokama linguistic data from Castelneau and

Marcoy in his Materiaux pour Servir al'Etablissement d'une Grammaire Comparee des

Dialectes de la Famille Tupi. However, Paul Rivet (1910:149-178) was the first scholar

who, based on Kokama linguistic data from Castelneau (1851:293-294), Marcoy

(1866:92) and Orton (1872:473), and on Omawa linguistic data from Hervas (1785:24;
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1787:94), Gilij (1872:371-375), Martius (1863:428-426), Marcoy (1866:92) and Chantre

y Herrera (1901), presented evidence of lexical affinities between the Kokama and the

Omawa language. For Rivet the Kokama/Omawa language shares deep affinities \\<ith

'Brazilian Guarani' (i.e. Tupinamba, the Lingua Geral Paulista and the Lingua Geral

Amaz6nicat:

J'ai d'ailleurs la conviction qu'a ce groupe Guarani occidental, a
peine diffirencie du guarani bresilien, viendront s'adjoindre bientot
d'autres idiomes du haut Amazone consideres jusqu'ici commeformant
defamilles independentes (Rivet, 1912:149).

Two German ethnologists, Gunter Tessmann and Curt Nimuendaju, also

contributed to the documentation ofthe Kokama language during the first decades ofthis

century. Tessmann met the Kokamas as well as the Omawas around the 1920s and his

Kokama word list was published in Tessmann (1930). Nimuendaju in 1914 published

Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Sprache der Kokama, which contains a word list as well as a

grammatical sketch ofthe Kokama language.

Kokama has been classified as a Tupian language by McQuown (1955), and

Loukotka (1968) classifies this language as a Tupi language ofthe Upper Amazon group

4.rhe distinction between Lingua Geral Amazenica and the Lingua Geral PauIista was proposed by Rodrigues
(1986b:102). These languages emerged from the contact between Europeans and native speakers ofTupi
languages. According to Rodrigues (1992:20-21), the Lingua Geral Paulista had its origin during the sixteenth
century and was based on the Tupi-Guarani language spoken by the Tupian Indians from sao Vicente and from the
Upper Tiere River. The Lingua Geral Amaz6nica, also known as Nbeengatu, developed during the second balfof
the eighteenth century, after the colonization ofMaranhao and Para states. The Lingua GeraI Amaz6nica is based
on the Tupinamba language and was also used as a lingua franca between Europeans and Indians from different
ethnic groups as well as among Indians. The Lingua Geral Amaz6nica had great geographic eX"Pansion during the
eighteenth century, spoken from the State ofMaranhao up to the Upper Amazon and its expansion via Rio Negro
up to Venezuela and Colombia. The Lingua Geral Amaz6nica is still spoken at the present time in the Upper Rio
Negro River area (Brazil).
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together with Omawa, Kokamiya, Yurimawa, Aizua..ri (or Aisuari), Ibanoma (or Banoma),

Tapaj6, Awakachi, Papateruana, Paquana, Yete, and Jibitaoana (all ofthe latter

languages are now extinct). The Yete people were certainly the same as the Omawa

people. The auto-denomination Omawayete was due to the confusion involving two

distinct peoples known by the same name. Since the sixteenth century two peoples called

Omawa lived on the Amazon River. The Omawas speaking the language identified as a

Tupian language were found from the Lower Napo River to the I¢ River and a distinct

people, also called Omawa, was found from the Coari River to the Purus River. This

latter Omawa people spoke a very different language and they were the same Yurimawa

or Solimoes mentioned in the chronicles dating from the seventeenth century.

The first phonemic description proposed for Kokama is the work ofNorma Faust

and Evelyn Pike (1958), ofthe Summer Institute ofLinguistics (SIL). Their phonemic

analysis is based on data collected during their fieldwork among the Kokamas between

1954 and 1956.5 Besides the Kokama phonemic analysis, Faust and Pike present a list of

words containing 304 lexical items. Faust's subsequent work on Kokama is an analysis of

Kokama clause types following the tagmemic approach proposed by Kenneth Pike (1967)

and a pedagogical Kokama grammar for Spanish speakers (1972). These are the only

published works on Kokama phonology and grammar.

sneir data were supplemented by data previously collected by Kenneth Watters, also from the SIL.
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The only Kokama dictionary owes its existence to Lucas Espinosa (1989), a

Spanish Augustinian missionary who lived for eighteen years in Peru. The dictionary has

1,434 Spanish lexical entries with approximately 1,300 corresponding Kokama items.

The lexical similarity found among the word lists from Kokama (Faust and Pike,

1958), Assurini (Harrison, 1960), Guajajara (Samuel and Samuel, 1960), Parintintin

(pease and Betts, 1962), Urubu (Kakumasu, 1963), Guarani (Aoron, 1966), Guarayo

(Hoeller, 1932), Siri6no (Schermair, 1958) and Tupinamba (Anonymous, 1953, and

Rodrigues, 1958) led the Brazilian linguist Miriam Lemle (1971) to include Kokama

lexical items in her reconstruction ofthe phonological system and a portion ofthe lexicon

ofProto-Tupi-Guarani.

Lemle used 221 lexical items present in most ofthe nine languages (from Kokama,

Lemle used 95 lexical items) in reconstructing 221 etymologies for Proto-Tupi Guarani.

The results ofthe comparative and reconstructive work also led Lemle to propose a tree

diagram representing the genetic classification ofthe nine languages compared. The

author based her classification on the retention and innovations found in each language's

phonemic system vis-a-vis the system proposed for the Tupi-Guarani. In Lemle's tree

diagram., reproduced below, Kokama forms a subgroup with Tupinamba.
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Chart 1. Lemle's TG tree diagram
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Soares (1978) has studied the changes in vowel quality in three Tupi-Guarani

languages: Kokama, Assurini and Guajajara. The Kokama data forming the basis ofher

work are the word lists from Castelneau (1850/1951), Marcoy (1866), Tessmann (1930),

Rivet (1910), Nimuendaju (1914) and Faust and Pike (1958). A contribution ofSoares's

work is the comparison ofdifferent transcriptions ofthe same Kokama words from

different periods and authors. Although her work on the changes in vowel quality in

Kokama vis-a.-vis the reconstructed vowels for proto-Tupi Guarani is not definitive, she

emphasizes some points that can be associated with synchronic neutralizations ofvowels,

which can be demonstrated retrospectively over a period ofa hundred years.
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The most important observation to be made on the Kokama language is that of

Rodrigues (1984/1985). In his study ofthe internal relations inside the Tupi-Guarani

linguistic family, Rodrigues proposes the subdivision ofthe family into eight subgroups6.

The Kokama language is included ~ithin Subgroup ill, together with Omawa, Kokamiya,

Tupinamba, the Lingua Geral Paulista and the Lingua Geral Amazonica (1984/85:33-39).

In his classification, Rodrigues bas chose a set of linguistic preperties (lexical,

phonological and morphological) shared by the languages compared, which he uses as

evidence for including provisionally these languages inside the Tupi-Guarani linguistic

family. The linguistic properties are:

a) subject marking prefixes occurring in intransitive and transitive verbs of

independent constructions, including forms such as a- 'I', ere- you', ja- 'Iandyou', oro- 'J

and he/she', pe- you and he/she', 0- 'he/she/they' (also 'I~ you' and 'he/she?;

b) personal pronouns functioning as the subject of intransitive verbs in independent

constructions, as possessors in genitival constructions, and as subject ofdescriptive

verbs. The personal pronouns include forms such as (i)ee 'I', (e)ne you', yane 'Iandyou',

ore 'Iand he/she', pe(e) you and he/she' (also aee 'L you and he/she ');

c) relational prefixes including r-, which attach to certain classes ofstems such as

~odrigues included in his work data from the following languages: Amanaye, Anambe, Apiaka,
Assurini do Tocantins (Ak-wawa), Assurini do Xingii, Ava, (Canoeiro), Chiriguano (Ava), Emerillon,
Guaja, Guajajara, Guarani Antigo, Guarani Paraguaio, Guarayo (Guaray6), Guayaki (Ache), Hora (Jora),
Izoceiio (Chane), Kaiwa (Kayova, Pail, Kamayuni, Kayabi, Kokama, Kokamiya (Cocamilla), Lingua
Geral AmazOnica (Nheengatil), Lingua Geral Paulista (Tupi Austral), Mbia (Guarani), Nandeva
(Txiripa), Omawa, Parakana, Parintintin, Siri6no, Surui, (Mujetire), Tak"Ullyape, Tapiete, Tapirape,
Tembe, Tupi-Kawahib, (Tupi do Machado, Pawete, Wirafed), Tupinamba, Turiwara, UruM., Wayampi,
WayampipukU, Xeta (Serra dos Dourados).
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eye, lips, etc. to indicate that the the determining element is the immediate contiguous

precedent expression, as for instance: paye r-ese 'the shaman's eyes' ;

d) the phoneme Ijl (or leI, Idj/, 10.1, IzI) in words such as jaei 'moon', jub 'yellow',

etc.;

e) the phoneme e (or C, s, h, or 8) in words such as et 'mather', cam 'string', etc.;

f) the phoneme c (or s, h, or 8) in words such as co 'to go', ptsi 'night', etc.;

g) the words ita 'stone' and err 'wasp' with i ( and not with wi, kwi or kt);

h) basic vocabulary including lexical items derived phonologically from: jaet

'moon', nami 'ear', mano 'die', pira 'fish', etc.;

i) The word pettm ( and not pe) 'tobacco' ( planted tobacco).

In dividing languages into subgroups, Rodrigues establishes certain specific

properties found in the languages with reference to the Proto-Tupi-Guarani such as loss or

preservation offinal consonants, preservation of *pw, or change of*pw into kw, kw, k,

fw, f, hw, among other phonological properties.

Rodrigues proposes the inclusion ofKokama within the Tupi-Guarani family with

extreme reservations. For Rodrigues, the main reason for including Kokama in subgroup

ill is that Kokama contains forms derived directly from forms essentially the same as

those from Tupinamba, although Kokama is very distinctive in its grammar. Observing

the similarities and differences found in Kokama in relation to the other languages ofthe

family, Rodrigues hypothesizes that Kokama could be a case where a non-Tupi-Guarani

group had adopted a Tupi-Guarani language.
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Some ofthe examples given by Rodrigues illustrating lexical similarities between

Tupinamba and Kokama are the following: Kokama cairi 'striped', Tupinamba sa7ir 'it is

striped'; Kokama coni 'to.be.blac/t, TupinambasYn 'to.be.blak', Kokama~ 'moon',

Tupinamba yast 'moon'; and Kokama vau 'chaga', Tupinamba ya76 'chaga' (Rodrigues,

1984/1985:43).

Rodrigues also emphasizes the fact that Kokama distinguishes biological sex in its

pronominal forms, a non-Tupi-Guarani feature, besides the fact that among the Kokama

pronominal forms two ofthem, the :first and the third person singular (male speech)

respectively ta ']' and uri 'he/she' are not correlated with the Proto-Tupi-Guarani, while

the corresponding pronouns in the female speech~ ']' and m'he/she: are ofTupi

Guarani origin ( pTG~, Tupinamba~,and pTG a7e respectively). Also the two

Kokama forms for :first plural exclusive, penu (female speech) and tanu (male speech),

are not ofTupi-Guarani origin. Rodrigues tentatively includes Kokama in the Tupi

Guarani family because of its lexical similarities to Tupinamba and some sound

correspondences between the two languages. Nevertheless, Rodrigues leaves open the

possibility that Kokama may not be a later form ofa single parent language, the Proto

Tupian-Guarani, but the result oftwo languages in contact, where the lexicon seems to be

ofTupi-Guarani language origin and the bulk of its grammar comes from a non-Tupi

Language. The hypothesis raised by Rodrigues is still untested, as are other hypotheses

about cases oflanguage mixture inside the Tupi-Guarani family, such as Guayaki.

Dietrich (1990), in his recently published study on the internal classification ofthe

Tupi-Guarani family, assumes that the Guayaki language as well as Kokama are the result
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ofa 'strong substratum interference'. Dietrich's comparison, which is based on phonetic

and phonological criteria (17) as well as morphological ones (34), demonstrates

statistically different degrees ofrelationship among the languages compared, considering

essentially their conservatism and innovative characteristics. In Dietrich's work

(1990:114) Kokama and Guayaki are low rate languages7 because they"...lack most ofthe

traditional grammatical categories and have a different phonological shape in many

instances." According to Dietrich (1990:115), Kokama and Guayaki "...may be members

ofthe Tupi-Guarani language family, but these languages are to such an extent mixed up

with features atypical ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages that they must have been taken over

by people who were originally speakers of languages belonging to other language stocks,

or they must have been extensively influenced by these speakers...'.

One important point to be emphasized here is Dietrich's assertion that his

conclusion differs from that drawn by Lemle (1971) and Rodrigues (1984/1985), also in

relation to the inclusion ofKokama in the same sub-group as Tupinamba., since the

former language does not share characteristics with the latter to support the presence of

both languages in the same subgroup. However, in saying this Dietrich is neglecting

Rodrigues's important observation in regard to his inclusion ofKokama in the same

subgroup as Tupinambci. Rodrigues is very tentative in his proposal and his observation

on the origin ofKokama is reinforced by Dietrich's comparison. In fact Dietrich brings

7 In Dietrich's study, "... high rates mean high degree ofcoherence, but also conservatism with respect to
language change, especially grammatical change. Low rates mean low degrees ofcoherence, not only with higher
rate languages, but also with other low rate languages, as weIl as innovation together with a reduction or the
imperfect adoption oftraditional Tupi-Guarani morphology and grammar. Moderate rates mean intermediate stages
between the extremes" (1990:111).
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new evidence supporting Rodrigues's claim that Kokama is very distinctive in its

grammar.

However, some ofDietrich's results are inaccurate in regard to Kokama. Examples

ofthese are: a) Dietrich marks '-' for Kokama because it does not show reflexes of*/Jll!l.,

which occurs in the suffix * -pw~r 'past tense' But Kokama has~ 'to tighten' « 1b

pwar 'to tigh1; (b) Dietrich posits that Kokama does not have a form corresponding to

* -icui (derived from * i- 'relational prefix' and * £Yi, 'local determiner(from, oj)', while

Kokama in fact does havem 'from. '

The published documentation ofthe Kokama language accumulated during the last

143 years is restricted to six lists ofwords which vary from 15 words (Tessmann, 1930)

to 304 words (Faust & Pike, 1958), a pedagogical grammar (Faust, 1972), one paper

(Faust, 1971), a master's thesis (Soares, 1978), a Spanisb/Kokama dictionary (Espinosa,

1989), and three compa.cttive studies (Lemle , 1971; Rodrigues, 1984/1985 and Dietrich,

1990). The total amount ofdata available on the Kokama language doesn't amount to

1800 lexical items, although Kokama is considered to be a relatively well documented

language compared to many other native South American Indian languages, which have

little or no documentation and which are definitively on the way to becoming extinct.

On the other hand, nothing is known about the origin ofKokama, which since the

sixteenth century has been identified as a Tupian language (het-...ause of its lexical

similarities to Tupi-Guarani languages). The lack ofa systematic comparative study of

the Kokama language with the other languages ofthe family has precluded any

conclusive ananalysis of its genetic or Don-genetic origin.
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1.2 Language contact, linguistic interference and genetic linguistics. Historical

background

1.2.1 General Remarks

Linguistic interference, defined here as the presence ofspecific linguistic

features in a given linguistic system as a result of languages in contact, has been for a

long time the subject ofmany controversies among scholars working on language change.

The main issue triggering such controversies has been the degree and extent of linguistic

interference and its implications for genetic linguistics. The results ofHugo Schuchardt's

(1281; 1982, 1883, 1988; 1914) studies on the mixing oflanguages generated passionate

disputes in the scholarly world, acknowledging extreme claims against language mixture,

such as Miiller's (1884:5) claim that there are no mixed languages. For most nineteenth

century historical linguists the existence ofmixed languages challenged the Comparative

Method, which was viewed as the most powerful apparatus in substantiating claims of

genetic relationship and in reconstructing prehistoric stages ofthe history of languages.

Morphology was said to be the inner part ofthe grammar, and as such, was

regarded as impenetrable to foreign influence. Any proofofthe mixing ofmorphology

would weaken the main criteria used in historical comparison. The evidence derived from

pidgins and creoles, whose first systematic studies are attributed to Schuchardt, gave rise

to ongoing research focusing on the linguistic problems resulting from the context of

languages in contact. The increasing interest in the possible effects of linguistic

interference, and its implication for genetic linguistics, culminated with the necessity ofa

theory of linguistic interference in the context of languages in contact.
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Weinreich's (1953) work, which is the :first full scale attempt to lay the foundations

for the theory of linguistic interference, has been greatly enriched during the last forty

years by works from a great number ofscholars focusing on different present and past

contact situations (such as immigrant sets (Silva-Corvalan ,1968; 1986a), sprachbund

areas (Lenhist,1978; Joseph, 1983), short and long-term contact situations (Rubin, 1962;

Gumperz and Wilson, 1974; Suarez, 1977; Dorian, 1986a) all showing different degrees

ofbilingualism or multilingualism. The theory of linguistic interference has also greatly

benefitted from a wide range ofnew data coming from different languages spoken

throughout the world. The development ofstudies on contact-induced language change

has brought important contributions to the knowledge ofthe external motivation of

language change, a theory that was for a long time neglected and resisted by most

nineteenth century and contemporary historical linguists. Even ifat the present time the

theory of linguistic interference is still in need of improvement in order to account for a

more complete reality ofthe possible linguistic facts resulting from languages in contact,

at least it is able to give some fundamental answers to the ever problematic question:

What can linguistic interference do to a language?

1.2.2 The treatment of borrowing

In their comparative works, most nineteenth century historical linguists paid

considerable attention to distinguishing loans from native morphemes. For these

historical linguists the lexicon is viewed as the subsystem oflanguage that is most

vunerable to foreign elements, while the grammar, essentially the
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morphology/morphosyntax, contains the incontestable proofbetween the genetic

relationship oflanguages. Humboldt (1903-36;VI 76-48) argued that "even the

fundamental vocabulary cannot be guarded against the intrusion offoreign elements,

warned against any comparison based exclusively on lexicon', and finally maintained that

'if two languages ...exhibit grammatical forms which are identical in a.rra.ngement, and

have a close analogy [correspondence] in their sounds, we have an incontestable proof

that these two languages belong to the same family" (Morpurgo Davies, 1975:627-8,

quoted in Campbell and Poser, 1992:20). For most nineteenth century and contemporary

historical linguists morphology has been conceived ofas being the part ofthe grammar

that is most resistent to foreign interference, hence the best basis for historical

comparison. The widespread beliefamong historical linguists in the quasi impenetrability

to foreign elements ofthe morphological subsystem is reflected in works such as Whitney

(1881). Whitney proposes a scale where linguistic features are organized according to

their ease ofborrowability. In Whitney's view, lexical items are at the top ofthe scale,

followed by different parts ofspeech, then suffixes, then inflections, then sounds. Haugen

(1950:224) points out that Whitney "did not deny the possibility ofborrowing even

members ofthe last two classes, but contended that they are unusual and generally

secondary to the borrowing ofvocabulary items." For Whitney, morphology and

phonology were the most formal parts ofthe language, and "whatever is more formal or

structural in character remains in that degree free from the intrusion offoreign material."

(Whitney, 1881:5-26, quoted in Haugen 1950:224). This explanation reflects the view of

most nineteenth century linguists that the possibility and subsequent extension offoreign
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elements in a language via borrowing is determined by the nature ofthe language

subsystems ('parts ofthe language' in Whitney's words). Inasmuch as borrowing was

considered not to affect the grammar ofa language to such an extent as to corrupt its

genetic origin, this kind of linguistic interference would not represent a problem in the

historical comparison of languages, once lexical borrowings were distinguished. Meillet

is well known for his extreme position with regard to the invulnerability ofmorphology

to linguistic interference. For linguists ofthe 20th century such as Meille!, "La

morphologie, c'est adire, l'ensemble des procedes par lequels on modifie et on groupe les

mots pour constituer des phrases, est ce qui a de plus stable dans la langue" (Meillet

[1925] 1954:22). Like most ofhis predecessors Meillet believed that "ee qui est probant

pour etablir 1a continuite d'une «langue commune» et une langue ulterieur, ce sont 1es

procedes particuliers d'eil.-pression de la morphologie." (Meillet [1925] 1954:25). Meillet

did not accept the idea that the mixing ofmorphological systems could arise as a result of

language contact. Meillet ([1925] 1954:82-83) said:

Enfait il ne s'estpas rencontrejusqu'ici de cas OU ['on ait ete conduit a
poser que Ie systeme morphologique d'une langue donnee reswte d'un melange
des morphologies des deux langues distinctes. Dans tous les cas observesjusqu'a
present. il y a une tradition continue d'une langue; il peuty avoir un nombre plus
ou moins grand d'emprunts. et ces emprunts peuvent occasioner certains
procedes nouveaux desformations des mots; la tradition peut etre du type
courant: transmission de la langue des anciens auxjeunes. ou reswter d'un
changement de langue: apprentissage d'une langue de communication par une
population qui abandonefinalement son idiome propre. Mais il y a une tradition
pour Ie systeme morphologique.

Meillet's position in regard to the resistence ofthe morphological system to

foreign interference reflected his fears that a proofofmixture in this linguistic subsystem
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could menace the power ofthe Comparative Method in establishing the genetic

relationship between languages. Since there was an agreement that the vocabulary is open

to interference, the historical linguist would have almost no consistent basis to prove the

continuity ofa language. In addition, it would be very difficult to decide which of two

systems would be the original. This is clearly expressed by Meillet himselfwhen he says

"Le jour oil ron viendrait it les rencontrer (mixing ofmorphology), la tache du linguiste

serait malaisee. Si ron a pu arriver par la comparaison, l'histoire de quelques langues,

c'est que ron etait sUr que chaque systeme nouveaux devait s'expliquer it partir d'un

systeme unique" (Meillet [1925] 1954:83).

The restrictions posited by linguists such as Meillet on the effects of interference

on the morphological component ofa language was not confined to interference due to

borrowing, but it also included linguistic interference due to language shift. The belief

that linguistic interference couldn't affect the morphological system ofa language was

maintained even when the most extreme cases oflanguage mixture-pidgins and creoles

were already relatively well documented and studied, since the end ofthe nineteeth

century, by scholars such as Van Name, Schuchardt, Coelho, Adam, Hesseling, and many

others. Perhaps because pidgins and creoles were viewed as extreme cases of language

mixture (a result ofvery special social conditions), they couldn't be considered absolute

evidence for the existence ofother cases oflanguage mixture, which would threaten the

powerful criteria that underlie the Comparative Method. For most nineteenth century and

contemporary scholars the known effects of linguistic contact on language (excluding

pidgins and creoles as well as cases where language shift resulted in the extinction ofa
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language) did not preclude the genetic origin ofa language, such as with Celtic,

Germanic, Etruscan and Semitic influences on the Romance languages. Schleicher

([1863] 1983:42) comments, "We know ofancient Latin quite as well as the Romance

languages, its unmistakable offspring, partly through the process oframification, partly

through the foreign influence, that you, gentlemen would call crossing." Ascoli (1881)

introduces the geological metaphor 'substratum' to account for the effects oflanguage

contact in the process of individuation ofthe Romance languages. Scholars such as

Meillet used evidence from French to show that the Gaulish as well as the Germanic

influence on the former (due to language shift after a long period ofbilingualism) did not

affect its genetic origin at all.

The first halfofthis century witnessed a growth of linguistic interest in the

external factors that influence language change. The development ofdescriptive and

historical works on the languages ofthe New World, with emphasis on Amerindian

languages, rcqui..-ed very sophisticated and precise procedures to establish genetic

relationships. Procedures were developed enabling the exclusion ofvarious kinds of

foreign influence having affected the historical development ofthese languages, which

unlike the Indo-European languages had little or no attestation ofearlier stages. Insofar as

Amerindian languages were concerned, polarized discussions took place among

American linguists with regard to the effects offoreign interference, such as borrowing.

The most cited ofthese discussions is the well known controversy between Sapir and

Boas. Sapir, for instance, accepted the diffusion ofwords, sounds and also morphological

diffusion, but not "fundamental features ofstructure, hidden away in the very core ofthe
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linguistic complex" (Sapir, 1921 :219). Campbell, Kaufman and Smith-Stark (1986:531)

emphasize that "While Boas and Sapir apparently held similar views about borrowed

structural features and genetic relationship at one time, they became quite polarized

to'ward 1920...• Boas was skeptical about the possibility ofdistinguishing shared

similarities stemming from structural diffusion from those resulting from genetic

relationship; while Sapir, by contrast, came to believe that the effects ofborrowing,

particulaxy in the morphology, would never be profound."S

Progress in areal and typological linguistics brought forth considerable

contributions to the knowledge ofexternal factors involved in the process of language

change. Jakobson (1990:180) points out that, "in the present century, the science of

.
language has seriously faced for the first time the problem that the features characteristic

ofa linguistic family can extend beyond the limits ofthat family. Such diffusion often

turns out to affect languages that are distant in structure and origin, although sometimes

these effects are limited to only one part ofa given geographic area. The observation of

this phenomenon led to the acceptance ofthe term 1anguage alliance', coined by N. S.

Trubetzkoy (1890-1938) at the International Congress ofLinguistics in The Hague in

1928, and to the development ofthis concept in relation to morphology and syntax as

well as to phonic structure". The diffusion of linguistic features across linguistic

boundaries independently ofthe fact that the languages involved were genetically related

SCampbelI, Kaufinan and Smith-Stark (1986:531) comment that "Sapir's view prevailed in America. and
subsequent study in American Indian languages was characterized by much reductionism in the nwnber of
postulated genetic units. Boas'reservations were almost fully forgotten in America. but received attention in
Emope, where they markedly influenced the Prague SchooL"
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or not was demonstrated by the work ofscholars such as Jakobson, Boas, Sandfeld and

many others working in different areas ofthe world. Jakobson, although demonstrating

empirically the diffusion of lexical items and sounds, made reserved statements regarding

the effect of structural diffusion, such as his well known statement that, "a language

accepts foreign structural elements only when they correspond to its own developmental

tendencies" (Jakobson, 1990:208, quoted in Weinreich (1953)).

The linguistic interest in bilingualism in cohesive immigrant groups and in second

language acquisition led to important advances in the study oflinguistic interfence during

the first halfofthis centu...ry. Works in these areas brought forth new data opening new

questions ofrelevance to the knowledge ofthe external motivation for language change.

Haugen (1938; 1950; 1956) contributed fundamental studies focusing on linguistic

borrowing in bilingual contexts. Based on data gathered. from Norwegian, Portuguese and

German immigrants in the United States, ofdifferent ages and degrees ofbilingualism,

Haugen (1950) treats borrowing as a process, and proposes a typology ofborrowing

accounting for its linguistic characteristics in different stages of its implementation. In

regard to structural borrowing Haugen points out that,

The instances ofnew inflections actually introduced into wide use in the
lang'.Jage arefew. cf the uncertainfate ofclassical plurals in E(nglishj
words like phenomena, indices, etc... In the lexicon theforeign patterns
may actually predominate over the native. but the structural elements
tend to persist... They (loanwords) will often introduce affi.:r:es or other
bound morphemes that stand in a difftrent relation to their stemsfrom
that ofaffixes in the native words. While some ofthese will not be
discovered by the native speakers. others will. and may even. as we have
seen become productive (Haugen, 1950:225).
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Weinreich's (1952) Lan£!l32es in Contact constitutes the first attempt to show

how interference causes significant restructuring in alllinguistic subsystems. Although

Weinreich is concerned primarily with bilingualism, giving great emphasis to the

individual, he also contributes to the discussion of language shift. Weinreich was the first

to provide a definition for interference: "The term interference implies the rearrangement

ofpatterns that result from the introduction offoreign elements into the more highly

structured domains oflanguage, such as the bulk ofthe phonemic system, a large pa.rt of

the morphology and syntax, and some areas ofthe vocabulary (kinship, color, weather,

etc.)" (Weinreich, 1952:3). He is also the first scholar to make a clear distinction between

interference at the level of speech ('parole') and interference at the level of language

('langue'). For Weinreich, the former"...is like sand carried by a stream.••", whereas the

latter"... is the sedimented sand deposited on the bottom ofa lake." (Weinreich,

1952:11). Weinreich's observations and statements on grammatical interference

(morphological and syntactic) take into consideration the fact that the transferability of

grammatical features from one language into another "is a function ofboth systems not

just ofone" (See Weinreich, 1952:34). Among Weinreich's fundamental observations on

the mechanisms and structural causes ofinterference, emphasis has to be given to his

observation that "the mechanisms of interference, abstracted the amount of interference,

would appear to be the same whether the contact is between Chinese and French or

between two varieties ofEnglish used by neighboring families" [weinreinch, 1952:2). In

sum, Weinreich's work is recognized by many as the first attempt to elaborate a theory of

languages in contact. His work may be considered the most important source of
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inspiration for modem language contact studies. Although Weinreich downplays the

effects ofstructural borrowing in the context ofbilinguals, he demonstrates that lexical as

well as structural features are likely to be transferred in languages contact situations.

Modem studies on code switching encompassing Weinreich's contrastive structural

approach have brought relevant contributions to the knowledge ofmechanisms, effects,

and constraints on linguistic interference in different contact situations evincing diverse

degrees ofbilingualism and involving languages distinct genetically and typologically.

One ofthe main concerns ofcode switching studies has been to identify the possibilities

and constraints in code switching. Many ofthe typological constraints on borrowing have

been voiced in code-switching studies, as is the case ofMeillet's beliefthat, "grammatical

loans are possible only between very similar systems, especially dialects ofa single

language" (Meillet, 1921b, cited in Thomason and Kaufman, 1988:14). Close to Meillet's

idea ofstructural interference through borrowing is Poplack's (1980) "equivalence

constraint" (see also Lipski, 1978). According to Poplak (1980:56), "Code-switches will

tend to occur at points in discourse where juxtaposition ofL1 and L2 elements does not

violate a syntactic rule ofeither language, i.e., at points around which the surface

structure ofthe two languages match each other. According to this simple constraint, a

switch is inhibited from occurring within a constituent generated by a rule from one

language which is not shared by the other." Other general constraints on code-switching

are the "free morpheme constraint" (see Pfaff, 1979; Poplack, 1980, 1981; McClure,

1991,among others) and a "size ofconstituent constraint" (see Hasselmo, 1970; Gumperz

and Hernandez-Chavez, 1975; Poplack, 1980, and Shaffer, 1978). Briefly, the "free
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morpheme constraint" states that code-switching is prohibited between a free and a bound

morpheme. the 'size ofconstituent constraint' states that higher level constituents, such as

sentences and clauses, tend to be switched more frequently than lower level constituents

such as nouns, verbs and adjectives, etc. Berk-Seligson's (1986) study ofcode-switching

involving Spanish and Hebrew challenges the universality ofthe 'equivalence constraint09

and ofthe 'size ofconstituent constraint.'10

Case studies ofcode-swiching involving languages such as Hebrew and Spanish,

or French and Arabic, as well as cases ofmassive structural borrowing such as Ma7all
,

and cases ofextensive lexical replacement such as the mixed language Media Lengual2

have all revealed that foreign interference can occur everywhere in the language's

subsystems, at the level ofspeech as well as at the level oflanguage (in Weinreich's

terms).

9See also Bentahila & Davies (1983), where this constraint has been challenged by French-Arabic code

switching data.

lOaerle-Seligson's work demonstrates that, unlike Poplack's data, "...intersentential code-switching played a far
less important role (comprising 37 percent ofthe switches, leaving intrasentential switches with the bulk ofthe
data, or 63 percent ofall switches)." Berle-Seligson's informants were subdivided into three groups, according to
speakers' proficiency ill Hebrew/Spanish.The author's finding, among others, is that there were no significant
differences among the informants in relation to their use of intrasentential code-switching (see Berle-Seligson,
1986:326).

I1See Thomason,1983b.

1~ Muysken(1981).
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1.2.3 Pidgins, creoles, and genetic linguistics

Until the fifties, studies on pidgins and creoles13 were still in their infancy. Their

characterization as two different types of languages is attested for the first time in

Bloomfield (1933: 472-4), and Reineecke (1937, 1938) (C.f. Hyman, 1971:3). The

controversies in this area remained basically the same, controversies related to their

linguistic status, origin and genetic classification, among other questions. All ofthe above

are of significant interest for linguistic theory in general, and, in particular, for genetic

linguistics. Schuchardt's position that mixed languages didn't fit into the genetic model

inasmush as they have multiple ancestors, and Meillet's beliefthat, excluding extreme

cases of language mixture such as creoles, linguistic interference wouldn't affect

continuity oftransmission led a number ofscholars (Hjelmslev, Hall, Sylvain, Taylor,

Weinreich, among others) to propose disputed solutions accounting for the genetic or

non-genetic classification ofpidgins and creoles. Also, the two most disputed theoretical

views on the origin ofmixed languages, the substratist and the universalist approaches

defended respectively by Lucien Adam and Adolfo Coelho14 reemerged during the thirties

I3Thomason & Ka'lfman (1988:211) define pidgins as languages which "...arose in multilingual situations in
which speakers shared no common language, and which did not (at first) involve language shift, but rather the
creation ofa restricted contact language for restricted purpose of intergroup communication." Thomason and
Kaufinan point out that a long lived pidgin may become nativized or creolized. The authors (Thomason and
Kaufinan) distinguish pidgins and creolized pidgins from 'abrupt creoles'. For these authors "abrupt creoles, that is,
languages that arose in (primarily) multilingual situations in which speakers shared no common language shifted
rapidly away from their several native languages but learned only the vocabulary-not the bulk ofthe grammatical
snuctures-ofthe target language". Thomason and Kaufinan observe that 'a long-lived pidgin' that became
nativized, or creolized, will present essentially the same sorts ofevidence for historical interpretation as an abrupt
creole.

l4ne Portuguese philologist Adolfo Coelho (1980) believed that creoles, as well as the Romance dialects,
corresponded to initial stages in the acquisition ofa second language. For the Portuguese philologist, psychological
and philological laws were at work during the origin ofdialects. (See Hall, 1988:28). Coelho's theoretical approach
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bringing up controversial issues which complicated the problematic questions raised by

the existence ofpidgins and creoles for genetic linguistics. Lou Lichtveld (1927)

describes Sranan Creole English, concluding that it has "almost all the outer and the inner

characteristics ofan African language" (Lichtveld, 1937:391, quoted in Hall, 1988:37).

Suzanne Sylvain (1936) describes Haitian Creole as "an Ewe language with French

vocabulary" (Sylvain, 1936:178). Scholars such as Hall (1958), Weinriech (1958), and

Taylor (1956) disputed criteria for classifying pidgins and creoles genetically. Because

most pidgins and creoles share most oftheir vocabulary, but not the grammar, with just

one language, the question was with which language or linguistic family a pidgin or a

creole should be genetically classified. Hall criticizes Meillet's definition ofgenetic

relationship and proposes that "When we find systematic correspondence in all aspects of

a language structure (phonology, morphology, syntax, vocabulary) between two

languages attested contemporaneously or at different stages oftime, we conclude that the

one must be a later stage ofthe other, or else that they must have come from a common

source" (1958:36). Based on these criteria, Hall (1958:368) proposes the classification of

Haitian creole, as well as other creoles as genetically related to French. Taylor, on the

to creole caIne to be known as the universalist hypothesis.
The French philologist Lucien Adam (1883) proposes a radical approach to the origin ofcreoles: the

substratist approach. In observing certain French creoles, Adam concluded that they were hybrid:

The Guinea Negroes. transported to those [Caribbean]colonies. took words
from French but retained asfar as possible the phonology andgrammar oftheir
mother tongues...Such a formation is surely a hybrid...The grammar is no other than
the general grammar ofthe languages ofthe Guinea.. I have been able to confll71Z
that the phonology ofthis third colonia/language [Mauritian Creole French] is of
Malagasy provenance and that Mauriiian speech constitutes a Malaya-Aryan
language.

(Adam,1833:4-7, quoted in Holm, 1988:28)
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other hand, finds many correlations (in syntax) shared among most West African

languages and suggests that creoles have "...two 'foster parents', one that provides the

basic morphological and syntactic pattern, and another from which the fundamental

vocabulary is taken" (Taylor, 1956:413). Weinreich criticizes both Hall's and Taylor's

misinterpretations ofMeillet's main criteria for the establishment ofgenetic relationship,

i. e. continuity of transmission. Weinreich says that, for Meillet, continuity of

transmission is "...merely a common characteristic" ( WeinreichI958:375). For

Weinreich, the best criteria would be "...the existence ofcognates in the basic morpheme

stock, with parallelism in allomorphic alternations as a powerful supplement" (Weinreich,

1958: 376, quoted in Thomason, 1980:27). Weinreich concludes that "... the creoles

might require us to set up a more elaborate typology of linguistic diversification, with

grammar and basic vocabulary functioning as separate criteria for genetic relationship,

and with the creoles representing an unusual case ofoverlapping criteria" (Weinreinch,

1958:377). Thomason in her paper "Transmission and Genetic Linguistics", points out

that, ''Neither scholar has much to say about the general problem ofapplying the criterion

to pidgins and creoles, except to doubt that there are any languages which are too 'mixed'

to be classified genetically. Few linguists have accepted Schuchardt's basic position -that

pidgins and creoles don't fit into the standard genetic picture- and then gone on to try to

reconcile the facts ofpidginslcreoles structure and development with the traditional

genetic model" (Thomason, 1980:28). Hymes (1974), criticizes the extension ofareal,

typological and genetic classification to pidgins and creole studies. For Hymes, "These

three alternatives are inadequate to pidgin and creole languages (and beyond that to
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languages generally), because they omit a fourth source ofresemblence, social role"

(Hymes, 1971 :82).

Besides the problematic compatibility ofpidgins and creoles with the genetic

model (a central issue since the begining ofstudies in this area), several other questions

ofgreat interest for historical linguists reemerged during the fifties and sixties in the

context ofpidgins and creoles as a result ofthe growth in scholars' interest in this area.

The Monogenetic Theory attributed to Whinnom (1956), proposes that the

Portuguese pidgin which arose in fifteenth century in Africa was the basis for many ofthe

world's pidgins and creoles. In his theory, the idea of'relexification', i.e. the replacement

ofthe vocabulary ofa language by lexical items from another language, is used to justify

the supposed similarities found among a number ofpidgins and creole languages (see

Taylor, 1956, 1957, 1960, and Thompson, 1961). While the Monogenetic Theory has

greatly decreased in popularity, it contributed to the idea ofrelexification that has been

used to cover one ofthe possible mechanisms oflanguage changelS.

The Life Cycle Theory, conceived by Hall as a 'diachronic descriptive device' was

proposed mainly by DeCamp (1968, 1974a, 1974b) who used the term 'continuum'16 to

ISMuysken and Appel (1987:131) points out that " Relexifieation has not been explored very much in the study
of language contact, but particularly studies ofcreole languages suggest the possibility ofextensive relexifieation."
The mixed language Media Lengua (Muysken. 1981) shows extensive relexifieation ofQuechua roots under
Spa."lish influence. Muysken and Appel (1987:131) observe that "...the type ofrelexification we get in Media
Lengua involving Spanish roots and Quechua suffixes, may be different from relexification in creoles, where there
are hardly any suffixes."

l~olm (1988:55/56) observes that, "Although DeCamp (1961 :82) was the first linguist to apply the word
'continuum' to the gradation ofvarieties between creole and standard English in the Cancbean, the notion (ifnot
the word) had been current among dialectologists ofRomance and Germanic languages for at least a century,
although they were dealing with a basically different situation in which the gradation was between two varieties
that were closely related structurally rather than two quite distinct linguistic systems."
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describe diachronically and synchronically the coexisting varieties ofJamaican Creole.

DeCamp (1974a) observes that these varieties form a continuum between a pidgin and the

English spoken in Jamaica. This continuum, as it is observable in Jamaica, shows that a

creole is in the process ofmerging with a standard language, which DeCamp calls 'a post

creole continuum' (DeCamp, 1974a:349). Holm (1988:53) observes that, "Such a

synchronic continuum can also serve as a conceptual model for a diachronic continuum of

varieties resulting from a creole progressively dropping its nonstandard features and

adding standard ones, or decreolizing...Decreolization is an areal phenomenon, but the

diffusion of linguistic features can result not only in a creole acquiring non-creole

features, but also in non-creoles acquiring creole features. The fact that diffiIsion can

work in both directions presents a serious problem in linguistic reconstruction."

The Universalist approaches to pidgins and creoles that reemerged during the

seventies emphasize the role ofuniversal psychological processes of language

acquisition. Kay and Sankoff (1974:61-62) believe that such psychological processes are

at work in the formation ofpidgins and creoles, and that it would account for their

simplicity. Bickerton's (1977) universalist approach views the process ofcreolization as

being one of first language acquisition with restricted input. Bickerton (1981a) proposes a

theory ofhow new languages develop, how children acquire language, and how human

language originated. In establishing links between child acquisition and creoles,

Bickerton appeals to universal properties oflanguage that come into play in the process of

language acquisition and in the origin ofcreole languages. Bickerton's theory minimizes

the role ofexternal factors in the origin ofpidgins and creoles, and it is considered to be
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the strongest version ofthe universalist approach initiated by Coelho (1890). Bickerton's

theory has been challenged by a wide number ofscholars who posit the importance of

external factors in the explanation ofthe origin and development ofpidgins and creoles17
•

Although Bickerton's universalist approach represents a change offocus from the

historical origin ofpidgins and creoles, it gave rise to not a few debates ofsignificant

consequence for the renewal and strength ofother theoretical approachs to pidgin and

creole languages which posit considerable importance to the social factors involved in the

emerging ofmixed language and in language change, in general.

With the advancement ofsystematic studies in the area ofpidgins and creoles, and

essentially with the inclusion ofthe social component in the studies ofprocesses of

pidginization and creolization/decreolization, historical linguists and sociolinguists payed

much attention to differentiating the various causes, mechanisms and results accounting

for the particular characteristics ofthe known cases ofextreme language mixture arising

out ofdiversified situations of language in contact. During the last twenty years scholars

working in this area have made many attempts to explain how mixed languages arise,

how they stabilize, and why the results are so diverse. Focusing on the role ofsocial

factors acting in the emergence and development ofmixed languages, scholars working in

this area have been able to provide relevant explanations for the emergence ofpidgins

and their nativization, the emergence ofabrupt creoles, and the convergence or

divergence ofthese in regard to a target language, among other questions. Ofcrucial

17See Thomason and Kaufinan (1988: I58-164)for a critical discussion ofthe premises underlying Bickerton's
bioprogram in regard to unmarked features found in early creolized creoles.
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relevance for such explanations are, for instance, the number of languages participating in

each language contact situation, availability ofand access to a target language and the

number oflanguage speakers.

In sum, advances in the study ofpidgins and creoles have brought enormous

theoretical and methodological contributions to linguistic theory and methods. While

progress in such studies has improved knowledge ofthe effect ofexternal causes in

language change, it has also contributed to focusing -me linguist's attention on results of

language contact and its implication for historical linguistic methods and procedures.

1.2.4 Conclusion

The fact that change in language may result from both internal and external

motivations is by now widely accepted by most scholars, inciuding most historical

linguists. The intensification ofstudies on languages in different contact situations and

their resulting linguistic discoveries have demonstrated, among other things, that any

linguistic subsystem is in principle susceptible to foreign interference, a challenge to

existing extreme views that structural interference, if it occurs, is likely to be small

(Whitney, Meillet, Jespersen, Haugen, among others). Also, the results of these works

have led scholars to be wary oftaking extreme positions in regard to expected results of

linguistic interference in contact situations (as it is the case, for instance, ofBickerton's

bioprogram). Although much progress has been made by scholars in determining the

origin and development ofmuch contact-induced language change, much more has to be

discovered with respect to it, especially when one is dealing with new cases suspected of
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being the result of languages in contact. The Kokama language is a case in point.

According to the genetic model, Kokama does not fit into the Tupi-Guarani family. Only

its vocabulary is ofTupi-Guarani origin. Besides the fact that Kokama shares only a small

number ofSYntactic features (word order ofsmall constituents, interrogative patterns,

among a few other patterns) with other Tupi-Guarani languages, Kokama has a very

simplified derivational morphology with very few Tupi-Guarani elements. The marked

features ofKokama are all non-Tupi-Guarani: for example, a four-way tense distinction, a

different kind ofrelativization and passivization, applicative constructions, and extensive

biological gender marking. Very little is known about the sociolinguistic history of its

speakers until the eighteenth century. However, it is well known that speakers ofthe

Kokama language migrated to the present day Upper Solimoes River before the

colonization ofthe area by Spaniards and Portuguese. Although the main concern ofthis

present dissertation is to prove that Kokama cannot be classified genetically, it is also my

goal to discuss the possible origin and development ofthe Kokama language, including,

ofcourse, a tentative guess at the prehistoric social context ofthe Kokama/Omawa

people. In the case ofKokama, any attempt to account for the contact situation that gave

rise to Kokama has to rely primarily on linguistic evidence. The known results ofcontact

induced language change are also important parameters to consider, and the evidence

resulting from the social factors involved and the linguistic results of such cases will, I

believe, shed light on the final conclusion regarding the origin ofKokama. However, a

tentative account ofthe type ofcontact-induced change to be attributed to Kokama

requires a theoretical model providing adequate theoretical approaches to language
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change in contact situations, a model that takes into account the possible factors

-including, but not limited to the social ones- that have been proved relevant to contact

induced change. In sum, such a method has to provide realistic guidelines to explain the

variety ofways languages may develop as a result ofcontact-induced change. Hymes

(1971 :82) has emphasized the need for theoretical approaches and models in the study of

pidgins and creoles: "Beyond taxonomy is explanation...One needs a model designed to

deal with the integration ofprocesses ofchange in relation to types ofoutcome

simplification, imperfect learning, borrowing, etc. What would be constant would be the

fundamental terms, or variables. And, being variables, such differences in their values

would result in different outcomes. Put the other way round, different outcomes, either of

degree or ofkind, do not require different underlying models, but different values ofone

modeL." In reality, Hymes's statement does not apply only to pidgins and creoles, but

rather to any linguistic result ofcontact-induced language change. Thomason and

Kaufman's (1988) model provides important contributions to the knowledge ofthe

broader context of languages in contact. Since the time of its publication, it has been the

only available analytic model accounting for the various possibilities oflanguage

development in contact situations. Beyond the fact that their model offers a combination

oftheoretical possibilities in the explanations ofexternally motivated linguistic changes,

it provides a definitive account for the implications ofcontact-induced change to genetic

linguistics.
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1.3 Th.omason & Kaufman's Theoretical Model for Contact-Induced Language

Change. A Summary.

The theoretical model proposed by Thomason and Kaufinan's seminal work

(1988) highlights cases offoreign structural interference in the process oflanguage

change. This is supported by the examination ofextensive amounts ofdata from different

languages and the study ofnine cases illustrating the outcome ofcontact situations.

For Thomason and Kaufinan, structural foreign interference may penetrate all

language subsystems: lexicon, phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics. This is the

exact opposite ofthose who hold the conservative view shared by most historical

linguists positing typological constraints on structural interference, such as, for example,

Melliet, who believes"...that grammatical loans are possible only between very similar

systems, especially dialects ofa single language" (cited in Thomason and Kaufinan,

1988:14).

The theoretical model also revises the effects ofother existing proposed

constraints on structural interference based on implicational universals and markedness.

The empirical data available are evidence for Thomason and Kaufinan's claim(1988:25)

that, "while many internally motivated linguistic changes do move unambiguously in the

direction +m > -m (i.e. in the direction ofa more marked [feature] towards a less marked

one), others move from -m > +m, and still others have both systemic effects (depending

on which subsystem one examines) or neither." An example presented which has both

systemic effects is the sound change VN > V- / _ C, as it occurred in French and in

proto-Slavic. While the change simplifies the syllable structure CV > V, it results in a
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surface contrast between V and V and may produce a new morphophonemic rule.

The scope of implicational universal constraints in foreign interference is also

revised according to existing data. This is, for instance, the case ofMoravcsik's

(1978: 110) constraint that "...no non-lexical... property can be borrowed unless the

borrowing language already includes borrowed lexical items from the same source

language..." (cited by Thomason and Kaufinan 1988:20). Thomason and Kaufinan's

model recognizes the value ofthis prediction for cases involving borrowing, but not for

substratum interference, as shown by the case ofIndian English where few words from

Indic and Dravidian are found.

A relevant distinction inherent in Thomason and Kaufinan's theory is that between

two types ofinterference: borrowing and interference through language shift, both of

which the authors consider as being the basic mechanisms ofcontact-induced language

change. Borrowing applies to the "...incorporation offoreign features into a group's native

language by speakers ofthat language" (Thomason & Kaufinan 1988:37). In principle,

borrowing does not affect language maintenance and the borrowing language changes

with the addition ofthe borrowed features. Lexical borrowings are the first to penetrate

the borrowing language and they may occur without widespread bilingualism. However

this does not seem to be the case for structural borrowing (but see Thomason & Kaufinan

1988:346, footnote 3).

Substratum Interference is conceived ofas constituting a subtype ofinterference.

This is the result of imperfect group learning in a process of language shift. Thomason

and Kaufinan (1988:39) point out that in the case of interference through shift, the
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process starts with phonology and syntax n •••and sometimes includes morphology as well

before words from the shifting group appear in the TL." And the target language -TL- (the

language replacing the native language) will often adopt few words from the language

originally spoken by the shifting group.

The time required for the incorporation ofstructural modification is also an

important factor distinguishing borrowing from interference through shift. A history of

several hundred years of intimate contact is necessary for extensive structural changes to

penetrate the borrowing language. Examples given ofthis are Ma'~Asia Minor Greek

and Cypriot Arabic. However, there are exceptions to this generalization, and one ofthem

is Medn)j Aleut which, according to Thomason and Kaufman (1988:41), "... may have

included interference through shift as well as borrowing...."

The prediction is not the same in cases of language shift. In a process of language

shift that takes 'as little as a generation', interference is predicted to enter the TL rapidly

as it is spoken by the shifting group, although the interference features may take more

time to be adopted by speakers ofthe TL.

Nevertheless, a process oflanguage shift taking a long period oftime presupposes

an extensive degree ofbilingualism. In this case, because ofthe absence of imperfect

learning, interference in the TL is not expected to occur.

Intensity ofconta~t :s considered the relevant social factor in predicting extent and

kinds of interference. Thomason and Kaufinan's model makes different predictions for the

effects of intensity ofcontact for language shift and language maintenance. And in both

cases attitudinal barriers as well as the size ofthe groups ofspeakers ofthe languages
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involved also come into play in both contact situations. An illustration ofthis is a case of

language shift where the size ofthe shifting group is relatively small in relation to the TL

group. In cases like this little or no interference in the TL is expected, essentially in the

absence ofattitudinal barriers, because the shifting group is likely to learn the language

rapidly and perfectly.

Intensity ofcontact is also crucial in predicting the result ofborrowing. For

instance, when "...there is extensive bilingualism on the part ofborrowing-language

speakers, and ifthis bilingualism persists over a long period oftime, then substantial

structural borrowing is a probability" (Thomason and Kaufman, 1988:48).

The most extreme outcome ofboth maintenance and shift situations is argued to

be a language"...whose lexicon is not from the same source as the bulk of its grammar.

Such languages are, by our definition, not genetically related to any oftheir source

languages; their origin is non-genetic" (Thomason and Kaufman, 1988:48).

The theoretical model makes predictions for many intermediate levels between

the least and most extreme cases ofborrowing in language shift situations. Thomason and

Kaufman's broad scale of interference levels in borrowing and language shift is

reproduced below:
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Thomason and Kaufman also consider the important role of linguistic factors such

as markedness and typological distance in predicting the results ofcontact situations.

Generalizations are made regarding the effects ofmarkedness in both language

maintenance and language shift situations. Since marked features are harder to learn

(considering perception and production), it is less likely that they will be transferred

compared to unmarked features. The implication ofthis is the tendency to decrease

markedness in contact situations when shift is involved. On the other hand, predictions on

the borrowing ofmarked features require a knowledge ofthe type ofbilingualism.

Typological distance is presupposed to be as important for borrowing as it is for

language shift. The evidence underlying Thomason and Kaufinan's (1988:53) model

demonstrates that "...features can get borrowed regardless oftheir typological fit with

borrowing-language features " However, the authors (Thomason and Kaufinan 1988:54)

tentatively hypothesize that, " in cases of light to moderate interference, the transferred

features are more likely to be those that fit well typologically with corresponding features

in the recipient language...." Thomason and Kaufman share with Meillet, Weinreich,

Vl1domec and other scholars the beliefthat closeness in function is crucial in the

replacement ofstructures (phonological, morphological or syntactic). As a result ofthis,

phonemization ofpreviously nondistinctive phones may occur in phonology, as can the

addition ofnew types ofphones and phonemes. In morphology and syntax, most

interference is expected to result in new means ofexpressing functional categories

already present in the receiving language. In morphology, the loss ofpreviously existing

categories is also expected to occur.
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In Thomason and Kaufinan's model (1988:60), the methodological criterion

matches the criterion for the establishment ofgenetic relationship:"... a successful

criterion for establishing external causation is possible only when we consider a language

as a complex whole -a system ofsystems, of interrelated lexical phonological

morphosyntactic, and semantic structures."

For Thomason and Kaufinan, the appropriateness ofexternal explanations for a

certain change (alone or in conjunction with internal motivation) is dependent on the

following: 1) when a source language and a source structure can be identified in that

language; and 2) the establishment ofpresent or past contact ofsufficient intensity

between language source and language recipient. The authors observe (Thomason and

Kaufinan 1988:63) that, " Sufficient intensity (especially in a past contact situation for

which little sociolinguistic information is available) may be inferred from the presence, in

different grammatical subsystems ofthe recipient language, ofstructural innovations that

may reasonably be attributed to that source language." Although the authors admit that

the innovative structures ofthe proposed source language do not have to be identical to

the innovated structures in the recipient language, their belief is that "...a successful claim

ofinfluence must ofcourse provide a reasonable account ofany reinterpretation or

generalization that has occurred as a result ofthe interference" (Thomason & Kaufman

1988:64).

The implications ofthe theoretical method for genetic linguistics can be

summarized as follows. First, languages that did not arise through a process ofnormal

transmission, i.e., the transmission ofan entire set of interrelated lexical and structural
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features, cannot be classified as genetically related to any ofthe languages that have

contributed to their lexical and structural systems. Second, it is sometimes possible to use

parts ofthese languages in reconstructing the phonology ofthe proto-language that the

vocabulary comes from. Third, non-relatedness can be proved in cases where basic

vocabulary comes from one source and some or all grammatical subsystems from another

source.

Thomason & Kaufman divide these languages into three types according to their

route ofnon-genetic development: a) languages that underwent massive structural

borrowing from another language, in which case genetic continuity was interrupted in

some or all grammatical subsystems; b) abrupt creoles, defined as languages that arose in

(primarily) multilingual situations (in this case the shifting speakers learned the

vocabulary ofthe TL but not the bulk of its grammar, and the shift is characterized as

rapid); c) finally there are pidgins, defined as a creation ofa restricted contact language

used for restricted purposes of intergroup communication (cf. Thomason and Kaufinan

1988:211).

1.4 Conclusion

In the following chapters, based on Thomason and Kaufinan's analytical model

(1988), I present proof -linguistic and historical- that: 1) the Kokama language did not

develop out ofa normal process oftransmission ofa Tupi-Guarani language; 2) Kokama

is an extreme result of linguistic interference through language shift, with imperfect

learning ofa target language; and 3) Kokama is a language genetically unclassifiable.
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CHAPTER II

2. ThTINAMBA. AND KOKAMA PHONOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE

PHONOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the sound correspondences found between the Tupinamba

and Kokama forms of300 phonologically comparable lexical paired sets having an

identical or similar meaning and in addition compares the phonemic systems ofthe two

languages -their phonemes, allophonic and phonological rules. The outcome ofthis

analysis constitutes the first evidence that I will bring to bear on my argument that the

relationship ofKokama to Tupinamba and the Tupi-Guarani languages is a non-genetic

one.

The languages belonging to the Tupi-Guarani family, which are at present spoken

in five South American countries (French Guiana, Brazil, Bolivia, P~ouay and

Argentina), share a great number ofmorphemes that can be sho\VTI to come from the same

forms in their proto-language, proto-Tupi-Guarani. Cognates from these Tupian

languages show recurring correspondences in morphemes (roots, affixes and particles)

with the same or similar meaning, as required by the Comparative Method. Tupi-Guarani

forms can be clearly identified as cognates in spite ofthe great geographical distance

separating the speakers of that linguistic family. In some cases, the distance separating the

speakers ofthese languages surpasses 3,000 miles between the northernmost Tupian

languages -Wayampi (AP-Brazil and French Guiana), Emerillon (French Guiana) and
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Jo'e1 (PA-Brazil)- and the southernmost Tupian languages -Paraguayan Guarani

(P~ouay),Mbya (Paraguay; RS, SC, PR, SP, RJ and ES-Brazil) and Kaiwa (MS-Brazil).

Lemle (1971), Rodrigues (1984-1985), Jensen (1989) and Dietrich (1990) have

demonstrated correspondence in sound, meaning, function, and position among

vocabulary items in the Tupi-Guarani languages.

The :first fact indicating that Kokama forms that might be derived from forms

similar to those found in Tupinamba is that in Kokama many free unanalyzable lexical

items correspond to Tupinamba inflected roots, compounds, and reduplicated roots or

stems. There are cases where a free lexical item in Kokama corresponds to a Tupinamba

stem inflected for two or three grammatical functions, with case, agreement, and valence

changing affixes. As will be shown in Chapter ill, Proto-Tupi-Guarani inflectional affixes

are not found as isolatable morphemes in Kokama, which is itselfan isolating language.

However, a detailed comparison ofKokama and Tupinamba lexical items demonstrates

that traces ofthe Tupi-Guarani inflectional system can be identified in strings ofsounds

constituting the phonological forms ofKokama morphemes.

Several Tupi-Guarani languages have undergone loss of some pTG affixes and

incorporated objects. There are languages showing instances of pTG grammatical forms

appearing fossilized in some oftheir lexical Items. Jensen (1989) demonstrates that some

lThe lo'e [dzo7s] language is spoken by 131 Indians living near the Middle
Cuminapanema River in the Northeast ofPar:i state (Brazil). The linguistic data that I have
collected on this new language show that it shares regular lexical, phonological, morphological
and S)1ltaetic correspondences with the Tupi-Guarani languages (see "Evidencias lingilisticas de
parentesco genetico do lo'e com as linguas da familia Tupi-Guarani" and "Analise preliminar da
fonologia segamental do Jo'e" by Cabral, forthcoming, to appear in the Journal Moara (UFPA
BR, 1996).
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Wayampi lexical items, for instance, show instances offrozen pTG affixes, which proves

that these affixes occurred in an earlier stage ofthe Wayampi language. Some examples

presented by Jensen are the following: the allomorph {-a} ofthe gerund suffix {-abo},

which can be identified in the verb kupa 'being together' « pTG *kub-a 'being together

GER') and the pTG diffuse locative case {-bo}, which appears frozen (in the Amapari

dialect) in artbo 'during the day' « pTG * ar(i)-bo2 'day-DL ').

However, the vestiges ofTupian affixes found in Kokama are ofa different nature.

These Tupian traces represent a significant portion ofpTG person marker prefixes,

valence change formative prefixes, relational prefixes, other inflectional affixes, and

derivational suffixes. What can be inferred from the number ofoccurrences oftraces of

Tupian affixes found in Kokama words and particles is that non-Tupian speakers had

incorrectely learned a Tupian language at the time they were shifting to this language.

The significant number ofthese traces in Kokama also makes it clear that, unlike cases

such as Wayampi, which has lost certain grammatical Tupi-Guarani morphemes during

its historical development, the Kokama case does not fit the known models of linguistic

change occurring gradually through time in the normal processes of language

transmission. Kokama lexical items are mainly derived from fully inflected Tupian stems

consisting (in some cases) ofa verb phrase corresponding to a complete sentence (a verb

stem vvith affixes corresponding to its arguments), for instance Tb o-i-mokon (3A-3P-

2The ItI is an epenthetic vowel (see section 2.3, rule 3).
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swallow 'he swallows it1, Ko yumukUni3 'to swallow'.

Kokama phonological forms mirror fragments ofa relatively rich inflectional

system characteristic ofthe more conservative Tupi-Guarani languages, even those that

have undergone interference from language contact situations, but which still retain basic

structural features typical ofthis linguistic family. In Kokama, on the other hand, it seems

that these grammatical Tupian fragments never have had any meaning and function for

the people who adopted the Tupian linguistic forms. It is as ifthey had adopted Tupi-

Guarani phonological words as free lexical items. Presumably the conditions for perfect

learning were not present in the scenario ofthis language contact, so speakers ofKokama

interpreted Tupian inflected words as simple lexical items, as shown above. Other

examples ofthis are: Tb i-ase76k-a 'his throat' (R-throat-NC), Ko yacUka 'throat'; Tb u-

ku:kuy 'he fell/fall repeatedly (3-fall=fall)'; Ko ukuki 'to fall.' Kokama speakers also

failed to learn Tupinamba phonological patterns and rules. An examination ofthe sound

correspondences between Tupinamba and Kokama forms, with their allophonic and

morpho-phonemic rules, reveals that the Kokama phonological system did not develop

from a normal process oflanguage tran.<mlission. The Tupinamba sound system was

restructured by Kokama speakers in such a way that the resulting Kokama system is

atypical compared to that characteristic ofthe languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family. The

sound changes that have occured in Kokama forms derived from Tupinamba forms are in

many cases supported by plausible phonetic factors. However, in certain cases, the

Yrb o-i-mok6n [oymok6n] (see section 2.3, rule7). The Kokama form is yumukUni
[yumukUni] where the sequence (yu] is the result ofmetathesis ofTupinamba roy]. In Kokama,
only monosyllabic morphemes may have the pattern #VS (where S =semivowel).
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number ofexamples are so few (as few as three) that it does not support the existence ofa

rule accounting for the changes. For exampie, there are changes that are sporadic. This is

true ofsome instances ofmetathesis, haplology and consonant insertion. Other changes

are the result ofanalogical processes such as contamination involving words that the non

Tupian speakers conceived ofas belonging to a common set sharing a certain semantic

relationship, or just sharing similar strings ofsounds. Moreover, in many cases sound

change occurred in Kokama through the interplay between non-Tupian phonotactic

constraints and phonetic rules. Finally, the totality ofchanges undergone by Kokama

forms implies that they are the result offoreign interference. Evidence from the

comparison ofother Kokama and Tupinamba linguistic subsystems reinforces the claim

that the Kokama language is a new linguistic entity created from a situation oflanguages

in contact.

The divergence between Kokama and the languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family

cannot be attributed to changes occurring in normal processes of language transmission.

Tne Kokama people must have spoken a language very different from the Tupi-Guarani

language that they tried to learn. In reproducing this Tupi-Guarani language, Kokama

speakers restructured the Tupian forms, presumably with interference from their native

language(s). As far as is known about the historical development ofTupian languages, in

spite ofthe great divergences among them they still all share structural features, in this

case phonoiogical, which make it possible to subgroup them according to phonological

characteristics (Rodrigues, 1984-1985). Kokama cannot be subgrouped with any Tupi

Guarani language (neither by phonological, morphological nor syntactic criteria).
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Rodrigues included Kokama in a subgroup with Tupinamba, because Kokama forms

could be derived from forms such as those found in Tupinamba (See Chapter 1) and not

because ofa sharing ofphonological features between the two languages. For instance,

Kokama retains most ofthe Tupian final consonants only because Kokama speakers

interpreted certain Tupinamba suffixes as part ofTupinamba phonological words.

Tupinamba, on the other hand, retains word-final consonants with no supporting word

final vowels. Kokama changed the Tupian final stress pattern. Tupinamba neutralized

PTG *c and *c as s. Kokama, on the other hand, changed Tupinamba lsI into leI and lei or

got these from Tupinamba at a time when Icl still existed in this language. Tupinamba has

the bilabial fricative fbI ([8]). Kokama has no fricative and no voiced obstruent.

Tupinamba retains the Tupian glottal stop that is not found in Kokama. Tupinamba has

the Tupian velar nasal phoneme that is lacking in Kokama Tupinamba makes a contrast

between high and low rounded vowels. Kokama lacks this contrast. Finally, Tupinamba

has nasal vowels. Kokama has only oral vowels.

In Tupinamba, as in the majority ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages, allophonic

variations are few, but not as extremely simplified as in Kokama This language has only

two phonemes showing allophonic variation, one ofthem being attested only in the

speech of old speakers.

The phonological rules found in Tupinamba, which are characteristic ofthe Tupi

Guarani family, are also lacking in Kokama The non-Tupian speakers did not learn the

morphological structure ofTupinamba words and the phonological patterns and rules

triggered during the processes ofword formation in Tupinamba. Among the nineteen
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phonological rules (morpho-phonemic ones) posited for Tupinamba. (Rodrigues, 1981),

none is a phonological rule in Kokama Some ofthese rules, which were productive in

Tupinamba during the time that the Kokama people learned its vocabulary, can be

identified as traces visible in the phonological forms ofKokama lexical items. Two ofthe

few Kokama grammatical morphemes are derived from phonologically conditioned

a1lomorphs of Tupinamba morphemes. These are Kokama {.ta} and {.tara}, derived

respectively from the phonologically conditioned allomophes {.tab} and {.tar} ofthe

Tupinamba suffixes {.ab} 'instrument' and {.ar} 'agent.'

In sum, this chapter will present phonological evidence that Kokama is not a later

changed form ofa Tupi-Guarani language, in the sense that Kokama did not developed

historically under normal processes oflanguage transmission. In phonology, and in other

linguistic subsystems -morphology and syntax- as will be shown in the following

chapters, Kokama differs from Tupinamba and the Tupi-Guarani languages in general.

The divergences attested suport the claim that Kokama is the result of contact-induced

language change.
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2.2 Tupinamba and Kokama sound correspondence, phonemes and allophonic

rules

Tupinamba, as it is described by Rodrigues (1981, 1984-1985), has twelve

consonant phonemes and two series ofvowels, one ofthem being oral, the other nasal,

each series containing six vowel phonemes. The Kokama phonological system consists of

eleven consonant phonemes and a single series offive vowel phonemes.4 The charts

below display Tupinamba. and Kokama phonemes, their allophonic rules, suprasegmental

features and phonotactics:

Chart 3. Tupinamba and Kokama consonants

p

Tupinamba.

t k 7 p t c

Kokama

k

b (B) s

m

w

n

r

y

m

w

n

y

4Faust and Pike (1953) descn1>e twenty four phonemes for Kokama, which are divided
into seventeen consonants and seven vowels. Faust and Pike include borrowed words ofSpanish
and Quechua origin in their list ofminimal pairs. They justifY the inclusion ofSpanish and
Quechua phonemes in the phonological system ofKokama by the fact that certain words from
these languages are used even by Kokama monolingual speakers, although they recognize that the
occurrence ofSpanish and Quechua phonemes is restricted to words from these two languages.
Also, they analyze as Kokama phonemes what are in fact the result ofKokama morphophonemic
rules. One exa.'11ple is the fricative in [~iru] 'my clothes (FS)', which is the result ofa non
automatic phonological rule reducing the sequence Ica:tCVI to [Wl. This rule applies when the
first person pronominal clitic used in female speech {ca+} is attached to a word such as Iciru I
'clothes' producing [~iru]. This example is used by Faust and Pike to illustrate the phonemic
significance of [~] as opposed to [s]. The alveolar fricative is also analyzed as a Kokama phoneme
by Faust & Pike. However, [s] has~n found, up to now, only in Spanish and Quechua loan
words, as well as in the word [sisal 'flower' ofunknown origin.
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Tupinamba.

Ii ttuu a

e e 0 0 e

a a

Kokama

u

a

Chart 5 Tupinambi and Kokama allophonic rules

Tupinamba Kokama

Ipl has the allophones [P] and
[Pj. [Pj occurs before Itl
in unstressed syllables, [P]
is found elsewhere.

IBI has the foIIowing allophones:
[P] - [b] before pause;
[B] elsewhere.

lsi has the allophones [s] and [~]. [~]

occuI's fcHowing a high front vocoid.

Iyl has the foIIowing allophones:
optional [d.3] word initially if it is not
foIIowed by a nasal vowel;
[ii] word initially iffoIIowed by a
nasal vowel
[y] elsewhere.

Iwl has two allophones:
optional [gj word initially;
[w] elsewhere.

Vowels become nasal in syllables with
nasal stress.

Iyl has two allophones:
optional [3] word initially;
[y] elsewhere.
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Tupinamba

The only consonants occurring at the
end of initial or medial syllables are
Iyl and Iw/.

Kokama
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The consonants occurring at the end of
final syllables are I b, m, n, :g , k, y, wi.

Extrasyllabic consonant clusters are
restricted to the sequence oftwo
segments. In a CC exnasyllabic
sequence one ofthe segments must
bya vocoid.

Intrasyllabic consonant clusters a.ooe
restricted to onset position. They have
the pattern CC, where the first C is
any consonant except 181 and the
second C is Iyl or Iw/.

The phoneme l:gl never occurs word
initially.

Chat 7. Tupinamba and Kokama stress

Tupinamba

Stress is fixed. It falls on the final
syllable ofa phonological word, except
when a stem is inflected for a
grammatical category that is not
lexically marked for stress. The
members ofa compounding and
reduplicated roots or stems keep their
individual stress.

The only consonant that occurs at the
end ofa phonological word are In, y,
wi.

Extrasyllabic consonant clusters have
the pattern: CC . In normal speech a
CC extrasyllabic sequence has Iy, nI as
its first C. The second C may be Ip, t,
c, r, nt. The possible combinations of
consonants are: nt, ok, yo, yp, yk, yr
and yn.In fast speech, the other
possible combinations are CC =kr or
pt.

Intrasyllabic consonant clusters are
restricted to onset positions. They
have the pattern CC, where the first C
may be I p, c, k, m, n, rl and the
second Iyl or Iw/.

Kokama

Stress is fixed. It falls on the penultimate
syllable ofa phonological word, unless
the final syllable has a final/Tll or a

final/w/. The Kokama words ending in
Iyl are all monossilabics.
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The first difference found among Tupinamba and Kokama phonological systems

is the number ofphonemes they have. Speakers ofKokama have reduced the number of

phonemes to sixteen from the twenty-four found in Tupinamba (see section 2.2.2). Also,

Tupinamba allophonic rules are not present in Kokama. In Kokama, apart from the

allophonic variation concerning the phonemes Iyl ([3] - [y) / #-.J and Ipl ([P1/_ t [p)1

everywhere), phonemes have no major surface variants. Another relevant difference

between Kokama and Tupinamba is the stress pattern. ofthe two languages. Kokama

speakers changed the Tupinamba stress pattern from final to Penultimate. This change in

stress has played an important role in various sound changes attested in Kokama in

relation to Tupinamba. Kokama speakers extended the penultimate stress pattern found in

Tupinamba forms inflected for the nominal case {-a} Ia! to almost all ofKokama lexical

items (the exceptions being few). Probably the original language ofthe Kokama PeOple

had penultimate stress. There are cases where Kokama speakers added a final vowel

(usually Iii) to Tupinamba inflected verb stems ending in final consonants, for instance,

Tb o-ur 'he comes' > Ko uri 'to come', in order to maintain the penultimate stress pattern.

The change in the stress pattern occurring in Kokama correlates with the preference of

Kokama speakers for open final syllables.

2.3 List of phonosemantically equivalent lexemes

The list ofphonosemantica11y equivalent lexemes, which contains three-hundred

items, shows the variety of sound changes in the derivation ofKokama forms vis-a-vis

the language source, the Tupinamba language. A shorter list would hide important details
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ofthe nature ofsound changes that occurred in Kokama However, a longer list would not

be worthwhile in accounting for the sound correspondences between the two languages.

This is because the remaining Kokama lexical items that could be added to the list

(animal and plant names, among others) would not contribute new information in regard

to the possibilities ofsound changes in Kokama. Also, Kokama is a special type of

language in that it has a restricted vocabulary due to the fact that much of its vocabulary

has b-.aen largely replaced by Spanish and Portuguese. Kokama lexical items have

apparently become restricted to around 2,000 items. A hundred ofKokama lexical items

were excluded from the list because there was doubt in regard to their origin. These are

cases where similarities in form between Kokama and Tupinamba are presumably due to

borrowing from Lingua Geral (see Chapter 1). Other excluded cases are those where the

Kokama form shares strings ofsounds with Tupinamba forms, but they show foreign

elements whose origin is unknovm e.g, Ko tukini 'hammock', Tb ini 'hammock'. Other

cases were eliminated when it is not clear ifsimilarities in form are due to linguistic

change, or just due to chance, such as Ko yaki 'head', Tb i-~-a 'head'.

The word list is alphabetized on the Kokama word. It is followed by a detailed

comparison ofthe sound correspondence between Tupinamba and Kokama forms

(section 2.2.2). The list is set up as follows: a) Tupinamba gloss to the left, with

morphological detail; b) Kokama gloss to the right with no morphological detail, since

the forms are single morphemes. The abbreviations used in Tupinamba gloss are: R

'relationar, INSTR 'instrument', NC 'nominal case', GER 'gerund, Loc 'locative', REC

'reciprocal', intrans. 'intransitive', DEV 'developed', ComCaus 'comitative causative',



Red-l 'monosyllabic reduplication', 2 imper. 'secondperson prefix (used in imperative

constructions)', l'first person singular', 3 'thirdperson', and 1 (inel.) 'first person

inclusive':
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Gloss Tupinamba Kokama Gloss

I. that-Loc a?e-pe aepe there

2. sloth a?t at sloth

3. kind offish akara akara kind offish

4. Dasyprocta alMi akuti akuti Dasyprocta alMi

5. rain-NC aman-a amana rain

6. cotton am+niyu amanyu cotton

7. dead person-NC am+r-a am+ra dead person

8. from there amij#sui amuci far

9. R-grancL'"ather (t)-amay amuy grandfather

10. other ama amwa other

II. bat antra antra bat

12. crown-NC apttereb-a apetiriwa crown

13. macaw-NC arar-a arara macaw

14. coclcroach arabe arawe coclcroach

15. on ?ar-i an on. on the top of

16. on, over, on the top of ?artbo artwa on, over

17. to drip ttkk attktra to drip

18. to flow strtk ac+rtka to go down the river

19. peson aha awa person

20. maize abati awati maize

2I. also abe awe also

22. finished awye ay(a) already

23. itlhe/she; that a?e ay he/she/it (FS)

24. 1-3-kill a-0-yuka ayuka to kill

25. you ene ene you

26. you (pI.) pe epe you (pI.)

27. 2 imper-3-to open e-i-pek epeka to open

28. 2 imper-ComCaus. go e-ra-so erucu to take

29. 2 imper-bring e-r-ur erura to bring

30. I ise ece I (FS)

3I. R-eat i-?u e)11 to eat
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~., R-fruit i-7a ia fruit,,_.
33. heart yt7a ia heart

34. R-hom-NC i-7ak-a iaka hom

35. R-be. dry i-kaI] ikana tobe.dry

36. R-fat-NC i-kab-a ikawa fat

37. recently koromo ikuruma now

38. R-Imow i-kuab ikwa tolmow

39. yesterday kwese ikwaCi yesterday

40. here(visible) ike ikya this (MS)

41. R-grandson; granddaughter-

NC s-emiariro imyariru gradson/granddaughter

(ofwoman) inamu inamu kind ofbird mnamus)

42. kind ofbird (Tinamus) yane ini we (incl.)

43. we (incI.) intmo inimu string

44. strino e-i-nupa inupa to beat.,
45. 2-3-beat pira ipira fish (generic)

46. fish (generic) i-pu7am-a iparna to stand or get up

47. R- stand or get up-NC i-pu ipu noise

48. R-noise i-puku ipuki to be.Iong

49. R-be.Iong i-pokuab-a ipukwa to be.accustomed

50. R-be.accustomed-NC yepe7ab-a ipya fi..-ewood

51. firewood-NC i-rob-a irawa to be.bitter

52. R-be.bitter-NC o-yo-irii-ntk irwa(ka) four

53. four i-ruru iruru to be.swollen

54. R-be.swollen itakt itaki stone

55. R-whetstone e-yttk itika to throw

56. 2 imper-fell; throw yettk-a itika sweet potato

57. sweet potato-NC stwas'.1 icuwacu deer

58. deer e-s-eyar iCari to leave

59. 2-R-leave e-s-en ieini to lop

60. 2-R-lop i-yub iu to be.yellow

61. R-be.yellow i-ytba iwa arm

62. R-arm tar-a tara canoe

63. canoe-NC
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64. to swim ttab tata to swim

65. R-hatchet i-yt * hatchet

66. pepper kt-nj tki pepper

67. R-be.immature

or tmripe-NC i-ktr-a tktra to be.immature; unripe

68. negation-NC .e7tm-a .tma negation

69. at the bottom ofthe

water tpt-pe tptpe bottom

70. R-be.dark i-ptnm tptnmi to be.dark

71. R-be.new i-ptsasu tpkacu to be.new

72. island 7tpa7ii tpwa island

73. R-be.smooth-NC i-stm-a tcima to be.smooth

74. steep bank-NC tbt7am-a twama steep bank-NC

75. height twate twati height

76. wood tbtra twtra wood

77. fog-NC tbttiIj-a twttini fog

78. wind tbttu twttu wind

79. breast-NC kam-a kama breast

80. pot; vessel kamusi kamuci POt. vessel

81. be.tired kane70 kaDu to be.tired

82. bone-DEV-NC kaIJ-wer-a kanwara bone

83. to weed kapir kapi to weed

84. Hvdrocboerus

capvbara- NC kapi7tbar-a kapiwara Hvdrocboerus capvbara

85. to scratch kaIay kari to scratch

86. afternoon-NC karuk-a karuka afternoon

87. to eat (intrans.) ka7ru karu.ta to eat

88. to; in the direction kott katt to; in the direction of;

of; 89. to be.good katu katupi to be.beautiful

90. monkey ka7i kay monkey

91. lmife kise kiCi lmife

92. louse-NC ktb-a ktwa louse
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93. comb-NC kt7wab-a ktwa comb

94. woman's brother-NC ktbtr-a ktwtra woman's brother

95. garden ko ku garden

96. boy kunumi kunumi unmarried

97. female kuya kuiia man's syster

98. young lady kuya tai kuilati young lady

99. tennite kupi7i kupya tennite

100. kind offish k-urimata kurimata kind offish

101. frog kururu kuru."U frog

102. powder ku7i kuy powder

103. gourd-NC kuy-a k-uya gourd

104. hole-NC kwar-a kwara ilole

105. to uri.."late karuk kwaru to urinate

106. sun kwarast kwaraCi sun

107. kind ofmonkey kwata kwata kind ofmonkey

108. draw-NC kwatiar-a kwatyara to draw

109. moming-NC k07em-a kwema morning

110. kind ofcatfish mani mani kind ofcatfish

Ill. kind ofpa:TOt marakana marakana kind ofparrot

112. kind ofwild eat marakaya marakaya kind ofwild eat

113. what? mara mari thing. what?

114. to watch (observing) ma7enan maynani to watch

115. humming-bird waynum+ maynuma humming-bird

116. woman's son (or daughter)-NC mem+r-a mem+ra woman's son(daughter)

117. husband-NC men-a mena husband

118. fly meru meru fly

119. some day (fut) mira mira future action (obligation)

120. R-wife s-emireko mirikwa wife

121. plant-NC mittm-a mittma plant

122. roast-NC misk-a micira to roast

123. pet mtmab m+ma pet
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124.curassau m+tU m+tu kind ofbird

125. two mokoy mukuy(ka) two

126 thief mona muna thief

127.R-mo~che-NC i-amotab-a muta mo~che

128. horse flie-NC mutuk-a mutuka horse flie

129. medicine-NC mOsaIJ-a mucana medicine

130. three mosaptr mucaptrt(ka) three

131. snake-NC moy-a rouy snake

132. CAUS-glue mo.yar muya to glue

133. ear nami nami ear

134. pineapple nana nana pineapple

135. completely, finished -pab +pa completely, finished.

136. Cuniculus paca-NC pak-a paka Cuniculus Paka

137. kind offish paku paku kind offish

138. butterfly-NC panam-a panama butterfly

139. sea parana parana river, sea

140. to invite paresar paricara to invite

141. shaman. medicine paye pay shaman. medicine man

man pe pe pe

142. path pepo pepu feather

143.featherof~g pettm-a pettma tobacco

144. tobacco-NC peb-a pewa to be.flat

145. be.flat-NC pir-wer-a piruara skin

146. skin-DEV-NC pi?rok piruka to peel

147. to peel pisam picami to pinch

148. to pinch pt7a pta liver

149. liver ptta ptta foot. heel

150. heel ptsa pica fishing net

151. fishing net ptsape ptcape nail

152. toenail po pua hand

153. hand
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154. be.soft-NC pub-a pua to be.soft, rotten

155. to smile puka puka to smile

156. to contract porep+an purepe to buy

157. shrimp poti puti shrimp

158. chest potia putya chest

159. to tie pwar pwa(.ta) to tie

160. R-living place-NC r-etam-a retama village, city

161. uru.cii uruku ruku urucii

162. R-at; for-NC r-upi rope for

163. sieve-NC urupem-a rupema strainer

164. R-man's son-NC t-a7k-au tatra man's son

165. kind ofcane-NC takwar-a takwara kind ofcane

166. anteater tamanu7a tamanu anteater

167. ash(es)-NC tanimuk-a tanimuka ash(es)

168. tapir-NC tapi7ir-a tapira tapir

169. captive, slave-NC tapt7ty-a taptya enemy

170. kindoffish-NC tare7k-a tartra kind offish

171. R-fire t-ata tata fire

172. R-to be hard t-~ tata+n to be.hard

173. smoke-NC ~-a tatatini smoke

174. armadillo tatu tatu armadillo

175. to be hot (as peper) tay tay to be.bmning

176. kind ofpeccary tayasu tayacu kind ofpeccary

177. R-man's daughter-NC t-ayk-a tayra man's daughter

178. otherv.ise, but +te ti otherwise

179. nose ti ti nose

180. be.white tiIJ tim to be.white

181. R-excrement t-epoti tiputi excrement

182. R-place-Loc t-upa-pe tupape place

183. uncle; woman's brother-NC tutk-a tuttra uncle; father-in-law

184. mud-Nc tuyuk-a tuyuka mud

185. R-body's hair; down-NC s-ab-a ca hair; down
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186. be.striped s-a7ir cairi to be.striped

187. R-branch s-aka cakama branch

188. R-be.hot s-akub caku to be.hot

189. R-try s-a7aIJ cani to try

190. kind ofwild mouse sauya canuya kind ofwild mouse

191. R-miss the way s-opar capura to miss the way

192. R-root s-apo capwa root

193. R-be.happy-NC s-ortb-a cartwa to be.happy

194. R-cross-NC s-asab-a cacawa to cross

195. R-scream-NC s-asem-a cacima to scream

196. ant-NC tastb-a caciwa ant

197. R-hurt s-ast caei to hurt

198 R-seed s-a7ty cay seed

199. R-teeth s-ay cay teeth

200. R-vein-NC s-aytk-a cayka vein

201. R-make sharp s-aeme7e cayma to make sharp

202. R-be.drunk-NC s-abe7tpor-a caypura to be.drunk

203. R-shine s-ent cenita to shine

204. R-hear s-enub cenu to hear

205. R-leg s-ettma cettma leg

206. R-smell s-etun cetuni to smell

207. R-be.sweet s-e7e cey to be.sweet

208. R-eye s-esa cica eye

209. R-pull s-ekty ciki to fish

210. R-sweat s-t7ay ciy to sweat

211. R-meat s-070 cu meat

212. R-blood s-uwt cut blood

213. kind ofsnake sukuri cukuri kind ofsnake

214. R-be.black, dark s-un cuni to be black, dark

215. to; for supe cupe to, for

216. R-egg s-upi7a cupya egg

217. suck-NC suban-a cuwana to suck
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218. R-face s-obape cuwapt forehead

219. (proceeding) from sui cuy (proceeding) from

220. R-tail s-uway cuy tail

221. R-smell.good s-tapwan eapuni to smell

222.R-many s-eta ceta many

223. R-look.for s-ekar cikari to look for

224. R-fart s-eptno cipuni fart

225. R-name-NC s-er-a cira name

226. R-forget s-erasay cicari to forget

227. R-contraet s-ept c+pt price

228. 2-R-dig e-s-twtkoy c+wtki to dig

229. arrow-NC u7ub-a ua arrow

230.3-fall 0-7ar uari to fall

231. house-NC ok-a uka house

232. plaza-NC okar-a ukara cemetery

233. 3-disappar o-kayem ukayma to disapear

234. wife ofwoman's brother uke7i uki wife ofwoman's brother

235.3-bum o-kay uki(ta) to bum

236. 3-sleep o-ker uktrt to sleep

237. 3-fall: Red-l o-ku:kuy ukuki to fall

238.3-die o-mano umanu to die

239. 3-look at o-ma7e umi to look at

240.3-finish o-pab upa to finish

241. 3-wake up o-pak upaka to wakeup

242.3-jump o-por upurtaki to jump

243. Dennatopja horninjs 7ura ura Dennatopja horninjs

244.3-come o-ur uri to come

245. black vulture urubu urupu black vulture

246.3-go 0-50 ucu togo

247. 3-go (escaping) o-5Oyepe ucwepe to escape

248. 3-leave o-sem ucima to leave

249.3-walk o-wata uwata to walk



250.3-fly o-bebe uwe to fly

251. manioc flour u7i uy manioc flour

252. 3-REF-raise o-ye-upir uyupi to raise

253. heron wakara wakara heron

254. kind offish watukupa wakupa kind offish

255.nmneoforigm-NC .twar-a .wara name oforigm

256.HAg-NC .bor-a .wara agentive

257. 3-be.wanted o-watar watari to be.wanted

258. intensive .wasu .wacu intensive

259. one oyepe wepe one

260. 3-vomit o-we7en wene to vomit

261 bird wtra wtra bird

262. identical ya ya identical

263. kind ofbird yakamI yakami kind ofbird

264. door-NC oken-a yakina door

265. cicada-NC yaktran-a yaktrana cicada

266. Penelope 5p. (guan) yaku yaku Penelope 5p. (guan)

267. l(incl.)-R-hide ya-yo-mim yamimi to hide

268. Genipapa americana yan+pab-a yanipa GenipSlPa americana

269. spider yanu yanu spider

270. 1(incl.)-3-eatch;

grab ya-y-ptstk yapicika to catch. grab

271. R-seat-instr i-apik-ab yapika to seat, seat

272. 2-paddle i-apukuy yapuki.ta to paddle

273. 1 (incl.)-dance ya-porasey yapuraei to dance

274. R-be.round i-apu7a yapwa to be.round

275. lord-NC yar-a yara lord

276. kind ofsnake. kind ofsnake,

genus Bothrops-NC yararak-a yararaka genus Bothrops

277. 1 (incl.)-R-bury ya-yo-ttm yattma to bury

278. R-pile-NC i-attr-a yattrt pile

72
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279. R-back; backside i-atukupe yatukupe to cover

280.2nnpe~-R-cover e-y-aso7i yace to cover

281. R-docked-NC i-astk-a yac+ka to cut

282. moon yast yac+ moon

283. star yasttata yac+tata star

284. to wash yasUk yacuka to wash

285. R-Ieft hand i-asu yacura right hand

286. 2nnper.-to cry e-yase70 yaeu to cry

287. R-throat-NC i-ase7ok-a yaeuka throat

288. sore yaw yaw sore

289.ray-NC yabebtr-a yawai-ri ray

290. jaguar-NC yawar-a yawara jaguar

291. land turtle yaboti yawati land turtle

292. 1 (incl.)-arrive ya-wasem yawaCUna to arrive

293. 1 (incl.)-enter ya-ike yayki to enter

294. R-aunt (father's sister) mother-in law;

i-ayse yayce father's sister

295. thorn yu yua thorn

296. R-take.off-NC i-7ok-a yuka totake.of

297. to be.angry yemoi-ro yum+ra to be.angry

298. 3-3-swallow o-i-mokon yumukuni to swallow

299.3-3-untie o-yo-rab yura.(ka) to untie

300. mouth yuru yuru mouth
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2. 3.1 Sound correspondences between Tupinamba and Kokama forms

In this work I use the Tupinamba phonological environment to demonstrate the

sound changes that have occurred in Kokama vis-a.-vis the Tupi-Guarani forms from

which Kokama lexical items are derived. Ofcourse, this is a simplification ofthe facts.

Not all changes are confined to a single point in time, as for instance by the time when the

Kokama people tried to reproduce the Tupian language. Presumably, some sound changes

attested in Kokama occurred in two, three or more stages, as happens in the history ofany

language. Some intermediary stages ofsound changes attested in Kokama vis-a.-vis

Tupinamba can be inferred from KokamalOmawa attested during the begining ofthe

eigateenth century. However, other sound changes presumably occurred as early as the

time when the Kokama speakers tried to reproduce the Tupi-Guarani language to which

they were e~')sed.Some probable candidates for the earlier changes are the complete

loss ofTupian glottal stop (Tb u1i> Ko iiy 'maniocflour1, the loss ofthe Tupian velar

nasal through merger with In! (Tb mosiu-a > Ko mucina 'medicine1, and the loss of

nasal vowels, which merged with oral vowels and semivowels (Tb o-mano 'he dies'> Ko

umanu 'to die1.

As will be demonstrated in this section, the reduction ofTupinamba phonemes in

Kokama is a consequence ofthe following main sound changes: a) the loss ofthe glottal

stop characteristic ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages; b) the loss ofthe Tupi-Guarani velar

nasal through merger with In!; c) the partial loss ofthe bilabial fricative (which was lost

at the end ofa final syllable) and its merger \\>ith /wI elsewhere; d) the loss ofthe nasal

vowel series; and e) the loss ofTb 101 through merger with luf.
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The Tupiamba fricative /sl was presumably strenghtened to lei in Kokama.

Possibly, speakers ofKokama replaced (substituted) Tupinamba lsI with the closest sound

in their native language. The split ofKokama lei into lei and leI also seems to have

occurred under the interference ofthe originallanguage(s) spoken by the people who

learned Kokama. The most frequent occurrence of1& is preceding rI! « Th rI!, lei, and

It/), although it also occurs before Kokama Ia! « Tb la/), before Kokama lei « ThIel)

and before Kokama ItI « Th It/). The occurrence ofKokama leI before lui « Th lui) is a

consequence ofa rule not found in Tupinamba, which palatalized lei before a sequence of

two vocoids, the first ofthem being a front vocoid, which was in turn absorbed by the

palatalized consonant.

The alveo-palatal nasal found in Kokama has two main Tupi-Guarani sources: the

allophone ofTupinamba Iyl [ii] before a nasal phoneme and Tupinamba InJ before a

sequence oftwo vocoids, the first being a front high vocoid, i.e. rI!o The phonemicization

ofthe Tupinamba allophone [fi] is connected to the complete loss ofTupinamba nasal

vowels in Kokama.

Kokama speakers kept the Tupi-Guarani obstruents Ip, t, kI and the sonorants I m,

n, r, y, wI intact. The sound changes relative to Tupinamba fbI and lsi in Kokama made

the obstruent series all voiceless and lacking fricative sounds. The number ofplaces of

articulation distinguished for Tupinamba obstruents remained four in Kokama. The loss

ofTupinamba glottal stop was compensated for by the addition ofthe alveo-palatal

fricative leI. The Tupinamba nasal pattern 1m, n, IJI changed to 1m, n, ii! in Kokama,

where Iii! matches the alveopalatal affiicate leI.
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The sound correspondences found among Tupinamba and Kokama forms are

presented below. Some ofthe sound changes that occurred in Kokama forms vis-'a-vis

Tupinamba forms were due to the displacement ofstress in the former. For this reason,

Kokama and Tupinamba forms are cited here with stress marked.

1. Tb p : Ko p everywhere: 1; 12,27; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50, 51; 69; 70; 71; 72; 83; 84;

99; 130; 135; 136; 137; 138; 139; 140; 141; 142; 143; 144; 145; 146; 147; 148; 149; 150;

151; 152; 153; 154; 155; 156; 157; 158; 159; 162; 163; 168; 169; 181; 182; 191; 192;

202;215;216;218;221;224;227;240;241;242;247;252;254;259;268;270;271;

272; 273; 274; 279.

Examples:

148 Tb pis a m 'to pinch' 274 Tb i-apu1a 'R-be.round'

Ko pic ami 'to pinch' Ko y a pw a 'to be round'

2. Tbb

2.1 Tbb>K00

I

Examples:

38;61;64; 123; 135; 188;204;240;271;299.

61 Tb i- y 11 b 'R-be.yellow' 38 Tb i- kwab 'R-know'

Ko i u 'to be.yellow' Ko i kwa 'to know'

I {u, w, b}V$_V This rule says that Tupinamba fbi was lost in Kokama

when immediatly preceded by a syllable containing u, b

or w, as in 50; 51; 93; 250; 259.
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Examples:

248 10 o-bebe '3-fly'

K o we 'tofty'

289 10
,

'ray(fish)-NC'y abe b t r -a

Ko
,

'ray (fish)'y a wa t r a

I # sa 185; 202.

Examples:

202 10 s- abe 7 t p 6 r -a 'R-be. 185 10 s- a b -a 'R-body hair;

drunk' down-NC'

Ko c a y p 0 r a 'to be. Ko c a 'body hair,

drunk' leave'

22. 1Ob>Kop 255.

Example:

245 10 urubii 'black vulture'

Ko uropu 'black vulture'

2.3 10 b> Ko w I elsewhere: 12; 14; 16; 19; 20; 21; 36; 52; 62; 75; 77; 78; 79; 84; 94;

145; 193; 194; 196;217;218;289;291;

Examples:

36 10 i-kab-a 'R-be.fat-NC' 154 10 p 0 b -a 'be.soft, rotten

(putrid-NC) ,

Ko i kaw a 'to be.fat' Ko po a 'to be.putrid'
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3. Tbt

3.1. Tb t> Ko c / #_85 196.

196 Tb
~

'ant-NC't a st b-a

Ko
,

'an!cactwa

3.2 Tb t : Ko t / elsewhere: 4; 12; 17; 20; 55; 56; 57; 64; 70; 75; 77; 78; 88; 89; 98; 100;

107; 108; 121; 124;127; 128; 144;150;157; 158;160;164;165; 165;166;167;168;

169; 170;171;172;173; 174;175;176;177; 178;179;180;181; 182;183;184;205;

206;222;249;254;257;277;278;279;283;291.

Examples:

4 Tb . , 'R·l NC' 176 Tb t a y a s u 'peccary'1- a t t r -a -pz e-

Ko
,

t 'pile' Ko t a y a c u 'peccary'y a t t r

42 Tb~

4.2.1 Tb s > Ko c/ (y, i)_ (i): 80; 294.

Examples:

SLemle (1971) reconstructs a single sibilant *c for pTG. Rodrigues (1984-1985) proposes
the addition of *1& for pTG. Rodrigues' reconstruction takes into consideration data from Mbya
Guarani, as well as data from Old Guarani, Xeta, Nandeva, Kaiwa, Paraguayan Guarani, Guayaki,
Tapirape, Chiriguano and Izocei'io. One ofthe phonological characteristics ofthese languages
(Rodrigues' Subgroup I) is that they have lei, lei or lsi as reflexes ofpTG *c, and /bJ or e as reflexe
ofpTG lei. Mbya, for instance, has lei from pTG *1&, while it has e as reflexe ofpTG lei.
Rodrigues emphasizes the fact that the presence ofthe phoneme 1& in Mbya makes this language
more conservative than Old Guarani with respect to this phonological characteristic. Old Guarani
has lei as reflexe ofpTG IC/. Jensen (1889) adopts Rodrigues' reconstruction, bringing data from
Wayampi to reiforce the presence of*/C/ and *leI in pTG. According to Jensen (1989:22-23), in
most ofthe cases where Wayampi has retained lsi it is the reflex ofpTG *1&. This same
correspondence is found in Jote (see Cabral, forthcoming). In Jo'e, as in Wayampi, the majority of
lsi come from *ti. These two languages alsc have borrowed or new words with lsi. In Wayampi,
but not in Jo'e, some instances oflsi are due to borrowing from Lingua Geral.



80 1b kamusi 'pot; vessel'

Ko kamuci 'pot; vessel'

294 1b i-ayse 'R-aunt(father's syster)'

Ko yayce 'father's syster'

/_ (Ko) i « 1b e) 39; 91; 223; 224; 225; 226; 248; 273, 293.

39 1b k w e s e 'yesterday'

Ko i k wac i 'yesterday'

91 Ko ktse 'knife'

Tb k t c i 'knife'

/_ (Ko) i « 1b t) 106; 197; 228; 270.

79

Examples:

~lkwarasf
Ko kw a rae i

/ i 122.

Example:

'sun'

'sun'

122 Ko
,

'roast-NC'm i s t r -a

1b
• v ,

'to roast'm 1 C 1 r a



/_(kO)f«1be) 227.

Example:

228 1b
J

'R-contract's- e p t

Ko C
,

P f 'price't

/ fa 221.

Example:

1b 221 s-fapwan 'R-smell.good'

Ko C apii n i 'to smell'

/ (y) _ e 222; 294.

Examples:

~r-s_-_e_t_a_'__'R_-_m_any__' _

~c eta 'many'

1b 294 i- a y s e 'R-father's sister'

Ko y aye e 'father's sister'

/_e (y) {o, a}6 59; 286; 287.

Examples:

,
1b 296 e-ya s e 7 0 '2imper. -cry'

Ko y a c u 'to cry'

80

~ this work. I am considering that denasalization ofvowels and the loss ofTupinamba
glottal stop occurred in the Kokama language as soon as the Kokama speakers tried to reproduce
the Tupinamba words.
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1b 297 i-ase76k-a 'R-throat'

Ko y a c uka 'throat'

1b s : Ko c I elsewhere: 8; 18; 28; 30; 58; 71; 73; 130140; 148151; 152; 176; 185; 186;

187; 188; 189; 190; 191; 192; 193; 194; 195; 196; 197; 198;199;200;201;202;203;

204;205;206;207;208;209;210;211;212;213;214;215;216;217;218;219;220;

226;247;258;280;281; 282;283;284;285.

Examples:

8 1b
,

'from there'a m 0# sui

Ko amu c e 'far'

18 1b strtk 'toflow'

Ko a c t r t k a 'to flow'

Tupinamba has the phoneme lsi as a reflex ofpTG */c/ and */cl. Kokama has

both leI and lei from Tupinamba lsI. Unlike Kokama, any Tupi-Guarani language shows

regular correspondences in regard to pTG *leI and leI. These phonological properties

shared by the Tupi-Guarani languages led Rodrigues to use the reflexes ofpTG *leI and

*/C/ as one ofthe phonological criteria for his internal classification ofthe Tupi-Guarani

family. Rodrigues (1994-1995:44) raises the possibility that the phonemes lei and leI

found in Kokama substituted for the Tupinamba lsI (lS] before Ii/) because the former

could be phonemes in the originallanguage(s) participating in the historical development

ofKokama Rodrigues reinforces his argument with the fact that (in most cases) Omawa

has lsi and lSI where Kokama has lei and leI. The data used in this study show that
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Kokama lei chanched to let when preceded or followed by Kokama rv (from Tupinamba

fJl, lei and Ii!), as well as before lei (example 222) and before IiI (example 228). Kokama

leI also palatalized in other environments as demonstrated below:

287 Tb i- a s e 16k _a7 'his- 286 Tb y a s e 7 (; 'to cry'

throat'

Ko y a e uk a 'throat' Ko y a e u 'to cry'

59 Tb
,

'3-let' 221 Tb s- i a p u a n '3-s-eyar

smell'

Ko i e a r i 'to let' Ko e a p u n i'to

smell'

The examples above sh~w a natu.ral environment for palatalization. Since

glottal stops were lost in Kokama, the sequence ofa front vowel followed by a low vowel

created the environment for the paJata1i72tion of lsi, the front vowel becoming asyllabic.

The sequence leyl ofthe Tupinamba example 59 was reduced to fJi in Kokama8
, yielding

siar> syar> iCiri. Example 150 differs from the preceding examples in regard to the

quality ofthe vowel following lsi. Probably, but not necessarily, the Tupinamba ItI in

example 150:first changed to fJl in Kokama, as occured with other instances ofKokama

It/'s « Tb/t!).

Apart from the above forms, Kokama bas lei where the reconstructed pTG forms

have leI. These are words such as *yact 'moon', *wacu. 'intensive ',*ctrtk 'to flow', *iee
'I'. The other pTG reconstructed forms with *c have no Tupian correlate in Kokama.

70Id Guarani has i- ace 7 6 - i- a c i 7 0 'his-throat' (In Montoya [1640JJ876
:289)

8Any sequence ofTb leyl changed to (11 in Kokama.
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These are pIG forms such as *ct 'mother', *cam 'rope' *c076 'animal', and *cu7u 'to

bite. '

5. 1b k: Ko k everywhere: 3; 4; 17; 18; 24; 27; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 49; 50; 55; 56;

57; 66; 67; 79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 86; 87; 89; 90; 91; 92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99;

100; 101;102;103;104; 105; 106; 107;108; 109;111; 112; 120; 125;128; 136; 137;

147; 155; 161; 165; 167; 184; 187; 188;200;209;213;223;228;231;232;233;234;

235;236;237;241;253;254;263;264;265;266;270;271;272;273;276;279;281;

284;287;293;296;298.

Examples:

272 Tb t a • p u k u y 'canoe- 86 Tb k a r u k -a 'afternoon-Ncr

paddle'

Ko yapuk i 'topadde' Ko k a r u k a 'afternoon'

Example 105 (lb karUk, 'to urinate', Ko kwaru, 'to urinate') shows in Kokama

kw where Tupinamba has k. Probably it is not a case ofchange from Tupinamba Ik/ to

Kokama Ikw/. Old Guarani has Ikwl in the corresponding Tupian word for 'to urinate'

kwani. Rodrigues (personal communication) posits two forms for proto-Tupi-Guarani,

*kwarUk and *karUk. The language source ofthe Kokama vocabulary may had have the

two variants kwarUk and karUk.

6. Tb 7 > Ko 0 everywhere: 1; 2; 15; 16; 23; 31; 32; 33; 34; 47; 51; 68; 72; 74; 81; 84;

87;90;93;99; 102;109; 114; 141; 147; 149;164; 166; 168; 169; 170;189; 198;201;

202;207;210;211;216;229;230;234;239;243;251;260;274;280;286;287.

Examples:
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287 10 i-ase7ok-a 'R-throat' 32 Tb i 7 i 'R-jruit'

Ko y a C uk a 'throat' Ko i a 'fruit'

7. 10 m : Ko m everywhere: 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 37; 41; 42; 44; 47; 68; 73; 74; 79; 80; 96;

100; 109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 117; 118; 119; 120; 121; 122; 123; 124;

125; 126;127; 128; 129; 130; 131; 132; 133;134; 138; 144; 148;156; 160; 163; 166;

167; 195;201;205;233;238;239;248;263;267;277;292;297;298.

Examples:

127 10 i- a mot a b -a'R-moustache-NC' 73 10 i- s t m -a 'R-to be.

smooth-NC

Ko m uta 'moustache' Ko t 6

'to bec t m a

smooth'

8.1On

8.1 Tb n > Ko ii I e7V : 81.

,
&1 Tb kane70 'to be.tired'

Ko kiD u 'to be.tired'

Note that although there is only one example showing this sound correspondence,

palatalization ofIn! in example 81 correlates to palatalization ofleI in examples 59, 221;

286 and 287.

8.2 Tb n: Ko n everywhere: 5; 6; 11; 25; 42; 43; 44; 45; 60; 70; 81; 96; 110; 111; 114;

115; 117; 126; 133; 134; 138; 139; 166; 167;203;204;206;214;217;221;224;238;
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260;264;265;268;269;299:

Examples:

44 Th i n i m 6 'string' 42 Th inamti 'kind ofbird

O'inamuS)'

Ko i n i m u 'string' Ko i n a m u 'kind ofbird

mnamus)'

9. Th IJ > Ko n I everywhere: 35; 77; 82; 129; 173; 180; 189.

Examples:

35 Th i- k a IJ 'R-bone' 77 Th t w t t i IJ -a fog'

Ko i k a n a 'bone' Ko twttin i fog'

10. Thr

10.1 Th r> Ko 0: 252 is the only case where Tupinamba :final Irl became e in Kokama

This sound change was presumably due to the change ofstress in the Kokama form:

Example:

252 Th 0- Y e-u P i r '3-Ref-raise'

Ko u y ti p i 'to raise'

In most ofthe examples, stressed :final syllables containing Irl in the coda

position in Tupinamba remained stressed in Kokama In these cases a vowel was added to

a final Irl yielding the penultimate stress pattern characteristic ofKokama:

230 Th 0- 7 a r '3-fall'

Ko u a r i 'tolall'
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There are two cases where the Tupinamba stressed syllable was displaced to the

right in Kokama because of the addition ofnew elements. This occurred in examples 242

and 130:

242 Tb 0- P «> r '3-jump' 130 Tb m 0 sap t r 'three'

Ko u pur t a k i 'to jump' Ko m u cap t r t k a 'three'

10.2 Tb r: Ko r elsewhere: 3; 7; 11; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 37; 41; 46; 52; 53;

54;59;63;67;76;82;84;85;86;87;94;99; 100; 101;104;105;106; 108;111; 112;

113;116; 118; 119;120;122; 130;130; 132;139; 140;146;147;156;159;160; 161;

162;163; 164; 165;168;170; 177;183; 186;191; 193;202;213;223;225;226;230;

232;236;242;243;244;245;253;255;256;257;261;265;273;275;276;278;289;

290; 297; 299; 300:

Examples:

278 Th i- a t ( r -a 'R- pile- NC' 67 Tb i- k ; r -a 'R-be.immature'

Ko
,

i 'pile' Ko t
,

a 'to be. immature'y a t t r ktr

I1.Tby

11.1 Tb y > Ii /_ nasal vowel 97; 98

Example:
,

97 Tb kuyi tai 'young lady'
,

'young lady'Ko kuiia t i
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In Tupinamba, as well as in other Tupi-Guarani languages, Iyl has the allophone

[ii] when followed by a nasal vowel. Kokama lost the conditioning factor ofthis rule with

the complete loss ofTupi-Guarani nasal vowels. The [ii] allophone ofTupian [y] became

an independent phoneme in Kokama. Data from Kokama reveals that Iii! is also found in

words ofunknown origin, such as iiapcara 'male'.

I e?o 81.

,
81 Tb kane?o 'to be.tired'

Ko k~ii u 'to be.tired'

11.2 Tb y> Ko i I C V_# 85; 209; 226; 228; 235; 237; 272; 273.

Examples:

272 Tb i-apukuy 'canoe- 235 Tb 0- kay '3-bum'

paddle'

Ko yapuk i 'to padlle' Ko u k i t a 'to burn'

Probably, the vowella! ofTubinambi yane took on the quality ofthe following

vowel (/ef) in Kokama This yelded the sequence ye which was further reducced to i, as

is the case ofexamples 261 and 262.

12.2 Tb y > Ko 01 rounded vocoid_e{C,#} 22; 259:

Examples:

22 Tb awye 'finished' 259 Tb o yep e 'one'

Ko aw e 'finished' Ko w e p e 'one'
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12.3 Thy:Koy elsewhere: 6;9;22;24; 103; 112; 115; 125; 131; 132; 169; 175; 176;

177; 184; 190; 198; 199;200;210;220;233;252;262;263;265;266;267;268;269;

270;273;275;276;277;280;282;283;284;286;288;289;290;291;292;293;294;

295; 297, 299; 300:

Examples:

294 Th i- a y s e 'R- aunt (father'

sister)'

Ko y aye e 'mother-in-low

(father' sister)'

13. Thw

13.1 Th w> Ko 0/ u_V 212; 220.

Examples:

212 Th
~

'R-blood' 220 Th s-u way 'R-tail's-u w t

Ko c ii t 'blood' Ko c u y 'tail'

13.2 Thw>Kom 115.

Example:

115 1b w aynumt 'hummingbird'

Ko mayniima 'hummingbird'



13.3 Tbw>Kou 146;221.

Example:

221 Tb s-tapwan 'R-smell.good'

Ko C apu n i 'to smell.good'

13.4 Tb w: Ko w elsewhere: 38; 39; 58; 75; 82; 93; 104; 106; 107; 108; 115; 159;

165;227;249;253;254;255;257;258;260;261;288;290;292.

Examples:

75 Tb twa t e 'height' 108 Tb k w a t i a r -a 'draw-Ne'

Ko .j. w a t I 'height' Ko kwatyara 'to draw'

14. Tb i

14.1 Tbi> Koy

/_ (l)V 31; 34; 41; 99; 158; 216; 271; 272; 274; 278; 279; 281; 285;

289;287;294;296;298;299.

Examples:

89

274 Tb i- a p u a 'R-be. 108 Tb k w a t i a r -a 'draw-NC'

round'

Ko y a pw a 'to be. Ko kwatyar a 'to draw'

round'



/# (C)V(J)_# 90; 219; 251.

Examples:

251 10 u 1 i 'maniocjlour' 219 10 sui '/rom'

Ko ii y 'maniocjlourr' Ko e u y '/rom'

14.2 10 i> Ko t ! #_Ct 65; 67; 70; 71; 73.

Examples:

71 10 i-ptsasii 'R-be. 73 10 .' 'R bl-stm-a -e.

new' smooth-NC'

Ko t ptcaeu 'to be.new' Ko t
,

'to be.smooth'e t m a

14.3 10 i > Ko 0 ! _(J) front vocoid 6; 168.

Examples:

6 10 am tniyii 'cotton' 168 10 tapi1ir-a 'tapir-NC'

Ko aman yu 'cotton' Ko tap i r a 'tapir'

14.3 10 i > Ko e 30; 162; 280.

Examples:

280 10 i- a s 0 1 i 'R-cover' 30 10 ise']'

Ko y a c e 'to cover' Ko e c e ']'

90

14.4 10 i : Ko i elsewhere: 4; 8; 15; 20; 32; 35; 36; 38; 40; 41; 42; 44; 45; 46; 48; 49;

50;52;53;54;55;61;62;77;80;83;84;99;100;110;119;120; 121;122; 133;146;



147; 148; 167; 168; 173; 180; 181; 186;213;234;252;267;291.

Examples:

50 Tb i- P 0 k u a b 'R-be. 54 Tb i- r u ru 'R- be.

accustomed to' swollen

Ko i p ukwa 'to be. Ko i r U r u 'to be.

accustomed to' swollen'

15. Tb e

15.1 Tb e> Ko a/ w, b_ra 82; 146; 289.

Examples:

91

146 Tb p i r # w e r -a 'skin -DEV-NC' 82 1b k a ~ # w e r -a 'bone

-DEV-NC'

Ko P i r war a 'skin' Ko kan war a 'bone'

152 Tb e> Ko 0 / _ (J)V 68; 81; 234; 250; 260; 286; 287.

Examples:

,
287 Tb i a s e 16k -a 'R-throat-NC' 68 Tb e1tm-a 'negation'

Ko yae uk 'throat' Ko
I

'negation'a t m a

/ {y-, -y} 51; 59; 233; 234.

Examples:

,
51 Tb yepe1ab-a 'firewood-Ncr

Ko i P Y a 'firewood'



15.3 Tb e > Ko y/ (V) _ (V) 23; 40; 51; 201; 202.

Examples:

92

40 Tb ike -a 'here (visible-near the 23 Tb a 7 e 'he/she/this'

speaker)-NC'

Ko i k Y a 'this (male speech)' Ko a y 'he/she/it (female

speech)'

15.4 Tbe>Kot/ Ct

Examples:

209; 228; 236.

,
236 Tb 0- k e r '3-sleep 228 Tb s- e p t 'R-price'

#

Ko u kt r t 'to Ko C t pta ra 'price'

sleep'

/ 195; 218.

Examples:

195 Tb
,

'R-scream-NC's- a s e m -a

Ko c a ct m a 'to scream'

15.5 Tb e> Ko i 12; 39; 41; 43; 59; 60; 75; 91; 120; 140; 178; 181; 208; 223; 224;

225;226;227;239;248;264;292.

Examples:

75 Tb twa t e 'height' 248 Tb 0- S e m '3-leave'

Ko twa t i 'height' Ko u c i m a 'to leave'



15.7 1b e : Ko e elsewhere: 1; 12; 14; 21; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 69; 109; 116; 117;

118; 142; 143; 144; 145; 156; 160; 162; 163; 182;203;204;205;206;207;215;222;

247;250;259;260;279;294.

Examples:

93

289 1b i- a t u k u p e 'R-back' 294 1b i- a y s e'R- mother-

in-law'

Ko y atukiipe Ko y aye e 'mother-

'back' in law'

16.1b a

16.1 1b a > Ko 0/ # 9; 51; 93; 127; 131; 166; 185; 189; 210; 226; 268.

Examples:

127 1b i- a mot a b -a 'R-moustache-NC'

Ko m uta 'moustache'

16.2 1b a> Ko i 70; 77; 113; 173.

Examples:

77 1b t b t t i :g -a 'fog-NC 70 Tb i- P t t ii n -a 'R-be.dark-NC'

Ko twttin i 'fog' Ko t p t tun i 'to be.dark'

16.3 1b a> Ko u 28.

Example:

28 1b e-raso '2imper-take'

Ko e r ii c u 'to take'
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16.4 Tb a : Ko a : everywhere.

Examples: 1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19;20;21;22;23;

24;32;33;34;35;36;38;40;41;42;46;47;50;51;52;55;57;58;59;62;63;64;67;

68;71;72;73;74;75;76;79;80;81;82;83;84;85;86;87;89;90;92;93;94; 100; 103;

104; 105; 106; 109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 117; 121; 122; 123; 126; 127;

128;129; 130; 131; 133; 134;135;136; 137;138; 139; 140; 141; 143;144;145; 146;

148; 149; 150; 151; 154155; 158; 159; 160; 163; 164; 165; 166; 167; 168; 169; 170;

171; 172; 173; 174; 175; 176; 177; 182; 183; 184; 185; 186, etc...

Examples:

271 Tb i- apt k -3 b'R-sit- 274 Tb i- a p u a'R-be.round'

INSTR'

Ko y aptk a 'seat, to sitt' Ko y a p w a 'to be.round'

17. Tbt

17.1 Tbt> Ko 0 33; 62; 74; 169; 200; 202; 209; 255.

Examples:

74 Th t w t 7 a m -a 'steep bank' 255 Tb .t war -a 'name. of

origin-Ncr

Ko tw a m a ' steep bank; Ko •w a r a •name.

rut; groove' oforigin'

17.2 Tbt> Ko e 12.

Example:

12 Tb apttereb-a 'crown-NC

Ko apetiriw a 'crown'
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17.3 Th t > Ko a 6; 115.

Examples:

6 Tb amtniyu. 'cotton' 115 Th
t

waynumt

* a m an t y u.9 'hummingbird'

Ko aman y u 'cotton' Ko maynu.ma

'hummingbird'

17.4 Th t > Ko u 58.

Example:

58 Th stwasu. 'deer'

Ko i c u acu 'deer'

17.5 Th t > Ko i 55; 56; 103; 122; 197; 203; 224; 268; 270.

Examples:

#

156 ITh55 Tb i - t a k t 'wet stone' poreptam 'to contract'

Ko i t a k i'stone' IKo porepi 'to buy'

17.6 Th t : Ko t elsewhere: 2; 7; 11; 16; 17; 18; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72;

73; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78; 88; 91;92; 93; 94; 116; 121; 123; 124; 130; 144; 149; 150; 151;

152; 164; 169; 170; 183; 193; 196;205;209;210;212;227;228;261;265;271;277;

278;281;282;283;289;297.

~odrigues(personal communication).



Examples:
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i- apt k -a b 'R-sit-instr'
.

271 Tb 278 Tb i- a t t r -a 'R-pile-NC'

Ko aptk 'seat'; 'to sit' Ko
I

t 'pile"y a y a t t r

18. Tb 0

18.1 Tb 0 > Ko 0 1_(7) vocoid 211; 227; 257; 260; 280.

Example:

257 Tb o-watar '3-walk'

Ko watari 'to walk'

18.2 Tbo>Koa

I {_apical consonant, apical consonant-l 16; 52; 193

Examples:

,
52 Tb i-rob-a 'R-be.bitter' 193 Tb s- 0 r t b -a 'R-be.

hapy'
,

Ko i raw a 'to be.bitter' Ko e artw a 'to be.

hapy'

18.3 Tbo> Kow/C_V: 120; 192;247.

Examples:

247 Tb osoyepe 'one' 192 Tb s- a p 0 'R-root'

Ko Dew e p e 'one' Ko e a pwa 'rool
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/ #_{y, i} 259; 298; 299.

Example:

259 Tb o yep e 'one'

Ko w e p e 'one'

18.4 1b 0> Ko u / elsewhere: 8; 9; 10; 28; 37; 41; 44; 50; 81; 95; 107; 125; 126; 127;

129; 130; 131; 132;143; 147; 153; 156; 157; 158; 181;202;211;218;224;230;231;

232;233;235;236;237;238;239;240;241;242;244;246;247;248;249;250;252;

273;286;287;297;298;299.

Examples:

287 Tb i- a s e 7 0 k -a'R-throat 127 Tb i- a mot i b -a 'R-moustache

I -NC' -NC'

Ko y a C uk a 'throat' Ko m uta 'moustache'

19. Tb u

19.1 Tbu>Ko0/# eu 161; 163;229.

Examples:
, ,

163 Tb u r u p e m -a 'strainer' 229 To u7ub-a

'arrow'

Ko
I

a 'strainer' Ko
,

r u p em u a

'arrow'



I i # 8.

Example:

8 lb amO#suf 'from there'

Ko
,

i 'from'amu c

19.2 lbu>Kow/p_a 2;274

Example:

I

2· lb i-apua 'R-be.round',

Ko
,

'to be.round'y a p w a

19.3 lb u: Ko u elsewhere: 4; 6; 24; 29; 31; 42; 45; 48; 49; 50; 54; 58; 61; 70;

78;80;86;87;89;96;97;98;99; 100; 102;108; 109; 115; 118;128; 137;154;

155; 161; 162;163; 166; 167;174; 176; 182; 183; 184; 188; 190;204;206;212;

213;214;215;216;217;218;219;220;229;237;243;244;245;246;252;254;

258;266;269;272;279;284;285;300.

Examples:
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, ,
272 lb i- a p u k u y '2 imper- 289 lb i- a t u k u p e'R-back'

paddle'
,

"Ko y apuk i (.t a) 'to Ko y a t u k u p e 'back'

paddle'



20. Tbi

20. Tb i : Ko i 96; 98; 157; 179; 263 (general rule ofvowel dinasa1ization).

Examples:
,

96 Tb kunumi 'boy' 157 Tb pot i 'shrimp'

Ko kunumi 'ummaried; Ko put i 'shrimp'

youngman'

21. Tb e
21.1 Tb e> Ko y/ C V 7_{#, $} 114; 207 .

Example:

,
207 Tb s- e 7 e 'R-be.sweet'

Ko
I

'to be.sweet'c e y

21.2 Tb e> Ko i/V C V7_# 239.

Example:
,

239 Tb o-ma7e '3-lookat'

Ko ii m i 'to lookat; to see'

21.4 Tb e> Ko e 152 (general rule ofvowel denasa1ization).

Examples:
,

152 Tb pi-sape 'toenail'

•Ko pi-cape 'nail'

99
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22. Tbt

22.1 Tb t > Ko 0/ C_7 y 66; 198.

Example:

66 Tb s-a1ty-a 'R-seed-NC'

152 Ko
..

'seed'c a y

23. Tba

23.1 Tba:Ko0/ C_y# 87.

Examples:

,
87 Tb kariy 'to scratch'

Ko
,

i 'to scratch'k ar

23.2 Tb a: Ko i 113.

Example:
,

113 Tb mar i 'what?'

Ko
,

'what?'mar i

23.3 Tb a: Ko a: 33; 45; 97; 98; Ill; 113; 134; 139; 152; 172; 187; 199; 205 (general

rule ofvowel denasalization).

Examples:
, ,

45 Tb i- n u p i ~ ..R-hit.him' 152 Tb p t sip e 'toenail'
,

Ko i n ii p a 'to hit' Ko p t sap e 'nail'



23.Th t1

23.1 Th u> Ko w I a # 53; 72.

Example:

6

72 Th 1+ p a 1 u 'island,IO

Ko .' 'island't P wa

23.2 Th u> Ko u /124 (general rule ofvowel denasaiization).

Examples:
,

124 Th m +t ti 'kind ofbird'
,

Ko m +t u 'kind ofbird'

24. Tho

24.1 Tho>Kowl a# 10.

Examples:
,

10 Th amo 'other'

Ko amwa 'other'

24.2 Th 0 > Ko a 297.

Example:

~

297 Th ye-motro 'Rec-CAUS.be.

angry'
I

Ko y u m t r a 'to be.angry'

1°1) metathesis
2) desyllabification
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24.3 Tb 0 > Ko u 8; 9; 10; 41; 81; 224; 238; 286; 297 (general rule ofvowel

denasalization).

Examples:

, I

8 Tb a m 0# sui 'from there'

Ko
,

i 'from'am u c

102
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2.3.2 Phonological Rules (morpho-phonemics)

Rodrigues (1981) presents the first systematic analysis ofTupinamba.

phonological rules. He posits nineteen rules to account for the different shapes

Tupinamba morphemes may have. Jensen's comparative work (1989; 1995[forthcoming])

proposes the generalization ofthe majority ofthese phonological rules for the languages

ofthe Tupi-Guarani family. Data from other Tupi-Guarani languages led Jensen (1989) to

reformulate some rules proposed by Rodrigues, which in Jensen's work apply to the Tupi

Guarani languages in general. In this work, I shall follow Rodrigues' (1981) phonological

rules for Tupinamba, simplified somewhat for the purposes ofthis study.

The Tupinamba phonological rules are the following:

1. Nasalization ofvoiceless consonants:

A nasal phoneme (segmental or suprasegmental) causes the nac::alization ofthe

initial voiceless consonant ofthe following morpheme in the same phonological word.

Examples: ~ 'head', peb 'jIat'-> ~=m.eb (to rule 5) 'jIat head'

nupa 'to beat', katU 'well' -> nupa~atU 'to beat well'

emi. 'nominalizer ofobject', su7u 'to bite' -> emi=nu7u 'what has been

bitten'

yii 'field', -pe 'punctual locative' -> yii-me 'in the field'

mo. 'causative', s6 'to send' -> mo.n6 'to cause to send'

This rule does not apply in Tupinamba if the morpheme to be affected by rule 1
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already contains a nasal phoneme. An example ofthis is: mo. 'causative', sem 'leave'->

mo.sem -> [mosem] 'to cause to leave'

Unlike Tupinamba, Kokama lacks nasal vowels, and consonants never occur at the

end ofa lexical item. Also, Kokama lacks the causative prefix {mo.} and the nominalizer

ofobject {emi.}, all ofwhich trigger nasalization ofvoiceless consonants from left to

right in Tupi-Guarani languages. Kokama does not fit the structural conditions to be

affected by Rule 1.

2. NasaIization ofaccent

In Tupinamba. a stressed oral vowel becomes nasal before a final nasal consonant.

This rule is connected to rule 5, which drops the first consonant in a consonant cluster

created at stem boundaries. W"hen the affected consonant is a nasal consonant it is

dropped, leaving the preceding stressed vowel nasalized.

Examples: akc4J 'head', meb 'flat'

akc4Jmeb (rule 2) ->(rule 5.) -> akameb 'jIat head'

akc4J 'head', yUb 'yellow'

~yiib (rule2) -> (rule 5.) -> akayiib 'yellow head'

Kokama lexical items lack final consonants. Therefore this rule is irrelevant to

Kokama phonology.
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3. Epenthesis ofItI

In Tupinamba ItI is inserted between extrasyllabic consonant clusters created at

morpheme boundaries involving a stem and certain affixes (suffixes) such as {-pel

'P(unctual) Loc(ative)', {-bo} 'D(ifjUse) Loc(ative)', {.pi-r} 'nominalizer ofpatient', and

{.ba7e} 'nominalizer ofphrases'.

Examples: ok 'house~ -pe 'Punct Loc'

ok-pe -> oktpe 'at home'

o-sem 'he leaves', . ba7e 'nominalizer ofphrases'

0-sem.ba7e -> osemtba7e 'the one who leaves'

Kokama lacks final consoants. Therefore such a rule could not apply in the

Kokama language.

4. Weakening of labial stops

In Tupinamba, stem initiallpl and 1m! assimilate to a final fbi ofthe preceding

stem. This rule is connected to rule 5. The first consonant is dropped after progressive

assimilation has been completed.

Examples: ab 'hair', pul..-u 'long'

abpukU -> (rule 4) ->:ibbukU-> (rule 5) -> cibukU 'long hair'

Tupinambci finallbl's became", in Kokama This rule could not apply in Kokama
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5. Simplification of consonant clusters

In Tupinamba the first consonant in a CC sequence created at stem boundaries is

deleted.

Examples: yuldr 'salt' my 'spicy'

y-..Jktrtay -> yuktmy 'sprayhot salt'

~ 'head' , ¢b 'flat'

~peb (rule 1.)-> akaumeb -> (rule 2.)->

(rule 5.)-> [akfuneB]

As said before, Kokama lexical items lack final consonants.

6. Deletion of glottal stop

In a consonant cluster created at stem boundaries consisting ofC7, the glottal stop

is eliminated11 •

Examples: tb 'plant', 7ci 'fruit'

tb?a -> tbci 'Fruit ofplants'

kcim "breast",?t 'liquid'kcim?t -> kcimt 'milk'

Tupinambci glottal stops became e in Kokama

IIJensen (1989), based on data from Kayabi, proposes for PTG a metathesis rule where an
extrasyllabic consonant cluster 1C7/-> [7C]. The application ofa metathesis rule to Tupinamba
data in 6. would account well for the elimination ofthe glottal stop, since simplification of
consonant clusters would always affect C1 in a C1CZ extrasyllabic sequence in this language.
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7. Vocalic assimilation

This rule affects the phonological shape ofthe morphemes {-abo} 'GER(und)'

and {.ab} 'Cir(cumstance)'. The first vowel ofthese suffixes assimilates to the final low

vowel ofthe stem preceding it. This rule must be ordered before rule 10.

Examples: oso' he went' , -abo 'GER'

osoabo -> (rule 7.) -> osoobo (to rule 10.) osobo 'and he went'

IstktyeJ 'to be.afraid of, l.aB/ 'Cir(cumstantial)'

IstktyeaBi -> (rule 7.) -> /stktyeeBI -> (to rule 10.) [stk+eB] 'ftofear'

Kokama lacks the Gerund suffix found in Tupinamba. Also, speakers ofKokama

adopted only the allomorph {.tab} ofthe Tupinamba morpheme {.ab} 'circu",.stance',

which is {.ta} in Kokama as a result ofthe sound change eliminating Tupinamba final

fbrs . This rule does not meet the structural conditions in Kokama.

8. NasaIization ofvoiced consonants (from left to right)

This rule affects the phonological shape ofthe morpheme {-abo}. The continuant

fbI becomes 1m! when preceded by a stem ending in a stressed nasal vowel.

Examples: ktu 'to cut', abo 'GER'

ktu-abo-> ktu-amo -> (to rule 10) 'and ..cut... ,

See rule 7. above.
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9. Nasalization of Irl (from left to right)

This rule affects the phonological shape of {ram} 'Fut(ure)', {-reme} 'Subj(unctive)'

and {-ramo} 'Att(ributive)'. Irl is nasalized by a final nasal stressed vowel.

Examples: ti 'nose', ram 'Fut(ure)'

tinUn -> nnam 'fUture nose'

nupa 'to beat', -reme 'Subj'

nupareme -> nupaneme 'when...hit'

Kokama lacks nasal vowels and the Tupinamba grammatical morphemes {ram}, {

reme} and {-ramo} are not found in Kokama. Rule 9. does not apply in Kokama.

10. Supression of stress

In Tupinamba certain syllables are subject to destressing. Given the sequence of

stressed syllables having the pattern VIV2 , stress is suppressed from the the first syllable.

Examples: kiti 'to cut', -abo 'GER'

kttiabo ->(rule 9.) -> kttiamo(to rule 10.)-> kttiamo -> (rulell)

apiti 'to kill', -abo 'Ger'-> apitiabo (to rule 10) -> apitiabo -> (rule II)

Rule 10. does not meet the required structural conditions in Kokama.

11. Desylabification

In Tupinamba unstressed final high vowels become non-syllabic when followed by

a stressed vowel in the following morpheme.
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Examples: apitiabo -> (rule 11.) ->apityabo ~ ..and killed it'

karU 'to eat', -lib 'CIRC'

kani-ab ->( rule 10) -> karuab -> (rule 11) -> karwab 'place for eating'

This rule does not not meet the structural conditions ofKokama phonological rules.

12. Elimination of sequences of two low vowels

In Tupinamba, there is deletion ofthe :first vowel in a sequence oftwo low vowels

created at morpheme boundaries.

Examples: ap<> 'to make', -abo 'GER'

apOabo -> (rule7.) -> ap66bo -> (rule 10) -> apo6bo-> (ruleI2)->

apObo '...and made it'

yuka 'to kill', -lib 'eIRC'

yukaab-> ( rule 10.) -> yuka-ab -> (rule 12) ->yukab The placefor

killing'

This rule does not meet the structural conditions in Kokama

13. Nasalization ofvoiced consonant (from right to left)

This nasalization rule affects the shape oftwo morphemes {ero-} 'Com(itative)

Caus(sative)' and {ebo-} 'N(ear) the S(peaker)'. The consonants ofthese prefixes are

nasalized when followed by a stem containing a nasal phoneme.

Examples: ebo- 'NS', nan 'in that way'

ebornin -> emonan 'in that way (NS)'
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ero- 'ComCaus', sem 'to leave'

erosem -> enosem 'to make to leave with oneself

Kokama lacks the inflectional Tupian affixes affected by rule 13.

14. Insertion of Iyl

In Tupinamba Iyl is inserted between a sequence oftwo syllabic vocoids created

between morpheme boundaries, when the first vowel is high and front and the second is a

high vowel (front or central).

Examples: i- 'R-', ita 'stone'

iita -> iyita 'his stone'

i- 'R', tpt 'beginning'

itpt -> iytpt 'its beginning'

Rule 14 is not a phonological rule in Kokama In a Kokama sequence oftwo syll:iliic

vocoids created at morpheme boundaries the first vowel drops, unless it is [II or lei (see

Appendix A)

15. Insertion ofIt!

In Tupinamba It! is inserted between a sequence consisting oftwo vocoids created

at juncture boundaries, the first vocoid being non-syllabic [y], front and high and the

second one a stressed unrounded low back vowel [a].

Examples: enoy 'to call', .ab 1nstr'

enoyaB -> enoytcib 'place where one calls'
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p6y 'to feed', .ar 'Ag'

p6yar -> p6ytar 'feeder'

This rule is not found in Kokama phonology. However, Kokama speakers adopted

the Tupinamba allomorph {.tab} 1nstrument' as {.ta}, and {.ar} ~4gent' as {.tara}. These

are the only surface forms ofthe Tupian suffixes found in Kokama

Examples: kamata 'to work~ {.tara} 'agent' -> kamatatara 'worker'

yapukt 'to silt', .ta 'instrument' -> yapuktta 'chair'; 'seat'

16. Epenthesis of rJi

In Tupinamba tIl is inserted between a sequence oftwo consonants created at

morpheme boundaries, where the second consonant is Is/.

Examples: yaba.b 'to run away', .swer '.NOM (propensity)'

yabcibS-nCi" -> yababiswer 'runaway'

tbtr 'to be.along with, swar 'habitual'

tbtrswar -> tbtriswar ' the one which is along with'

This rule applies in a morpheme juncture involving a stem and the nominalizer

suffixes {.swer} which contributes to the meaning 'the one who is inclined to... ;

propensity' and {.swar} 'habituaf.

Kokama lacks these Tupinamba suffixes.
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17. Diphthongization

In Tupinamb<i a sequence oftwo syllabic vocoids at morpheme boundaries, where

the second vocoid is front and high, results in a diphthong.

Examples: a- '/', i- 'R', potar' 'to want'

aipotar' -> aypotar' 'I want him'

0- 'he', ik6 'be in movement'

oik6 -> oyk6 'he is in movement'

This rule is not a part ofKokama phonology.

18. Absorbtion of rJl

In Tupinamb<i (II is absorbed at the end ofa phonological word when preceded by

Iy/. This rule applies when the suffixes {-i} 'Neg', {-i} 'P(artitive) L(ocative)' and {-i}

'Circumstantial' are affixed to stems ending in Iy/.

Examples: asey 'back', -i 'PL'

aseyi -> asey 'on the back'

o 'he', porasey 'to dance' -i 'Neg'

oporaseyi -> oprasey 'he did not dance'

This rule is not found in Kokama phonology.

19. Insertion of /wI

In Tupinamb<i Iwl is optionally inserted between a sequence oftwo vowels if the first

one is a back rounded vowel.

----- -~---



Examples: 0 'his own', ete 'body'

oete -> owete - oete 'his own body'

kwib 'to !azow' -> kuwcib - kuab 'to !azow'

This rule is not a part ofKokama phonology.

113
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2.4 Conclusion

The result ofthe comparison ofthree hundred Tupinamba and Kokama lexical

items suggests that sound change in Kokama occurred under foreign interference.

Although the types ofsound changes in Kokama are not in themselves unusual, the

changes as a whole contributed to an exceptional resulting system ifthe effects ofsound

change in the languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family are taken as a guide to what is likely

to have happened. The Kokama sound system as a whole is atypical in regard to the Tupi

Guarani family. The main discrepancies are marked by the loss ofthe glottal stop, the

lack offricatives and voiced obstruents, as well as the lack ofdistinction between

rounded vowels and the lack ofnasal vowels. Besides, Kokama has undergone other

sound changes such as a merger involving nasal consonants, and phonemization ofthe

Tupinamba allophone [ii](lyl) which contributed to the distinctiveness ofthe Kokama

sound system. The lack ofTupian characteristic sounds in Kokama together with the

atypical nature ofKokama forms (:free lexical items) compared to Tupinamba forms

(roots, inflected stems, compounding and reduplicated stems) favors an external

explanation for the changes demonstrated in Kokama The presence ofKokama's

affricates, and its phoneme lfil are certainly strong candidates for foreign interference. It

is more reasonable to conclude that Kokama substituted lei and 1& for Tupinamba 151 lsI,

[S] than it is to attribute the presence ofthese two phonemes in Kokama to a conservative

characterization ofthat language. Furthermore, the cases of lei and leI do not coincide

with * lei and *leI. It has been demonstrated that Kokama 1& is mainly derived from

Tupinamba forms containing 151 preceding leI, rJl and Ii-I, which changed to rJl in Kokama,

----- --- -----
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creating a common environment for palatalization. A few other cases ofKokama lei

correspond to Tupinamba lsi followed by a sequence oftwo vowels, the first one being lei

or Itl, which probably changed to Kokama rJ!, triggering the palatalization of Kokama lei

« Tb Is/). From what is known about Tupian languages, any language oftrue Tupi

Guarani origin which makes a distinction between reflexes of*c and *e shows a regular

correspondence with the protoforms.

The extreme reduction ofTupinamba allophonic rules in Kokama also indicates that

this language underwent the effects oflanguages contact. Evidence from languages that

have arisen in contact situations, such as pidgins and creoles, show this same

characteristic: simplification ofallophonic rules.

Finally, Tupian phonological rules (morpho-phonemic ones) are all absent in

Kokama Kokama speakers did not learn Tupinamba morphological structure as a whole,

and as a consequence they did not learn Tupinamba morphophonemic rules.

The evidence coming from the present study supports the claim that Kokama is not a

Tupi-Guarani language. The sound correspondences between Tupinamba and Kokama

forms are best explained by positing that non-Tupian people learned imperfectly a Tupi

Guarani language. Evidence from other linguistic subsystems will reinforce this assertion.
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CHAPTERID

3. MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I shall present evidence from morphology proving that Kokama

cannot be classified genetically at all. In Chapter I, I showed that the Kokama sound

system, suprasegmental features, phonotactics, allophonic rules and morpho-phonemic

rules did not develop through the normal transmission ofthe Tupinamba language. In the

present chapter, I will show that the Kokama morphological subsystem does not come

from Tupinamba, and probably not from any other particular language source. Kokama

lacks almost all known Tupi-Guarani grammatical morphemes and various grammatical

categories expressed in the languages ofthat linguistic family. Its extremely reduced

morphology, signs of imperfect learning ofa Tupi-Guarani language found elsewhere in

Kokama lexical items, and some derivational affixes definitively not Tupian, are the best

evidence to reinforce the claim that Kokama historical development is non-genetic. Adam

(1896), Rivet (1910), and Lemle (1971), among others, relied very much on the

similarities between Kokama forms and Tupi-Guarani forms, when trying to demonstrate

the genetic relatedness ofKokama with the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family. Thomason

and Kaufman's position (1988:202) is that, n •••a hypothesis which is supported only by

regular sound correspondences in basic vocabulary can be considered no more than

promising.n And I believe that Adam, Rivet, and Lemle would exclude Kokama from the

group oflanguages forming the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family, ifdata from Kokama had
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been used in the establishment ofgrammatical correspondences. These scholars

presumably were misled at this point, since there is almost no grammatical

(morphological) correspondence between Kokama and the Tupi-Guarani languages.

In this study, I am following the description ofTupinamba morphological

structure done by Rodrigues (1981Y. Section 3.2 contrasts the main typological features

ofKokama and Tupinamb<i morphology. Section 3.3 deals with inflection. Here, I

demonstrate that some ofthe Tupi-Guarani inflectional affixes, although lacking in

Kokama as functioning morphemes, are found as synchronically unanalyzable traces in

the phonological forms ofKokama lexical itezns2. In section 3.3, I identify the few

derivational affixes found in Kokama that correlate with specific allomorphs of

Tupinamb<i derivational affixes. Section 3.4 focuses on the compounding patterns ofthe

two languages. Section 3.5 shows the lack ofreduplieation in Kokama, while it is a

productive process in Tupinamba, used essentially as a device conveying aspectual

meaning. Section 3.6 shows that unlike Tupinamba, and indeed most languages ofthe

Tupi-Guarani family, Kokama lacks the grammatical process known as object

incorporation. Finally, in section 3.7, I summarize the results ofmy analysis, which

constitute the definitive disproofofthe genetic classification ofKokama

I Rodrigues, work., "A estrutura do Tupinamba" (1981) is still unpublished.

2 In fact, everywhere in this section I present wherever possible Kokama lexical items that show
traces of Tupi-Guarani affixes in their phonological forms. These traces are considered here to constitute
strong evidence that imperfect learning ofa Tupi-Guarani language (Tupinamba) occurred at some point in
the development ofthe Kokama language.
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3.2 Morphological Characteristics ofTopinamba and Kokama. Preliminary

Remarks

Tupinamba is a polysynthetic language characterized by a medium degree of

synthesis, with few instances offusion (two portmanteau personal prefixes are found). It

has 44 affixes consisting of inflectional and derivational prefixes and suffixes. The

inflectional affixes are 18 prefixes and 11 suffixes. The prefixes are relationals and

person markers, and demonstrative inflections (visibility, indefiniteness, proximity to the

speaker and proximity to the hearer). The eleven suffixes are case, mood and negation

markers. Tupinamba lexical items fall into three major classes: nouns, verbs and partides.

Particles are not inflected. Nouns and verbs have sub-classes that are associated with

specific sets of inflectional morphemes. Some ofthese inflectional sets are added to both

nouns and verbs. There are 15 derivational affixes. Four ofthem are prefixes (one

nominalizer ofobject, two causatives and a numeral marker), and 11 are suffixes

(nominaJizers ofphrases and ofverb stems; intensive, attenuative, negative and noun of

origin). The language makes significant use ofcompounding, and extensive use of

incorporation and reduplication. Kokama, on the other hand, is an isolating type of

language. It lacks inflectional morphology, and its derivational affixes (3 valence

changing affixes, 3 nominaIizers, 1 intensive, and 1 morphological negative) are all

suffixes. From all the observed Kokama data, which are considerable, Kokama does not

have more than three morphemes per word. Aspect, tense, and mood are expressed in

Kokama by means ofauxiliary verbs, particles, and clities. Other grammatical categories

such as plural and diminutive are expressed by means ofparticles and clitics. Word
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classes in Kokarna are distinguished according to their syntactic distribution. The only

morphological operations are derivational, consisting ofsuffixation and compounding.

3.3 Inflectional Morphology

Kokama lacks inflectional morphology, whereas Tupinamba, like any other

typical member ofthe Tupi-Guarani family (Nheengatli, Kamayurci, Assurini, Anambe,

earlier documented Guarani (or Old Guarani), Urubii-KaapOr, Tapira¢, Kayabi,

Guajajara, Parintintin, Chiriguano, Jo'e, Wayampi, etc.) shows a relatively complex

inflectional morphology, whose degree ofcomplexity varing according to each language.

Kokama differs from the Tupi-Guarani languages in two other respects: it lacks most of

the grammatical categories which in the languages ofthis linguistic family are expressed

by means of inflectional and derivational affixes (such as person agreement, gerund and

circumstantial moods, among others). Kokama also lacks prefixes, by means ofwhich

relevant grammatical categories in the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family are expressed.

Kokama and Tupinamba. thus stand in sharp structural contrast, differing drastically with

respect to the grammatical categories they express, their morphological rules and the

morphological structure oftheir words.

An examination ofTupinamba inflectional morphology will demonstrate how

Kokama diverges from Tupinamba. A comparison ofTupinamba derived words and

Kokama lexical items makes it possible to identify phonemes and phoneme groups

crystallized in Kokama, which mirror retrospectively structural patterns ofwords found in

the early documented Tupi-Guarani languages. These crystallized but synchronically
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unanalyzable strings in Kokama correlate with the inflectional morphemes found in the

Tupinamba language documented by Anchieta (1595) (Anchieta's Tupinamba itself

shared almost all of its morphological features v.-ith those found in Old Guarani as

documented by Montoya, 1640). The crystallized Tupi-Guarani grammatical elements

identified in Kokama strongly suggest that language shift with imperfect learning took

place somewhere during the past history ofthe Kokama people.

3. 3. 1 Tupinamba Inflectional Classes

Lexical items in Tupinamba belong to three major classes: nouns, verbs and

particles. Particles are uninflected. In Tupinamba, as is the case with other languages of

the Tupi-Guarani family, nouns, verbs, and postpositional stems are divided into two

main lexical classes distinguished by a set ofgrammatical morphemes that have been

called 'R(elational) prefixes'. In reality, the term 'relational prefix' is a cover term for a set

ofgrammatical morphemes fulfilling distinct functions. The relational prefixes relevant

for the division ofTupinamba stems in lexical classes are the following:

1. (s- - yos-)oo t- 00 (i- - yo-) - gJ

2. r- 00 1

3. t- 00 m- 00 (I 00 V- - I)

>rhe variants of i- are yo-, whic b occurs between a person marker prefix and a monosyllabic root,
and 0-, which occurs between a person marker prefix and a restricted sub-class ofverbal stems.
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Rodrigues (1990:7) defines the function ofprefixes 1 and 2 as being to mark

"...the contiguity (prefix 2) or non contiguity (prefix 1) ofa genitive before a noun, a

subject before a descriptive verb, a direct object before a transitive verb, or a noun before

a postposition". Prefix 1 is used as a device to mark third person object, possessor, and

subject ofstative verbs in independent clauses. In certain dependent clauses this prefix

may :fulfill all the above functions plus the one of subject of intransitive verbs. Prefix (2)

combines with a stem whenever the immediately preceding element is an independent

pronoun (1st or 2nd person) or a full Noun Phrase whose function is either subject,

object, possessor, or oblique. The relational prefix, (3), marks substantive expressions

such as human and indefinite.

The distribution ofthese relational prefixes constitutes the criteria for dividing

Tupinamba. stems into three lexical classes. Rodrigues (1981) refers to these classes as

classes I, II, and m4
•

Nominal and verbal stems belonging to Class I occur with the allomorph i- ofthe

prefix (1), and with the allomorph l3- ofthe relative prefix (2). Those from Class II (all

roots belonging to this class begin with a vowel) are combined with the allomorphs s- and

t- ofprefix (1), and with the allomorph r- ofprefix (2). Stems from Class ill do not

occur with any allomorph ofprefixes (1), (2), and (3). Stem classes I and II are further

divided into subclasses, according to their occurrences with allomorphs ofthe relational

prefixes 1,2, and 3:

~odrigues(1990) uses only prefixes 1 and 2 in his division ofTupi-Guarani lexical stems into two
classes, which he calls classes A and B. Here I am following Rodrigues (1981), since prefix 3 is also
important in accounting for the phonological forms ofcertain Kokama lexical items.
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Subclass Ia combines with the allomorph 0- ofthe relational prefix (3). This subclass

does not include roots beginning with /p/. Some examples are:~ 'head' , 7ab 'hair',

ko 'field~ Sf 'mother', sem 'to leave " ker 'to sleep~ tate 'missing. '

Subclass Ib combines with allomorph m- ofprefix (3) (these are roots beginning

with Ipf): po 'hand', pir 'skin', posalJ 'medicine', porasey 'to dance', ptta 'to stay. '

Subclass Da combines with allomorph t- ofprefix (3), and with the allomorph s- of

prefix (1): esa 'eye', oba 'face', asem 'to scream', enone 'in the presence of, eko 'to be in

movement', e70 'to die. '

Subclass Db combines with allomorph t- ofprefix (3), and with allomorph t- of

prefix (1): ub 'father', a7tr 'son(father's son)', tbtr 'yonger brother', ur 'to come', ub 'to

be lying down', ar 'to take. '

Subclass Dc combines with the allomorph 0- ofthe relational prefix (3) and with the

allomorph s- ofthe relational prefix (1): ok 'house', u7ub 'arrow.'

Subclass Dd combines with the allomorph (v- -8) ofprefix (3), and with the

allomorph s- ofthe relational prefix (1): ape 'way', epanaku 'basket', epoti 'to defecate.'

Some examples ofroots belonging to Class ill are: arar 'macaw', ayuru 'parrot',

tapi7ir 'tapir', arasa 'kind offruit', tbak 'sky', kwar 'sun. '

The relational prefixes (1), (2), and (3) provide the morphological criteria for

dividing Tupi-Guarani nominal and verbal roots into morphophonological classes. Most

languages in this family underwent phonetic evolution that led to changes in the

phonological shape ofthe relational prefixes. An example ofthis is seen in the reflexes of

------- ---- - ------
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the allomorphs *c- and *yoc- ofprefix (1). These allomorphs are respectively c- and

yoc- in Guarayo and s- and yos- in Tupinamba. In Old Guarani, *c is realized as h- and

*yoc as yoh-. c.Jensen (1989:86) points out that Wayampi, as well as Asurini,

Guajajara, Kayabi, Parintintin and Urubii lack the appropriate environment for the

allomorphs *yoc-, *yo- and Q.

In Kokama, fossilized instances of the proto-Tupi-Guarani relational prefix (1) are

found in many lexical items as illustrated below:

Proto-Tupi-Guarani Tupinamba Kokama glosses

*c-eca s-esa cica 'eyes

*c-alco s-akub caku 'hot

*c-070 s-070 cu 'meat'

*c-un s-un cuni 'black'

*c-ay s-a7ty cay 'seed'

*c-ettma s-ettma cettma 'leg'

*c-uwt s-uwt cut 'blood'

*c-ab s-ab ca 'body's hair'

*c-etun s-etun cetuni 'smell'

* i-puku i-puku ipuki 'big'

*pir pira ipira 'fish'

*a-i-nupa a-i-nupa inupa 'to hit'

*r-etam r-etam-a retama 'village'

mo~-a mucana 'medicine'
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3.3.2 Nominal Inflection.

The subclasses ofnouns in Tupinamba include the following: substantives,

numerals, demonstratives, pronouns, and relationals. With the exception ofrelationals,

nouns are inflected for case. Unlike verbs, nouns are not inflected for person agreement.

The categories ofcase characteristic ofthe Tupinamba nominal subsystem are the

following: nominal caseS {-a}, punctual locative {-pel, diffuse locative {-bo}, and

situational partitive {-i}.

3.3.2.1 Substantives.

Substantives are marked with the nominal case suffix whether they function as

subject, object, possessor or complement ofpostpositions. The nominal case suffix is

{-a} l-aJ follows stems ending in a consonant, and IIAI follows stems ending in a vowel).

Some examples are:

~odrigues calIs this grammatical function 'nominal case'. Seki (1990) uses the label 'nominal
function marker' for the same suffix. According to Rodrigues (personal communication), this category, as
well as the attributive case, and the punctual, diffuse and locative partitive cases are mutually exclusive.
Although Rodrigues is not altogether happy with the label 'nominal case', he believes that to call the
morphemes {-a}, {e} 'nominal function marker' for instance, would lead one to St.'Ppose that the attributive
case should be called 'atributive function marker', the punetuaI case, 'punctual function marker,' and so on.
Rodrigues (forthcoming) calls this suffix 'argument case'. According to Rodrigues, the main function of
this suffix is to distinguish arguments from predicates.
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Tupinamba Kokama

nominal case root word gloss

ub uba 'father'

-a ok oka 'house'

etam etama 'place'

memir memira 'woman's doughter'

ko ko 'field'

0 esa esa 'eyes'

yasi yasi 'yasi'

nami nami 'ear'

Ifwe turn now to Kokama we see that almost all its lexical items end in a vowel.

Most ofthese vowels are fossilized instances of *a that were retained intact in Kokama as

part of its lexical items. The Tupinamba nominal case suffix could not bear stress, and

Kokama extended to almost all its words the penultimate stress pattern found in

Tupinamba stems inflected for nominal case6
• Kokama has only six lexical items with

final stress.

3.3.2.2 Numerals. The Tupinamba language has four numeral words. Numerals are

morphologically characterized by the prefix { mo.}, {o.} 'numeral marker' (Cf. Rodrigues,

1981:15):

6Also, most Kokama verbs are derived from Tupinamba forms inflected for the gerund ({-abo}, {
a}), which must have contributed to the development ofpenultimate stress in Kokama



moyepe, oyepe

mokoy

mosapi-r

'one'

'two'

'three'
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moyeu-ntk - moyoiruntk - oyoiruntk 'four'

Rodrigues also includes mobtr 'some' into this subclass. For Rodrigues (personal

communication) opab 'all' also contains the allomorph {o.} ofthe numeral prefix.

Numerals encoding quantity precede substantives but they may follow substantives when

they encode distribution:

mosapi-r aba

three person

o-ur

3p-come

apab-a mokoy

man-N two

kuya oyepe

woman one

'three persons came, two men and one woman'

When numerals are inflected for nominal case they have ordinal values and follow

the head noun:

apab-a mosapi-r-a

man-NC three-NC

'the third ofthe men'

aba mokoy-a

person two-NC

'the secor.d (ofthe) person (s)'
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Kokama has wepe 'one', mukuyka 'two', mucapi-rika 'three' and invaka 'four', all

ofwbich are ofTupi-Guarani origin7. The Kokama cardinal numbers correspond in form

to the numerals inflected for nominal case found in Tupinamba, i. e., ordinals.

3.3.2.3 Demonstratives

Tupinamba has an elaborate demonstrative system making reference to (1)

visibility (visible and invisible) expressed by the prefix a- 'invisible', (2) distance

(far/close) from the speaker expressed by specific roots and a suffix -i, (3) distance

(far/close) from the hearer expressed by the prefix ebo- 'near the speaker', and (4)

definiteness (definite/indefinite) expressed by the prefix ma- 'indefinite' or by specific

roots. The Tupinamba demonstrative system contains 19 roots: ko, ke, 13.lJ, ktbo, kwe,

7e, aypo, ni, wi, mi, umi, wi, mo, apo, noy, ktb,~ erik, e. These roots are the basis

for the formation ofvaious demonstrative words, as shown in the following charfl:

7Note that the string ofsounds corresponding to ka in the Kokama words for two, three and four
are not Tupi-Guarani.

&rhis chart is a slightly rearranged version ofRodrigues's (1981:16) chart.
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Chart 8. Tnpinamba demonstratives

close close to close to close farfrom
the the the t%rfar the
speaker hearer speaker/ from the hearer

hearer hearer

deimite ko, iko ebokwe wi-, wii kwe,
ke, ike ebokwey wi-n kwee
na, ina, emona, kwey
nan emonan ktb

ebowi, rno
ewi- erik
ebowi-n
ebonoy

visible

invisible au, i7aJ] ebapo aypo 7e, a7e awe
akwey
ako
amo
awa
apo
anoy

indefinite rni
ma7e
mamo
manoy
uma
~mira

Some ofthe demonstrative roots are inflected for diffuse and punctual locative cases. In

principle all oftheTupinambci demonstrative roots may receive the nominal case marker.

Kokama, on the other hand, has a reduced demonstrative system in which the

relevant difference is between forms indicating 'near the speaker' ikya (MS), ahan (FS)

and Jarfrom the speaker' yuka (MS), yukun (FS). The demonstratives are among the

few lexical items in Kokama to mark stress on the ultimate syllable. The form marking
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'near the speaker' ikya may be correlated with the Tupinamba forms ike 'far from the

speaker (visible).'

3.3.2.4 Attributive case. The attributive case marker {-ramo} has two allomorphs:

I-ramol following a stem ending in a vowel, and I-amot following consonants. Examples

ofthese are given below:

paye-ramo 'as a medicine man, shaman'

tubisib-amo 'as a chief; in the quality ofchief; to be a chief

sye r-ub-amo 'as myfather'

Kokama lexical items do not show any trace ofthis suffix.

3.3.2.5 Punctual locative. The Tupinamba punctualloeative is realized by means ofthe

suffix {-pel, I-mel following a nasal phoneme, I-pel elsewhere.. Some examples are :

7ar(t)-pe

ko-pe

parani-pe[paraname]

'on the top'

'in thefield'

'on the sea'

Some demonstratives are inflected for locative punctual. In this case they express

the locative function:

kwey-pe

that-in
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'there'

Kokama shows a crystallized instance ofthe Tupinamba demonstrative a7e with

the suffix {-pel (Tupinamba a7epe 'there, (invisible)' in the place adverb raepe (MS)/

yaepe (FS) 'there.' rlyaepe is also the complement ofpostpositions in the composition of

time expressions such as y/raepecuy (rlyaepe 'there', cuy 'from~ meaning 'after'.

3.3.2.6 Diffuse Locative. This case marker is realized in Tupinamba as {-bolo Some

examples are:

ko-bo

pttunt-bo

'across the field'

'during the night'

7arf-i.bo 'around the top of

Kokama postposition artwa 'on' is the only case where {-bo} appears as a

crystallized element.

3.3.2.7 Partitive locative. The partitive locative suffix is {-i}. Some examples are:

kwa-y

ptta-y

7ar-i

'at the waist'

'at the heel'

'at the top of'

Kokama has a postposition in 'on, about' which shows the only crystallized instance of

the Tupinamba locative partitive suffix.
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3.3.2.8 Pronominal morphological dative. Rodrigues (1981 :18, 1990:395) emphasizes

the fact that Tupinamba personal pronouns are characterized primarily by being the only

words in the language to have a morphological dative. Personal pronouns in Tupinamba

are divided into three sets as displayed in the chart below:

alb"Ch 9Tart . upmam a person pronouns

Setl Set 2 Set 3

'I (I)' ise sye

'you(2)' ene ne yepe

'we (exclJ1 and 3)' ore ore

'we (inclJI and 2)' yane yane peyepe

'we (inellI, 2, and 3)' ase ase

'you (2 and 3)' pe7e pe

Examples ofpersonal pronouns inflected for the dative are presented below:

ise-bo, ise-be 'to me'

sye-bo, sye-be'to me'

ene-bo, ene-be 'to you'

Kokama does not show any trace ofthis morpheme found in Tupinamba, as well as in

Old Guarani. Also, the Kokama pronominal system shows characteristics that are unusual

vis-a.-vis the pronominal system ofTupi-Guarani languages in general. For instance, some of

the Kokama pronominal forms are not ofTupi-Guarani origin. Kokama distinguishes
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• Kokama, unlike the Tupi-Guarani

languages, has a third-person pronoun, which is not a typical feature ofthe Tupi-Guarani

I "'?:)-

languages. In Kokama, any pronominal form may function as subject ofall classes ofverbs

(transitive, intransitive and stative), and as object. The pronominal system ofKokama

comprises a set which consists of independent words, Set I, and a set consisting ofreduced

forms of Set I, Set ll. The independent and the reduced forms may function as subject and

object. However, only the reduced forms occur as possessor and as object ofpostpositions.

The Kokama personal system is presented below:

Chart 10. Kokama pronominal forms

Free forms Clitics

male female male female

1 t3. ece ta+ ca+

2 ene na+

3 Uri! ay ra+ ya+

iiralO

Ipl ini (incl.) ini+

Ipl t3.na (excl.) penu (excl.) tana+ penu+

2pl epe epe

3pl rana inu ra(na)+ inu+

9Biological gender has been reported for Kayabi. This language distinguishes biological gender in
its pronominaI forms for third persons: nga "he", ee "she", and nga "they" are the forms used by males. The
females'forms are kia"he", kina "she", and wa "they" (cf. Rodrigues, 1984-1985:46). However, biological
gender in Kokama is expressed in diferent parts ofspeech, and in a greater extent than it occurs in the
Tupi-Guarani languages.

l~okama third person (MS) singular may both occur as subject or object. However, when Subject
and object are both third person singular, the subject must be expressed uri and the object by ura.



The Tupian and the non-Tupian pronominal forms found in Kokama are discussed in Chapter

VI.

3.3.2.9. Relational Nouns.

Relational nouns in Tupinamba. are inflected only by relational prefixes, and they

occur only as complements in sentences. The relational prefixes are those presented in

section 3.1.2.1, and also 0- 'thirdperson reflexive', ye- 'reflexive', amd yo- 'reciprocal.'

Some examples of inflected relational nouns are:

i-pupe

R-inside 'inside it'

ore yo- sui

we(excl.) self- from 'from ourselves'

sye ye- ese

I self- for Jormyself

o(g)- upi

self- by 'by it self
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Some cfthe Tupinamba relational nouns are:

pe '(dative) ,

pebe 'with (associative)'

pupe 'inside' or '(instrument)'

s-upe 'to,/or (dative)'

kott 'to, in the direction of

ni, nibe 'with (associative)'

sui 'from'

ri 'in relation to'

ese 'for, in relation to'

upi 'for, according to'; 'through'

Ofthe Kokama postpositions four are ofTupinamba origin. These are cupe

'dative', pu, pupe 'instrument', cUy 'from', and ripe'to, in'. Note that the form ripe is

the relational noun upi, as in Tupinamba ka1a r-upi 'through the wood', with a

crystallized instance ofthe relational prefix r- •

3.3.2.10 Verbal inflection

Verbs in Tupi-Guarani languages are inflected for person, reflexive and reciprocal

voice, mood and negation. Tupinamba is a conservative language and as such it retains

most ofthe features which could be attributed to proto-Tupi-Guarani. All grammatical

categories expressed by means ofverbal inflection in Tupinamba are reconstructible for
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proto-Tupi-Guarani (see Jensen, forthcoming). Few Tupi-Guarani languages will fail to

express one or more categories discussed in this section. Lingua Geral, Anambe, and

Guaya..lci are some ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages which show reduced verbal inflection.

Kokama lacks inflection altogether. Some grammatical categories that belong to

verbal inflection in Tupinamba are expressed in Kokama by means ofsyntactic

processes.

3.3.2.11 Person marker.

Person markers are found in all languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family. Tupinamba

distinguishes six person markers, as shown in the chart below:

Chart 11. Tupinamba Person markers

1 a- 00 wi-

2 ere- 00 e-

12 ya-

13 oro-

23 pe-

123 0-

In Tupinamba, person markers are found in both intransitive and intransitive

independent clauses. Tupinamba, as does any other member ofthe Tupi-Guarani family,

displays an active system in independent clauses. When an active intransitive verb is

inflected for the gerund mood, person markers corresponding to first and second person

are realized respectively by means ofthe allomorphs wi- and e-. The allomorph e- also
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occurs in imperative constructions. Tupinambii has two portmanteau prefixes marking

both the subject and the object ofactive constructions when the subject is first-person

singular or plural and the object is second-person singular (oro-) or second-person plural

(opo-). When the object is first-person the subject is not marked on the verb. This

accounts for the person hierarchy well established in Tupinamba active constructions in

independent clauses. First-person outranks second-person, which in tourn outranks third

person (as explained by Silverstein, 1976). Person hierarchy in Tupinamba is only

relevant in independent constructions (see CJensen, 1990).

Turning now to Kokama, one can identify many instances oftraces ofTupi-Guarani

person markers in its lexical items:

Tupianmba

0- so

he- go

'he goes'

ya-wasem

1(inc.)-arrive

'we arrive'

i- nupa

3- hit

Kokama

ucu

'to go'

yawacima

'to arrive'

inupa

'to hit'
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'hit him'

a- 41- yuka

1- him- kill

'I kill him'

ya- purasey

1(incl.)- dance

'we dance'

o-pab

3-finish

'he jinished'

ayuka

'tojight'

yapuraci

'to dance'

upa

'tojinish'

3.3.2.12 Mood

Tupinamba marks the circumstantial, gerund and subjunctive moods

morphologically. The indicative and the imperative mood are not overtly marked.

However, the forms for negation and person markers indicate that a construction is in

one ofthese two moods. Other mood subcategories are signaled by clitics (permissive)

and particles (optative) (see chapter IV).

The indicative mood is characterized by the absence ofa modal marker, and by the

occurrence ofa verb stem (active transitive and intransitive) with the allomorps a- '1' and
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a) indicative

a- yo- sub

1- 3- visit

'I visited him'
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n+ a- yo- sub -i

:NEG+ 1-

'I didn't visit him'

ere- karu

2- eat

you eat'

visit -NEG

Stative verb stems are inflected by relational prefixes:

sye r-ori-b

I R-be.happy

'I am happy'

b) imperative

The imperative mood is characterized by the combination ofa verb stem with the
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allomorps e- '1' and pe- '2' ofthe person markers, and by the absence ofa modal suffix.

It does not combine with the negative suffx -i. Imperative constructions are negated by

means ofthe negator 7ume (see Chapter IV):

e- karu

you- eat

'eat (you)!'

c) gerund

The gerund is morphologically characterized by the modal suffix {-abo} - {-a} -

{-0} inflecting transitive and intransitive verbal stems, and with the attributive suffix

{-ramo} - {-ramo} inflecting stative stemsll . In this case, :first and second-person are

marker in the verb by means ofthe allomorphs wi- '1' and e- '2. ' The subject ofa

transitive verb is not marked, only their objects are (via relational pre\fixes):

Intransitive verbs

wi- porasey

1- dance

'dancing (1)'

-a

-GER

llRodrigues (1981 :24), observes that this use ofthe attributive suffix substituting the gerund
inflectional moepheme is fOlmd in some dialects ofTupinamba.
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e- porasey -a

2- dance -GER

'dancing (you)'

Transitive verbs

0- ur

...
:1- come

kuji r- epyak

woman R- see

-a

-GER

'he came to see the woman '

The subject ofstative verbs is marked with the relational prefix 0- if it does not

include either the speaker or the hearer, otherwise it is indicated with the prefix r- - 9-.

0- po~ -ama

he- suffer -GER

'suffering (he)'

sye r- ata -namo

I REL- be.hard -GER

'being (/) hard'

c) circumstantial

The circumstantial mood occurs in clauses or sentences whose predicate is

preceded by a circumstantial complement (time, place, manner, etc.). It is characterized
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morphologically by the modal suffix {-i} - {-w}. Transitive stems inflected for the

circumstantial mood mark their object by means ofthe relational prefixes (1) and (2),

while in intransitive and stative verb stems these prefixes make reference to the subject:

Intransitive stems

kwese i- 50 -w

yesterday R- go -CIRC

'yesterday he went'

Transitive stems

kwese paye i- 5uban

yesterday shaman REL- suck

'yesterday the shaman sucked him'

Stative stems

kotr sye r- orib -i

-i

-CIRC

now I R- be.happy -CIRC

'now I am happy'

e) subjunctive

The subjunctive is marked in Tupinamba by the modal suffix {-eme} - {-reme}.

The person markers are the same as in the circumstantial. The subjunctive mood occurs

in temporal and conditional subordinate constructions:
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R-

so

go

-reme

-Subj
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-Subj

-reme

'when he goes'

sye r- eko -reme

I R- be -Subj

'ifI were'

sye 8- katu

I R- be.good

'ifI were good'

Kokama does not show any trace ofthe Tupinamba modal suffixes in its lexical

items.

3.3.2.13 Reflexive and Reciprocal

Reflexive and reciprocal are marked in Tupinambci by {ye-} (pTG *ye-)

'REF(lexive)' and {yo-} (pTG *yo-) 'REC(iprocal).' In certain Tupi-Guarani languages

-ye merged with -yo, such as in Urubii-kaap6r, Wayampi, Jo'e, Lingua Geral and

Guajajara. In these cases, the resulting form expresses both the reflexive and the

reciprccal meaning. In Wayampi and in Jo7e, for instance, yi- marks reflexive and

reciprocal. Urubu has yu- marking both categories. Guajajara seem to be the only

language to have only the reflex of*ye-> ze-, which expresses only the reflexive
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meaning12 (See Bendor Samuel, 1972:99).

Kokama expresses reflexive and reciprocal voice by means ofa single derivational

suffix .ka which does not find correlates in Tupi-Guarani languages. While in Tupi-

Guarani languages these categories are expressed by prefixes and are part ofthe verbal

inflection, in Kokama, reflexive and reciprocal voice are expressed by means ofa

derivational suffix that is ofnon-Tupi-Guarani origin.

3.3.2.14 Negation

Tupi-Guarani languages have a negative inflectional suffix {-i}, which attaches to

the end ofthe verbal stem in the indicative mood. The negative suffix is not attested in

Guayaki, Siri6no and Urubii (see Dietrich 1990:68). It is also absent in Anambe

(Risoleta Juliao, personal comunication) Examples ofverbs negated by the suffix -i in

Tupinambci are:

na+ a- bebe -i

Neg+ 1- fly -Neg

'1 didn'tj/y'

12According to Bendor-Samuel "...the morpheme ze- occurs with transitive and intransitive
verbal pieces. The resulting verbal piece is intransitive...It is often used with a reflexive or 'middle
voice' sense, ofdoing something for one's own benefit, and it is in fact the only way ofstating
reflexive actions ( Bendor-SamueI. 1972:99).



na+ sye

Neg+ 1

ma7enuar

remember

-i

-Neg
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'I dindn't remember (it)'

na+ ne r- obi- -i

Neg+ you R- be.b1ue -Neg

you are not blue'

3.4 Derivational morphology

Tupi-Guarani languages have fewer derivational affixes then inflectional

ones, and derivational morphology in these languages is mostly suffixing. As was

pointed out in section 3.1, Tupinamba has 15 derivational affixes. Among them five are

prefixes and all the others are suffixes. Kokama, on the other hand, has only 8

derivational suffixes (prefixes, as said before, are completly absent in this languages)

among which only five are ofTupi-Guarani origin. Nevertheless, only two ofthem are

productive in Kokama The following discussion ofTupinamba derivational morphology

will provide even more foundations for the claim that Kokama cannot be genetically

related to the languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family. Kokama shares very little with these

languages in regard to derivational operations. In addition, compared to these other

languages and also in this respect Kokama shows a great deal ofmorphological

simplification.
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3.4.1 Causatives

Tupi-Guarani languages have two causative prefixes {mo.} 'simple causative' and

{ero.} 'causative comitative.' The simple causative {mo.} derives transitive stems from

nominal and intransitive ones, as in the following examples:

mo. aob

CADS. clothes

'cause to have clothes'

mo. ur

CADS. go

'cause to come'

The comitative causative {ero.} (- roo - ere - r. - era. - ra.) also derives

transitive stems from nominal and intransitive ones, and this is the case where the

subject and the object act together, being both immediate agents, as in:

a- roo pita tar -a

1- ComCaus stop canoe -NC

'/caused the canoe stop together with me'

oro- ere ur

I/we, 2- ComCaus come

'Uwe made you come with me/us'
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Kokama,. unlike the members ofthe Tupi-Guarani family, lacks both causative

prefixes. In Kokama, there is only one causative marker, a suffix, which is not ofTupi

Guarani origin: {.ta}. It derives transitive verbs from nouns and intransitive verbs. An

associative meaning may be added to a causativized construction by means ofa

relational phrase headed by muki 'associative':

ece uri.ta ay

1(FS) come-CADS 3(FS)

'1 make him come'

ay ca+ uri.ta

3 I(FS)+ come.CADS

'I made him come with me'

ca+ muki

1(FS)+ Assoc

Some Kokama lexical items show traces ofboth morphological causatives

found in Tupi-Guarani languages, as in the Kokama verb in Tupinamba. A fossilized

instance of the Tupinamba comitative causative is fotmd in the Kokama verb erura 'to

bring.' In Tupina.mci er-ur 'cause to come with one self. '

3.4.2 Nominalizer of object

With the prefix {emi.}, Tupi-Guarani languages nominalize objects. Examples

from Tupinamba are:
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1 R- NOM. eat

'what I eat (myfood)'

s- emi. moYan

R- NOM. make

'what he makes'

Kokama has traces oftbis prefix in the word mien 'to roast' (from Tupinamba

emi.str-a 'NOMroast-NC1.

3.4.3 Intensive

The suffix *waeu. - *ueu. reconstructed for proto-Tupi-Guarani contributes to the

meaning ofintensive to nominal stems. Reflexes oftbis are found in almost all

languages ofthe family. Examples from Tupinamba are:

wtra.wasu 'big bird'

7t.wasu 'big river'

tab.usu 'big village'

twttu.wasu 'strong wind'

In Kokama, the Tupi-Guarani intensive suffix is oflow productivity. It is

combined with a small class ofwords (animals and nature). Some Kokama examples
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are:

akara.wacu 'kind offish'

ipira.wacu 'bigfish'

parana.wacu big river'

3.4.4 Attenuative

The proto-Tupi-Guarani attenuative suffix *.7i - *.7i also has reflexes in most of

the languages ofthe family. Kokama lexical items do not seem to have any trace ofthis

suffix.

3.4.5. Negative

The negative lexical suffix *.e7tm is also a grammatical widespread feature

among the languages ofthe family. In Tupinamba this suffix occurs with nominals and

nominalized constructions. With substantive expressions it means '-less.' It co-occurs

with the gerund su:ffix, and, in principle, any verb (in the indicative or subjunctive) may

be negated with .enm instead of-i (see Chapter IV):

pab.e7tm

end.Neg

'without end, infinite'

st.e7tm-a

mother.Neg-NC

'without mother'
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potar.e1tm-a

want.Neg-NC

'not wanting'

na+

Neg+

0-

...
:;-

mano.e7tm.ba1e

die.Neg.NOM

pwer -a rua ise

PAST -NC Neg 1

'] am not the one who did not die'

In Koka.ma, this suffix is not productive, and has only the meaning '-less' as in

yur.tma 'mouthless' ( from Tupinamba yuru.1tma-a 'without mouth~. However the

Kokama negative particle ttma, functioning as a general negator, seems to be correlated

with the Tupi-Guarani lexical negative suffix.

3.4.6 Noun oforigin

The proto-Tupi-Guarani suffix *.twar - .twin derives nouns oforigin. Examples

from Tupinamba are:

yii.twan-a

field.NOM-NC

'ihe onefrom the country'

ka1a.twan-a

forest.NOM-NC

'the one from the forest'
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Kokama does not express this grammatical category morphologically. Also there

is no trace ofthis suffix in Kokama lexical items.

3.4.7 Nominalizers ofverbal stems

Tupinamba has five nominalizers ofverbal stems, all ofwhich have been

reconstructed for Proto-Tupi-Guarani (*.ar 'agentive'; *.ab ' instrument'; *.bor

'habitual agent'; *.pir 'patient'; and *.swer 'propensity.' Examples from Tupinamba are

presented below:

{.ar} - {.sar} - {.tar} 'agentive'

moyli:g.ar-a

make.AG-NC

'author'

yuka.sar-a

kill.AG-NC

'killer'

p6y.tir-a

feed.AG-NC

'feeder'

.ab -.tab 'circumstance'



aptk.ab-a

sit down.circumstance-NC

'seat'

porasey.tib-a

call.circumstance-NC

'place to dance'

.bor 'habitual agent'

kayem-b6r

fly.H-AG

Jugitive (habitual)'

.pir 'patient'

i-yulci.pir-a

R-kill.P-NC

'the killed one'

.swer 'propensity'

am.swer-a

walk.NOM-NC

'the one who walks'
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(a)Kokama has an agentive suffix {.tara} which comes from the allomorph {.tar} ofthe

Tupinamba agentive suffix. The allomorph {.tar} found in Tupinamba, is also found in

Assurini, Kamayurci, Guarayo, and Guarani Antigo; (b) the Kokama suffix {.ta}

{.tata} 'instrument' is also derived from the allomorph {.tab} ofTupinamba.

'circumstance' suffix {.ab}; (c) Kokama also has a suffix contributing to the meaning of

habitual agent {.wcira}. The habitual agentive suffix found in Kokama may correlate

with the Tupinamba/Guarani {.bar}.

3.4.8 Nominalizers of phrases

Two nominalizers ofphrases have been reconstructed for the proto-Tupi

Guarani: *.ba7e (Tupinamba {.ba7e} ) 'nominalizer ofpredicates' and *.cwir

(Tupinamba {.swir}) 'nominalizer ofcircumstancial complements.' Kokama has no

traces ofthese two suffixes. Examples from Tupinamba are given below:

s-ast.ba7e

R-pain.NomPh

'the one whofeels pain'

maraka pupe .swar-a

rattle Instr. NomPh-NC

'the one that is inside the rattle'
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3.5 Compounding

Tupinamba, just as the other Tupi-Guarani languages, makes extensive use of

compounding, i.e., the derivation ofa lexical item from the juxtaposition oftwo or more

stems. In Tupinamba, the elements participating in the formation ofa compound keep

their stresses as ifthey were independent phonological words. However, any other

phonological rule applying in a process ofword formation also applies to compounding,

which differentiates compound words from syntactically created phrases. Also, a noun

resulting from a compounding process receives only one NC marker, as does any other

single syntactic word functioning as a noun. In Tupinamba, compounding consists ofthe

following root combinations: NR(noun root) and VR(verb root) yielding the patterns

:NR=VR; NR=NR; VR=VR Rodrigues (1982:11-13) identifies four types of

compounding in Tupinamba: determinative, attributive, objective, and mixed.

3.5.1 Determinative

This type ofcompounding consists ofthe derivation ofa new lexical item from a

NR and a NR, the former determining the latter:

pici 'fish', yant 'fat' -> pici=yant 'fat offish'

men 'husband' , sf. 'mother' -> men=sf. 'woman's mother-in-law'

3.5.2 Attributive

There are four subtypes ofattributive compounding in Tupinambci The first

subtype consists ofthe juxtaposition ofa NR and a NR, the first one determining the
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second:

akara 'kind offish', iy 'tooth' -> akara=iy 'toothed acara'

The second attributive subtype is derived from a NR and a descriptive VR, the

second determining the :first:

meni 'flie', obt 'green' -> meni=obt 'greenjly'

tbtra 'wood', pt~ 'reddish' -> tbtra=pt~ 'reddish wood'

The third attributive subiype ofcompounding consists ofthe juxtaposition ofa

NR and an intransitive VR, the the second determining the :first:

piri 'fish', bebe 'to jly' -> pir.i=bebe 'flyingfish'

ita 'stone', ekobe 'to live' -> ita=ekobe 'living stone'

The fourth attributive subtype is the result ofthe juxtaposition ofan intransitive

or a transitive VR and a descriptive VR, the latter determining the former:

ye7~ 'to speak', ati 'hard' -> ye7~=ata 'to speakstrongly'

kuab 'to know', ete 'true' -> kuab=ete 'to know truly'

3.5.3 Objective

The objective type ofcompounding has two subtypes. The first ofthem consists

ofthe juxtaposition ofa NR with transitive VR, the former determining the latter:

oba 'face', petek 'to slap' -> oba=petek ~ ..to slap one'sface'
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The second subtype ofobjective compounding consists ofthe juxtaposition ofa

VR and a transitive VR, the former determining the latter:

so 'to go', potar 'to want' -> s6=potar 'to want to go'

moy~ 'to make', ukar 'to order' -> moy~=ukir 'to order to make'

3.5.4 Mixed compounding

Any ofthe three~ ofcompounding discussed above may in principle constitute

one ofthe members ofa new compound. Examples ofthis are:

ita 'stone', yUb 'yellow' -> ita(y)=tib 'yellow stone', po7tr 'bead' -> ita=y1ib=po7tr

'bead ofneklace'

3.5.5 Kokama compounding

Compounding in Kokama is the result ofthe combination of N(ouns) and

V(erbs). Kokama compounds have a single main stress just as do other unitary words in

the language.There are two types ofcomponding:

Type I is the combination ofa N and another N where the determining element

precedes the determined one:

pua Jinger', ciru 'clothes' -> pua=eiru (lit.'clothes ofthe finger'), i.e.,'ring'

ilka 'house', ca 'leaves' -> uka=ca (lit. 'leaves ofthe house'), i.e, 'thatch'

Type n is the combination ofa V and a N, the former determining the latter:



ukira 'to sleep', irwa 'companion' -> ukira=irwa (lit. 'companion ofthe sleep'), i.e.,

'pifamas'

eyu 'to eat', tUpa 'place' -> eyu=rupa (lit.'place ofeating'), i.e., 'table'
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Here again, Kokama differentiates itselffrom Tupinamba and other Tupi-Guarani

languages. Compounding in this language is very uncomplicated and it is not as

productive as it is in the Tupi-Guarani languages. From the two types ofcompounding

found in Kokama only Type I correlates with a type ofcompounding in Tupinamba.

3.6 Reduplication

Reduplication is a very productive process in Tupi-Guarani languages. In

Tupinamba reduplication is used both independently, or in conjunction with affixation in

various processes aimed at encoding verbal aspects such as simultaneity or succession.

3.6.1 Monosyllabic reduplication

Monosyllabic reduplication in Tupinamba involves the repetition ofthe last

stressed syllable ofa word:

oro-por

lexcl.-jump

'wejumped'

oro-po:por

lexcl.-jump: Redl

'we jumped one after the other'
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3.6.2 Disyllabic reduplication

Disyllabic reduplication in Tupinam.ba. involves the reduplication ofthe last

stressed syllable ofa word together with the immediately contiguous pretonic syllable:

a-sem

I-arrive

'/arrive'

a-sem:a-sem

l-arrive:Red2

'I arrivedfrequently'

a- i- mok6n

1- R- swallow

'1 swallow (it)' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:53)

a-i-mok6-mok6n

l-R-swallow:R2

'I swallow (it) successively' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:53)

Kokama, unlike Tupinamba and the other languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family,

lacks any reduplication process.
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3.7 Incorporation

Tupi-Guarani languages make great use of incorporation, a grammatical process

described by Anchieta (1595) in his Tupinamba grammar. Anchieta referred to this

process as acusativo interposto. Montoya (1640) describes the same process for Old

Guarani, calling it acusativo incorporado (incorporated accusative). Since then, the

incorporation ofan object between the person markers and the verb root has been

reported in almost all languages of the Tupi-Guarani language. Mithun (1984) includes

examples from Tupinamba13 in her work, "The Evolution ofNoun Incorporation".

Mithun discusses two distinct types ofnoun incorporation in Tupinamba, which

correspond to her proposed Types I and II. Type I Noun Incorporation differs from

Type II in that in the former case "NI simply lowers the valence ofthe verb when it

derives intransitive predicates", while Type n, as defined by Mithun (1984:856)

"advances an oblique argument into the case position vacated by the IN". Examples of

NI from Tupinamba are presented bellow according to Mithun typology:

Type I:

a-nami=kutUk

I-ear-pierce

'Ipierce ears' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:50)

13Mithun also includes data from MundurukU (a Tupi language from the MundurukU family) in her
work.



a- piri=7ii

I-fish=eat

'] eatfish' (Anchieta,[1595] 1990:50)

a- ma7e=7u

1- thing=eat

'] eat thing(s)' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:50]

TypeD:

a- i- p6=kutUk

1- R- hand= pierce

']pierce his hand' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:51)

a- i- p6=kutUk pedro

1- R- hand=pierce Peter

'1pierce Peter's ear' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:51)

160

morubisab -a mona 0- i- nami=76k=ukir

judge -NC thief 3- R- ear=take.off-CAUS

'the judge ordered the thiefs ear to be taken off" (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:36)
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Kokama, unlike Tupinamba, Old Guarani and various languages ofthe Tupi

Guarani family does not exhibit Noun Incorporation.

3.8 Conclusion

Kokama morphology is extremely reduce~with no marked features. This makes

a sharp contrast between Kokama and Tupinamba, the language source ofmost ofthe

Kokama basic vocabulary. Two ofthe four Kokama suffixes that came from

Tupinamba,.tara and.ta, are derived from allomorphs ofthe corresponding

Tupinamba. suffixes found in very specific phonological contexts -following stems

ending in Iy/. The lack ofallomorphy inherent in Kokama grammatical morphemes

stresses even more the simplicity characterizing the morphological subsystem of

Kokama The absence ofthe relevant Tupi-Guarani grammatical morphemes in

Kokama is the best demonstration that the structure ofKokama words does not match

the structure ofTupi-Guarani words. It is true that traces ofvarious Tupi-Guarani

grammatical morphemes are found in strings ofsounds making up the phonological

forms ofsome ofthe Kokama lexical items, a proofthat speakers ofKokama had been

exposed to a fully inflected Tupi-Guarani language. However, it is presumable not the

case that Kokama has iost Tupi-Guarani structural features due to the effects of internal

changes during a long period oftime geographically separated from the other Tupi

Guarani languages. The similarities between most ofthe Kokama lexical items and

Tupinamba. inflected forms are one ofthe main proofs that this would not be the case.

The evidence from imperfect learning found elsewhere in Kokama forms derived from
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Tupinamba are convincing prooffor the claim that abnormal transmission ofa Tupi

Guarani language took place somewhere in the past history ofKokama speakers. As

defined by Thomason and Kaufinan (1988:211) abnormal transmission means, "...that a

language as a whole has not been passed down from one speaker generation to the next

with changes spreading more or less evenly across all parts ofthe language."

At this point, the results ofthe comparative structural analysis demonstrate, among

other things that: 1) Kokama is basically unserviceable in reconstructing theTupi

Guarani morphological system; 2) Kokama lexical items show irregular sound

correspondences when compared to forms from Tupi-Guarani languages; 3) the lack of

structural correspondences between Kokama morphology and phonology and the

corresponding linguistic sub-systems ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages eliminates the

hypothesis that Kokama is genetically related to the languages ofthat linguistic family.

This also supports the claim that Kokama cannot be classified genetically at all.

Evidence from syntax will substantiate even further all the arguments presented thus

far.
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CHAPTER IV

4. SYNTAX

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I shall compare Tupinamba and Kokama syntactic patterns and

rules. Here, as was the case in Chapter IT and Chapter ill, Tupinamba constitutes the basis

for the comparison. lbis study focusses on the following: I) Tupinamba and Kokama

independent clause types; l.a) the types ofconstituents allowed in the different

independent clause types ofeach language; I.b) the order in which they occur; and I.c)

their syntactic function; 2) Tupinamba and Kokama dependent clauses; 3) the

examination ofKokama syntactic processes vis-a.-vis those ofTupinamba. lbis study

brings evidence from syntax that Kokama is not a member ofthe Tupi-Guarani linguistic

family. As far as what is known about the morpho-syntactic patterns and rules1oftheTupi-

Guarani languages, they share the following features:

lHistorical comparative work on the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family has focussed mainly on the

establishement ofPTG etymologies and the reconstruction of its phonemic system (Rodrigues, Lemle and

CJensen). PTG allophonic and morpho-phonemic rules have been proposed in C. Jensen (1989 and

forthcoming), who bases her reconstruction on Rodrigues' analisis ofTupinamba morpho-phonemics

(Rodrigues, 1981). C. Jensen (1990) is the first important attempt at reconstructing aspects ofTupi-Guarani

morpho-syntax, for instance the PTG cross-reference system. C. Jensen's work also demonstrates how this

system has developed in Tupian languages belonging to distinct subgroups. Harrison's work (1986) on

Guajajara is the only TG study to use synchronic typological evidence from the syntax ofa Tupian language

in order to propose morphosyntaetic characteristics ofits previous historical stages. Seki & Brandon (1981)

posit the existence ofthe category ofcomplementizer in Proto-Tupi based on data from Satere-Maue,

MundurukU and Kamaiura.. Other few existing works on TG syntactic (morpho-syntactic) topics deal with

specific synchronic issues ( Rodrigues, Monserrat, Seki, Leite, Kakumasu, Bendor-Samuel, Dobson,

Dietrich, among many others). However, full grammatical descriptions (including both morphology and

syntax) ofTupi-Guarani languages are few. The lack ofdescriptive works ofa number ofTupi-Guarani

languages that are still spoken is a drawback for the development ofdiachronic Tupian studies.
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a) clauses are distinguishable according to the type ofpredicate they contain:

transitive, intransitive, stative, and non-verbal;

b) preceding verb stems, there are different sets ofperson markers whose distribution

manifests different case systems (Harrison, 1986; C. Jensen, 1990; Leite, 1990;

Rodrigues, 1981, 1990; Seki, 1990);

c) verb morphology displaying agreement systems distinguishes, among other factors,

dependent clauses from independent ones. Some dependent clauses follow an ergative

absolutive pattern where person markers in the verb cross-reference the subject of

intransitive verbs and the object oftransitive verbs. However, the absolutive markers

refer only to the third-person. Independent clauses display an active-inactive system with

different types ofsplits attested across languages (Harrison, 1986; C. Jensen, 1990; Leite,

1990; Seki, 1976). In this type ofclause the verb morphology is determined by an agency

hierarchy, namely :first person> second person > third person. Some languages have

extended the active-inactive system to dependent constructions. This has happened in

Mbya Guarani, Kamayuni, Chiriguano, Wayampi and Urubu (c.£ Harrison, 1986; C.

Jensen, 1990; Leite, 1990; Seki, 1976, 1990);

d) word order typology, in general, correlates best with the Basque type (8) of

Greenberg's language typology (1963). However, languages show some inconsistencies

in regard to this specific type (Harrison, 1986);

e) languages show a relatively free word order in independent clauses. Variations are

attested across languages in the basic word order of independent transitive clauses when

both subject and object nominal are present (Harrison, 1986; C. Jensen, 1980). In any
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case, SOY is one ofthe alternative word orders when it is not the basic pattern.

Dependent clauses have SOY word order (Harrison, 1986; C. Jensen (forthcoming);

Kakumasu, 1986);

f) clauses with stative predicates may have SV or VS patterns;

g) languages have both prefixes and suffixes (see Bendor-Samuel, 1972; Dietrich, 1986;

Dobson, 1988; Harrison, 1975; C. Jensen, 1989; Rodrigues, 1953, 198);

h) the order ofmorphemes occurring in transitive verb stems inflected for person

agreement is s-o-V;

i) in genitive constructions the word order is genitive-noun (GN);

j) languages are postpositional (Harrison, 1986; C. Jensen, forthcoming; Kakumasu,

1986; Rodrigues, 1981);

k) numerals may precede or follow the noun (Num-N -N-Num) (Rodrigues, 1981);

1) demonstrative precedes the noun (Dem-N) (Rodrigues, 1981, Kakumasu, 1986,

Harrison, 1986;

m) languages lack a true class ofadjectives. Adjectival meaning is expressed by means of

stative verbs, which follow the noun they modify (N-Adj) (Seki, 1990);

n) intensifier adverb follows the verb (V-INTENS) (Harrison, 1986);

0) inflected auxiliary follows the verb (V-AlJX) (Bendor-Samuel, 1972; Harrison, 1986);

p) languages lack passive constructions;

q) languages have few subordinators (cf. C. Jensen, forthcoming);

r) the main types ofsubordinate or dependent clauses attested manifest condition, time,

purpose, simultaneous action, and sequential action (Barbosa, 1970; C. Jensen, 1990;
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Rodrigues, 1953, 1981);

s) subordinate clauses generally follow the main clause;

t) languages lack relative clauses;

u) most languages lack a complementizer;

v) languages have more than one device to mark negation. There are particles, inflectional

suffixes and derivational suffixes. Combinations ofsyntactic and morphological devices

are commonly found (A. Jensen, 1994; Rodrigues, 1981);

x) questions are ofthree types: yes/no questions, rhetorical, and information questions

(Harrison, 1986; A. Jensen, 1994; Kakumasu, 1986);

y) languages have a variety ofparticles expressing topic, focus, tense/aspect, modality;

negation, among others (see Bendor-Samuel, 1972; C. Jensen, forthcoming; Rodrigues,

1953).

Tupinamba as a conservative language ofthe Tupi-Guarani linguistic family

retains most ofthe syntactic features that may be hypothesized as being present in the

original Tupi-Guarani system. The presence ofmany ofthe above syntactic features in

modem Tupi-Guarani languages (such as Guajajara, Urubu-Kaap6r, Kayahi, Wayampi,

Kamayura, Tapirape, among others) is a confirmation ofthis. Besides the similarities of

types of structure shared by the languages ofthe family, grammatical relations are

expressed in these languages mainly by cognate morphemes (affixes/particles) having a

similar function and position.

The result ofthe present study brings more evidence (in this case from the syntax

morphosyntax) that Kokama is not genetically related to the Tupi-Guarani languages. Just
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as they failed to learn Tupinamba phonology and morphology, Kokama speakers did not

learn the syntactic structures and rules ofTupinamba, either.

4.2 Tupinamba & Kokama clause types

In this section, I shall compare the four types ofTupinamba and Kokama clauses.

The four types ofclauses are distinguished in both languages by the type ofpredicate they

contain. These are transitive, intransitive, stative and non-verbal predicate clauses.

Clauses in both languages have optional (opt.) and obligatory (obI.) elements. In

Tupinamba, core arguments may be omitted under certain conditions. Person markers

referring to core arguments are prefixed to the verb. They are obligatory whether nominal

constituents are present or not. In this language, the semantics ofthe verb rather then the

position ofnominal constituents in a clause indicates the syntactic function ofthe latter.

Ambiguities are usually eliminated by the discourse context or by means ofdifferent

strategies such as nominalizations deriving noun phrases expressing agent or patient. In

Kokama, unlike Tupinamba, core nominals (either nouns or independent pronouns) are

generally present, and the order ofnominal coili>-tituents in a clause determines its

syntactic function as subject or direct object:
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Transitive clauses:

Tupinamba Kokama

opt. subject obI. subject

opt. direct object obI. predicate

obI. predicate obI. direct object

opt. indirect object opt. indirect object

opt. location opt. location

opt. time opt. time

Intransitive clauses:

Tupinamba Kokama

obI. subject obI. subject

opt. predicate obI. predicate

opt. location opt. location

opt. time opt. time

Stative clauses:

Tupinamba Kokama

obI. subject obI. subject

obI. predicate obI. predicate

opt. location opt. location

opt. time opt. time

168
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Non-verbal predicate clauses:

Tupinamb:i Kokama

obI. subject obI. subject

obI. predicate obI. predicate

4.2.1 The order of elements in Tupinamb:i & Kokama independent clauses

The order ofS(ubject), D(irect) O(bject), I(ndirect) O(bject) and P(redicate) in

clauses ofboth languages are given below. The order ofthese elements is subject to

variation due to stylistic or pragmatic factors.

1) Transitive clauses (when nominals are presentf:

Tupinamba Kokama

S p DO S P DO

pedro 0- 711 miape antuy Umi parana
Peter ... eat bread Antony see river,:,-

'Peter eats bread' (Anchieta,[1595]1990:94) 'Antony saw the river' (Cabral,1989)

Tupinamba Kokama

S DO P --
pedro miape 0- 711
pedro bread ... eat,:,-

'Peter eats bread' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:94)

2.ynis observation is relevant for Tupinamba, a language where core argument nominals
may be omitted under certain conditions.
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Tupinamba Kokama

DO S P DO S P

miape pedro 7u atawari • ceta0- mana
bread Peter ... eat chicken Mary want~-

'Peter eats bread' 'Mary wants chicken' (Cabral, 1992)
(Anchieta,[1595]1990:94)

Tupinamba Kokama

p S 0 --
0- 7u pedro mia¢
... eat Peter bread~-

'Peter eats bread' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:94)

Tupinamba Kokama

s p DO 10 s p DO 10

sye y3ra 0- i- me7~ pina
my lord 3- 3- give hook
'my lord gave the hook to me'

(Barbosa,1956)

ise-be
1 -PL

maria ylime manipyara ta+ cupe
Mary give hook 1+ to
'mary gave the hook to me'

(Cabral,1989)

Tupinamba
Kokama

S DO P 10 --
ne rub-a k6 wtrapar-a 0- s- eyar ise-be
you father-NC this bow -NC ... ... leave me-PL~- ~-

'your father left this bow for me' (Barbosa, 1956)

------- -------
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Tupinamba Kokama

S p S P
, ,

kuya 0- mano wayna umanu
woman ... die woman die~-

'the woman died' (Barbosa, 1956) 'the woman died' (Cabral, 1992)

c) Stative clauses:

Tupinambli Kokama

S P S P

wtra 1- p~ wtra tUa
bird .. be.red bird be.big~-

'the bird is red' (Barbosa, 1956) 'the bird is big' (Cabral, 1989)

Tupinamba Kokama

p S p S..
a7e tUa

I

1- p~ wtra
3- be.red ... be.big bird~

'it is red' (Barbosa, 1956:57) 'the bird is big' (Cabral, 1989)

d) Non-verbal predicate clauses:

Tupinambli Kokama

S p S P
, I I

tatamiri aba antuy tapiy
Tatamirl Indian Anthony Indian
'Tatamirl is a person' (Barbosa,1956:58) 'Anthony is an Indian' (Cabral,

1988)
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Tupinamba Kokama

p S p S

aM tat:3m.iri
~ I

tapty antuy
Indian Tatamirl Indian Anthony

'Tatamiri is a person' (Barbosa, 1956:58) 'Anthony is an Indian' (Cabral, 1988)

The basic word order in Tupinamba independent transitive clauses is SOP. The

alternative orders are SPO, OSP and PSO. Kokama has SPO as the basic order. The only

possible alternative order is OSP. The indirect object in Kokama generally follows the

predicate. However it can be topicalized as in ta+cupe maria yUmi wepe panara (IMS+ to

Mary to give one banana) 'Mary gave a banana to me'. At present, 1have found examples

only ofTupinamba independent clauses where the 10 follows the predicate. In relation to

intransitive, stative and non-verbal predicate clauses Kokama matches the TupinamM word

order patterns. However, the representations of the structure ofconstituents are extremely

different in the two languages.

4.3 The syntax ofTupinamba and Kokama phrases

4.3.1 Verb phrase

Verb phrases in both languages may be transitive, intransitive and stative. A simple

transitive verb phrase in Tupinamba consists ofa verb inflected for subject and object

agreement, which corresponds to a complete sentence. In Kokama, a simple declarative

transitive verb phrase consists ofa verb stem followed by its object (a noun phrase headed

-------- --------
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by a pronoun or a noun). In Kokama such a verb phrase does not correspond to a complete

sentence. Examples from both languages are presented below:

Tupinamba Kokama

i- pistk yapicika
,

a- ura

1A- 3P- grab grab it

'Igrab it' '...grab it'

In Tupinamba, a verb phrase may be modified by intensifier verb phrase adverbs

and several inflectional affixes and or particles (some ofthem are clitics) expressing person

agreement, reflexive, and reciprocal categories, negation, mood, aspect, emphasis, case, and

subordination. The realization and cooccurrence ofsuch affixes and particles in Tupinamba.

verb phrases are dependent primarily on the type ofclause containing the predicate, whether

it be dependent or independent. Mood (indicative, imperative, permissive/hortative or

intentional) is the main factor accounting for the {co-)occurrence ofmost elements in verb

phrases of independent clauses. The combination ofnegative devices with the types of

constituents they modify is discussed in section (4.5) below. For inflectional morphology

and particles expressing modal categories and subordination see sections (4.4.1) and (4.4.2)

respectively below.

Turning now to Kokama verb phrases, they may be modified by verb phrase adverbs,

and particles expressing aspect, tense and mood. Subordinating particles (time, manner,

------------
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reason, adversative, concessive, simultaneous action, conditional and contrafactual) are the

last elements in verb phrases ofsubordinate clauses. In Kokama, when the verb phrase is

syntactically marked for either tense, aspect or mood, the object must precede any ofthese.

In this case, ifit is a pronoun it must be realized in its reduced form. The charter below

show-s the order in which verb phrase adverbs, inflectional affixes (only for Tupinamba.), and

particles occur in verb phrases of independent clauses in both languages:

Tupinamba Kokama

1) optional object
1) verb word [stem -simple or

2) permissive-hortative mood ta+ or the negative derived];
clitic na+

2) verb phrase adverbs
3) verb stem [simple, compound, reduplicated or

derived] plus inflections: 3) direct object
a) subject marker (prefixes)
b) object marker/reflexive or 4) aspect

reciprocal (prefixes)
5) tense

4) verb phrase adverbs (intensifiers)
6) mood (contrafactual. optative)

5) emphatic particles e, +te

6) modal particles +ne (intentional), +mo
(hipothetical conditional).

7) ma (optative)

The main elements found in Tupinamba and Kokama verb phrases in independent

clauses are described below:

Tupinambi:

1) ta+ (permissive-hortative) or na+ (negative). These clitics occupy the first position in
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Tupinamba verb phrases. The negative clitic na+ is discussed in section (4.5). Some

examples involving the permissive/hortative ta+ are:

ta+ ere- s6

Perm+ 2A- go

you may go'

ta+ 0- s6

Perm+ 3A- go

'he may go'

Kokama:

Kokama lacks a permissive mood. However, this is a characteristic semantic category of

most Tupian languages (cf. Old Guarani, Wayampi, Kayabi, among many others).

2) Verb stems

Tupinamba: Tupinamba verb words contain a verb stem that may be simple, compound,

reduplicated or derived. A verb stem in Tupinamba is obligatorily inflected for person

agreement. In this language a simple stem consists ofa single verb root, for example, s6 'to

go' and epyik 'to see'. Compound stems are composed oftwo or more root morphemes.

Compound stems consist ofa combination ofnoun and verb roots, yielding the patterns

N=V, V=V, N=V=V. In N=V compounding the incorporated noun precedes the verb root, as

in nami=kutUk '...to ear= pierce'. In V=V compounding the first V modifies the second V.
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examples ofcompound stems are given below:

0- ker=potir

3- sleep=want

'he wants to sleep'

Neg+ 1- 3-

na+ a- s- epyak=potir

see=want

-i

-Neg

'I don't want you to see him'

In V+V compounding the second V may contribute with aspectual meaning to the verb base,

for instance:

Terminative aspect:

a- karU=poir

1- eat=stop

'I stop eating'

0- 7i- 7u=poir

3- water d.rink=stop

'he stopped drinking water'

----- - --_._._- --
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Reduplicated verb stems consist ofthe repetition ofa root, a derived stem or an

inflected stem. An example ofreduplication ofa root is: moko.mok6n ~ ..to swallow

repeatedly.' Reduplicated verb roots and stems have an inherent aspectual meaning.

Derived verb stems are the result ofaffixation ofthe valence changing formatives mo.

'causative' and roo 'comitative causative'. The prefix mo. derives transitive verbs from

nouns, intransitive and stative verbs, for example: aba 'person', mo.aba 'to transform into a

person'. The commitative causative roo creates a transitive verb out ofan intransitive verb,

for instance bebe 'to fly', ro-bebe 'to cause to fly with oneself.

Kokama:

In Kokama, on the other hand, a verb word consists ofan uninflected verb stem

which may be simple or derived. Examples ofsimple verb stems in Kokama are ucu ' to go'

and umi 'to see'. Unlike Tupinamba, Kokama has neither V+V componding, reduplication

nor object incorporation. Some Kokama constructions involving two verb stems are

considered here as being a syntactic combination oftwo independent words, because such

verb stems bear individual stress (for instance, kamata lieu 'to go to work), unlike the true

Kokama morphological compound, which forms a unitary phonological word, according to

the Kokama stress pattern. Also, Kokama does not have forms derived from the Tupi

Guarani form *potar 'to want' (also with a future meaning). The volitive verb in Kokama is

e~ta, which always precedes the modifier element, as in eeta lieu 'to want to go'. Derived

verb stems are formed in Kokama by means ofthe derivational suffixes .ta 'causative', .ra

'verbalizer', .ka -.kika 'reciprocal', and.ka 'reflexive'. exemples As has been shown in
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Chapter ill, Kokama has no prefixes at all. All ofthe Kokama affixes are derivational

suffixes, and the four valence change affixes found in Kokama are ofnon-Tupian origin.

2a) Person markers. Kokama, unlike Tupinamba, has no person markers in the verb.

In Tupinamba, verbal morphology cross-referencing core arguments is conditioned by the

following factors: a) whether the clause is independent or dependent; b) in independent

clauses, whether the predicate is active or inactive; c) in independent clauses a person

hierarchy scale (1)2>3) controls the cooccurrence ofperson markers A and P in the verb.

P=3 cooccurs with A wheather it is 1,2, or 3. When P=2 or 1 and A=3, neither A nor Pis

marked in the verb. When P=2 and A=l, a portmanteau prefix is used referencing A and P;

d) in dependent clauses, the type of subordination determines verbal morphology cross

referencing core arguments. In sentential complement clauses and in time if-clauses the verb

agrees only with third person subject of intransitive and statives, and with third person

objects; e) in purpose, simultaneous action, and action-in-series subordinate clauses,

Tupinamba. distinguishes active intransitive verbs from inactive ones. When the intransitive

verb is active, and main or independent clauses have the same subject, person agreement is

realized by means ofa special set ofpronominal prefixes; f) main clauses with fronted

adverbials follow the ergativelabsolutive system found in sentential complement and time-if

clauses. Some examples ofTupinamba stems inflected for person agreement in independent

clauses are:
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0- s6

3- go

'he goes'

a- i-

1- 3-

kutUk

pierce

'] pierce it'

sye oro- yuki

1 12- kill

']seeyou'

sye yuki Pedro

1 kill Peter

'Pedro killed me'

i- katU

3- be.good

'he is good'

The grammatical categories 'reflexive' and 'reciprocal' are realized in Tupinamba by

means of inflectional prefixes respectively, ye- and yo-. These detransitivizer prefixes
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occupy the same position, occurring between the subject markers and the verb stem. As said

before in this section, Kokama expresses the reflexive and the reciprocal categories by

means ofderivational suffixes. Examples ofTupinamba verb stems inflected for person

agreement, reflexive and reciprocal are contrasted below with Kokama verb stems derived

by means ofreflexive and reciprocal suffixes:

Tupinamba Kokama

ptsik
,

Umi.kaere- ye- ene

2- REFL- grab 2 see.REFL

you grab yourself you see yourself (Cabral,1989)

Reciprocal constructions:

Tupinamba Kokama
,

0- no- nupi nina inupa.ka

... REC- hit 3pl hit.REC~-

'they hit each other' 'they hit each other'

Causative constructions3
:

3Kokama has a single causative suffix. It lacks the comitative causative category' found in
most ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages (see Chapter 3). An example ofTupinamba derived stems
Vtith a comitative causative is a-ro-pit& far-a (1 A-ComCaus-to stop canoe) 'I made the canoe stop
(with me)'.

-----------_.
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Tupinamba Kokama

mo- ker kir3.ta

CAUS- sleep sleep.CAUS

'...cause to sleep' ~ ..cause to sleep'

3) Verb phrase adverbs

In Tupinamba, intensifiers like ete and katU4 are juxtaposed to verb stems behaving

syntactically as pa.rt ofthe verb word. Kokama lacks the Tupi-Guarani verb phrase

intensifiers such as ete and katU. However, Kokama do have a verb phrase adverb katU (-

+ka) 'again' which might be derived from Tupinamba katU. The other two verb phrase

adverbs found in Kokama are cipa 'quickly' and pire 'now', which do not seem to be derived

from Tupi-Guarani forms. In Kokama, intransitive constructions and transitive constructions

(with topicalized direct object), verb phrase adverbs and the verb they modify, form a single

phonological word, the adverb appearing cliticized to the verb stem. On the other hand, in

SVO word order, the adverb is realized as an independent word. In Tupinamba, intensifiers

modifying verbs also modifY nouns, as in yawir=ete 'true jaguar'. In Kokama, on the other

hand verb phrase adverbs are exclusively modifiers ofverbs. Examples containing verb

phrase adverbs in the two languages are presented below:

4katu is itselfa stative verb meaning 'to be good', which in Tupinamba is used as an
intensifier. Jensen (forthcoming) reconstructs the intensifiers • .katU, •.ete and ·.aci as suffixes for
PTG.
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Tupinamba Kokama

a- i-kuab=katii ta ncu lcitu

1- 3-to know= be.good 1 go again

'I know it well' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:52) 'Igo again' (Cabral, 1992)

4) Emphatic particles

Tupinamba has some particles that are here considered tentatively as functioning as

emphatic particles. Tehse are the particles eand +te, which often occur in verb phrases

following the verb stem. Some examples are: a-yur e(IA-come EMPH) "l came(myselj)",

ere-s6+te+mo+ne (2A-go+EMPH+HC+Intent) 'you(are the one who) should have gone'.

Kokama, on the other hand, has a single emphatic particle, pUra. which generally

follows the completive particles ay and ucu occurring sentence initially, for instance: ay

pura ra+yawacima (Comp EMPH 3+arrive 'he already arrived'). Note that in Kokama verb

phrases of independent clauses, the direct object follows the verb phrase adverb, unless there

are no aspect, tense or mood particles present in the verb phrase, in which case the direct

object may be topicalized. Aspect, tense and mood realized in Kokama verb phrases are

grammatically expressed in the following 'way: a) aspect is eXl'ressed by means ofauxiliary

verbs: ucu 'andative', uri 'venitive', yin 'desiderative', Ukwa 'habitual', and yiiti

'progressive'. Kokama also has two aspectual particles occurring in verb phrases : ari

-------
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'progressive' and +pa 'completive's; b) tense is expressed by means ofparticles. There are

four tense distinctions in Kokama: Uy 'immediate past', ikwi 'recent past, curl 'remote past',

and i 'future'; c) Kokama expresses mood by means ofparticles. Modal categories occurring

in Tupinamba and Kokama verb phrases are discussed below.

5) Modal particles.

Tupinambi:

Some modal particles occupy :final position in Tupinamba verb phrases. One is the

clitic +ne, which expresses the intention or expectation ofthe speaker. Examples ofthis are:

a- s6

1- go

+ne

+Intent

'I will go (l have the intention ofgoing or I expect to go)' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:22)

a- s6

1- go

korl +ne

today +Intent

'I will go today (l have the intention ofgoing today or I expect to go today)'

(Anchieta [1595] 1990:22)

5The Kokama forms liCD, liri and +pa are derived respectively from Tupinamba forms 0

so 'be goes', o-lir 'be comes', and o-pab 'befIt finishes'. This later form also occurred in Tupinamba
compound stems contributing with the meaning 'all (or everything)'. Un example ofthis is
a-ro.ur=pab (l-ComCaus. to come=all) 1 brought everything with me'. Kokama also has a
completive particle lipa occurring sentence initially (from Tupinamba o-pab "3A-finish). The
Kokama clitic +pa 'aU, completely' or 'finished' correlates to the Tupinamba pab 'to finish used as the
second element ofa compounding involving two verb roots. However, in Kokama the form +pa also has a
completive meaning.
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'The Tupinamba clitic +mo expresses the hypothetical conditional. It also follows the

verb stem, as in a-so+mo (l-go-HCond)7 wouldgo' (Anchieta,[1595] 1990:71).

When the predicate is modified by a temporal adverbial phrase, +mo may also be

attached to it:

a-

1-

s6

go

+mo kori

+HCond today

+mo

+HCond

'I wouldgo today' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:25)

According to Anchieta (1595:71), the particle +ne may co-occur with +mo, in which case it

expresses obligation, as in:

a-

1-

s6

go

+mo +ne

+Cond +Intent

kori

today

'I should have gone today' (Anchieta,[1595] 1990:25)

,
6)ma

Finally, Tupinamba expresses the optative mood by the particle ma, which occupies

the last position in a verb phrase. It may co-occur with the emphatic +te and with the

hypothetical conditional +mo. Examples ofthis are:

a- s6 +te +mo tbak(i) +pe
,

ma

lA- go +EMPH +HCond sky +Loc OPT

'oh! ifI couldgo to the sky' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:23)
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3A- 3P kill +Emph +HCond OPT

'oh! ifone kills if6 (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:70)

Kokama:

Turning now to Kokama, in this language (unlike Tupinamba), modal particles occur

only at the end ofa verb phrase. The modal categories expressed in Kokama verb phrases of

independent clauses are: contrafactual, potential and optative, realized respectively by the

particles era, mia and era nUn. None ofthe Kokama modal particles are derived from

Tupian forms, although one ofthe Kokama modal categories, the optative, is also expressed

in Tupinamba.

4.3.2 The syntax ofTupinamba and Kokama noun phrases

A noun phrase in the two languages may function as subject, object and

complement ofpostPositions. The elements found in Tupinamba and Kokama noun phrases

include the following:

6Anchieta observers that the optative ('subjunctive ofdesire' is Anchieta's tenn) is not used
with second persons. The example above is the equivalent of'oh! ifyou would kill it'.
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Tupinamba

(Indef) (OEM) (pass) (Num) li (Num) (StY)

Kokama

(OEM) (NUM) (Indef) (pass) (REL) (StY) li (StY) (REL) (DIM) (PLUR) (RelCI)

In both languages a noun may not have more than two modifiers. Some examples are:

Tupinamba Kokama

opa ko po ikya pua kana

all these hand this hand plural

'all these hands' 'these hands'

4.3.3 Nominal- attribute order

Tupinamba lacks adjectives. This lack is supplied by stative verbs. When stative

verbs are adjective-like forms they strictly follow the noun:

win pep6=Un -3

bird wing=be.black -NC

'the black wings ofthe bird'

ibak=p~ -a

sky=be. red -NC

'red sky'
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aba=katU

person= be.good

'goodperson'

Kokama agrees with Tupinamba lacking a class ofadjectives. As in Tupinamba,

Kokama stative verbs may function as adjectives. In Kokama, a stative verb is relativized by

means ofthe relativizer +n, when functioning as an attribute. Kokama also differs from

Tupinamba in relation to the position ofthe verb-adjective vis-a.-vis the noun. In Tupinamba

the verb-adjective strictly follows the noun. In Kokama it may precede or follow it.

Examples from both languages are contrasted below:

Tupinamba Kokama

yii=katU lika nlia +n

field=be.good house be.big +REL

'goodfield' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:38) 'the big house(one)' (Cabral, 1989)

nlia +n lika

be.big +REL house

'the big house (one)' (Cabral, 1989)

------
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4.3.4 Genitive constructions

Genitive constructions in Tupinamba as well as in Kokama have the order genitive-

noun, where genitive may be either a noun or a pronoun. Both Tupinamba and Kokama lack

special possessive pronouns. In Tupinamba, Set II personal pronouns function as possessors

in genitive constructions. However, when the possessor is third-person and it is the same as

the agentive subject ofthe same clause, the possessor is realized by mean ofthe anaphoric

prefix 0- (Cf. Anchieta [1595] 1990:16)'. In Kokama, when the possessor is a pronoun the

reduced forms ofthe independent personal pronouns are used. The type ofgenitive

construction found in Tupinamba shows up a relational prefix in the possessed noun

signaling that the possessor is the immediately preceding contiguous element. This relational

prefix cooccurs with stems from Class IT (see Rodrigues, 1981) when the possessor is a noun

or first- or second-person pronoun from Set IT. For instance: ne r-iib-a (your R-father-NC)

,
'yourfather'; aba r-a7tr-a (Indian R-son-NC) 'the Indian's son'. In Kokama, on the other

hand, the genitive is simply juxtaposed to the nominal it modifies. Examples ofgenitive

constructions in both languages are given below:

7An example ofthis is :
pedro 0- 8- yuka 0- lib -3

Peter 3A- 3p- kill 3anaph- father -NC
'Peter killed his(ownfather)' (Anchieta,[1595] 1990:16)

The use ofthe anaphoric person marker is not restricted to possessive constructions. Anchieta
(p.167:16) emphasizes the fact that the anaphoric marker is also used to mark the grammatical
subject ofdependent clauses when it is the same as the main clause. An example given by
Anchieta is:

pedro 0- sO ise 0- mon6 -reme
Peter 3A- go 1 3anaph- order -Subj

'Peter went because I ordered him (to go)'.



Tupinamba Kokama

payekise uki=ca
shaman knife house=roof
'the shaman's knife' 'the roofofthe house'

yane r- ub -a ini+papa
1 (IN) R- father -NC 1(incl.)+father
'ourfather'

'ourfather'

4.3.5 Numeral-nominal word order

In Tupinamba, numerals (quantifiers) may precede or follow the noun. In

Kokama, on the other hand, numerals strictly precede the noun. Examples from both

languages are presented bellow:

Tupinamba Kokama

mokoy apyab -a 0- ur mukUyka wayna
two male -NC 3A- come two woman
'two males came' (Anchieta[1595]1990:9) 'two woman' (Cabral, 1988)

apyab mokoy
male two
'two males' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:9)

189
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4.3.6 Demonstrative-nominal word order

In Tupinamba, as in Kokama, the order is demonstrative-nominal:

Tupinamba. Kokama

ko aba fkya
. ,

naplcara
this man this man

4.3.7 Tupinambi and Kokama relational phrases

Tupinamba has the ordering noun-postposition. The same ordering is found in

Kokama:

Tupinamba Kokama

ab~ - ta+ mirikwa cupesnpe

Indian to 1+ wife to

'to the Indian' 'to my wife'

In Tupinamba, some postpositions receive the relational prefix when their

complement is a noun, or a first- or second-person pronoun from Set 2, for example: sye r-

obake 'infront olme', s-obake 'infront ofit', sye r-enone 'before me', aba r-enomf 'before

the Indian '. In Kokama, on the other hand, the postposition is juxtaposed to its object

without any intervening element.
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4.4 Subordinate clauses

Tupi-Guarani languages have two major types ofsubordinate clauses:

a) complement; and b) adverbial. The languages ofthis family (except Lingua Geral) do not

have relative clauses. They lack relative pronouns and complementizers. Instead ofrelative

clauses, the Tupi-Guarani languages make extensive use ofnominalizations. An example is

the suffix .ba7e, which in Tupinamba. nominalizes predicates, producing a construction

equivalent to a relative clause (cf. Rodrigues, 1953:147-148). This suffix has cognates

throughout the Tupi-Guarani familY; ( see Jensen, forthcoming). Examples from Tupinamba

are presented below:

a) pedro 0- s6 .ba7e

Peter 3- go .NOM

'Peter is the one who goes' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:183)

8m most Tupi-Guarani languages this nominalizing morpheme is a suffix (Tupinamba,
.ba7e; Old Guarani, .ba7e; Chiriguano .wa, Paraguayan Guarani .va; Guajajara, .ma7e; Tembe
.ma7e, Kayabi; .ma7e Assurini, .wa7e; among others). In Kamayura, Wayampi and Lingua Geral
(see above) a particle is used instead ofa nominalizer suffix. Seki (1990) defines the morpheme
ma7e in Kamayurci as a relative morpheme with an attributive meaning. An example from Seki
(1990:370) is 0-7ata ma7e (3-walk NOM) 'the one who walks'. Jensen (1989) writes the Wayampi

cognate as a separate particle defining it as a nominalizer: o-ata ma7e 'the one who walks'
Examples from Chiriguano and Paraguayan Guarani are: h6kwa kuimbae hae-ko gitara
ombOpu.wa "this man is the one who plays guitar' (Chiriguano, Dietrich, 1986:123); Kuiiatai 0
jeroki.va he-ndive o-hejarei ichupe 'the young woman (who) danced with him left him'
(Paraguayan Guarani, De Canese, 1983;143).

-------- ~- ---- -----
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b) pedro 0- yuki .ba7e

Peter 3- kill .NOM

'the one who killed Peter' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:184)

Lingua Geral seems to be the only Tupi-Guarani language to have relative clauses.

The development ofthis type of subordination in Lingua Geral is due to Portuguese

interference. According to Rodrigues (1986:108) the Lingua Geral Amazonica developed a

relative clause where the relativizer particle wa7a follows the verb, unlike Portuguese

relative clauses, which have the relative pronoun preceding the verb. The example given by

Rodrigues is:

iane paya me re- ikti wa7a iwaka upe ne r- era iu- mu- ite

lincl. father 2 2- be REL heaven Loc 2 R- name REFL- Caus- important

'ourfather. you who are in heaven. we honor your name' (Rodrigues, 1986:108)

Complement and adverbial are the two types ofsubordinate clauses found in

Tupinamba and in other languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani family. Some characteristics of

Tupinamba subordinate clauses are the following: a) the verb is generally final; b) in

sentential complements and time and if-clauses, person markers in the verb cross- reference

the S(ubject) of intransitive and stative verbs and O(bjects), following an ergative-absolutive

system where only the absolutive case is marked; c) subordinate clauses (complement and

adverbial) generally follow the main clause; d) subordinate clauses are negated by means of

the derivational suffix .e7i-m which occurs in noun-like constructions.
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Tupinamba has two types ofsentential complements: subject and object. As subjects,

sentential complements occur "ith stative (quality) verbs. An example ofthis is:

i- po~

3- be.beauteful

s- epyak -a

3- see -NC

'it is beautiful (to) see him' (Anchieta, 1595] 1990:28)

i- katU
,

s- epyak -a

3- be.good 3- see -NC

'it is good to see him' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:28)

Sentential object complements are juxtaposed to their predicates. Tupinamba lacks

complementizers and so the way the language signals the relationship between the predicate

and sentential complements is by nominalizing them. Verbs heading sentential complements

are inflected for the nominal case (NC). A nominalized object always follows its predicate.

The nominalized verb is inflected for person agreement (absolutive) as it occurs in some

dependent or subordinate clauses. As a verbal noun, it cooccurs with the past and future

morphemes (respectively.ram and .pwer), and it is negated by means ofthe derivational

negative morpheme .e1tm. I have found the following Tupinamba verbs cooccurring with

sentential object complements: kuwab 'to know', pour, 'to want', yerure 'to ask', epyak'to

see' and ortb 'to be.glad'. Some examples ofsentential complements in Tupinamba are:
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afirmative constructions:

a- i- pour ene so

lA- 3P- want 2 go

'I want your going' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:28)

a- i- pour ene so .aba .ram -a

1- 3- want 2 go .NOM .fut -NC

'I wantyourfUture going' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:27)

morubisab-a 0- i- kuwab i- so.ram -a

chief -NC 3- 3- know 3- go.Fut -NC

'the chiefknows (that) he will go (the chiefknows (about) his leaving)' (Barbosa, 1954:199)

1

~

r-ortb

R-be.glad

ne

2

so

go

r-ese

R-because.of

'I am glad because ofyour going' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:27)

4.4.1 Adverbial clauses

Tupinamba has the following types ofadverbial clauses: simultaneous action,

sequential action, purpose, time and conditional clauses. The language has few

subordinating affixes and particles. The suffix -reme attached to the end ofa verb stem may
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signal time or predictive conditional clauses9
• Examples ofthis are:

s- epyak -eme

3- see -Subj

'when/ifI (will) see it' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:26)

sye 9- yuki

1 3- kill

-reme

-Subj

'when/ifI kill it' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:26)

With the clitic +mo the language forms a hypothetical conditional (conjuctive futur

(Anchieta, [1595] 1990:25)). The clitic +mo appears in both main and subordinate clauses

attached to the right ofthe verb:

sye mo- n6

1- Caus- order

-reme +mo

-Subj +Subj

a- s6

1- go

+mo

+Subj

'ifone ask me to go, I wouldgo' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:25)

Simultaneous action, action-in-series and pUi-pose subor~te clauses are introduced

by subordinating suffixes. When the predicate is transitive or intransitive the subordinating

morpheme is {-abo} - {-a} - {-8}, which occur following a syllabic segment, a consonant,

9Anchieta ([1595] 1990:25) refers to this type ofconstruction as conjunctive future.
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and a verb ending in Ir/lO
, respectively. When the predicate is headed by a stative verb, the

subordinating suffix is {-ramo}. In these types ofsubordinate clauses person markers in the

verb have the following distribution: b) subjects ofagentive intransitive verbs are cross-

referenced in the verb by a special set ofperson markers (wi- '1', e- '2', 0- '3', ya- 'linel.,

oro-'lexcl.', pe-); These types ofsubordinate clauses occur only when main and subordinate

clauses have the same subject, otherwise a time subordinate clause is used (Anchieta,

[1595]1990:80). In Anchieta ([1595]1990), Barbosa (1954), and Rodrigues (1953, 1981)

these types ofstructures are called Gerund. Jensen (1990) calls these constructions serial

verbs. Examples ofsimultaneous action, action-in-series and purpose subordinate clauses

are given below:

simultaneous action:

0-

...
~-

fir

come

0- porasey

3anaph- dance

-a

-GER

'he came dancing' (Barbosa. 1954:168)

Action in series

0- i- pts~k

3- 3- grab

• ,n,J,..";1- ;l~

3- kill

-abo

-GER

'he grabbed it and killed it' (Barbosa, 1954:164)

1OlD this case a verb final /rl is deleted.



0- mano sye r- lib

3- die 1

-a

R- father -NC

0- ye7~

3- speak

-a

-NC
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'myfather died speaking' (Barbosa, 1954:164)

Purpose

a- yiir ne r- epyak-a

1- come 2 R- see -GER

'] came to see you'

When the predicate is stative, the subordinating suffix used is {-ramo} - {-amo}. In

this case only the third-person subject is cross-referenced in the verb:

sye katU

I be.good

-ramo

-GER

, being (l) good' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:29)

0- katU -ramo

3- be.good -GER

'being (it)good' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:29)

Kokama distinguishes various types ofsubordinating clauses, such as temporal

predictive and hypothetical, adversative, pmpose, among others. However, its subordinating

patterns differ greatly from the Tupi-Guarani patterns (see Appendix A). In addition, the
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main Kokama subordinating particles are not derived from Tupi-Guarani forms.

4.4.2 Fronting ofadverbial

In Tupinamba, as in Tupi-Guarani languages, when an adverbial (locative phrase,

time phrase, or time and if-clause) is fronted for discourse reasons, the verb receives a

special marker. In some languages ofthe family the marker is {-i} ifthe verb ends in a

consonant,

{-w} ifthe verb ends in a vowel, and {-Q} if it ends in a semivowel. Anchieta ([1595] 1990)

calls the resulting clause,'adverb rule'. Rodrigues (1953, 1981) refers to thise structures as

'circumstantial', and Jensen (1990) calls them 'oblique topicalized constructions'.

Some examples from Tupinamba are:

koromo sye so -w

soon 1 go -CIRC

'Igo soon' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:39)

korom~ sye r- epYak-i

soon 1 R- see-CIR

'he will see me soon' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:39)

korl pedro ore

today Peter 1excl.

yuIci-w

kill-CIRC

'today Peter will kills us' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:39)
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k ' , 'un"'':oromo sye .1~-w

today 1 kill-CIR

'today he kills me' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:39)

.<\nchieta observes that the marker found on the verb depends on whether the subject

is first-, second- or third-person. When the subject is third-person the marker is obligatory. It

is optional when the subject is first-person. However the verb does not receive any marker if

the subject is second person:

tbak-a rese wi- ma7e -abo yasFtati=bebe sye s- epyak -i

sky -NC to 1- look.at -GER star=fire--fly 1

'looking at the sky, I saw afolling star' (Barbosa, 1954:213)

kori sye so -w

today 1 go -CIRC

'today, I go' (Anchieta, [1595]. 1990:)

kori ere- so

today 2- go

'today, you go' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:39)

3- see -eIRC

When the adverb rule applies, it triggers the verb agreement found in embedded

------ - -----
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clauses such as time and if-clauses, i.e. the ergative-absolutive system (where only Sand P

are cross referenced in the verb) as shown in the examples above. Note that since the verb in

the last example above does not receive the marker ofadverb fronting (because the subject is

second-person), person markers on the verb follow the active-inactive pattern of

independent clauses.

4.5 Negation

Negation in Tupinamba is expressed by means ofparticles (free word or clitic),

bound morphemes, or a combination ofthese. The distribution ofTupinamba morphemes

expressing negation is determined by the interplay ofthe follo\\-ing factors: a) the

grammatical category ofthe phrase (verbal or non-verbal) b) the type ofclause (dependent

or independent); c) the position ofadjuncts vis-a.-vis the modified element; and d) mood (if

it is indicative, imperative or hortative, and intentional). The negation morphemes found in

Tupinamba are presented in the chart below, together with the specific types ofconstructions

in which they occur:
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na+•••-i a) occurs in independent (or main) clauses negating a transitive,

intransitive or stative verb

b) negates some non-verbal phrases functioning as predicate

na+_.i s6 a) verbs in clauses syntactically marked for the intentional mood

b) verbs in clauses syntactically marked for the hypothetical

conditional mood

na+...rua a) some noun phrases functioning as predicate

b) some subordinate constructions

7ume a) imperative and hortative constructions

.e7tm a) some subordinate constructions

b) the verb ofmain or independent clauses with fronted adverbials

c) nouns

na+_.e7tm a) replaces na+..•i for stylistic reasons

na+_i This combination ofsyntactic and morphological devices is used to negate

transitive, intransitive, and stative verbs of independent or main clauses.

a) na+

Neg+

a-

1-

bebe

fly

-i

-Neg

'1 do notfly'

b) na+

Neg+

a- s- eniib

1- 3- hear

-i

-Neg

'1 did not hear it'



c) na+ sye r- 01M -i
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neg+ 1

'] am not blue'

R- be.blue -Neg

na+._ -i is also used to negate some non-verbal predicates headed by a noun stem or a

nominalized expression, whenever the subject refers to a professional activity or to a

possessor ofsomething:

a) na+ ore- paye -I

Neg+ Iexcl. shamans -Neg

'we are not shamans'

b) na+
Isye st -i

Neg+ 1 mother -Neg

'] do not have a mother'

n+._-i so is used to negate the verb in clauses marked for the intentional mood by

+ne:

a) n+ a- bebe -i so +ne

Neg+ 1- fly

'] will notfly'

-Neg Neg +Intent
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Neg+ 1 remember -Neg Neg +Intent

'I will not remember (it)'

n+... rua negates phrases headed by a noun, pronoun, or adverb functioning as a

predicate:

a) na+ ita rua ise

Neg+ stone Neg 1

'I am not (a) stone'

b) na+ ise rua

Neg+ 1 Neg

'it was not me'

c) na+

Neg+

ebo-nin

in.this.way

rua

Neg

'it is not this way'

I

1ume

This particle is used to negate imperative and permissive (hortative) constructions:



a) e-

2-

i-

...
:)- catch

I

1ume

Neg
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'do not catch itf'

,
b) t+ i- ma7ene3r ume +ne

Perm+ 3- remember Neg +Int

'that he does not remember'

.e1im

This (morphological) negator is used to negate verbs in subordinate constructions such

as sentential complements, purpose, simultaneous action, action in series, temporal and

conditional subordinate clauses:

a) potar

want

.e7im

.Neg

-a

-GER

----- - -

'do not want(ing) it'

b)yuki.e1tm -me

kill.Neg -Subj

'...not killing (it)'
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lIDs same device is used to negate the verb ofa main clause with a fronted adverbial:

,
a) parana r- ese

6

0- ma7e -bo

river R- to 3- look -GER

paye u7iib -a r- epyak .e7tm -i

shaman arrow -NC R- see .Neg -CIRC

'the shaman did not see the arrow while looking at the sea' (Barbosa, 1954:215)

.e7tm is also used to negate nouns. In this case it has the equivalent meaning ofthe English

suffix "-less":

a) iib .e7tm

father .Neg

'orphan'

n+....e7tm-i

Anchieta ([1595]1990: 90) observes that the combination ofn+•••e7tm-i is used in

Old Tupi as an elegant style to make an assertion:

a) n+ a-

Neg+ 1-

i- pom

want

.e1tm

.Neg

-i

-Neg

'1 don't stop wanting it'

In the preceding section I summarized the main negation patterns to be found in the
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Tupinamba.language. Modem Tupi-Guarani languages share with Tupinamba most ofthe

distributional patterns ofthe morphemes expressing negation that indeed are cognate in

these languages (see C. Jensen, forthcoming; and A. Jensen 199411
). Ifwe tum now to

Kokama we see that negation in this language has no complexity at all. Kokama has three

particles expressing negation, ttm~ ni and ina, plus a derivational suffix, .tm~ which

negates nouns and adds to them the meaning '-less'. This latter negator corresponds to the

Tupinamba morpheme .e7tm:

Tupinamba Kokama

yuni.e7tm-a 'mouthless' yuru.tma 'mouthless'

However, the Kokama derivational negator negates only lexical nouns, while in

Tupinamba this morpheme is attested in other types ofconstructions such as some

subordinate clauses, sentential complements, and independent or main clauses with fronted

adverbials.

The Kokama negative particle ni may probably correlate with the Tupinamba clitic

na+. In Wayampi, the negative particle na+ has the allomorph ni+ when followed by the

semivowellyl. It is possible that Tupinamba had an allomorph ni+ in similar environments.

However, in Tupinamba as in other Tupi-Guarani languages, such as Wayampi, the

morpheme n+ is part ofa discontinuous negative device where n+ is the first part of it, the

second part being expressed by the affix -i (n(v)+_-i). The scope ofthis discontinuous

11A. Jensen's (1994) article on negation in Wayampi is the first full account ofnegation i.,
a Tupi-Guarani language.
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negator is the verb stem plus all ofits inflectional affixes. In Kokama, on the other hand., the

particle ni is an independent negator functioning as a sentence negator. Besides, the Kokama

ni is mainly used with the meaning ofthe Spanish negator lnil 'not even'. It is most probable

that Kokama speakers just borrowed this morpheme from Spanish, extending its original

meaning of 'not even' to 'not'.

Tupinamba Kokama. ,
n+ a- i- potir -i ni ya kwayara na+ lIlirik-wa

Neg+ 1- 3- want -Neg not even Compl remember 2+ wife

'I don't want it' 'I don't even remember my wife' (Cabral, 1989)

The Kokama particle ttma probably developed out ofthe derivational suffix tma

« Tb .e7tm). However, Tupinamba does not have any negator that could correlate

functionally and positionaly with the Kokama negator ttma. In Kokama this morpheme is

the standard negation device, which in some dialects fluctuates with ni:

ttma rana+ yawacima ay+ piira ta+ kumica ra+ mama ciipe

Neg 3pl+ arrive Compl Emph 1+ speak 3+ mother to

'(they) did not arrive, I already said to his mother' (Cabral, 1988)

ttma ra+ Dell

Neg 3+ go

raepe

there

'he doesn't go there' (Faust, 1972:73)
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nl ra+ ueu raepe
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Neg 3+ go there

'he doesn't go there' (Faust, 1972:73 )

The Kokama negator ina used in imperative constructions is not cognate with the

negative morpheme 7wne, which occurs in Tupinamba imperative and permissive

constructions. Besides, the Tupinamba particle 7UD1e is generally the last element in a

simple negative imperative construction. In Kokama all negative particles are generally the

:first element in a clause or sentence:

Tupinamba Kokama

e- yuIci 7wnS ina umanuta uri

2- kill Neg Neg kill ..
~

'(you) don't kill!' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:66) 'don't kill it' (Cabral, 1992)

As has been shown in this section, Kokama negative morphemes do not correlate with

those found in Tupinamba, except for the derivational negator .tma. It is true that Kokama,

like the Tupi-Guarani languages, has a distinct morpheme to express negation in imperative

constructions. However, the Kokama negator used in imperative constructions is not of

Tupian origin. Also, Kokama, unlike Tupinamba, does not present other variations in

negative constructions according to mood, subordination, among others. Finally, the

Kokama standard negation t~ma does not correlate in form and function Viith the pair of

negative morphemes (n+._-i) so characteristic throughout the Tupi-Guarani family.

----- - - ----
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4.6 Questions

Questions in Tupi-Guarani languages are ofthree types: a) yes/no questions,

b) information questions, and c) rhetorical questions.

4.6.1 YeslNo questions

Yes/no questions make use of interrogative particles. There are Tupi-Guarani

languages that have an initial particle, for instance Kamayuni po. In other languages ofthe

family the interrogative particle follows the questioned constituent as it occurs in

Tupinamba, which has the particles +pe and he (Old Guarani +pa - pe, Paraguayan

Guarani +pa - piko, Chiriguano +pa, Chane +pa, Wayampi piiwi.- +po, and Kayabi +te).

There are languages that have a final particle, such as Urubii-Ka7ap6r mi-. Still in others the

interrogative particle may be initial or final, as Guajajara aipou (Harrison, 1986). Examples

from Tupinamba are the following:

,.,ulr/oa- .1~

1- to kill

+pe

+Q

'do I kill (something)' (Anchieta, [1595]1990:36)

..n.lr/oa- .1~

1- kill

+pe +ne

+Q +Inten.

12According to Bendor-Samuel(1972:164), in Guajaja.ra the particles aipo, ru7u and ra7e
have "associations ofuncertainty" and they occur in two different types ofquestions: a) the ones to
which the appropriate answer is a statement rather than a simple affirmative or negative; and b)
those to which a simple affirmative or negative answer is appropriate.
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'do I have the intention to kill' (Anchieta [1595] 1990:36)

sye +pe a- yuki

1 +Q 1- kill

'it is I (the one who) kills?' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990: 37)

sye r- lib -3 +pe
,

0- SO

1 to

1 R- father -NC +Q 3- go

'was it myfather (who) went?' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:37)

mara +pe

how +Q

"how?" (Barbosa, 1954:80)

sye so -reme +pe

-Subj +Q

'when/ifI do?' (Anchieta, [1595] 1990:80)

4.6.2 Information questions

Most Tupi-Guarani languages (Tupinamba, Old Guarani, Paraguayo Guarani, Chane,

Chiriguano, Wayampi, Kayabi), use the same interrogative particles in yes/no questions as

- ---- -------
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they do in information questions. In these languages the interrogative word is followed by

the question marker. Urubu-Kaapor and Guajajara a..re languages which do not use the

question marker in information question (cf. Kakamusu, 198:354-355 and Bendor-Samuel,

1972:31-38 ). In Paraguayan Guarani the use ofquestion markers in information questions is

optional (Canese, 1983:53). Question words have cognates throughout the Tupi-Guarani

family:

Tupinamba Old Guarani Paraguayan Chiriguano Urubu- Guajajana Jo'c
Guarani Kaapor

what, thing ma7e, ma7e, mba7e mbae ma7e ma7e mo7e

mara mara I

who, person aha aha ave!, mava awa awa awa

how mara mara mareo

zawe

Examples of information question from Tupinamba are:

ma7e pupe +pe

what INSTR +Q

'with what...?' (Barbosa, 1954:81)

,
aba +pe ko kuyitai

who +Q this young woman

'who is this young woman?" (Barbosa, 1954:81)

- ---------
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mara kott +pe i- so -w

what to +Q 3- go -eIR.c

'where did he go?' (Barbosa, 1954:81)

Instead ofa pro-adverb meaning 'when' and interrogative pronominals meaning 'how

much?' most languages ofthe family, such as Tupinamba, use periphrasis whose basis is

the interrogative words corresponding to 'what?'. For example, Tupinamba mara kott

(what Loc) 'where?', mara katU (what good) 'how?', mara-ba?e (what-NOM) 'which one?',

ma?e rese13 (what for) 'why?', ma?e-reme (what-Sub) 'at what time?.'

4.6.3 Rhetorical questions

Rhetorical questions have been reported for Wayampi (A. Jensen, 1994:356-357) and

Urubii.-Kaap6r (Kakumasu, 1986:355). In Wayampi rhetorical questions have a special

particle sipoko. According to A. Jensen (1994:356) this type ofquestion 'indicates that the

speaker suspects that his original impression was wrong,' as in 0- mano sipoko (3A-die

Rhet-Q) 'can it be that he died?' (I didn't think so). However, when the construction is

negated v,.ith rna, 'the speaker expects confirmation about his impressions', as in o-mano

rna sipoko (3A-die Neg Rhet-Q) 'he died. didn't he?' (I think he did). Kakumasu

(1986:354) says that in Urubii.-Kaap6r, besides the rhetorical question form. ma1ewa the

language does not seem to have other devices to indicate that a 'yes' or 'no' question is

13Urubu-Kaapor has ma7e rehe 'for what purpose or reason' and Guajajara has ma7e rehe
'how?,why?.'
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expected. An example given by Kakumasu is ma1ewa jangwate ne ke su1u (why jaguar

you OM 3-bite) 'why did the jaguar bite you? ' (or, you should not have let the jaguar bite

you').

Tupinamba bas a special particle +te which cooccurs with the question marker +pe

(••• +te+pe) for rhetorical purposes, such as when the speaker express his expectations

(doubt, curiosity, admiration, or confirmation) in regard to a given answer. Anchieta,

(1595[1990]:36) gives the following Tupinamba examples:

aba +te +pe 0- s6

who +Rhet-Q +Q 3- go

'(but), who did go'

a- s6 +te +pe ise

IA- go +Rhet-Q +Q 1

'(what?)did I go?'

~

awye rna +te +pe

already Neg +Rhet-Q +Q

'isn't it already enough?' (Barbosa, 1954:55)

Note that the use ofthe negative particle rna in the preceding Tupinamba example is

similar to the use ofrna in the Wayampi example given above.
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4.6.4 Answers to questions

Tupinamba has affirmative and negative particles that function as answers. Their use

depends on the sex ofthe speaker, for instance pa 'yes' is only used by men. The particles

a7an - aani- 'no' is used by speakers ofboth sexes, and e7e 'yes' is mainly used by woman

(cf. Barbosa, 1954:45)14.

Barbosa (195:376) posits for Tupinamba the existence of indirect answers, which

consist ofan interrogative answer. However, Barbosa does not give examples from

Tupinamba proper. His Tupinamba examples are adapted from Restivo's description ofOld

GuaraniIS
, for instance OG aba e +te+mo+pa a7e 'who also could it be?', Tb aba

e+te+mo+pe a7e 'who also could it be?' (meaning 'yes').

As far as is known about the types ofinterrogative structures found in Tupi-Guarani

languages, they are among the world's languages that distinguish three types ofquestions:

yes/no questions, information and rhetorical questions. There are languages that show a

special marker for rhetorical questions, such as Wayampi and Tupinamba. In most

languages, two features come into play in the structures ofquestions: special word order

and question particles. However, languages diverge in regard to the position ofthe question

particle.

14Restivo (1724: 80) describes the following pa.-ticles used to answer questions in OG: 13

'yes' (male), bee 'yes' (female), aaoi 'no' (both male & ferr.;aJe). Restivo also gives negative
particles which are used when the speaker expresses disdain. These are til and egwa (this one
used by woman).

15Restivo (1792:191) describes one ofthe types ofemphatic clauses found in Old Guarani
as having the structure of interrogative constructions. According to Restivo,"Otro uso tienen las
particulas de pregunta muy usado y elegante y es: que con elIas hazen una oracion ir6nica y no
ponen las dichas particulas por pedir respuesta, sino por denotar el modillo enfiitico con que se
acaha de pronunciar la oracion asemejanza de la pregunta".

------ - - --------
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A comparison ofKokama interrogatives with those found in Tupinamba shows that

Kokama also has three types ofquestions: yes or no questions, information questions and

rhetorical questions. Kokama yes/no questions make use ofthe particle tipa which follows

the questioned constituent. Kokama matches Tupinamba in respect to the position and

function ofthe interrogative particle. Presumably speakers ofKokama interpreted the

Tupinamba question particles used in rhetorical questions as being the neutral device used

in simple yes/no questions. Examples from Kokama are the following:

neu tipa ene ta+ mUki

go Q 2 l(ms)+ assoc.

'are you going with me?' (Cabral, 1988)

ta+ mUki tipa ene lieu

1(ms)+ assoc. Q 2 go

'is it with me that you go?' (Cabral, 1988)

Kokama, like Tupinamba, uses a question particle following interrogative words,

which have the first position in a sentence. Some ofthe Kokama question words are

derived from Tupinamba forms, for instance awa 'person' « TB aba "person") and marl

'what', « Tb mara 'what?', 'how?', why?'). Other Kokama question words may be ofnon

Tupi-Guarani origin, although some oftheir strings ofsounds look like similar

phonological strings found in Tupinamba forms. For example, Kokama maka 'where',

Tupinamba mamo 'where'. The sequence !mal is found in the forms ofboth languages.
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Kokama has the locative katt, +ka which might have been one ofthe sources ofthe

present day unsegmentable morpheme Imakal "where". Examples ofKokama information

questions are:

awa tipa cacattma

who Q scream

'who is screaming?' (Cabral, 1992)

mana tipa na+ yaiiki ra+ iiy

how Q 2+ to make 3+ IP

'how didyou make it?' (Cabral, 1992)

Kokama has the particles +nta, t3.ku and ri.ku used for rhetorical questions. All of

them follow the questioned constituent. The clitic +nta is used when the speaker expresses

doubt in regard to a given answer. The particles t3.ku and ri.ku are used in biased questions

and they have the same distribution as the other interrogative particles. Some examples are:

awa +nta yiiti era

who +Rhet-Q stay Subj house

+ka

+Loc

'is there someone at home?' (as expecting a positive answer) (Faust,1972:88)
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mari taku na+ umi

what Rhet-Q 2+ see

'what do you see? (maybe you see something)' (Cabral, 1992)

Finally, Kokama uses the same negative particle ttma which functions as a sentence

negator in negative answers to all kind ofquestions. Kokama also has a negative particle

temente 'there is not'. The particle aha occurs as an afirmative answer.

Kokama shares with Tupinamba the same types ofquestions: yes/no, information

and rhetorical questions. As occurs in Tupinamba, Kokama marks both information and

yes/no questions by means ofsimilar syntactic devices, a combination ofparticles and word

order. The surface structure ofyes/no questions, information and rhetorical questions in

both languages shows the questioned constituent in initial position, followed by a question

particle. Question words in Kokama are derived mainly from Tupinamba question words.

On the other hand, the Kokama particle used in yes/no questions corresponds to a

combination oftwo particles used in Tupinamba to express rhetorical questions. Also, the

Kokama particles used in rhetorical questions are not cognate with Tupinamba forms.

However, the evidence from information questions in Kokama demonstrates that Kokama

speakers retained the specific interrogative patterns found in Tupinamba. This also

constitutes evidence that the similarity in regard to the position of interrogative particles in

Kokama vis-a-vis Tupinamba is not due to chance or to an independent internal

development in Kokama There is also the possibility that the originallanguage(s) spoken

by the Kokama speakers had structural characteristics similar to those found in Tupinamba
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and in the present day Kokama interrogative patterns.

4.7 Conclusion.

In this study I have presented a contrastive analysis ofTupinamba. and Kokama

syntactic patterns and rules. The comparison has intended to identify similarities and

differences between the two languages, searching for further evidence to be added to the

already examined correspondences found in the comparison of Kokama and Tupinamba

phonology and morphology, in order to prove the non-genetic relationship ofKokamal6
• The

result ofthis study demonstrates that the syntactic correspondences that Kokama shares with

Tupinamba are two few to support a view that the former is a continuation ofthe latter. The

most divergent Tupi-Guarani languages have e:x-perienced syntactic changes through internal

development and/or foreign interference (such as Guajajara, Urubu-Kaap6r, Anambe,

Paraguayan Guarani, Chiriguano, Neengatu, and many others). However, they all still share

basic syntactic-morphosyntaetic structures and rules proving that regular correspondences are

found in syntax as well as in phonology and morphology among the Tupi-Guarani languages.

Tupi-Guarani languages have undergone changes in some oftheir morpho-syntactic patterns

such as the basic word order in independent clauses (see Ha.lTi.son, 1986; Jensen, 1990), but

Tupi-Guarani languages are all verb :final in dependent clauses (except for modem dialects of

16The resuit ofthe phonological and morphological comparison between Tupinambci and
. Kokama constitute a proofthat the Kokama Indians did not learn perfectly the structure of

Tupinambci, the language source ofKokama vocabulary. However, a comparison between
Tupinambci and Kokama phonology, morphology and syntax provides the best account, not only of
the non-genetic relationship ofKokama with the Tupi-Guarani languages, but also ofthe linguistic
characteristics ofKokama vis-a.-vis Tupinamba, and the specific features reflecting its non-genetic
development.

------ - ------- - - ---
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Neengatii, which follow the Portuguese pattern SVO). Some languages experienced changes

in their verbal agreement system, as demonstrated by different kinds ofsplits attested among

languages, but Tupi-Guarani languages still express the grammatical relations and semantic

roles ofverb arguments by means ofperson markers on the verb word. Syntactic movement

rules, such as the fronting ofadverbials, are signaled in the verb stem, which receives a

special inflectional suffix. Languages that have lost the characteristic marker ofthis rule

show fossilized instances ofthis, proving that fronting ofadverbials was an active rule

triggering special verbal inflection in earlier stages oftheir history. In Tupi-Guarani

languages inflected auxiliaries follow the main verb, providing aspectual meaning. This is

found everywhere among the Tupi-Guarani languages. Tupi-Guarani languages mark

reflexive and reciprocal categories by means of cognate morphemes. Some Tupi-Guarani

languages such as Urubu-Kaapor do not distinguish a reflexive form from a reciprocal one,

but these languages have a Tupi-Guarani affix expressing the two categories, and in all

languages the verb inflected for the reflexive or reciprocal is treated as being intransitive.

Also, the reflexive affix may function as the complement ofpostpositions in most languages

such as Tupinamba, Old Guarani, Paraguayan Guarani, Guajajara and many others.

Morphosyntaetic features including the ones exemplified above together with cognate

morphemes in the basic vocabulary, regular sound correspondence, shared morphophonemic

rules, and a variety of cognate grammatical morphemes with similar function and position

reveal the undoubtedly genetic relations shared by Tupi-Guarani languages.

Kokama does not fit into the Tupi-Guarani language group according to phonological

and morphological criteria The examination ofKokama syntax vis-a.-vis Tupinamba

--_._- _._---
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demonstrates that Kokama does not match basic syntactic structures and rules ofTupinamba..

Kokama has two word orders SVO and OSV, word order being the indication ofthe

grammatical functions ofNPs. In SVO constructions with third-person pronorninals referring

to subject and object, Kokama uses different fonns to differentiate the former function from

the latter. In this case the subject is realized as uri and the object as ura, a distinction found

only in male speech. Tupinamba, as doTupi-Guarani languages, has a relatively free word

order in independent clauses (when both nominal S and 0 are present): SVO, SOY, OSV,

and VSO. In Tupinamba, core arguments may be omitted under certain conditions and person

markers that cross-reference these NPs when they are present in a clause structure substitute

such NPs when they are absent. Functions such as subject and object are not immediately

determined either by word order or by agreement. When two nominals are present, ambiguity

in regard to their grammatical function is eliminated by the semantics ofthe predicate, which

relates the role ofagent and patient versus the function ofsubject and object to the nominals,

which convey such pertinent features such as human/non-human, and animate/ inanimate.

Ambiguity problems are also eliminated by the use ofdifferent devices such as

nominalization ofagent or patient, or by means ofthe special use ofperson markers to

indicate which nominal is the agent/subject, together with the semantics ofthe predicate (see

Rodrigues, 1990:392-405). Tupinamba basic word order in independent clauses is SOY.

Dependent clauses are all verb final. Tupinamba have the patterns: G-N, N-P, Num-N -N

Num, Dem-N, N-Adj, V-PurN01, V-InflAux. Except for the order N-A and V-PurN01, the

word order ofsuch constituents in Tupinamba is more likely to occur in SOy languages.

Kokama, on the other hand is an SVO language in both dependent and independent clauses.
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Independent clauses may have the pattern OSV wOre 0 represents old information (already

presented in an immediately preceding part ofthe discourse). Kokama has the order G-N, N

P, Num-N, Dem-N, DAdj-N - N-DAdj, PupNol-V. It lacks inflected auxiliaries, and it has

relative constructions where the relative clause follows the nominal. Except for the order N

ReI and the alternative N-A, the order ofsuch constituents is more consistent with SOy

languages. However the word order SOy is not found in Kokama Questions in Kokama

follow the syntactic rules ofTupinamba, at least in regard to word order (in this case phrases,

interrogative words and interrogative particles). Negation in Kokama differs from Tupinamba

in different respects. Negation in Tupinamba may operate through syntactic and

morphological processes or a combination ofthese. The processes employed to negate

dependent and independent clauses are distinct, as is the case ofindependent clauses where

specific negative devices are dependent upon modality. Kokama has a standard negator that

negates sentences and focussed elements. A morphological negative derivational morpheme

negates nouns. Although it is derived from Tupian *e7tm> Tb e7tm, unlike Tupinamba. the

Kokama morpheme has a single function/meaning '-less.'

Tupinamba. sentential complements are nominalized constructions, and some

adverbial clauses receive some treatments only found in the context ofnominals, such as

special morphological negation, and the co-occurrence ofthe verb with the

anticipatory/developed morphemes, (in Jensen's (forthcoming) terms).

Kokama, on the other hand, treats dependent and independent clauses equally.

Finally, the syntactic correspondences that Kokama shares with Tupinamba are demonstrably

too few. The relevant features ofthe syntax (morphosyntax) characteristic ofthe Tupi-
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Guarani languages are not present in Kokama The syntactic evidence proves that Kokama

syntax did not develop out ofthe syntax ofthe Tupinamba, the language source ofmost of

tha Kokama vocabulary.
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CHAPTER V

5. THE KOKAMA PEOPLE

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters I have presented a great deal of linguistic evidence

showing that the present-day Kokama language shares few features with the structures

and rules typical ofthe linguistic subsystems (phonology, morphology and syntax

morphosyntax) ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages. Excluding the Kokama lexical items that

are derived from Tupian forms, the majority ofKokama structures are demonstrably not

inherited from Proto-Tupi-Guarani. Reconstructive works on the Tupi-Guarani family

(Rodrigues, 1984-1985; Lemle,1971; and Jensen, 1989, 1990) have yielded information

about the fundamental structural features ofthe Tupi-Guarani proto-language. These

structural features find no correspondence in Kokama structures, and this leads to the

conclusion that the Kokama language should no longer be referred to as a language

genetically related to the Tupi-Guarani languages. On the other hand, the presence of

certain non-Tupian features in Kokama (including lexical items, functional categories,

word order, and syntactic rules) suggests that Kokama speakers have been somehow

influenced by speakers of languages belonging to different linguistic families and stocks

such as SpanishIPortuguese, Quechua, Lingua Geral, Media Lengua, Panoan languages,

Arawakan languages and by unidentifiable Indian languages.

The linguistic evidence alone brought forth in the present dissertation is enough to

exclude the possibility ofa genetic development for the Kokama language. However, it is

necessary to know the history ofthe Kokama/Omawa people as far as it can be uncovered
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by historical facts, in order to establish the main mechanisms by means ofwhich the

Tupian and the non-Tupian linguistic features came into play in the process of

development ofthe KokamalOmawa language. Historical and linguistic facts together

will shed light on the possible routes ofdevelopment that led to the present-day

KokamalOmawa language, which is now listed among the languages classified as

isolates.

In this chapter, I survey the history ofthe Kokama-Omawa speakers during the last

400 years, trying to find explanations for the route ofdevelopment characterizing the

history ofthe Kokama language. Searching for the relevant facts that would account for

plausible explanations on the origin and historical development ofKokama, I expect to

answer the following questions: a) who are the KokamalOmawas, and where do they

come from; b) who they have been in contact with; and c) how can the contact situation

between the KokamalOmawas and non-Tupi-Guarani speakers be characterized. A

complete and definitive account ofthe ethno-history ofthe KokamalOmawa people

probably will never be achieved due to the fact that relevant information on this people is

hidden away in an undocumented and inaccessible past. However, a picture ofthe social

history ofthe KokamalOmawas since post-Columbian times will convincingly show that

relevant recognizable stages in KokamalOmawa historical development promise answers

concerning the kind ofnon-genetic development that the KokamalOmawa language

underwent.

In this chapter, I shall carry out an investigation ofthe first documents written by

Spanish and Portuguese travellers and missionaries that mention or refer to the

---------------- - --- -
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inhabitants ofthe Upper Amazon River!, where the Kokama speakers had been located

since the Europeans' first invasions ofthis area. It is widely known that the early

chronicles on the Amazon region are extremely poor in information on the native

populations, their languages, culture and social organization. Besides, a great number of

indigenous ethnic groups were completely exterminated by the Portuguese and Spaniards

during their occupation ofthe Amazonian area. Among the survivors ofthe genocide

against Indians, those who could not skirt the colonizers and move further into the jungle,

have been forced, since colonial times until the present days, to give up their native

language and culture assuming the new social identity ofcahodtl. Also, most ofthe

chronicles from the sixteenth and seventeenth century on the Amazonian region are best

viewed as literary rehashes ofthe same facts reported by earlier travellers. However, they

reveal some basic information that is consistently present across different texts from

distinct periods proving their validity for the knowledge ofthe ethnology and history of

!The historical sources on which this work is based.which mention or refer to the
KokamalOmawas are the following: 1) the letter written by Diogo Nunes to D. Jollo VI, king ofPortugal
(1553?); 2) the chronicle ofGaspar de Carvajal, a Dominican member ofthe Francisco de Orelhana
expedition (1541-1542);
3) the letters of Governor Gasca (1549 and 1550); 4) the chronicles ofFrancisco Vasquez, Captain
Altamirano and GonzaIo ZUiiiga, members ofUrsua y Aguirre'S expedition to the Amazon River (1560
1561); 5) the chronicles ofAcuna and Alonso de Rojas, members of Pedro Teixeira's expedition to
Ecuador (1636-1638); 6) the chronicle ofFather Laureano de la Cruz (1647-1650); 7) The Diary ofFather
Samuel Frit= (1686-1723); 6) the history ofthe Jesuits in the Upper Amazon River (1637-1767) written by
Father Jose Chantre y Herrera (1768); 8) the Diario de un missionero de May7Zas written by Father Manuel
Uriarte (I775); 9) Relacion da las Missiones de la Compaiiia de JesUs, by Father Francisco Figueroa
(1904); and 10) Los Tupi del Oriente Peruono, £Studio Lingilistico y Etnogrtijico, by Father Lucas
Espinosa' (1935). Among the travellers, chroniclers and missionaries mentioned above, only Laureano de la
Cruz, Samuel Fritz, Manuel Uriarte, Figueroa and Espinosa lived among the Indian groups ofthe Upper
Amazon River. Chantre y Herrera had never been to South America. He wrote his work in Italy, based on
the information obtained among the Jesuits who lived in Peru during the Jesuitic period, including Manuel
Uriarte (see Porro, 1993).

2Here the term CIlboclo refers to both an acculturated Indian and mestizo (white and Indian).

- -- -_. - -- - -------
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the Amazon basin. Information garnered from these chronicles refers (even though

superficially) to the following points: a) the displacement ofIndian groups and the

extension ofthe areas occupied by them throughout different periods; b) demographic

calculations; c) linguistic intelligibility and non-intelligibility between neighboring

groups; d) inter-tribal markets and wars: e) appearance: haircut, way ofdressing, body

painting; f) instruments for hunting and fishing, as well as those used for attacking and/or

defending against enemies (humans or not); e) pottery; f) religious beliefs, rituals of

initiation and taboos; j) food; k) medicine; and h) housing. Data extracted from the

sixteenth-century chronicles are also crucial for understanding the picture of later stages

ofthe proto-history ofindigenous populations. The degree of integration ofa number of

indigenous groups (including the Kokama/Omawas) into the ecological and social context

that can be drawn for the Upper Amazon River at the beginning ofthe sixteenth century

is the fundamental basis for postulating that their arrival in the area happened in pre

historic times.

This study is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents a briefsummary ofwhat

scholars have concluded on the migratory processes ofTupi-Guarani groups, as well as

on their geographical distribution since the arrival ofEuropeans in South America. My

main concern here is to identify the possible facts accounting for the geographical

location ofthe Kokama and Omawa groups together with their non-Tupian cultural

features, which seems to diverge from the geographical distribution and cultural aspects

ofall Tupi-Guarani groups that have been noticed since the beginnings ofthe South

American colonization. Section 5.2 gives a cultural and social profile ofthe Kokama and
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Omawa people as described by sixteenth and seventeenth century travellers, chroniclers

and missionaries. Section 5.3 focusses on information regarding KokamalOm.i'wa

geographical concentration and displacements throughout the Solimoes and Marafion

areas, with emphasis on the nature oftheir contact with Indians from different ethnic

groups, as well as the degree oftheir contact with the Spanish and Portuguese. Here, I

shall concentrate on information regarding interethnic-contact and the possibility of

language change. I am also considering the effects ofEuropean colonization on the native

population, including the language policies adopted by the Portuguese and Spaniards in

their colonizing strategies.

The consideration ofthe issues discussed in section 5.1,5.2, and 5.3 is crucial in

reconstructing the social history ofthe Kokama people. It is also necessary for the

identification ofthe actual facts underlying the contradiction created from what can be

demonstrated about the present-day Kokama language and the observations and opinions

that have been made vis-a.-vis the genetic affiliation ofthe Kokama language3 by

3.rhe Kokamas and Omawas have been identified as Tupi-Guarani speakers since the time ofthe
Pedro de Orsua Expedition. A member ofthis expedition, Captain Altamirano, writes that from a certain
village located at the Lower Ucayali River (preswnably the Gran Kokama area), they took two Indians to be
used as interpreters because they could communicate with the Indians ofthe expedition (See A Erpedifiio
de Oursua a Aguirre ao Rio Amazonas Narrada peIo Capitiio A/tomiro, in Porro, 1993:97). The latter were
Tupinamba Indians members ofthe most fabulous ofthe Tupi-Guarani migrations ever noticed in post
Colombian Times. Three-hundred ofthese Tupinamba Indians arrived in the city ofChachapoyas (see
Appendix Cl), located on the eastern side ofthe Lower Uallaga River (peru) in 1542. They told the
inhabitants ofChachapoyas fascinating things about what they had seen and experienced since the time they
had left the Brazilian coast fifteen years before (see Duas cartas do Governador Gasca ao Conse/ho das
jndias sobre a chegado dosjndios do Brasil ao PerU in Porro, 1993:77-78). In 1539, the Portuguese Diogo
Nunes met some ofthese Tupinamba Indians in the province ofManchifaro, where the Tupinambas lived
as captives. According to the information that these Tupinamba Indians gave to Nunes they were part ofan
indigenous population located at this time down Manchifaru. In his letter to D. Joao III, Nunes also reports
that the Indians that he brought from Manchifaro to Chachapoyas and the 300 Tupibnambas who arrived
there in 1942 recognized each other, and that they belonged to same place and same chief(see a Carta de
Diogo Nunes a D. Joiio III de Portugal, in Porro, 1993:33-34).

In his chronicle on the Orelhana's expedition (1542) father Gaspar de Carvajal reports that Captain
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travellers, missionaries, ethnographers, linguists and anthropologists over the past four-

hundred years. Section 5.4 summarizes the main conclusion regarding the social history

ofthe Kokama people.

5.2 The geographical distribution and migrations ofTupi-Guarani speakers, with

emphasis on the remote location ofKokamalOmawa groups.

The first travellers and missionaries to arrive in South America found almost a

third ofthe Atlantic coast occupied by speakers ofa dominant language, Tupinamba, or

Old Tupi. Rodrigues (1990:4) points out that "... Tupinamba dominated almost entirely

the large coast, from the Northeast up to the Southeast with slight dialectal variations".

As the Portuguese initiated the colonization ofthe Lower and Middle Amazon River at

the beginning ofthe seventeenth century, new Tupi-Guarani groups were identified from

the mouth ofthe Amazon River up to near the Madeira River. These were the

Tubinambeis and Pakajeis (Tocantins River), the Pakajeis (pakaja River), the Pauxis,

Orelhana gave some chakira to the chiefofthe Omawa province ofAparia. Carvajal says that the Omawa
called chakira any kind ofadornment that they used around their neck. Carvajal also registers the word
chise meaning 'sun' (cf. Re1at;iio do Rio Maraiion Segundo 0 que escreveu Frei Gaspar de CarvajaJ, in
Porro 1993:44,47). The word chakira is probably not a Tupi-Guarani word. as is the case ofchise.

It was a common beliefamong the missionaries charged with the conversion ofthe Oma",oua and
Kokama people that their language(s) was(were) either a relative ofthe Guarani or ofthe Tupinamba
languages. Father Samuel Fritz. who created the main Omawa missions or reducciones. and who knew the
Omawa language, affirms that the Omawas are originally descendent from the Tupinambas ofBrazil,
because their language is "...slightly different from the Lingua Geral, or the language ofthe Tupinambas"
(Samuel Fritz e as Noticias Autenticas do Rio Marailon (1686-1723), in Porro, 1993:172).
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Guajaras and Ingatbas (Maraj6 Archipelagos), the Pacajas and Wayampis (Xingtl Rivert,

the Tapaj6s (Tapaj6s River), the Aniras (An.ira River), the Indians ofthe UruM. River,

and the Tupinambaranas (Tupinambarana Island), among others (cf. Betendorf,

[1910]1990).

The geographical distribution ofthe Tupi-Guarani groups during the first two

centries ofcolonization seemed to be spreading out from the Parana basin towards the

East, following the Atlantic coast towards the North, and then taking a western direction

throughout the Amazon River up to the region near the Madeira River. Rodrigues

(1986:33) observes that:

The great geographical dispersion ofthe languages ofthe Tupi-Guarani
linguistic family indicates that the ancestors ofthese people underwent various
and long migrations. This pre-Colombian migratory characteristic ofthe
Tupi-Guarani may be observed even after the beginning ofthe European
colonization in Brazil and in Spanish America. Atpresent it is still observable
among the Mbia-Guarani who, in successive waves move awayfrom the
Southeast ofBrazil, Northeast ofArgentina and Eastern Paraguay towards the
East, reaching the Atlantic Coast, fOllowing it towards the Northeast,
repeating, more then 500 years later the migrations that led their pre-historic
relatives to occupy the Atlantic Coast, where they werefound by the
Portuguese in 1500. (my translation)

Contrasting with the almost unbroken line corresponding to the Tupi-Guarani

geographical distribution, the Kokama and the Omawa people who were already located

at the Upper Amazon River since the first Spanish invasions ofthat area, show

themselves to be outliers. Scholars working with South American native languages and

'i3etendorf([1910]1990:115-16) includes the Junma Indians among the native speakers ofthe
Lingua Geral. Betendorfsays about the Xing(l River that there "...leave various nations ofLingua GeraI,
like the Junma, Guayapi and some Pacaja."
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cultures have considered the Kokama and the Omawa people as Tupi-Guarani, and their

geographical location (although somewhat unusual in relation to the geographical

distribution ofthe Tupi-Guarani groups) one ofthe best examples ofthe migratory

tendency characterizing the Tupi-Guarani etbno-dynamism. The observation ofmany

Jesuits who had lived among the Kokama and Omawa people during the seventeenth

century regarding the similarities between the language ofthe latter and the Tupinamba

language contributed definitively to the present-day unquestioned beliefamong various

scholars (linguists and ethnologists alike), in the genetic relationship between the

Kokama and Omawa languages and the Tupi-Guarani Indians. Moreover, the data

available on their language show so many lexical items that could superficially correlate

with the structure ofTupi-Guarani forms that their Tupi-Guarani genetic relationship

could understandably be taken for granted. Also, since the Tupi-Guarani dispersions have

been witnessed for almost four hundred years, it was only natural to see the Kokama and

Omawa presence on the Upper Amazon River as the expression ofa pre-historic

characteristic ofTupi-Guarani groups. Although the tendency ofTupi-Guarani groups to

disperse themselves is no more impressive than that ofArawakan groups, for instance,

most ofthe Tupi-Guarani migrations, besides the usual causes promoting indigenous

dispersions, such as the interplay ofterritorial expansion, displacements and wars among

distinct indigenous populations,S or the indigenous strategy ofescaping from the slavery

~imuendaju (1924) in his ethnographic research among the Parintintins ofthe Madeira River
presents a contemporary scenario ofsuch an entwined set of factors accounting for the Indians' migration.
Nimuendaju assumes that the Parintintins ofthe Madeira River as well as the Tupis ofthe Upper Machado
River and its affluent Riozinho "belong to the same tribe" the Kawahib, Kawahiwa. For Nimuendaju these
Indians are fragments ofthe Kabahib people mentioned since the end ofthe eighteenth century as located at
the Upper Tapaj6s River. The kawalu1>s forced by the MundurukUs had left the Upper Tapaj6s River around
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imposed by Europeans, essentially by the Portuguese in Brasil,6 have been induced by a

very special motivation.

The special factor causing Tupi-Guarani migrations is said to be a religious

purpose, i.e., their belief in a 'Land-without-Evils' (Nimuendaju, 1914; Shaden, 1958;

Metraux, 1927,1948; de Queir6z, 1958, 1977; Elliade, 1969; Clastres, 1978, among

others.7

The Land-without-Evils means immortality, freedom, beauty. The different

known versions ofTupi-Guarani religious beliefposit the existence ofan earthly paradise

located eather in the east or the west. Their access to this Land cancels death, and a

spiritual leader reincarnating a mythic hero leads the Indians to meet God in this lost

1800 heading towards the Madeira River. A sub-group ofthem, called Tupf, settled down in the Machado
River. Another fraction went towards the Madeira River. Still a third sub-group who came to be known as
Parintintin, had migrated 250 kilometers up to the North ofthe Machado River. Nimuendaj1i also cites
various departures ofthe Parintintins from different points oftheir area due to conflicts with the
seringueiros (rubber latex extractors) ofBrazil From his intermittent field trips among the Parintintins
(1921-1923), Nimuendaj1i observes that the Parintintins used to live in a permanent state ofwar with
everyone without exception (Neo-Brazilians, Muras, Mlira-PiraMs, Toras, Mundurulais, Apiakas and many
others). For Nimuendaj1i there is a probability that cannibalistic habits exist among the Parintintins, since
many times "...they have threatened to eat us" (p.80). Nimuendaj1i (1924:90) tells that one day Tawari (a
young man) having gotten angry for an inexplicable reason told him: "Your feet(,) I want to eat them, your
eyes(,) I want to eat them. It's good!." Finally, about the Parintintin conception ofproperty, Nimuendajii
(1924:87) says: "It seems to me improbable that the Parintintins consciously claim any right ofpossession
on a specific territory occupied by the tribe...The land that they occupy nowadays they took from the Miiras
and T6ras...their attacks were not protests against our occupation oftheir land, but its objective was the
conquest ofour heads and the sack ofour house."

~etendorf([1910]1990) is one ofthe various sources ofinformation on the Indigenous slavery
promoted by the Portuguese in the States ofMaranMo, Para and Amazonas. Betendorfs chronicles report
various expeditions organized by Portuguese soldiers and Jesuit missionaries with the pmpose ofcapturing
indigenous populations. In his chronicle on the expedition carried out towards the Tocantins River (1658)
Betendorfsays that the first objective ofthe expedition was to declare war and to punish certain
'Inheyguaras' Indians. According to Betendort: these Indians, who were stubborn and difficult about being
dominated, drove away with their arms (about fifty legoas) to the "most hiden and defensable places of
their territory. There, they were captured and sold..." (Betendort: [1910]1990:113) (my translation).
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landS. The incessant searching for the Land-without-Evils is stimulated by the mythical

vision ofthe destruction ofthe earth by means ofa cataclysm ta.lcing the shape of:fire

and/or a deluge9 associated with darkness.

One ofthe most recent attempts at Tupi-Guarani migration motivated by religious

reasons was witnessed by Nimuendaju between 1912-1913 when he met a group of

Apapocuva-Guaranis near the city ofSao Paulo1o• These Indians had left the Paraguay

River heading eastward searching for their Land-without-Evils, which according to this

group, is supposed to be located on the other side ofthe Atlantic Ocean. According to

Nimuendaju these Indians were astounded when they looked at the immense sea.

However, they built a house for dancing and they sang and danced until they dropped

down disillusioned and discouraged (Nimuendaju, 1944:57-59).

Schaden (1957) met a group ofMbyas on the Xapece reservation (Santa Catarina

State) who were about to start their trip toward the coast. According to Shaden, the head

Sne first choniclers and missionaries found among the Tupi-Guarani people Indian prophets who
visited each village. presenting themselves as the reincarnation oftribal heroes. These prophets stimulated
the Indians to abandon their work. announcing to them the begining ofa new era (Anchieta. 1933:98
991331-332, Cartas Jesuiticas. 1931:97-98).

Metraux (I957:108) cites Nobrega's description (in Cartas Jesuiticas. i 931 :393-394) ofone of
such occurrences: 'Des chamans persuadait les Indians de nepas travailler. de ne pas se rendre aux
champs. leur promettant que les recoltes pousseront seules, que la nourriture, au lieu detre rare, emplira
leurs huttes. et que les beches laboureront toutes seules Ie sol. que lesflitches chasserons pour leur
proprietaires et captzueron de nombreux ennemis. lis prMisent que les view redeviendrorJjeunes'.

Anchieta (1935:98-99) reports a similar event which had happened in the State of~o Paulo in
1557. where a shaman was followed and venerated by everybody as ifhe were a saint. Anchieta says that
people used to give what they had to him. otherwise. according to people's belief: the shaman together with
his spirits would kill them soon.

~IIiade (1969:192-193) observes that "...dans certain cas iI est difficile de presiser si la
catastrophe cosmique a eu lieu seulement dans Ie passe ou si elle se repetera egaIement dans l'avenir. ceci
parce que la grammaire des langues respectives ne distingue pas Ie passe du futuro"

I~imuendajti mentions various migrations ofthe Apapocticva-Guaranis. However. in 1913 it was
he who stopped the Indians from continuing their search towards the Land-without-Evils.
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ofthis movement was said to have left the Upper Parana region (PaIae.ouay) when he was

twenty years old. Their trip was interrupted many times for long periods, but the Guarani

chiefwas confident that he would arrive at the coast and find "paradise" (Shaden,

1954:196-197).

Metrau.x (1927), based on primary and secondary sources referring to Tupi-Guarani

culture and social life, as well as on the effects ofthe white colonization on their

geographical distribution, posits dates, directions and causes for the Tupi-Guarani

migrations evidenced in post-Colombian times. The chart below contains a summary of

Metraux's results: I I

liThe data are ordered according to the year/century marking the time when the Tupi-Guarani
migrations ended.
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language! point/area (and date) place where yearl cause!
dialect ofdeparture migration e:1ded century purpose

Tupinmnba the sertao of Bahia coast XV century probably the conquest of
Bahia state the coast

Tapirape (?) South ofBrazil Mato Grosso State XVI century (?)

Chiriguano Paraguay, XVI century Bolivia 1522 stimulated by the
sand Portuguese
Guarayos

Tupinamba Pernambuco state, 1539 Chac:hapoyas (peru) 1549 the searching for the
Land-without -Evils
(stimulated by the
Portuguese)

Tupinambli either the sertao of
Pernambuco or Bahia Maranhao coast 1560/1580 (?) Portuguese
states, or Pernambuco oppression
coast

Tupinmnba MaranMo state XVI Low Tocantins River 1568 Portuguese
centu:y (Para state) persecution/

oppression (?)

Tupinmnba Pernambuco state Maranao state 1605 messianic: enterprise
(lbiapaba) headed by a Portuguese

Tupinmnba Pernambuco state Maranhao state probably 1609 the search for the Land-
without-Evils

Tupinamba Pernambuco state (1530 (?» Low Madeira River 1612 Portuguese
(Tupinamb persecution/oppression
arona)

Omawa Upper Amazon River (peru). Ucayali River (peru)
and XVII century XVII century Portuguese persecution/

Yurinuiwa Upper Solimoes River (Brazil), Huallaga River (peru) oppression
XVII century

Canoeiro South ofBrazil (?) Goias state (and 1725 Portuguese oppression (?)
nowdays part ofthe
Tocantins state)

Wayampi South ofAmazon. French Guiana 1735/1850 Portuguese persecutions
Emeril/on 1750(?) French Guiana

Parin1intin The region of the High Madeira River XlXcentury territorial expansion/
High Tapaj6s River inter-ethnic indigenous

wars

Tairygua the region around 1820 ~ Paulo coast 1913 the searching for the
Oguauivay Paraguay and Mato 1830 (or its vicinity) 1912 Land-without-Evils.
Apapocuva Grosso do Sul/Parana 1870 1905/1912
Ivapre states (Brazil) (?) (?)
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Omagua (?) upper Amazon River, (?) (?)
Putumayo River and
NapoRiver

Metraux concludes that the causes motivating the Tupi-Guarani migrations are

divided into: a) those which had been motivated by the native desire ofescaping from the

slavery conditions imposed by the Portuguese; b) those following from the stubborn

beliefofTupi-Guarani people in an earthly paradise;12 and c) those stimulated by non-

Indian adventurers. IfMetraux's work explains the presence ofWayampis and Emerillons

12For Metraux, the Tupi-Guarani migrations are founded in messianic movements, and messianism
in indigenous societies has its sources in mystic, social and political crises which may multiply under
colonization. Metraux assumes that the Tupi-Guarani messianism has always been a traditional solution for
a "dangerous and insupportable situation" (Metraux, [1967]1973:15).

Schaden(1959) also perceives Tupi-Guarani migrations as founded on messianism. For this author,
besides cultural clashes between ethnic groups and the indigenous feeling ofdeprivation, there exists a third
factor which comes into play in the spreading ofmessianism: a preexisting beliefin a social cohesive force
represented by the reincarnation ofa mythical hero (cf. Schaden, 1958:41).

Based on the context ofthe Apopacuva-Guarani. Metraux tries to demonstrate that the religious
migrations ofthese people are not related to social disorganization, nor are they due to political or
economical reasons, or because ofpressure exerted from neighboring tribes anxious ofconquering. For
Nimuendajii(1978: lSI) the migrations are caused by a deep pessimism pecuIiar to the Tupi-Guarani which
makes them believe in their decadence and death. For Nimuendajii, this pessimism existed among the Tupi
Guarani before the Arrival ofEuropeans.

Clastres (1978), based on the assumption that the Tupi-Guarani religious beliefexisted before the
Europeans' arrival treats it as phophetism rather than messianism, since for Clastres, colonization plays a
relevant role in the definition ofmessianism. Clastres defends the need for a sociological approach to the
Tupi-Guarani religious belief in a Land-without-Evils. For Clastres, Religion is manifested by distinct
forces that are 'centrifugal' and 'centripetal'. The former denies social life, the latter being promoted by
political chiefs in order to detain social control Clastres sees the Tupi-Guarani prophetism as founded in a
circular impossibility to solve contradictions. In marching towards the Land-without-Evils, the Tupi
Guarani people believe they are able to achieve their goal. Frustration in their attempts pushes them to a
deep pessimism, which becomes the seed for a new beginning.

De Queir6z (1977) correlates the Tupi-Guarani religious movements with messianism. For de
Queir6z, the Tupian movements as it occurs in messianic movements is characterized by a transformation of
the physical world. Following Shaden(1946:46), de QueirOz assumes that the myth ofthe Land-without-Evil
has the same function as the age ofgold or the reestablishment ofold conditions of life, which are viewed as
characteristics ofmessianim proper. For de QueirOz the structure ofmessianic groups is also found in Tup!
Guarani groups where three levels (at least) are present messiahs, disciples and followers. Another
struetural feature shared by Tupi-Guarani movements and messianism is its chieftainship structure, which is
essentially based in charismatic qualities. Other factors considered by de Queir6z are the cyclic nature of
the Tupi-Guarani movements, and sociaI conditions around which Tupi Guarani hordes are organized: a set
offamilies practicing hanting and agriculture. The picture does not change when exodus occurs.
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at French Guiana, and the presence ofChiriguanos and Guarayos in Bolivia it does not

present any solution for the presence ofKokama and Omawa on the Upper Amazon

River. Branislava's study (1975) ofthe prehistoric dispersion ofthe Tupi-Guarani peoples

also fails to propose an original homeland for the Kokamas and Omawas. What scholars

agree on is that these Tupian people came from elsewhere (Metraux, (1927), Branislava

(1975), Rodrigues (1984-1985), Kaufinan (1991)13)

A relevant fact that has to be considered here is that ifthe Kokamas and Omawas

found in the first halfofthe 15th centurj on the Upper Amazon River were actually of

Tupi-Guarani origin, they were not the only Tupian people to reach that area. The

Tupinamba people who left Pernambuco state around 1530, also went as far as the

Kokama and Omawa towards the West (see Appendix Cl). The Tupinambas found on

Tupinambcirana Island is another indication that the arrival ofTupi-Guarani people on the

Middie Amazon and in the Upper Madeira River happened before the arrival ofEuropean

presence in this area. Members ofPedro Teixeira's expedition (Alonso de Rojas, Acuna,

and Pedro Texeira) report that the Tupinambaranas came from Brazil to escape from the

Portuguese oppression. Pedro Teixeira says that these Indians had various vassals from

different nations and that each Tupinamba village would have up to 500 or 800 casales.

Acuna reports that the Tupinambcis had been at on Upper Madeira River before they

settled on Tupinambarana Island.

13Kaufinan (1990:35) proposes five invasion zones for South America, which he defines as
"...regions oc..--upied almost entirely by languages whose closest relatives are concentrated elsewhere." The
Upper Amazon corresponds to Kaufinan's Invasion Zone ill, "...where Tupian (Kokama, Omawa) and one
Maipurean (Morike) language find themselves away from home."
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Porro (1993:75) observes that Metraux treats the migration ofthe Tupinambaranas

and the migration of the Tupinambas who arrived at Chachapoyas (peru) in 1542 as

different events because he ignored Diogo Nunes's letter. Porro, based on Metraux's

chronology and on the migratory patterns ofthe Tupi-Guarani migrations during the last

past four centuries proposes instead ofone or two migrations, "...successive waves ofa

single migratory cycle initiated at the Northeast coast (Brazil) after 1530. The best known

ofthese migrations (thanks to d'Abbeville and d'Evreux) became established at the

Maranhao Island and at the adjacent coast. Another, after a large perilous through the

interior of Brazil end up at the Tupinambarana island; another one still was at Manchifaro

province in 1938; some ofthem arrived finally in Peru in 1542." (porro, 1993:75) (my

translation).

Turning now to the geographical location ofthe Kokamas and Omawas, it does not

seem implausible that they are the earliest manifestation ofthe Tupi-Guarani migratory

cycle proposed by Porro. Linguistic evidence from present day Kokama vocabulary favors

this possibility. As it is demonstrated in chapter I and II ofthis dissertation, the

phonological forms ofKokama lexical items contain string ofsounds which correspond

to the phonological forms ofTupi-Guarani inflected stems. The Tupi-Guarani ICl.nguage

from which the majority ofKokama lexicaf items originated was either Tupinamba, or a

very close relative ofit. In any case it was not a Tupi-Guarani language like the early

documented Guarani, nor the Lingua Geral as spoken by eighteenth century whites,

mestizos and Indians. Ifon the one hand the first chronicles do not mention that the

Tupinambas who arrived in Chachapoyas in 1542 recognized the Kokama/Omawas as
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their relatives, at least they suggest that they could communicate with each other. And

they probably did so ifthe structure ofsixteenth century Kokama/Omawa words was

what can be seen as traces in the phonological forms ofpresent-day Kokama vocabulary.

However, some ofthe cultural habits ofthe Kokama/Omawas people at the

beginning ofthe sixteenth century (clothing and other artifacts) are very different from

what is known about the Tupi-Guarani people in general. The Kokama/Omawa had been

heavily influenced by other indigenous cultures ofthe region before their first contact

with Europeans. Probably, the fust Kokama/Omawa people arrived at the Upper

Solimoes River around 1450 and 1460, which corresponds to about a century before their

first contact with Europeans.

It is well known that the Tupi-Guaranis were distinguished warriors, travelers and

conquerors. One fascinating proofofthis is their massive presence almost ali the way

along the Brazilian coast in 1500, or the fact that in a period ofa hundred years the

Tupinambaranas left the Brazilian coast, reached the Upper Madeira and became

established on Tupinambarana Island. Also impressive is the arrival ofthe Tupinambas in

Chachapoyas after they had traveled more than 5,000 Kilometers in fifteen years,

presumably escaping from the countless enemies that they must have come across on

their way west. Thus it is very probable that the KokamalOmawa migration to the Upper

Amazon was the earliest ofthe various waves that brought different Tupi-Guarani groups

from the Northeast ofBrazil to the Amazon Basin. Probably the KokamalOmawas

subjugated other Indian groups on their way west. The Chiriguanos in Bolivia14 are a

14See NordenskiOld (1917).
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good case that suggest what could be expected from similar Tupian invasions.

5.3 A profile of the Kokama people: social organization, economy, material culture.

The first observers ofthe Amazon River area locate the Kokamas at the Lower

Ucayali River (Juan de Salinas' expedition)IS, and the Omawas from the Lower Napo

River (including the Lower Curaray River), then all down the Amazon as far as a little

way down the I~ River (Carvajal, 1552, in Porro (1993)). The KokamalOmawas lived on

the rivers banks and the islands in the channel. The little avalable information on

Kokama/Olllliwa social organization suggests that a local political entity was formed out

ofa group ofvillages. Each village union had a chief-like authority. Carvajal mentions

three ofthem: the chiefofCoca (Ucayali River), the chiefofAparia Menor (Lower

Marafion River), and the chiefofAparia a Grand (SolimOes River). The number of

houses in each village varies from thirty (Francisco Vasquez, in Porro, 1993:87) to sixty

(Carvajal, in Porro, 1993:44). The chroniclers ofPedro de Ursua 's expediction

(1560/1561) mention the provinces ofCarari (or Manicun) and Arimocoa. The former

would correspond to Carvajal's Aparia Menor, and the latter to a part ofAparia a Grande

(c£ Porro, 1993). Francisco Vasquez says that the Island ofGarcia do Arce had two

villages and the Indians called their chiefpappa, from which it can be inferred that

besides the leadership representative ofthe Coca River and those ofthe two Aparias, the

Kokama/Olllliwa also had a chief like-authority for smaller divisions ofvillages.

ISSee Stocks (1981).
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KokamalOmawa houses were rectangular with low walls made ofpalm leaves, and

a front and a back door. The front door faced the river. Chantre y Herrera (1901:67)

describes their dwellings as being low with an A-shaped roofcovered with palm leaves.

Laureano de la Cruz (1647-1650) mentions seven Omawa communities from the

Lower Napo River up to the mouth ofthe I~River. Communities like Piramuta had 330

inhabitants (eighty adult men and 250 women and children). Other communities

described by Laureano de la Cruz, such as Sacayey, had fourteen houses with thirty adult

men. Porro (1990) points out that each house would contain an extended family with

approximately twelve members among which four where adult males. Stocks (1981 :44),

Regan (1983:114-115, 1.1), and Agiiero (1992:19) suggest that the Kokamamarital

residence was patrilocal. Agiiero(1992;19) presumes that the village "...would have been

formed by the same patrilineal segment, although each patrilinear organization was

exogamous."

Acuna ([1641, LIll]1994:119-120) describes the relationship between Omawas and

their captives emphasizing the great affection ofthe former tov..ards the young people

living as captives in their houses. Each Omawa house had one or two captives obtained

during wars or trades with other Indians (Fritz, 1686-1723, in Porro 1993:173).

According to Acuna, the Omawa did not like to sell their captives, getting very angry or

upset in situations where they were asked to do so (Acuna, [1641, Lll]1994:119). Acuna

denies that the Omawas kept their captives to eat them during their rituals. He reports that

two Indians from Para who became captives ofthe Om<iwas for about eight month told

that they never saw the Omawas eat the slaves obtained during wars. According to these

------ - --------
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Indians, the Omawas used to kill the most brave and important enemies by cutting their

heads off, keeping them as trophies and throwing their bodies into the river (Acuna,

[1641, L ll]1994:119). Figueroa reports the same cultural practices for the Kokamas. He

says that they liked to cut their enemies heads offand "...to dance around them with much

drinking,... songs and flutes" (Figueroa,1904:254).

The Kokama/Omciwas cultivated basically maize, manioc (bitter and sweet), cotton

and tobacco. They were well served by the variety ofwild Amazonian fruits and nuts

available in the Maraii6n and SolimOes areas. Captured turtles were enclosed in small and

flat lakes. The Kokama/Omawas were skilled at fishing with harpoons. Arrows and darts

were used for hunting and during wars.

The early observers ofthe Upper Amazon River soon register a peculiar feature

among the Kokama/Omawas which distinguished them from their neighbors. The

Kokama/Omawas wore clothes. These were made ofcotton with multicolored designs

expressing geometrical figures. The men's clothing was a sort ofknee-length undershirt.

The women wore a type ofwrap-around shawl, and later, probably due to the

missionaries' pressure, they started using a kind ofskirt reaching the shin (V:isquez, (in

Porro,1993:87), Altamirano (in Porro, 199396-97), Acuna, ([1641]1994:117), Figueira,

(1904:82)). The Kokama/Omciwas knew techniques for working with pigments (probably

vegetal in origin), and obtaining rich varieties of colors. They seem to have made use of

some kind ofbrush to paint their clothes. The Kokama/Omawas used a variety offeather

adornments such as earrings, bracelets, armlets, and knee belts. The first chroniclers

describe gold pendants that the Omawas used in their ears and necks.
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The KokamalOmawas were a people ofthe river banks, skilled canoe-paddlers and

canoe-makers. The Kokamas are referred to in the literature as the "pirates ofthe River".

The Omawas gave the missionaries the same impression.

Another feature that distinguished the KokamalOmawas from the other indigenous

peoples ofthe Upper Amazon River is that among certain Omawa communities, men and

women had flattened heads. According to Acuna, new-born babies were put into a kind of

press, where their foreheads were compressed by means ofa small piece ofwood, and the

back oftheir heads with a very large piece ofwood. The two parts were then tied

together, causing the baby's head to develop only towards the sides. Acuna compares their

heads to a bishop's miter (Acuna, [1614]1994:118).

The KokamalOmawas wove sieves, baskets, manioc presses, and fans with tree

bark, leaves and vines. They were great musical instrument makers, and they were

distinguished drum and flute players.

5.4 Some aspects of the social history of the KokamalOmawas

The Western Amazon is not the original homeland ofthe Tupian speakers who

contributed to the creation ofthe lexicon ofthe KokamalOmawa language. Since the

sixteenth century the KokamalOmawas were found relatively far from the other Tupi

Guarani groups. However, as has been noted in section 5.1, their geographical location

coincided with the direction ofa Tupi-Guarani migratory cycle evidenced by the arrival

of300 Tupinambas in Peru in 1542, and by the presence ofa Tupinamba group on

Tupinambarana Island around 1639. As European colonization expanded in South
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America, exterminating either physically or culturally numerous indigenous populations,

or forcing the abrupt dispersion ofother native ethnic groups, the geographical distance

separating the Kokama/Omawas from Tupi-Guarani speakers became more prominent.

Early chronicles show Kokama-Omawa groups at the Lower Ucayali and Lower

Napo Rivers, as well as all the way along the Amazon River from its confluences with the

Lower Ucayali River up to the region between the Javati and the 193- Rivers (see

Appendix C2). As can be inferred from these chronicles, the KokamalOmawas

maintained contact with a variety ofethnic groups before the arrival ofEuropeans in the

Western Amazon. The down-river neighbors ofthe KokamalOmawas were the

inhabitants ofMachiparu (or Machifaru), a native population located between the Tefe

(Ega) River up to the Coati River (see Appendix C2). By the beginning ofthe seventeenth

century, the Kokama/Omawas had extended their habitat eastward reaching the Jutai

River, and westward reaching the Huallaga River. The inhabitants ofMachiparu,

recognized at that time as Aisuari (or Curuziari), had extended their territory westward up

to the Jurwi River (cf. Porro, 1993:15). This presupposes that part ofthe Omawa and the

Aisuari habitats overlapped in some way. The Yurimawas, Yorimans or SolimOes (also

called Omawas) were located between the Coati and the PurUs Rivers (see Appendix C2).

The chronicles ofthe sixteenth and seventeenth century also mention the Ibanomas,

Parianas and the Pawanas Indians as located in the vicinity ofthe Omawas, Aisuaris and

Yurimawas Indians. The Parianas were located at the left banks ofthe Amazon River

between the Lower Japura and the Lower Copetci Rivers. The Ibanomas were found on

the right banks ofthe Amazon River near the Tefe River, and the Pawanas were located
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between the PurUs up to the Manacaparu River. The Ikitos, Mayorunas, Chiberos,

Maynas, and Yameos were other ethnic groups among the various indigenous populations

located to the northwest and southwest ofthe Upper Amazon River. The information

concerning language non-intelligibility available in earlier chronicles shows that the

indigenous populations living in the region ofthe Upper Amazon River and in the

Western part ofthe Middle Amazon River represented distinct ethnic groups speaking

different languages.

Hostilities and alliances formed the basis ofthe interethnic relationship of

indigenous populations living in Western Amazon. One example is the permanent state of

war involving the Kokama/Omawas and the population ofManchiparu on one hand, and

the peaceful relations between the latter and the Yurimawas on the other hand (Carvajal,

1541-1542). Common languages, different degrees ofbilingualism and pidgin-like

languages must have existed among the natives living in the area ofthe Upper and Middle

Amazon River. Carvajal (1941-41) reports that the Aisuaris and the Yurimawas

maintained intimate contact with each other and that together they used to make war

against other Indian groups. A regular trading network involving indigenous populations

ofthe Solimoes, Branco and Negro Rivers is also evidence that in some way they could

communicate with each other. According to Fritz, every year an Arawakan Indian group

called "Manau" living in the Middle Negro River used to reach the Solimoes River to

trade with the Yurimawas, Ibanomas and Aisuaris. The Manau used to bring hammocks

(made up ofmuriti fibers), urucu (Bixa Orellana), gold laminas, manioc rapers, baskets

and tacapes. Fritz also reports that the Cauauris (or Carubicena) who lived between the

------- -- -----
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Negro, Japura and Solimoes were the main agents ofindigenous slave traffic from the

Solimoes area to the Dutch Guiana The Cauauris used to obtain from the Yurimawas a

variety of seashell beads, which, according to Fritz, were more appreciated by the India.11S

than the beads ofglass (Fritz, 1686-1723). With these seashell beads the Cauauri acquired

slaves from other native groups, transporting the captives up to the mouth ofthe Branco

River, the habitat ofthe Guaranawa (or Uaranacoacena) Indians. The Guararniwas, in

turn, traded the slave Indians with Dutchmen. In exchange the Guaranawas received the

arms and instruments that they passed on to the Cauauris, and from the Cauauris to the

Yurimawas (see also Porro, 1983-1984, 1985, 1993). Languages in contact in Western

Amazon are also evidenced by the presence ofcaptives from different indigenous ethnic

groups in the Indian communities ofthe Solimoes and the Maraii6n River. Although

slaves were generally used for trade purposes, most ofthem were kept with the Indian

families. In the case ofthe Kokama/Omawa groups the young captives were integrated

into the Kokama/Omawa social life, where they fulfilled the role ofservants.

By the second halfofthe seventeenth century, as the Spanish colonization ofthe

Upper and part ofMiddle Amazon River created its roots through the action ofsecular

and religious institutions, the social context ofthe area started undergoing fundamental

changes. The indigenous populations were forced either to flee from their habitat to

escape from the subjugation ofthe whites, to join the large farms (the haciendas) where

they would live as slaves, or to accept the reductionist system manipulated by the

missionaries. On the other hand, as the Portuguese advanced the process ofoccupation of

the Middle Amazon River, and latter part ofthe Upper Amazon River, most Indian

------ - - - --- --
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populations became captives ofthe Portuguese, being used as slaves on their farms or as

cannoe-paddlers during the Portuguese exploration ofthe Amazon River.

At the Spanish haciendas, Indians (sometimes from different ethnic groups)

worked for a landowner to whom the Indians had to pay for the education and protection

that they received. Toe missionary villages or reducciones were controlled by a

missionary. There a number ofIndians lived, generally from different ethnic groups, who

had been forced to accept conversion to Catholicism. The reducciones were modeled

upon the social and economic patterns ofthe Spanish villages, which formed independent

units.

The Spanish language was the instrument used in the formal education ofchildren

and youngsters, most ofwhom had been kidnapped from their families. These Indians

were later used as interpreters during the conversion oftheir relatives.16 In the majority of

the reducciones located on the Middle and Upper Amazon River, the dominant language

was Kokama/Omawa. This was due in part to the fact that the Spanish missionary work

on the West part ofthe Amazon River started with the conversion ofthe Kokama/Omawa

people. The Kokama/Omawa reducciones were the first (as well as the main) missionary

villages created by Spanish missionaries in the area. For a variety ofreasons different

ethnic groups had to move away from their reducciones to the Kokama/Omawa ones, and

in most ofthe cases they gave up their languages in favor ofthe Kokama/Omawa

16AgQero (1994:25) points out that with the reduccions the native economic organization did not
change "much" although he recognizes that emphasis was given to agriculture and that the missionaries
introduced besides the breeding ofdomestic animals, the creation ofhandcraft trades such as sculpture,
weaving, and lathe-turning, among others.
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language.

The conversion ofthe indigenous population ofthe Upper Amazon River

(Maranon) included the Lower Ucayali River, Lower Huallaga River, Lower and Midlle

pastaza River, and the Napo River. This area controlled by the Jesuits came to be called

during the Jesuitic period the Provincia de Maynas. The Franciscans Pedro Pescador and

Laureano de la Cruz (1547) were among the first missionaries to initiate the conversion of

the indigenous populations ofthe Upper Amazon River. In 1563, Father Bartoleme Perez

founded the missionary village ofSanta Maria del Ucayali. In 1670 the missionary village

ofSantiago de la Laguna located at the Huallaga River became the center ofreligious

expansion ofthe Upper Amazon area. However, it was the Jesuit Father Samuel Fritz

(1686-1723) who was the creator ofthe main Spanish reducciones ofthe Upper and

Middle Amazon River. Velazco (1789, vol. III, book V) observes that the missionaries

created 41 missionary villages up to 1768, the year oftheir expulsion from the area. The

author calculates that there were a number of 18,000 Indians living in the reducciones, at

the time.

Although the missionary villages were created from specific Indian villages, they

were often transferred from one place to another for different reasons, such as epidemic

waves, ecological conditions, white persecution, among others. This mobility led to the

mixing ofmembers ofdifferent ethnic groups throughout the entire missionary period.

Fritz, in his diary (1686-1723), reports various displacements ofmissionary villages, the

transfer ofIndians from one missionary village to another, and the addition ofnewcomers

coming from different ethnic groups to the missionary villages.
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In his letter to Father Diogo Francisco Altamirano (1693), Father Samuel Fritz

reports the transfer ofSan Joaquin de los Omagwas to the land ofthe Caumaris, and the

addition ofsome Peva from the Chiquita River to this new missionary location. Fritz also

reports the transfer ofthe Omawas from the Yoaivate village to the habitat ofthe

Mayorunas, where he founded the missionary village ofNuestra Senora de Guadalupe.

The Omawas from the Ameiuate passed on to the Curina habitat, where Fritz founded the

missionary village ofSan Pablo. He observes that little by little other Indians living on the

islands joined these three new missionary villages.

At the beginning ofthe eighteenth century, as the Portuguese incursions through

the Solimoes and Maran6n River became more intense, the Omawas, Yurimawas and

Aisuaris17 living in the missionary villages located between the Javari and the Juru:i

Rivers started moving up river to join other reducciones. The Omawas from San Pablo

17Fritz started convincing the Omawas, Yurimawas and Aisuaris to move up river from 1693 on,a
year after his remm from Belem (Para). Fritz reports~~ !663, when he was working at the missionary
villages ofSan Joaquin, Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe and San Pablo, he bad heard that some Portuguese
bad arrived at the Yunmawa and Omawa habitats searching for captives. Fritz decided to anticipate his visit
to Nuestra Senora de las Nieves de los yunmawas. When he arrived there, the Portuguese bad already left
with some slaves towards the Para. An Yunmawa chieftold Fritz that the Portuguese had threatened them
as well as the Aisuaris, ordering them to remm or else they would take all ofthem as captives to Para, ifthe
Indians resisted in giving them their children. Fritz remained at the Yunmawa reduccion waiting for the
arrival ofthe Aisuari and Ibanoma chiefs. When they arrived there, Fritz tried to persuade them to move to
San Joaquin de los Omawas. Fritz observes that although the Indians demonstrated that they were wantint to
follow him, they had good reason to hesitate in making such a decision, one ofthem being the trade
agreements they had with the Indians ofthe Branco, Negro and Orinoco rivers (Fritz, 1696).

Benendorf([1910]1990:274) describes one ofthe Portuguese attempts (maybe the first) to obtain
slaves from the Middle Solimoes River. Bettendorfsays that no Portuguese troupe bad arrived farther than
the Negro River, with the exception ofmembers ofPedro Teixeira's expedition. According to Betendorf:
"The Solimoes (the Yurimawas) are not used to see this kind ofguests in their lands, they evaded towards
the forest without giving any slave. However, during a second Portuguese incursion in their habitat, the
Indians ended up giving many slaves to the Portuguese. Bettendorfsaw these Indians (900 Indians, of
different ethnic groups including Yurimawas) at the missionary village ofCameta.

Bettendo~ [1910]1990:(73) says that one ofthe Carmelite missionaries coming from the Negro
River reported that a Father called Samuel Fritz, a missionary from the Quito Mission, was trying to
persuade the natives to follow him. However, the natives did not want to go, and the Cambebas (the Omawa
Cambebas) remained on their lands, asking for a Portuguese priest.

-------- --- ------
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passed on to near the confluence ofthe Ucayali with the Maraiion River around 1715. The

Yurimawas (and probable the Aisuaris) moved up from Nuestra Senora de las Nieves to

the Uallaga River in 1709. The migration ofthese indigenous populations to the province

ofMaynas led the Indians living in the interior to occupy the banks ofthe Solimoes

River, as was the case ofvarious Tik.-una groups, Mayorunas and Miraiias.

By 1670, most ofthe KokamalOmawas living along the Ucayali River had moved

to Santiago de la Laguna, by the Huallaga River. In 1680 these Indians were forced to

move from there because ofa smallpox epidemic, moving on to San Joaquin de los

Omcigwas. By the first decades ofthe nineteenth century, the KokamalOmawas were

again in Santiago de la Laguna In 1830 a group ofthem moved to the left banks ofthe

Maraiion River, in the vicinity ofthe mouth ofthe Ucayali River, laying the foundation of

the present day city ofNauta (Raimondi, 1879:104, vo1.III).

In the second halfofthe seventeenth century a number ofMayoruna Indians started

joining the missionary villages. Between 1664 and 1665 they settled in Santa Maria de

Uallaga In 1755 a group ofMayorunajoined San Joaquin de los Omagwas. There they

learned from the Omawas weaving techniques, as well as the use ofcanoes and darts

throwers. They also started marrying Omliwa and Yameo Indians (cf. Melatti, in Povos

Indigenas no Brasil, 1981:15).

A hundred ofyears ofmissionary work in the West Amazon area, culminated with

radical changes in the social organization and cultural practices ofa number of different

ethnic groups subjected to the missionary system. Religious beliefs ofnative populations

together with their rituals were soon eradicated with the extinction of shamans, the main
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agents ofthe natives' rituals and idolatry. The economic organization imposed by the

missionaries promoted individual production and trade with the colonial society. These

economic activities were stimulated by a competitive system which promoted the

accumulation ofsurplus necessary to maintain the exchanges between Indians and the

Colonial society. In the context ofthe missionary villages, Indians from different ethnic

groups ended up realizing mixed marriages, losing the fundamental rules upon which

their original marital alliances were based. Most members ofdifferent Indian groups, and

sometimes entire fractions ofethnically distinct Indian tribes gave up their original

language in favor ofa more prevalent native language, the Kokama/Omawa language, as

it became the official language in the Provincia de Maynas.

With the expulsion ofthe Jesuits, the indigenous population ofthe Maran6n and

Solimoes area came under to the control of secular agents represented by the patron

(landowner) and the merchant ofthe rivers (regatones in Peru. and marreteiros in

BrazilYS
• In Peru, the missionary villages were at that time under the control ofthe

Franciscans (and later ofthe secular priests). In Brazil, in the Solimoes area, the religious

work passed on to the Carmelites. The indigenous population that had been found at the

Solimoes River at the time ofthe conquest was by the end ofthe eighteenth century

18-rhe first river merchants established a credit system for their economic exchange with the
natives, where the latter never worked enough to pay their debts since the value oftheir goods was always
under-estimated while the value ofthe merchants' goods was over-estimated. A similar system was later
used by the patron during the rubber period. At present, this system prevails in the economic transactions
between the population ofthe river bank (natives or mestizos), representing one ofmany vile forms of
exploitation. In Sapota!. the Indian village where I carried out most ofmy linguistic research on the Kokama
language, the natives practically work to pay the merchant rivers. The Kokamas, who are dependent on salt,
sugar, matches, gas and other industrialized products, have no choice but to sell their products to the
merchant rivers (essentially manioc flower and bananas) because ofthe lack oftransportation that would
enable them to sell their products in Tabatinga or Leticia, the main trading centers ofthe area.
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extremely reduced. Most ofthese Indians left the Solimoes River, headed towards the

missionary villages ofthe Marafion River. A great number ofIndians were taken as slaves

from the Solimoes area to the Para state. Others were exterminated during conflicts with

new groups ofIndians groups who invaded the area. Those Kokama/Omawas who could

survive in the region were obliged to work for the whites as stated by the Pombalina

Law19
• Ferreira (1974:54) cites the testimony ofan Omawa Indian who by 1787 had

escaped from working for the Postuguese as a canoe driver. This Omawa Indian was one

ofthe last twenty Omawas living in Brazil having an artificially deformed head. He

reports that in 1765 during an expedition to Mato Grosso, he witnessed the death ofmany

other Indians, which made him flee (see also Melatti, 1980:15).

By 1870, with the exploitation ofrubber (Hevea brasiliensis) and caucho

throughout the Peruvian and Brazilian forests, again native work was called for. Father

Espinosa (1960) describes the social context ofthe Upper Amazon area as following

manner:

...10 que imprimfaforma predominante a la region era los establecimientos de
los empresarios blancos dedicados a las faenas agricola en los pedazos de
selva por elios abiertos -fimdos y haciendas-, 0 entregados de lieno a la
extraccion de la riqueza gomera. Casi todo el elemento indigene estaba
congregado a su alrededor. Cada uno de estos con el nombre de su patron
tenia a su mando un grupo de familias indias ya cristianas, obligadas a elios
por deudas contraidas, yalgunos estaban en contacto con tribus selvajes que
acudian a sus establecimientos, fascinados por las telas, las herramientas de
cultivo, los pertrechcs, de caza y pesca y ciertas menudencias de su gusto,
como abalorios, espejitos, etc.

19 This law restricted missionary work to religious activities, and considered all Indians living in
Brazil to be free.
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In Brazil, the rubber period corresponds to the occupation ofthe Solimoes area by

non-Indians, and the full expansion ofthe Lingua Geral in that area. By 1914, as Europe

(specifically, England) shifted the area ofrubber exploitation from the Amazonian Forest

to Southeast Asia, the Amazonian indigenous populations living in the fundos and

haciendas resettled at the bank rivers. These indigenous populations were now dependent

upon anew patron, elpatron de caserio who, according to San Roman (1975,177-180),

comprised entrepreneurial patrons, middle patrons and common patrons. The

entrepreneurial patrons maintained a feudal relationship with the natives. The middle

patrons created a kind of large family including within it offspring, stepchildren,

godchildren, and orphans, among others. Finally, the common patrons integrated

themselves into forest life and together with the native groups limited themselves to

subsistance production.

By the end ofthe first halfofthe twentieth century, most ofthe native

ethnic groups mentioned by the first observers ofthe Upper and Middle Amazon River

had disappeared. The Kokama/Omawas are one ofthe pre-Colombian inhabitants ofthe

area who survived in spite ofmore than 400 years ofcultural, social and political changes

promoted by the agents ofthe conquest and then by comparable agents ofthe Peruvian

and Brazilian national states.
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5.5 Conclusion

Historical evidence shows the presence ofTupi-Guarani groups in the Western

part ofthe Amazon River before the arrival ofEuropeans in this area. The first Tupi

Guaranis to be noticed in this part ofthe Amazon River were Tupinambas from the

Northeast ofBrazil, who were living as captives among the Aisuiari by the time that the

Portuguese Diogo Nunes reached the Solimoes area in 1538. Other Tupi-Guarani groups

reached the Upper Amazon River before 1500. The Kokama/Omawas are the evidence

that the migration ofTupi-Guarani groups to Wetem Amazon occurred in pre-Colombian

times. Chronicles from the sixteenth and seventeenth centwy state that the Tupinambas

mentioned by Diogo Nunes could communicate with the Kokama/Omawas. Proofthat the

Kokama/Omawas spoke the Tupinamba language or a very close relative ofthis language

is found in most present-day Kokama lexical items, as has been demonstrated in Chapter

I ofthis dissertation. The observations made by seventeenth century missionaries on the

similarities between the KokamalOmawa language and the Tupinamba language are

further elements contributing to the view that the KokamafOmawas spoke a Tupi-Guarani

language. Thus, the Tupi-guarani speakers who contributed to the majority ofpresent-day

Kokama-Omawa vocabulary represent one ofthe first waves ofthe migratory cycle who

brought different Tupi-Guarani groups from the Northteast ofBrasil to the Amazon

River.

Unlike the Tupinambas found by Diogo Nunes in 1538, the Kokamas and the

Omawas were already at that time well established in the ..Amazonian area, where they

occupied more than 800 kilometers ofterrain. They had cultural habits which
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distinguished them from all the Tupian groups that had been uncovered by European

since the beginning ofSouth America's colonization up to the present. Unlike the known

Tupi-Guarani groups, the Kokama/Omawas wore clothes, and some sub-groups ofthem

artificially deformed their heads at birth. The information available on the

Kckama/Omawas during the first two centuries ofEuropean Colonization compared to

what is known about the other Tupi-Guarani groups leads to the conclusion that these

people must have received strong cultural foreign influence before the arrival ofthe

Spaniards and the Portuguese in South America. At the beginning ofthe colonial period,

textile art was very developed in the Andean region among the v&-ious Indians groups

which after 1450 became tributaries ofthe Incas. It was probably from them that the

Kokama/Omawas learned the textile techniques they used to make clothes, as well as the

techniques they used to color and/or decorate it.

The social context in the Upper Amazon area suffered great changes since the

creation ofthe first missionary villages. By the time ofFather Samuel Fritz, the Omawas

and the Aizua.Tis habitat overlapped, and Fritz mentions that the Aisuaris and Yurimawas

"in as much as they are different nations and ofdiverse languages, they have about the

same habits. They are completely nude; although little by little they are adopting clothes,

and the Indians (women) started learning to weave them." (Fritz, 1689, in Porro,

1993:177).

During the Jesuit period, the indigenous populations ofthe Western part ofthe

Amazon River area, including rivers such as the Lower Napo, the Lower Ucayali, the

Lower Huallaga, the Maraiion, Putamayo, the Lower Javari, the Lower Jutai, the Lower

---------- ---
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Jurua, the Lower Japura, Tefe, Coati, Manacapuru and Solimoes all were subjected to the

same social conditions imposed by the missionary system. Fritz founded 38 missionary

villages throughout the Amazon River. There, Indians ofdifferent ethnic groups and

ianguages were forced to share the same habitat and new patterns ofsocial organization

(where the individual took the place ofthe collective), based on the structure ofthe white

colonial society. The young members ofthese indigenous populations received formal

education in Spanish and had access to the Quechua language. The missionaries' intention

was to convert the Indians to Christianity by means oftheir native languages. However,

the KokamalOmawa language has been used as a general language throughout the

missionary villages ofthe Upper Amazon River. Living in the missionary villages,

Indians ofdistinct ethnic groups (panoan, Arawakan, zaparean, among others) gave up

their native language in favor ofthe KokamalOmawa language.

After the missionary period, a number ofIndian languages previously spoken in

the Maraiion and Solimoes area disappeared (Ibanoma, Pauana, Aizuari, Yurimawa,

among others). Most of their original speakers were now absorbed into the

KokamalOmawa groups and probably were no longer identified by their original ethnic

characteristics. The KokamalOmawa language survived, since the conditions were

present tor its survival. However, the Kokama/omawa language being spoken at the end

ofthe missionary period is already very different from the Tupi-Guarani languages and

very similar to the present day Kokama language. The little data available from the end of

the seventeenth century and from the begining ofthe eighteenth century show, for

instance, some ofthe present- day KokamalOmawa pronominal forms that are not of
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Tupian origin. Chantre y Herrera (1637-1767), describing a ritual of initiation found

among the OIIlliwas, says that a woman, including the mother ofthe initiated youngster,

would offer a drink to the guests saying: uripa ene? (uri 'to come', pa 'question', ene

'2sg') 'do you come?', while the guest wouid answer: uri ta (uri 'to come', ta 'lsg') '1

come'. Relevant non-Tupian elements ofthe present day Kokama/Omawa language were

already part ofthe Kokama/Omawa language between (1637-1767), such as the first

person pronoun ta, and the vowel i inthe verb uri (see Chapter II). Chantre y Herrera also

reports that the ritual of initiation culminated with the presentation ofthe initiated. This

was the part ofthe ritual called uchimata by the 0IIlliwa, which Chantre y Herrera

translates as 'hacer publicar.' Here again the form ucimata shows that the

Kokama/OIIlliwa language ofthe end ofthe seventeenth century is on the one hand the

same as or very close to the present-day Kokama/Omawa, and on the other hand very

different from the structure ofthe language from which the Kokama/Omawa basic

vocabulary is mostly derived. An investigation ofthe word ucimata reveals strings of

sounds that are associated to the following Tupi-Guarani morphemes: 0- '3', sem 'to

leave', and -ab 'gerund' ( 'in orderfor him to leave? However, the Kokama/OIIlliwa form

consists ofa stem plus a derivational suffix, i.e. ucima 'to leave', and .ta 'causative'

('cause to leave'). The derivational suffix .ta is not found in Tupian languages. Note that,

as I demonstrate in Chapter 1, II and ill, the Kokama/Omawa forms that are ofTupi

Guarani origin are derived from Tupinamba inflected stems, compounding or

reduplicaded roots or stems.

Until the beginning ofthe eighteenth century, the inhabitants ofthe Maraiion and

------- ~- -_.__.-
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Solimoes Rivers had experienced more contact with Spaniards than with the Portuguese.

However, from the time ofPedro Teixeira's expedition from the Maranhao state (Brazil)

to the city ofQuito in Ecuador, the Portuguese troops intensified their incursions into the

Solimoes area.

In 1840, at the beginning ofthe rubber exploration, massive groups ofPortuguese

arrived at the Solimoes area. In the opposite direction the Spaniards occupied the

Maraiion and the Upper course ofthe rivers. The Indigenous populations ofthe Maraiion

and Solimoes area were now surrounded by Portuguese, Lingua Geral (fupian), Spanish

and Quechua languages. The Lingua Geral spoken at the Solimoes River was by the end

ofthe nineteenth century very simplified. However, it maintained relevant structural

features ofthe Tupinamba language (see Tastevin, 1914). By the time that the Lingua

Geral became the main language ofwhites and mestizos in the Solimoes area, the

Kokama/Omawa language was already a language v.ith a vocabulary predominantly of

Tupi-Guarani origin, with relevant non-Tupian features in its phonology, morphology,

and syntax.

During the rubber period most natives were forced to join the fundos and

haciendas in Peru and the seringais and fazendas in Brazil. Indian families ofthe same or

different ethnic groups were now subjugated under a new system, which increasingly

fostered the drying up oftheir cultural roots.

Besides the Kokama/Omawas, the KayuiSanas, the Pebas and other indigenous

groups ofthe Amazon River area, including newcomers such as the Miraiia, Tikuna,

Mayoruna, Ma.."1lbos (among others), were also involved in the rubber economy, either as
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victims ofthe genocide practiced by Peruvians, Colombians and Brazilians, as agents in

the capture ofnative slaves, or merely as laborers who extracted and collected products

for the whites.

After 1914, few KokamalOmawas could be found in the Solimoes area. Most of

the KokamalOmawa families were now located in cities such as Tefe, Benjamin

Constant, Tabatinga and Leticia Few KokamalOmawa families stayed on as workers.

Most ofthese KokamalOmawa families now used the Lingua Geral as their :first

languages.2O Others spoke Spanish, Quechua, and/or Portuguese, in addition to their

native language.21

In Peru, the KokamalOmawas were more resistant. After 1914 there still were a

number ofKokama families who continued speaking the Kokama language as their :first

language. Father Espinosa, who spent eighteen years among the Kokamas, found many

Indians who were monolingual in the Kokama language.

Since the end ofthe :first halfofthe twentieth century, the Kokama!Oma~1iShave

20In 1989, during my stay in the Kokama village ofSapotal, I had the opportunity to collect
Lingua Geral data from an eighty-year old Kokama, one ofthe last speakers ofLingua Geral in the Amazon
River. This Kokama had never learned the Kokama language. His first language was the Lingua Geral, the
second being the Portuguese ianguage. As did many Kokama ofhis age, he spent his childhood in a seringal
where his family used to work for a Portuguese patron. In his village, called SacambU (located a little way
down the Kokama village called Sapotal) the population is recognized as being Kokama, and the
Portuguese language is the only language spoken.

210ne ofthe Kokama ofSapotal who collaborated as a consultant during my field-trips, Benjamin
Samias (90 years old), was born on a Peruvian fundo. Benjamin's first language was Kokama He learned
Spanish when he was about sixteen years old, but Kokama remained his main language up to the 1970's,
when his entire group was persuaded to give up the Kokama language. The main agent oftheir language
shift was an Italian nun who lived up river, a halfhour by boat from the Sapotal village. Benjamin is still
the main shaman ofhis people, and he maintains a good knowledge ofold KokamaJOmawa cultural
practices and the language. For Benjamin the two languages are in fact the same. He says that when he was
a child, his family used to have contact with some Omawas living at the Javari River mouth, and that there
was no difference between their language and the Kokama language.
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become decidedly integrated into Peruvian, Colombian and Brazilian society. In Brazil

and Colombia, the knowledge ofthe Kokama language is now restricted to very few

families, and these families use regional dialects ofPortuguese and Spanish for the

purpose ofevery clay communication. Some ofthem still use the native language in very

specific communicative situations. In Peru, statistics show that there is still

approximately 2% ofthe Kokama population that is monolingual. The other 98% are

bilingual in Kokama and Spanish.

The main conclusion to be drawn from more than 400 centuries ofhistorical

information on the social history ofthe Kokama/Omawa people is that the present-day

Kokama/Omawas (including a subgroup ofthem located on the Huallaga River -the

Kokamiya), are the remainders ofa number ofdistinct ethnic groups who were forced

into ethnic and linguistic homogeneity with the arrival ofthe missionaries in the Western

Amazon.
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CHAPTER VI

6. THE NON-TUPi-GuARANi FEATURES OF KOKAMA

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I shall discuss the non-Tupi-Guarani linguistic features ofthe

Kokama/Omawa language, its possible language somces, and the mechanisms (borro\\'ing

and/or language shift) by means ofwhich foreign interference occurred in the

development ofKokama The discussion takes into consideration the contact involving

Tupinamba speakers with speakers of languages from different linguistic families and

stocks. The conclusion to be drawn from this study will be in many cases supported by

(or inferred! from) the historical evidence available on the social history ofthe

Kokama/Omawa people (as described in the preceding chapter). This evidence focuses on

the nature ofthe Kokama/Omawa contact with speakers ofTupi-Guarani and non-Tupian

languages.

The kind ofnon-genetic development characterizing the history ofthe Kokama

language constitutes the final and most highly relevant topic that I shall discuss in this

dissertation. In searching for plausible answers to this question, I have arrived at some

conclusions that must be viewed primarily as tentative, as indeed they are, due to the fact

that much remains to be known about the languages (from descriptive studies), and

linguistic families/stocks (from reconstructive studies) which have been found at the

Solimoes and Maraii6n area since the first centuries ofEuropean colonization. In any

case, a definitive answer in regard to the Kokama route ofdevelopment may never be

IHere, an inferred conclusion is not conclusive, but plausible, or one among other possibilities.
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reached with the exactitude desired. The main factor contributing to this pessimistic view

is the lack offundamental linguistic and socio-historical information relative to the

unattested past ofthe Kokama people.

The remainder ofthis chapter is organized as follows: section 6.2 focuses on the

non-Tupian lexical items found in Kokama. Section 6.3 deals with the non-Tupian

phonological features. The non-Tupian morphological features are discussed in section

6.4, and the non-Tupian syntactic featu:.-es in section 6.5. Section 6.6 focuses on other

non-Tupian features, which are better viewed as belonging to the area of

semantics/pragmatics. Section 6.7 presents a discussion ofthe Kokama non-Tupian

features together with those ofTupian origin and their implication in regard to the

characterization ofKokama as a language whose origin is non-genetic. The linguistic

features characterizing the present-day Kokama language are considered here to constitute

an important piece ofinformation (but not the only one) supporting the proposed routes

ofdevelopment and accounting for the non-genetic classification ofthe Kokama

language.

6.2 Vocabulary

A detailed examination ofthe attested lexical items ofthe Kokama/Omawa

language reveals that different languages contributed to its present-day vocabulary. The

main source ofKokama lexical items is undoubtedly Tupinamba, or a language very close

to it. As I have emphasized elsewhere in this dissertation, most ofthe Kokama lexical

items are derived from fully inflected Tupinamba words, and correspondences between
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Kokama and Tupinamba forms are found in all semantic subdivisions ofthe Kokama

vocabulary (kinship, body parts, plants, animals, descriptive and active verbs, nature,

among others), including grammatical morphemes. However, in all ofthese subdivisions

there are also elements ofnon-Tupian origin (although lexical items from certain ofthe

language sources are attested only in restricted semantic fields). Another relevant fact

about Kokama vocabulary is that, except for the semantic fields related to plant and

animal names, the vocabulary ofKokama seems to be somewhat reduced. A simple

examination ofKokama kinship terms proves that these observations are true.

Kokama kinship terms, for instance, are almost all derived from Tupian forms.

However, in Tupinamba, these terms have special forms when used as vocative, but not

in Kokama2
• Also, some ofthe Kokama/Omawa kinship terms are non-Tupian, for

example pay 'man and woman'sfather', mama 'man and woman's mother', mama kira

2Note• however, that most ofthe Kokama kinship terms match the Tupinamba possessible kinship
fonns. And both kinship systems have been described as being patrilinear in regard to dependency. and
bilateral according to the symmetric relations involving the paternal and matemaI sides. According to the
Tupinamba kinship system. the man called his grandson and his granddaughter, as well as the grandsons of
his brother and cousins emimin6. He called his elder brother and his elder cousin tke+ra, and his younger
brother, and younger cousin tbtra, while he called his sister and female cousin entra.The woman called her
grandson and her granddaughter, as well as the grandsons and granddaughters ofher sister and cousins
emiariro. She called her older brother and cousin ktbtra, her older sister and cousin tkera, and her
younger sister and cousin p+kira. The Kokama man and woman call their grandson and granddaughter
rlyemyariru. The man calIs his brothers fIna and his sisters k-unta. The Kokama woman calIs her brothers
kiwira, and her sisters paya. TheTupinamba man called his son, his brother's son and his cousin's son
ta7tra, and his daughter, his brother's daughter, and his cousin's daughter tayir3. A Tupinamba woman
called her son and her daughter as well as the sons and daughters ofher sister and cousin memira. A
Kokama man calIs his son, taira, and his daughter tayra, and the Kokama woman calIs her sons and
daughters memtra. The Tupina."llba man and woman called their grand father, amiiya and their
grandmother ariya. The Kokama man and woman call their grandfather amuy and their grandmother
nay.TheTupinamba man and woman also called the sister and cousin oftheir grandfather and grandmother
ariya. The Tupinamba man and woman called their father, their father's brother and their father's cousin
lib-a. They called their mother, their mother's sister, and their mother's cousin st. Tupinamba man and
woman called their father's sister ayse and their mother's brother tntira. The Kokama man and woman call
their fathers pay and their mothers mama. They call their father's brotaier pay, their father's sister yayee,
their mother's brother tntira (or ruti), and their mother's sister mamakira.
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'the mother's sister ofman and woman', paya 'woman's sister', and nay 'man and

woman's grandmother' (see footnote 1). The Spanish and Portuguese languages are the

sources ofpay and mama. As for the other two non-Tupian kinship terms (paya and

nay) their language source has not yet been identified.

Chart A below presents the non-Tupian lexical items found in Kokama,

distributed according to their semantic subdivisions. Chart B contains the non-Tupian

grammatical morphemes (here derivational suffixes, particles and clitics). Their language

sources are specified when possible. In some cases a non-Tupian lexical item is

identifiable as belonging to languages ofa linguistic family or stock, since I have not

found enough evidence to posit a specific language source for them. In other cases, I do

not have any evidence in regard to the origin ofa given lexical item, except that it is not

Tupian. In such cases the language source is expressed by a question marker:

Chart 12. Non-Tupian lexical items

lexical item gloss semantic field language source

mama man and woman's mother Spanish
kinship nay man and woman's grandmother ?

ima man's brother ?
pay man and woman's father Portuguese
paya man and woman's grandmother ?

body parts kumtra tongue ?
muCuri joint ?
mutiki wrist ?

humors iptw purulence ?



atawari chicken Quechua
eDa kind offish ?
map+ari castor bean ?

animals mapa bee Maipurean
maeiraru snail ?
mua firefly ?
puka turtle ?
kuei pig Quechua
uruma duck ?
yactri scorpion ?
yukuraru iguana ?

eipati a kind ofpalm tree ?
turiei chicory ?

plants rinupi lemon ?
ptnu nettIe ?
panara banana from Portuguese banana ?
yanamata grass ?
yawtri manioc ?(Aawak?)

food tewe salt Arawak

nature kana+ta to clear up Panoan (probably Mayonma)
uni water Arawak

trtkari mosquito net ?
eiru clothes Probably from Lfngua Geral ?

culturaI kanuti bow Panoan
elements kuriki silver, money Quechua

tiama flute ?
wapuru steamboat Lfngua Geral (Tupian)
watu kind ofbasket ?
yuema iron Yurimawa(?)
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ikara to sing ?
ipani to grow up ?
yu to sew ?
aipa tomb ?
tetma+ta to finish ?
ucika+ta to fight ?
canika to fight ?
capuki to call ?
cakUri to chao ?
manakuri to cough ?
kape to defecate ?

active kama+ta to work Arawak
verbs kurata to drink ?

kaktrt. kaktra to live ?
kartta to play ?
kauki to wait ?
kumica to speak ?

?
l~ to read Media Lengua
piata to ask ?

?
ikara to sing ?
ta to obtain ?
warima+ta to decorate ?
w-carika to go up river ?
kuta to warmup ?
ipani to wave ?
yaparari to lie down ?
yauki to make ?
yumuyari to help ?
yupuni to start ?

amaska to be.able Quechua
itaro to be.fat ?
emete to.have ?
era to be.good ?
capici to be sleepy ?
Cura to be.smaII ?
uktra to be.stingy ?
unita to be.Ioose ?

stative paryacura to suffer ?
verbs piuka to be brave ?

sufriSka to suffer Media Lengua
yaparari to be.cleaned up ?
yacaku to be.brave ?
yumata to be.straight ?
yamtma to lay down ?
yuti to stay ?
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dius God Spanish

maptw twins ?
wata year ?

others wayna female Quechua
iiapicara male ?

wayuri volunteer work crew Lingua Geral

picka five Quechua
patiri priest Spanish/Portuguese
sukta, cukta six Quechua
kansi, kanci seven Quechua
puca eight Quechua
ill<un nine Quechua
cunka ten Quechua
paea hundred Quechua
waranka thousand Quechua
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Chart 13. Non-Tupian grammatical morphemes
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grammatical morpheme gloss language source
category

ta Isg(MS) ?
ca lsg (FS) ?
ura,uri 3sg(MS) ?
ya 3sg(FS) ?
tana 1pIlexcl.(MS) ?
penu IpIlexcI. (FS) ?
rana 3pl(MS) ?
inu 3pl (FS) ?

ahan this, near to the speaker (FS) ?
particle yuka that, far from the speaker ?

yukun (MS) ?
that, far from the speaker (FS)

mana ?
ma.lea how ?

where
aeun ?
yaka more, more than... ?

enough
kikin Quechua
capa genuine ?
uciki soon ?
yanikaka immediately ?
yanUki fortunately ?

slowly (but quickly) ?
ni Spanish
ina negation ?

negation used in imperative
ikwa constructions ?
y because Spanish
un and ?
raei polite marker ?
puka if ?
ay when ?
mia when Arawak(?)
era contrafactual ?
nun subjunctive ?

optative
uy Arawak(?)
a immediate past ?

future
kana Arawak(?)

plural (MS)
muki ?

associative
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clitic +ka locative ?
+n Relativizer ?
+nka Relativizer ?
+nu plural (FS) Arawak

.ta causative Arawak(?)

.ra verbalizer A.rawak(?)
suffIX .lea reflexive Arawak(?)

.ka, !<aka reciprocal Arawak(?)

As shown in the charts above, the non-Tupian lexical items found in

Ko~aare present in all domains of its vocabulary. In some cases, it is possible to

identify the exact language source ofthese non-Tupian elements. This is true for the

part ofthe Kokama vocabulary ofSpanish/Portuguese, Quechua, and Lingua Geral

(Tupian) origin. In other cases, it is possible to identify a specific linguistic family,

but not the exact language ofthat family. These are the cases ofthe non-Tupian

elements which come from a Maipurean (Arawakan) language (or languages), and

those identified as being ofPanoan origin. There is some possibility that certain of

the non-Tupian verbs found in Kokama came from Media Lengua3. On the other

hand, the source language (or linguistic family) ofa significant number ofnon-

Tupian lexical items is still unidentifiable at present.

The SpanishIPortuguese elements to be found in the KokamalOmawa

vocabulary seem to be restricted to nouns and function words. The nouns are

present in the domain ofkinship terms (payor papa, and mama or may), days oftbe

~uysken& Appel define Media Lengua as "...a kind ofmixed language with an overwhelmingly
(87 per cent) Spanish vocabulary, but a Quechua grammar. This mixed language is called Media Lengua
(halfway language) or Utilla Inguru (little Quechua)" (Muysken & Appel, 1987:130).



week (duminku, cawatu), food (hambun, aruS) and cultural objects (libru, lipru).

The function words are a negator ni, and the conjunctions y, and peru. The

presence of some ofthe Spanish function words in Kokama (the negator ni, for

instance) probably dates from the beginning ofthe eighteenth century. Other

Spanish lexical items already present in Kokama at that period are Dios, Espiritu

Santu, Virgen Santa Maria., .J~n, S~!ltissimaTrinida~ persuna, iStianu, cruz,

patiri, and amen.

The Quechua elements are nouns (including social categories, plant and

animal names (among others), verbs (active and stative), adverbials, and numerals.

KokamalOmawa spea.~ershave been in contact with the Quechua language since the

beginning ofSpanish colonization. Eighteenth-eentury chronicles mention that the

KokamalOmawas knew some "Inka" However, loans from Quechua are attested in

KokamalOmawa language only at the end ofthe eighteenth century. Most present

day Kokama Indians speak Quechua and Spanish besides their native language.

However, most Kokamas who do not speak Quechua are not conscious that words

such as wayna 'female', kikin 'genuine', patal"aSka "afood preparation" are of

Quechua origin. These lexical items are now part ofthe Kokama language since

they had replaced the corresponding native words. Quechua interference in the

development ofthe Kokama language has occurred essentially through borrowing

due to the long-term contact situation involving KokamalOmawa people and

Quechua speakers. Besides, marriages between KokamalOmawa speakers and

Quechua speakers have been frequent since the post-missionary period.



Some Kokama lexical items find their origin in the Lingua Geral, or

Neengatii, which developed out ofthe Tupinamba language (see Chapter 1). Lexical

similarities between KokamalOmawa and Neengatii, led a number ofmissionaries

(Father Samuel Fritz, Uriarte, Chartre y Herrera, among many others) and scholars

(Tastevin, Rivet, Metraux) to see the KokamalOmawa language as a dialect of

Neengatii. However, historical evidence demonstrates that up to the expulsion ofthe

Jesuits, the presence ofPortuguese (Neo-Brazilians) at the Solimoes area was rather

sporadic. It was at the time ofthe rubber boom that it is possible to talk about a

massive presence ofBrazilians in that area, and with them the Neengam language.

Among the Kokama lexical items that may be ofLingua Geral origin there is the

word eiro (clothes) from Neengam sirura (presumably from Portuguese ceroula,

ceroulas 'man's underwear' ). Other words which must be ofLingua Geral origin are

wayliru (Lingua Geral ayurii 'kind ofcollective work') and yusara (Lingua Geral

yusara 'a kind ofsickness'). After 1852, the first steamboat enlarged the

connections involving Peru and Brazil. As a consequence ofthis, the Neengam

language reached the Upper Amazon River. This is also the period marking the

presence ofthe Neeengam word wapuru in the KokamalOmawa language. The

larger domain of interference ofNeengam in KokamalOmawa rests on the plants,

animals and local names. The mechanism by which lexical items entered into the

KokamalOmawa language was predominantly borrowing.

The Maipurean elements are nouns including an animal name, the word for

water, the verb meaning 'to work', and the word for salt. Some grammatical
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morphemes are here tentatively considered as being ofMaipurean origin. These are

the contrafaetual particle mia, the plural particles (kanu, +nu), and the derivational

morphemes labeled as causative .ta, reflexive .ka, reciprocal .ka, .kaka and the

verbalizer.ra. Payne (1993) reconstructs a proto-Maipurean conditional *mi, based

on data from Wauni -mia, Asheninka -mi, and Macuxi -mi The Kokama valence

change affixes correlate in form and position with the corresponding functional

categories found among several Maipurean languages (see Wise, 1988a, 1990).

Some ofthe Maipurean languages which have a causative .ta are Curripaco

(Colombia), Yucuna (Colombia), Resigaro (peru), and Wauni (Central Brazil).

Other verbal suffixes also having the form .ta, .t and .r have been reported for

Maipurean languages. They are defined in the literature as Transitivizer, Verbalizer

and Epenthetic formatives (see essentially Wise 1988a, 1990). Various Maipurean

languages have a reciprocal.kaka, .ka (Waura, Terena, Apurina, Ignaciano, among

others). Wise (1990:110) notes that certain languages, among them Palikur, Waura,

Terena, Apurina, Bame and Ignaciano, have both a reciprocal suffix with .kaI.ko

and a thematic, verbalizing, or causative suffix with.k. Finally, some Maipurean

languages show pluralizing suffixes such as Goajiro -kana and Ignaciano -ana.

Note that other Maipurean languages have a suffix -kana or -na (used as third

person plural, or with a distributive meaning). A cognate form ofthese suffixes

could have existed in the Arawak language(s) which might have interfered in the

development ofKokama

Historical evidence shows that the Kokama/OIIlliwa people have been in
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contact with speakers ofArawakan languages since the sixteenth century. The

WaraikUs were located on the right bank ofthe Amazon River near its confluence

with the Iya River as early as the first halfofthe seventeenth century (Acuna,

1994:122). The Marawas living on the right bank ofthe Solimoes River between the

Lower Jutai and Lower Jurua Rivers, and the Kayuisanas, Mariates and Pares living

between the lya, Japura and Solimoes Rivers are further evidence ofan old contact

between KokamalOmawas and Arawakan Indians. Also, an Indian group

(M)aparina (known to be Arawakan) was located on the Lower Huallaga River4 at

the end ofthe seventeenth century. These (M)aparina had lived with the

KokamaslOmawas (Stocks, 1986), Mayorunas, and Yurimawas at the Missionary

village of Santiago de la Lagunas. Missionary chronicles ofthe second halfofthe

eighteenth century mention that among the different Indian "nations" living on the

Solimoes and Maraiion Rivers during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries only

five ofthem survived after the Jesuitic period. The presence of lexical elements of

Arawakan (Maipurean) origin in Kokama may date from before the creation ofthe

missionary villages or reducciones, even before the European presence in the Upper

Amazon area. The presence ofwords, derivational morphemes, together with some

particles demonstrates that the Arawakan interference goes beyond cultural loans. It

is also possible that Arawakan languages had exerted such influence in regard to the

4Another Indian group known as being Arawak, the fit.wa (or Awano). used to live at the same area
(Loukotka. 1968:146).

1nese Indians were probably related to the Arawakan groups living on the SolimOes. They must
have moved up to the Huallaga River together with the Y1.I1imawas. Aisuaris. and Omawas (see Chapter V).



KokamalOmawa language during the time ofthe reducciones, because the

CayuiSanas, Marawas, Pases and Mariates were present at the missionary villages.

Arawakan interference could also be anterior to the mission period, since the eastern

Kokamal0mawas were surrounded by these Maipurean groups.This is what can be

inferred from Jesuit chronicles ofthe seventeenth and eighteenth century. On the

other hand, we do not know what language the Yummiwas and the Aisuaris spoke.

Chances are that one ofthese people spoke an Araw-.Jam language, since they had

regular contact with the Manaos and other Arawakan groups living between the

Negro, Japura and Solimoes Rivers. This contact is also mentioned by Acuiia

(1636/1638). The interference ofArawakan languages in the KokamalOIruiwa

language may also have happened in pre-historic times, when the Tupian speakers

who contributed with most ofthe KokamalOmawa vocabulary :first reached the

Solimoes River.

Two lexical items ofPanoan origin a...-e found in Kokama vocabulary: the

name for 'bow' (kanuti) and the name for 'light, lightning' (kana). Shell (1965)

reconstructs *kanapa 'lightning' for proto-Panoan (from Slnpibo-Conibo kana,

Capanawa kana, Cashibo kana, Amawaca kana, Chacobo kanapa, and Marinawa

kana fakaike. Shell (1965) also reconstructs the Proto-Panoan form *kan[o/a]ti

'bow for shooting arrows' (from Shipibo-Conibo kan6ti, Cashibo kiti, Cashinawa

kani, Chacobo kanati, Pano from Tessman kanoti, Pano from Navarro canuti,

Pakaguara from Odorbigny kanati, karipuna kannati, Atsawaca kanutay, among

others). As shown in Chapter V, there is historical evidence that Panoan Indians
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known as MayorUna lived among the Kokama/Omawas during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries in various missionary villages. It is most probable that Panoan

words entered into the Kokama language during the missionary period, through

borrowing as well as through language shift. The people known as MayorUna were

very skillful in making bows and arro~ but not the Kokama/Omawas, who were

handy in making dart throwers. Intermarriage between MayorUnas and

Kokama/OmaVvo. Indians is reported for that period. Also, most MayorUnas living at

the missionary villages started shifting to the Kokama/Omawa language, as it was

the main language used in the evangelizing process ofthe natives ofthe Provincia

deMaynas.

A number ofnon-Tupian verbs seem to find their origin in the mixed

Quechua-Spanish Media Lengua. Verb forms such as regalaSka, leaSka, and

sufriSka show up Spanish stems (verb root plus a thematic vowel) and a Quechua

suffix ska, a kind of language mixing characteristic ofMedia Lengua: Quechua

grammar and much Spanish lexicon). It seems that this suffix is on the way to

becoming productive in Kokama, functioning exclusively as a way of integrating

Spanish verb stems. The Quechua suffix ska found in the Kokama language seems

to correlate with a strategy used in code mixing which Appel and Muysken (1987)

define as "being the introduction ofa morpheme that serves to nativize a word"

(Appel & Muysken, 1987:126). It seems that there is not a single Spanish verb used

by the present-day Kokama speakers without ska. Also, unlike the native verbs, the

verbs ofMedia Lengua origin do not receive native morphemes (causative,
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reflexive, reciprocal), and they are not modified by time, aspect and mood particles.

Finally, there are various non-Tupian lexical items in different areas of

Kokama vocabulary whose origin is still unidentifiable. These include names of

cultural objects, plants, animals, verbs, pronominal forms (personal and

demonstratives), verbs (active and stative), subordinators, and particles functioning

as adverbials and as tense markers (see below). The source language ofmost of

these items will perhaps never be known, because most languages located in the

Solimoes and Maraii6n area disappeared 'without leaving any trace.

6.3 PhoD31ogy

The non-Tupian features found in Kokama phonology include the

phonemes liiJ and 1&, its morpho-phonemic rules, stress pattern and some ofits

phonotactic constraints. As discussed in Chapter II, some instances ofKokama liiJ

are the result ofthe phonemization ofthe Tupian allophone ofIyl[ii] preceding a

nasal phoneme (vowel). Other instances ofKokama liiJ are derived from Tupian In!

followed by two vocoids, the first ofthem being a high vocoid. Kokama also has liiJ

in non-Tupian lexical items such as iiapcara 'male', whose language source has not

yet been identified. Note however that at least two ofthe languages with which the

Kokama speakers have been in contact with have the phoneme lii/: Quechua and

Spanish. The phonemes */cl and */cl are reconstructed for Proto-Tupi-Guarani.

However, the language source ofthe Tupian lexical items found in Kokama,

Tupinamba, had merged *lcI and 1& into lsI. Also, as has been demonstrated in
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Chapter II, in only one instance does Kokama 1& correspond to proto-Tupi-Guarani

Ief'. Besides, the instances of leI found in various Kokama!Omawa words of

unknown origin, where 1& is followed by Ia! and lui, make this phoneme a good

candidate for foreign interference. Considering that speakers ofKokama had been in

contact with Maipurean (Arawakan) and Panoan speakers before the eighteenth

century and that a phoneme leI has been reconstructed for proto-Panoan and proto-

Arawakan, the chances are that languages from these linguistic families exerted

some influence in the development ofKokama leI. Note that lei is also a phoneme

in Quechua and Spanish, two languages with which Kokama speakers have been in

contact since the sixteenth century. lei is attested in Quechua, and it has been

reconstructed for proto-Panoan, and proto-Arawakan.

Kokama does not share the same stress rule as Tupinamba. In Kokama, stress

falls on the penultimate syllable ofa phonological word ifthe last syllable is open,

otherwise stress falls on the last syllable. In Tupinamba, stress falls on the last

syllable ofa root. It is deleted ifcontiguous to a stressed syllable ofa following

morpheme. One ofthe possible explanations for the Kokama penultimate stress is

that non-Tupian speakers generalized the stress pattern found in Tupinamba stems

v,.ith final consonants when these stems were inflected for the nominal case -a. It is

true that this pattern has also been generalized in various Tupi-Guarani languages.

However, the great majority ofthese languages have undergone strong interference

~owever, even here the Proto-Tupi form *ktei has a 1& before fl!, an environment where Kokama
lei palatalized. yielding 1&.



from Portuguese (and! or Spanish), and Lingua Geral. Examples of such languages

are Anambe (Risoleta Juliao, personal communication), Guajajara, and Chiriguano,

among others.

Kokama is distinct from Tupinamba in regard to phonotactic constraints.

Tupinamba, for instance, allows underlying final consonants, but not Kokama

Extrasyllabic consonant clusters in Tupinamba must have /yl as the first element,

but not Kok2ma. Kokama allows extrasyllabic sequences such as kr, pc, mp, nt, nc,

ne, nk, which are not found in Tupi-Guarani languages. Finally, the Kokama

morphophonemic rules are not ofTupian origin. Kokama has an assimilatory rule

where n is realized as m if immediately preceding an initial Ipl ofthe follm:ving

word. Assimilation does not occurs ifIn! precedes lei or /kI. Another non-Tupian

morphophonemic rule voices obstruents preceded by Inf. Sequences involving

lca+cVI and lca+cVI are respectively reduced to [sV] and reV]. Finally,

extrasyllabic vowel clusters VIV2 are reduced to V2, except when VI is rJ! or Ie/.

Note that Spanish has an assimilatory rule where In! is realized as [m], [n], [ii], or

[:g] when preceding respectively If,p/, In!, lei, lA!, and /kI. Unlike Spanish, the

Kokama rule affects only In! preceding Ip/. The Kokama rule voicing obstruents

preceded by a nasal phoneme is neither ofTupi-Guarani origin, nor a Spanish or

Portuguese rule.

rdo not have answers that could account for the origin ofthe non-Tupian

phonological rules found in Kokama. A great number ofnon-Tupian lexical items

which could tell us something in this respect are ofunknown origin, for example
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ahan, tementi, +nka, iiapcira7
• The language which contributed these elements

could well be the source ofsome ofthe phonological features ofthe

Kokama/Omawa language. However, the lack ofdictionaries and reconstructive

works on various Amazonian language families (including Panoan and Arawakan

languages) complicates attempts to find possible language sources for relevant non-

Tupian features found in Kokama. Ofcourse, I am. not excluding the possibility that

a language involved in the non-genetic development ofKokama is by now extinct

Also, I am not excluding the possibility that Kokama/Omawa phonological rules

developed independently, during the period that the Kokama language was on the

way to becoming an independent linguistic systems.

In any case, most ofthe Kokama phonological features cannot be viewed as

reduction or simplification, except for the Kokama five vowel system, the loss of

Tupian nl and fbi , the present day Kokama stress pattern, and the prevalent

Kokama syllable structure CV.

'Note that the clitic ca+(lsgIFS) is the morpheme triggering the rule where ca+cV is reduced to s.
and ca+cV is reduced to W. +n is the element triggering the voicing ofobstruents. +nka. temente and
napcara. show phonotactic patterning foreign to Tupian languages.

Sr:ighteenth century Kokama/Omawa texts show some intermediary stages ofphonological changes
that culminated with simplification ofsyIIable structure in modem Kokama/Omawa language. For instance.
Kokama/Omawa ini is attested in the Kokama/Omawa texts ofthe eighteenth century yene « Tupinamba
yane (first person inclusive).The present-day Kokama/Omawa form ukuki "to fall down" is attested as
ukukui « Tupinamba o-kuy:kuy "3-to fall(repeatedly)").

Texts from the seventeenth/eighteenth centuries also show a particle may fimctioning as a relativizer.
This form sometimes is attested as mi The Kokama/Omawa may corresponds to the Tupi-Guarani
nominalizer ofphrases *.8a7e. SomeTupi-Guarani languages retained the form .ma7e, an allomorph of
Proto-Tupi-Guarani *.8a7e following stems ending in a nasal phoneme. Present day Kokama shows the
relativizer +0. which is realized as +m when preceding a morpheme with initial labial phoneme.

These intermediary stages in the development ofKokama/Omawa forms show that a number of
structural changes that occurred in postmissioIl3I)' times may be viewed as part ofthe Kokama internal
development, after Kokama became an independent linguistic system.
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6.4 Morphology

Kokama is an isolating type oflanguage. This is a feature which is

definitively neither Tupian, nor a characteristic feature ofthe other languages that

we know have contributed to the present day Kokama vocabulary: Also, it is not a

characteristic ofAmazonian languages9
• In relation to derivational morphology,

among the eight derivational affixes found in Kokama, four ofthem 2...""e ncn-

Tupian. These are the valence change formatives (see section 6.2), which I am

positing to come from a Maipurean language (or languages). Three ofthese affixes

express functional categories also found in Tupian languages. However, they do not

correlate in form and position with the Tupian affixes, while they do in relation to

the Maipurean valence change affixes (causative, reflexive, reciprocal and

verbalizing). As pointed out in Chapter I and II, two ofthe Kokama derivational

suffixes which are ofTupian origin are derived from conditioned allomorphs of

Tupinamba affixes.

The sharp difference between the morphological type ofKcbma in relation to

Tupinamba, Spanish/Portuguese, Quechua, Maipurean languages and Panoan

languages suggests that either an isolating type of language had exerted strong

influence in the development ofthe Kokama morphological subsystem, or that the

Kokama morphological type is just an innovation resulting from a specific contact

situation, for instance a situation involving languages with different degrees of

9The languages ofthe Makli family constitute the few examples of isolating languages which were
spoken in an area near the eastern side ofthe seventeenth century KokamalOmawa habitat. This is the
region between the I~ Japura, SolimOes and Negro rivers.



complexities, lack ofbilingualism and pressure for language shift.

6.5 Syntax

The bulk ofpresent-day Kokama syntax is not Tupian. This is

demonstrated by the lack ofrelevant Tupian syntactic structures and rules in

Kokama (see Chapter IV), such as the basic SOV word order ofTupian embedded

clauses, the relatively free word order ofnom inals in main and independent

clauses or sentences, and the rule concerning the fronting ofadverbials, among

others. Kokama is an SVO language, with OSV as the only alternative pattern in

both independent and subordinating constructions. In clauses containing other types

ofpredicate (intransitive, stative, non-verbal) S Predicate varies with Predicate S

order. Although the order ofsome elements below the clause level matches Tupian

patterns - for instance, Genitive-nominal, Nominal-Postposition, and Verb

Modifier- the Kokama structures differ greatly from the basic structures ofTupian

phrases, since it lacks the relevant inflectional morphology by means ofwhich

Tupian languages express syntactic connections. Other non-Tupian syntactic

features found in Kokama are: a) its significant number of subordinating particles

signaling semantically distinct subordinating relations; b) the use of

directional/orientation particles in imperative constructions; c) its four-way tense

distinction; d) redundant use ofparticles signaling aspect or tense in the same

clause; e) the use ofapplicative constructions; f) passivization; and d) relativization.

All ofthe above make Kokama very different from Tupi-Guarani syntactic patterns
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and rules.

At least three ofthe languages that the Kokama speakers had contact with

are SVO languages: Spanish, Portuguese, and Lingua Geral (Tupian). In these three

languages OSV10 is also an alternative word order. Note that in Kokama, just as in

Spanish and Portuguese, adjectives (in Kokama derived adjectives) may follow or

precede the noun they modify. The Kokama word orders SVO/OSV and Adj-N - N-

Adj could be due to SpanishIPortuguese influence (at least partially) as a result of

the high intensity ofcontact ofthe Kokama people with Spanish and Portuguese

speakers. Other Kokama syntactic features that could be due to Spanish and

Portuguese interference are the Kokama passive and relative constructions. Note

that the Kokama relative constructions differ from the Portuguese/Spanish relative

clauses in that Kokama's relative constructions show a pronoun or the repetition ofa

noun referring back to the relativized expression. In this respect, the relative clauses

that developed in Lingua Geral under Portuguese influence (Rodrigues, 1986:106-

107) look much more Spanish/Portuguese than the Kokama relative constructions.

Also, the passive constructions found in Kokama differ from the

Spanish/Portuguese by-phrase in that the demoted subject is semantically a source

and not an actual agent (See appendix I).

IOCOnstructions S'l1ch as ela eu nAo vi (literally 'her I didn't see'), cafe nAo quero (literally 'coffee
I don't want'), :-oupa ela nAo vai comprar (literally 'clothes she will not buy'), abound in the speech of
Brazilians ofdifferent geographic areas. SiIva-CorvaIan (I984) calls the corresponding structures in
Spanish "inversions" , "contrastive topicalization" being one ofits possible functions (see Giv6n 1980:759
60). Preposed complements in Spanish seem to have greater frequency than in Brazilian Portuguese. Silva
CorvaIan points out that, "En una muestra de 475 CIs, 205 (i.e. 43%) son preverbaIes" (Silva-CorvaIan,
1984:1).
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Nevertheless, most ofthe non-Tupian syntactic features may have

indigenous origins. After all, the lexical items found in Kokama from Quechua,

Maipurean and Panoan languages presuppose that languages ofthese linguistic

families could also have influenced Kokama/Ormiwa syntax. At least four

Maipurean languages currently show many ofthe syntactic features also found in

Kokama Languages such as Arawak (Lokono Dian), Apurina, Palik'.!r, Wauni and

Guajiro are SVO l1
• Apurina has a single alternative order OSV, and in Wauni OSV

is also a frequent alternative order. Note that in various Arawakan languages

adjectives may follow or precede the noun they modify, as in Kokama with

relativized expression functioning as attribute. The order ofconstituents in other

Kokama phrases also matches the Maipurean patterns. Gen-N, and N-Post. Passive

constructions as well as relative clauses have been reported for Maipurean

languages (Derbyshire, 1991 12 ; Pet, 1987; Wise, 1986). At least one Maipurean

language uses particles signaling tense13 relative to the time ofspeaking (pet,

1987:89). Like Kokama, Arawak makes the following tense distinctions: immediate

past, recent past, and remote past. Another syntactic feature found in Kokama

IlDerbyshire (1991 :558/559) presents some evidence suggesting that these languages have been
moving from an earlier SOY order to a SVO pattern. For Derbyshire, a first evidence"...is seen in the
constituent orders currently found in the noun and adpositional phrases ofnearly all these
languages(BraziIian Arawakan): POST, GEN-N, N-ADJ. The first two are clearly associated with SOY, and
the N-ADJ order is almost as common with OV as with VO...Change ofbasic patterns in phrases is less
rapid than in main clauses, and this supports the hypothesis that the change has been from SOY to SVO,
rather than the other way around."

12Derbysm.-e (199 I :509) observes that Palikur "...has an agentive type ofpassive, in which there is
an optional agentive phrase to supress the initial subject, and that languages such as Apurina, Terena and
Wama all have non-agentive passives.

13Derbyshire (199 I :529) points out that Brazilian Arawak does not exhibit any evidence ofa tense
category, in which present, past and future distinctions are found.



language which could be attributed to the interference ofa Maipurean language is

its applicative construction. Languages such as Waura and Terena incorporate

postpositions into the verb. As for Wama, Derbyshire (1991 :530) observes that the

Wauni incorporated postpositions "appear only to have general reference to a noun

phrase (subject or direct object), without actually registering an oblique relation."

Finally, Maipurean languages seem to express sentential complements mainly by

juxtaposing a complement to the main verb rather than by means ofsubordination

or embedding devices (Wise, 1991), as in Kokama

The fact that some typological features found in the Kokama language

correlate with features in Maipurean languages may be just accidental. However, if

Kokama has lexical items which are ofMaipurean origin, together with some

derivational affixes, plural and subordinating particles which find correlates in

languages ofthat family, this implies that Kokama has been influenced by a

language (or languages) ofthe Maipurean family in its syntax as well. It is true that

the Maipurean languages found in the Solimoes area during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries are now extinct. However most Maipurean languages are still

spoken. Ifat present great geographical distances separate these languages, and they

find themselves far away from the Upper Solimoes and Upper Maraii6n Rivers,

historical evidence demonstrates that Arawakan speakers were located at many

points along the Amazon River area during the first three centuries ofEuropean

colonization. Speakers of Tupi-Guarani (Kokama's source) which reached the

Upper Solimoes before the sixteenth centwy could have met Arawakan speakers at
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the mouth ofthe Amazon River (including the Maraj6 archipelago), at the

confluence between the Negro and the Amazon Rivers, as well as north and south of

the Solimoes River, part ofthe habitat ofsixteenth and seventeenth century

KokamalOmawa Languages such as Ignaciano (Bolivia) and Waurci (Central

Brazil), are at present very far away from each other, but they still share a great

number ofcognate morphemes, including some ofthe Maipurean morphemes found

in Kokama Ifwe don't know the exact structure ofthe Maipurean language(s)

which interfered in the development ofKokama, something may be inferred from

the structural features present in its living relatives.

6.6 Other oon-Tnpian features

There are two other non-Tupian features found in the Kokama

language that suggest the action offoreign interference. The first ofthese is the

distinction animate versus inanimate made in the forms ofthe stative verb

meaning 'to be.big'. The form tua is used when the subject is animate and Dna when

the subject is inanimate. However, this distinction has been found only in the use of

this one verb. This is probably not an innovation in the Kokama language. Rather, it

looks like a foreign feature that entered into the Kokama language, but that did not

find the conditions conducive to expansion. As far as I know, this is not a feature of

Quechua, Panoan languages, or Lingua Geral. However we do find semantic

distinctions such as +animate/-animate, +human/-human in certain Maipurean

languages. In Lokono Dian, for instance, articles, personal pronouns (only third
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persons), and demonstratives make the semantic distinction humain/non-humain

(pet, 1987:23). Two ofthe third-person pronominals in Lokono are free forms. The

one occurring before a verb, noun or postposition is tho and tJ.'1e one following the

head is no. Palikur "includes the notions ofanimate/inanimate among the

distinctions made by its demonstratives, adjectives, intransitive subordinating

suffixes... and the thematic suffixes in the verb"(Derbyshire, 1991 :532).

Ofcourse the fact that this semantic distinction is found in certain

Maipurean languages does not prove that the Kokama forms tua and nua are the

result ofMaipurean interference. However, cases such as Palikur and Lokono Dian

suggest that the Arawakan language(s) that contributed some lexical items in the

development ofKokama could make such semantic distinction. Therefore,

Arawakan languages are not to be excluded from the possible language sources of

the mentioned semantic feature.

The other non-Tupian feature to be discussed here is a biological gender

distinction present in Kokama pronominal forms (personal and demonstrative

pronouns). This is neither a Tupian feature nor a feature characteristic ofthe other

native languages that we know the Kokama speakers have had some contact 'With

during the last 400 years. Grammatical gender distinction is reported for a number

ofMaipurean languages (Ignaciano, Waura, Palikur, Lokono Dian, among others).

This distinction is found essentially in pronominal forms (usually third person),

demonstratives, and in some languages in nominalizing suffixes. However, these

languages do not seem to make any biological gender distinction. The Kokama
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language makes such a distinction in the first person singular, first person exclusive,

and third persons ofboth independent and reduced pronominal forms. The sex

distinction is lacking in first person inclusive and second persons (ini 'linclusive',

ene '2sg', and epe '2pl', all derived from Tupian forms (see Chapter II)).

The same sex distinction is found in demonstrative forms, and consequently in

adverbial expressions derived from demonstratives. As I have shown in Chapter ill,

the pertinent distinction made in Kokama demonstrative forms is between 'near to

the speaker', and 'far from the speaker.' At least the Kokama form ikya 'near to the

speaker" used by maie speakers is ofTupian origin, but not the other forms (ahan

'near to the speaker(FS)', yuki 'far from the speaker(MS)', and yukUn 'far from the

speaker(FS)'. Note that Kokama makes more distance-oriented distinctions in

locative adverbs than in demonstrative forms. Besides the adverbial expressions

derived from Kokama demonstratives plus the clitic +ka 'at, in, to', there is a third

adverbial meaning 'near the addressee' which is derived from Tupinamba a7e 'there',

-pe 'punctual locative'. The Kokama form used by a male is raepe. The form used in

female speech is yaepe.

A speaker sex distinction is also made in the Kokama polite word tun 'please

(MS)', and cun 'please (FS)' (see below). The Kokama pluralizing particles also

make this distinction: kinu is used by males, and +nu by females. Finally, various

Kokama particles with adverbial and subordinating functions have two forms, one

used by male speakers, and another used by female speakers. These are:
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Male speech female speech Gloss

ria yia 'in this way'
riaka yiaka 'many, enough'
riaiti, uriati yiaiti 'also'
rian pura yianpura 'after'
riapuka yiapuka 'at that time'
ria puka tuka yia puka tuka 'at this same moment'
rikwa yikwa 'because ofthis, that'
rikwa+ra yil,wa+ra 'because ofthat'
urian yian 'but'
uriati yiati 'in vain'

An inspection ofthe above forms shows that what makes the fundamental

difference between the Kokama linguistic forms used by male and female speakers

is the use ofpersonal pronouns. The polite form, for instance, contains clearly the

morpheme t(a)+ 'lsg (MS)', and c(a)+ 'lsg (FS)'. The other particles (excluding the

pluralizing suffixes) have either uri, r(a)+ '3sg (MS)', or y(a)+ '3sg(FS)'. Note that

the demonstrative 'near the addressee' also contains these latter pronominal clitics:

r(a)aepe (MS), y(a)aepe (MS). As for present-day Kokama speakers, the

pronominal forms are now part ofthe polite words, adverbial and subordinating

particles. However, the presence offossilized non-Tupian pronominal forms in

Kokama adverbials, polite words, and subordinators, suggests interference of

foreign patterns. This gender distinction found in Kokama could be either a feature

created in a contact situation where a social distinction based on sex and ethnicity

was called for, or it could have developed as an extension ofa feature found in the

non-Tupian language(s) participating in the development ofKokama This

extension could well have been caused by the contact situation itself, where mixing

ofIndian groups with significant proportions ofmales from one ethnicity and



females from another could be a favorable situation for the development ofspeaker

sex distinctions in linguistic forms.

The last non-Tupian feature to be discussed here is related to the Kokama

pronominal system. Personal pronouns in Kokama are divided into two sets. One set

contains independent forms. The other contains clitics which are derived from the

independent forms (the Kokama pronominal system is discussed in Chapter ill and

in Appendix 1). Among the Kokama pronominal forms there are those that are

derived from Tupian forms and those that are ofnon-Tupian origin. I do not have a

definitive answer in relation to the language or linguistic family which contributed

the non-Tupian pronominal forms. However, the resemblance in form ofsome

Kokama personal pronouns to certain pronominal forms and pluralizing suffixes

that are cognates in various Maipurean languages suggests a correlation between

them and some ofthe KokamalOmawa pronominal forms.

Most ofthe woman's pronominal forms are ofTupian origin, essentially the

phonological independent forms ece (lsg), ene (2sg), ay (3sg), ini (1inclusive), and

epe (2pl). Only two independent forms used by women seem to be non-Tupian:

penu (lexclusive) and inu (3pl). On the other hand, the independent pronominal

forms used by men seem to have more non-Tupian elements. The complete list of

these elements is: ta (lsg), ene (2sg), uri! ura, (3sg), ini (linclusive), tanu (1

exclusive), rana/ranu (3sg). Among these forms, only ene "2sg" and ini

(linclusive) are ofTupi-Guarani origin. A look at the reduced pronominal forms tell

more in this respect. The woman's forms are c(a)+ 'lsg', n(a)+ '2sg', y(a)+ '3sg', ini+
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'linclusive', pen(u)+ '1exclusive', pe+ '2pl', and inu+ '3pl'. Note, however, that

c(a)+ could well have developed from the Tupinamba. independent form ise> ece

>ce>ca, and y(a)+ as well could have resulted from the independent form ay in

positions where it was destressed. Considering these possibilities, there are only two

pronominal forms belonging to female speech that are not derived from Tupian

forms: penu(lexc1usive) and inu(3pl). The plural particle used by a Kokama

woman, +nu, may be seen in the composition ofthese pronominal forms. So, we are

left with the elements pe and i. I have not arrived at any conclusion regarding the

origin ofthe syllable pe in the pronominal form penu. The form inu could well be

the result ofa combination involving ay, y(a)+ and the pluralizing particle +nu.

Note that Tupinamba yane developed as yene > ini in Kokama, and that the

development of ya+nu would follow the same lines ofdevelopment: yanu > yenu

> inu. Maipurean person marker affixes include a prefix corresponding to the

second person singular, which has the shape p(V)-, as in Piro, p-, Amuesha p-,

Palikur p(i)-, Terena -pi, Wara pi-, Lokono Dian hi- (also the independent form bi).

Although it is possible that the plural clitic +nu used by Kokama females could be

part ofthe composition ofthe pronominal penu, it is perhaps not very probable that

these forms also contain cognates ofthe Maipurean affix mentioned above because

of the semantic difference.

Turning now to the reduced forms used by male speakers, we have t(a)+

(lsg), n(a)+ (2sg), r(a)+ (3sg), ini (linclusive), tan(a1u)+ (lexclusive), pe+ (2pl)

and ran(u1a)+, r(a)+ (3pl). The forms for third person clitics and third person
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independent forms are possibly derived from the third person independent

pronominal ura(ra+), the plural forms having a plural marker na (rana, rana+).

The elements nalnu are also present in the male's form for :first person inclusive

(binula, tan(ula)+). Here we are left with the non-Tupian forms ta+, uri, ura.

.Now, ifwe look for possible language sources for KokamalOmawa ra+,

+nul+na, the Maipurean languages are the strongest candidates. Maipurean

languages have pluralizing morphemes such as-kana (Guajiro), -ana (Ignaciano),

-na (Amuesha), as well as third person pronominals such as khana, na-(Lokono

Dian), -na (Apurina), wan.a, -nalDi (piro). Maipurean languages also have third

person pronominal affixes with the shapes r(V)-, -r(V), such as Piro r-, -ro,

Amuesha -Ii, Apurina -ro, and Palikur ri-, ru-. -ril-ir, -rul-ir. Although the

Maipurean pronominal forms are all affixes, a cognate ofthem could be the source

of Kokama third person pronominal forms uri,~ r(a)+ used by males. The form

for third person plural is rana, ran(a)+ being formed by the addition ofa

Maipurean pluralizing marker -na to the form ra yielding rana.
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6.7 Conclusion

Non-Tupian features are found elsewhere in Kokama vocabulary,

phonology, morphology and syntax. At least 40% ofKokama vocabulary is ofnon

Tupian origin. Among those lexical tems, approximately 30% are ofunknown

origin. Quechua interference in Kokama/Omawa language seems to be restricted to

lexical bormwing. Spanish and Portuguese interference is found in vocabulary and

syntax. Spanish and Portuguese phonemes are restricted to the use of loans coming

from these two languages. In syntax , coordination ofphrases and sentences may

follow the Spanish/Portuguese pattern. When this is the case, the coordinators are

the Spanish y, ni, or pero. These are the only syntactic features ofpresent-day

Kokama that I can see as being undoubtedly due to Spanish/Portuguese interference.

The Kokama/Omawa texts from the end ofthe seventeenth century already show

SVO and Ad-N word order. The relative and passive constructions found in

Kokama may not be due to interference from Spanish. Media Lengua is the source

ofvarious Kokama verbs. It may be impossible to determine whether specific

Quechua loans come from a dialect ofQuechua or Media Lengua. The contribution

ofLingua Geral is restricted to a few lexical items. Quechua, Spanish, Portuguese,

Lingua Geral, and Media Lengua are the known languages that have been

interfering in the historical development ofKokama However, the Kokama

language ofthe present-day is quite the same as it was three hundred years ago,

when few Kokama/Omawa knew Spanish, Portuguese, and when they presumably

did not know Media Lengua or Lingua Geral. I am not sure about Quechua, but
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probably the Kokama/Omawa learned Quechua before Spanish.

Few Panoan and Arawa.'am words are found in the Kokama vocabulary. The

Panoan loans seem to have entered into the Kokama/Omawa language during the

missionary period. Various historical sources mention the presence ofPanoan

groups known as Mayorunas in various missionary 'Villages, including those of

relative importance for the missionary aims, such as San Joaquin de los Om<iguas.

The Arawakan interference in the Kokama/Omawa language seems to have been

greater than the Panoan interference. Although Kokama has few words ofArawak

origin, its most productive derivational suffixes, and at least three ofthe Kokama

particles (two pluralizers, and a subordinator), are presumably ofMaipurean origin.

Eighteenth century Kokama/Omawa texts show that the derivational suffixes and

the pluralizer particles were already present at least forty years after the creation of

the first KokamaiOmawa missionary villages. Ifthese elements are ofArawak

origin, as I believe they are, then Maipurean interference in the Kokama/Omawa

language occurred in vocabulary, morphology, syntax and presumably in

phonology, either during the missionary period or before the arrival ofthe

Europeans in the SolimOes and Maraii6n areas. Other non-Tupian features are found

in the present day Kokama language. Some ofthem may be due to Maipurean

influence, such as some pronominal forms, the use ofdirectional orientation

particles, cliticization ofpostpositions in some verb stems, the animate/inar:;rnate

distinction, among others. Nevertheless these features could well have other

languages, as their sources.
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A comparison ofthe Kokama language spoken in the seventeenth century

with the Kokama spoken at present shows that it has remained basically the same in

regard to its structural features. With this I want to say that by the begining ofthe

eighteenth century, Kokama lacked the relevant structural features ofTupinamba.

and Old Guarani, the earliest documented languages ofthe present-day Tupi

Guarani family. The non-Tupi-Guarani structural features relevant to my discussion

here are the follov-ing:

a) SVO/OSV;

b)SVNS;

c) (Dem)(Num)(Adj)N(Adj);

d) Adj =stative verb + relativizer;

f) NP (+Pluralizer);

g) most ofthe Kokama forms are derived from Tupinamba inflected stems;

h) the existence ofa causative suffix .ta;

i) complete lack of inflectional morphology;

j) non-Tupian pronominal forms (independent words and c1itics).

The above constitutes the basis for positing that at the end ofthe seventeenth

century (or at the latest at the beginning ofthe eighteenth century) the

KokamalOmawa language was already unc1assifiable genetically. The question is

when did the Tupian language, which was the source ofmost ofthe Kokama

vocabulary, lost the relevant Tupian structural features. The lack of information on
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the Kokama/Omawa language spoken during the sixteenth century, as well as the

lack of information on the social history ofthe Kokama speakers relative to that

period make it impossible to give a definitive answer in regard to the time that the

normal transmission ofa Tupian language was interrupted, whether in pre-historical

times or during the first two centuries ofEuropean colonization. Nevertheless, it is

possible to raise possibilities in regard to the Kokama route ofdevelopment. This is

because we do have information on the social context ofthe missionary villages

created by the Jesuits that the Kokama/Omawa were forced to join- In sum, the

natives' scattered habitats were transformed into a conglomeration ofsmall villages,

concentrating members from one or various ethnic groups. Spanish was taught to

the youngsters, as future instruments ofthe propagation ofthe religious aims ofthe

missionaries. Conversion was supposed to be done by means ofthe native language

ofeach individual ethnic group, but only a few ethnically distinct Indian groups

were actually converted in their own language. The Kokama/Omawa language came

to be the main language used in the conversion ofthe Indians living in the Provincia

de Maynas. The Kokama/Omawas were the first natives to be converted into

Christianity by the Jesuits, and most ofthe missionary villages were found in the

Kokama/omawa original habitat. Fritz alone founded 39 missionary viliages at the

area that he calls Provincia de ios Omtiguas. Indians frOm diferent languages of

distinct families and stocks joined the missionary villages: Arawakan (Pase,

KayuiSana., Mariate, Waraiku, among others), Panoan (Mayoruna, and probably

others), Yawan (Yawa, Caumari, Peba, Yameo), Zaparaoan (Iquito), and unknown
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languages such as Ibanoma, Aisuari, YuriImiwa, Pariana, Cuchiwara among others.

By 1710, All these distinct ethnic groups were represented in the missionary

villages.

Here is a general picture ofthe social context from where the present-day

Kokama language could have developed: 1) distinct ianguages presenting different

degrees ofcomplexity and typological diversity; 2) lack of full bilingualism; 3) one

native language used as an instrument ofreligious conversion Icolonization; 4)

changes in the native social structure (marriages between members ofdistinct ethnic

groups, individual economic production); and 5) need of intercommunication. This

is a very general picture ofthe social context dominant in the Provincia de Maynas

at the end ofthe seventeenth century.

A look at some ofthe relevant structural features ofthe

Maipurean, Panoan, Zaparoan, Yawan, and Tupi-Guarani linguistic families shows

that these languages range from a highly polysynthetic (Arawakan) type to a

relatively complex one (Tupi-Guarani, Yawan). (See Payne, 1990.) Other

typological features reported for these linguistic families and stocks are:

1) predominance ofsuffixes (Arawakan, Panoan, Yawan);

2) extensive use ofcompounds and incorporation (Tupi-Guarani, Arawakan,

Panoan);

3) verbs are marked for agreement (Tupi-Guarani, Arawakan, Panoan, Yawan);

4) movement and/or location, and/or direction are signaled by means ofdifferent

devices in the verb phrase or verb stem (Arawakan, Panoan, Yawan);
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5) lack ofan open class ofadjectives.

Ifthe structure ofthe present-day Kokama language originated during the

missionary period, we have here strong evidence that Kokama linguistic structures

ended up very different from the structures ofthe languages involved in its

development. Imperfect learning ofa Tupi-Guarani language, Tupinamba, may be

proved just by looking at the Kokama vocabulary derived from Tupinamba forms.

When speakers ofPanoan, Arawakan, Zaporoan, Yawan languages shifted to the

Kokama language they did not learn the Kokama grammar, and they took Kokama

inflected stems corresponding to phrases and sentences as mere lexical items. The

Kokama/Omawa people presumably followed the linguistic modifications oftheir

original language derived from the multilingual context ofthe missionary villages.

Then a new language started developing. A language with a simple vowel system, a

consonant system very special in terms ofthe languages involved, and a reduced

and peculiar set ofphonological rules. The morphology ofthe original language was

almost entirely ignored, except for four derivational affixes. Four non-Tupian

affixes were added to the new language. What would be a task ofmorphology in all

the languages involved was now restricted to the domain ofthe syntax. The new

language 'was now SVO/OSV. Syntactic constructions expressing adjectival

meaning were now free to occur before or after the modified noun. The new

language kept the Tupian N-post, N-Adv, Gen-N word orders, which were

presumably the word orders found in the Maipurean, Panoan and other languages
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participating in the context ofthe missionary villages. Lexical items from the

different languages replaced various Tupinamba names, verbs and particles, and

with them new semantic and syntactic categories were expressed in the new

language (tense, aspect, mood, plural, humain/non-humain, directional orientation,

among others). Finally, social distinctions such as male/female started being

expressed in the new Kokama/Om<iwa language. The Kokama/Om<iwa language as

such was attested to at the beginning ofthe eighteenth century when the work ofthe

missionaries had reached its main objectives. The Aisuari, Ibanoma, Yunmawa

languages disappeared completely after the missionary period, as happened to the

language ofthe original Tupinamba speakers. The few kayuiSanas, Mariates,

Waraikus and Marawas who remained in their habitat continued speaking their

native language until the first halfofthis centuryI4. Dialectal variation within the

Kokama/Omawa language may be observed from data coming from different

scholars (Martius, Nimuenclaju, Castelnaux, Hervas, Faust, and Espinosa). The

main difference between what has been called Kokama and Omawa lies in the fact

that Kokama has leI and Id where Omawa has lSI and lsi respectively. This was first

pointed out by Aryon Dall'Igna Rodrigues (1984-1985) when he suggested the

hypothesis that Kokama could be the result ofthe contact involving two Indian

groups, a Tupian and a non-Tupian Indian group.

l;nese languages are no longer spoken. Some ofthe last KayuBanas living in Brazilllre iocated at
the Tefe region. Together with some Omawa Kambebas, Kokamas, Mayorunas, Miranhas and Tikunas
theseKa~ represent the remnants ofa missionary village founded by Fritz, where today is the city of
Tefe (see Faulhaber, 1987).



The historical evidence available allows for the interpretation ofthe

KokamalOmawa development as proposed above. It is not the only possible answer

to what interrupted the normal transmission ofthe Tupinamba language, but it is a

plausible answer. However, ifthe pre-Jesuit KokamalOmawa language was the

same as it was attested to during the missionary period, it will be very difficult to

reach any conclusion in regard to the time when the Tupian language on which the

KokamalOmawa vocabulary is based genetically disrupted. In any case, the social

context involving mixing ofethnic groups would not be the same. Such a social

context would involve at least an invader Tupinamba group and one or more

distinct ethnic groups. Language shift and imperfect learning should have resulted

from the contact situation, because there is enough evidence that it happened. At

least an Arawakan and a Panoan language would have interfered in the development

ofthis KokamalOmawa language. The process ofshift was presumably rapid and

the TL speakers would have adopted the new version oftheir original language.

However, in this case, the lack ofhistorical information precludes the basis for a

definition ofthe exact time and the exact social context in which the

KokamalOmawa language resulted.
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CHAPTER VII

7. CONCLUSION

The starting point ofthis dissertation was to search for linguistic evidence to

support the claim that Kokama is a language unrelated genetically to any other. The

hypothesis that Kokama could be the result ofa contact situation involving genetically

distinct languages was first raised by Aryon Dall'Igna Rodrigues (1984-1985). As pointed

out in Chapter I ofthis dissertation, Rodrigues opens the discussion ofthe genetic origin

ofKokama while comparing some lexical, phonological and morphological linguistic

properties shared by forty Tupi-Guarani languages and dialects. These shared linguistic

properties constitute the basis for Rodrigues' decision to include these languages within

the Tupi-Guarani family, as well as the basis for his reconstruction ofportions ofproto

Tupi-Guarani vocabulary, phonology and morphology. In his work Rodrigues chooses a

specific set ofphonological as well as morphological criteria for tentatively dividing the

Tupi-Guarani languages into specific subgroups, taking into consideration the historical

changes observed in these languages vis-a vis the proto-language. Rodrigues' first

observation in regard to Kokama is that its grammar differs to a great extent from the

other Tupi-Guarani languages, and that Kokama was probably the result ofthe contact

between two languages, one Tupian and the other non-Tupian. Rodrigues decided to

include Kokama temporarily in the same subgroup as Tupinamba because Kokama forms

could be derived from Tupinamba forms.

The goal ofthis dissertation has been to bring sufficient evidence for deciding the

question ofwhether or not Kokama should be included as a member ofthe Tupi-Guarani
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family. Thomason and Kaufman's analytic model on contact-induced ianguage change has

provided the theoretical and methodological foundations for carrying out the tasks

proposed in the present dissertation. Thomason and Kaufinan's model, besides being the

most up-to-date analytic model on language-contaet situations, is the only existing model

concerned primarily with the implications ofdifferent kinds and degrees of interference

for genetic linguistics, essentially those that are ofparticular interest to the Comparative

Method and the methodology used in comparative reconstruction.

The initial procedures consisted ofcomparing Kokama linguistic subsystems with

Tupinamba, the language source ofmost ofthe Kokama vocabulary. As required by the

Comparative Method, regular correspondences in lexicon and grammar are the evidence

for establishing genetic relationships among languages. A comparison between Kokama

phonology, morphology and syntax-morphosyntax, and the corresponding linguistic

subsystems ofTupinamb:i are presented in Chapter II, ill and IV, respectively, ofthis

dissertation. The results ofthis comparison are the following: 1) most ofKokama's

lexical items are in fact derived from Tupi-Guarani forms, Tupinamba being the best

candidate for the language source ofKokama's vocabulary; 2) a significant number ofthe

lexical items that can be considered to be ofTupinambci origin are not derived from

Tupinamb:i forms by regular sound correspondence; 3) Kokama allophonic and

morphophonemic rules do not match those ofTupinambci; 4) Kokama lacks the

fundamental morphological features ofthe Tupi-Guarani languages; 5) there are too few

syntactic correspondences between Kokama and Tupinamba. This lack ofregular

structural correspondence between Kokama and Tupinambci constitutes the definitive
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linguistic evidence that Kokama cannot be classified as a Tupi-Guarani language.

According to Thomason and Kaufinan's analysis ofthe existing kinds of

languages that do not pass the test ofgenetic relationship, there are languages that come

into being as a result of interference. For Thomason and Kaufinan (1988:205) one ofthe

possible outcomes ofa comparison between two languages can be the finding that,

"Vocabulary (especially basic vocabulary) matches and shows regular sound

correspondences, but there are few or no grammatical correspondences." Thomason and

Kaufinan's verdict with regard to this kind ofoutcome is that in such a case "the

languages are not genetically related."

The second main point oftbis dissertation was to analyze the possibilities ofusing

the Kokama data in historical reconstructive works of the Tupi-Guarani proto-language.

The evidence brought forth in this dissertation has led to the conclusion that Kokama data

should not be used in historical reconstructive works on the Tupi-Guarani proto language.

Chapter II ofthis dissertation demonstrates that we do find in Kokama regular sound

correspondences in comparing Kokama and Tupinamba forms. However, some

phonological features shared by any typical Tupi-Guarani language, which are

reconstructible for the proto-Tupi-Guarani, are in the case ofKokama not inherited from

proto-Tupi-Guarani. This is specifically the cases ofKokama IC/ and lei, which are not

derived directly from proto-Tupi-Guarani *c and *c as a result ofa normal process of

language transmission. These sounds are rather the result of linguistic interference.

Kokama shows an irregular sound correspondence in relation to proto-Tupi-Guarani lei

and lei, while Tupi-Guarani languages known up to the present show a regular sound
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correspondence in this respect. Toe significant number ofnon-Tupian lexical items

(including those ofunlmown origin) containing lei and lei reinforce the idea that these

sounds in Kokama are not the result of Tupi-Guarani origin. The same is true for Kokama

Ifil, which correlates with some instances ofproto-Tupi-Guarani Iyl before a nasal vowel.

Here too, the presence ofnon-Tupian words bearing the phoneme IDf favors the analysis

that the present-day phonemic status ofIDf in the Kokama language is the result ofnon

Tupi-Guarani interfence. With respect to allophonic and morpho-phonemic rules, the

Kokama data are useless in reconstructing proto-Tupi-Guarani rules. Kokama has

extremely reduced allophony and its morpho-phonemic rules are ofnon-Tupi-Guarani

origin. Finally, Kokama morphology and syntax to a great extent differ from those ofthe

Tupi-Guarani languages. This is demonstrated by the absence, in Kokama, ofthe relevant

structural features shared by the languages ofthat linguistic family. In morphology, the

fundamental difference rests in the fact that Kokama is an isolating language, while

Tupinamba. is an inflectional one. In syntax-morphosyntax Kokama shares too few traits

with Tupinamba, the agreement between the two languages being restricted to word order

in constructions involving genitive-nominal, nominal-postposition and nominal

adjective,' the order ofS and V in non-verbal predicates, and to the position ofquestion

particles and interrogative words in interrogative constructions. In all ofthese cases there

are morphemes (here words and particles) ofTupi-Guarani origin.

'However the same word order p<:ttems are found in many Amazonian languages, including

languages that might have interfered in the development ofKokama, such as Maipurean (Arawakan)

languages.
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Even ifon the one hand most ofthe Kokama lexical items are derived from

Tupinamba forms, the grammar ofKokama does not come from any specific known

language in particular. Chapter VI ofthis dissertation demonstrates that the non-Tupian

features ofKokama do not find correlates in any specific language source. Instead, it

reveals that Kokama speakers have been influenced to varying degrees by speakers of

different languages belonging to different linguistic stocks, such as Spanish/Portuguese,

Quechua, Maipurean (Arawakan) languages, Lingua Geral (Tupi-Guarani), Media Lengua

and Panoan languages. Moreover, the Kokama data reveal non-Tupian elements whose

language source(s) as ofthis date still cannot be identified.

The final and most important task ofthis dissertation has been to identify the

possible routes ofnon-genetic development accounting for the present-day structural

characteristics ofthe Kokama language. Thomason and Kaufinan's (1988:212)

fundamental generalization regarding interference is that, "the social facts ofparticular

contact situations are the main determinants ofcontact-induced language change",

although the authors assume that "linguistic factors do influence the linguistic outcome of

a contact situation, but only secondarily." For Thomason and Kaufman universal

markedness and typological distance are the main linguistic factors to be considered in

predicting the outcome of languages in contacL Two other generalizations made by

Thomason and Kaufinan (1988:37-38), which are cruciai in the identification of

Kokama's route ofdevelopment, refer to the mechanisms of interference: 1) interference

that results from imperfect group learning in a process oflanguage shift; and 2)

interference that results from borrowing, i.e "the incorporation offoreign features into a
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group's native language by speakers ofthat language."

Chapter V ofthis dissertation is an attempt to reconstruct the social history ofthe

Kokama people as far as it can be recovered from historical evidence. The first attested

observations on the Kokama/Omawa language and the social life of its speakers are rather

impressionistic. However, they all favor the possibility that the Kokama language spoken

during the two first centuries ofcolonization in the Upper Amazon River area was the

Tupinamba language, or a language very close to it. The most reliable ofthese

observations seems to be the one made by father Samuel Fritz. This is because Fritz,

besides having a good knowledge ofthe Kokama/Omawa language, spent almost nineteen

months in the city ofBelem2
, the center ofexpansion ofthe missionary work ofthe

Lower Amazon River during the Jesuit period In Belem, at the School ofSanto

Alexandre, Fritz had enough time to become familiar with the Lingua Gerai, the official

language used in the colonization ofthe area. According to Fritz, the Omawa language

differs slightly from the Lingua Geral or the language ofthe Tupinambas. On the other

hand, the earlier attestations ofthe Kokama/Omawa language, which date from the first

halfofthe eighteenth centuJ.-y, reveal an Omawa language very different from Tupinamba

and at the same time very similar to the present-day Kokama language. The first

observations to be made in regard to the historical and linguistic evidence available is that

ifthe Kokama/Omawa language was in fact slightly different from Tupinamba during the

two first centuries ofcolonization, the same cannot be true for Kokama/Omawa as it has

been recorded since the end ofthe Jesuit period up to the present. It is possible that the

2Fritz lived in Belem from september1689 up to Jully 1691.
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Tupi-Guarani language spoken by the Kokama/Omawas until the end ofthe seventeenth

century had lost its original genetic features during the end ofthe seventeenth century,

when the KokamalOmawa language became the official language in the Provincia de

Maynas. The mixing ofdistinct ethnic groups in the social settings ofthe missionary

villages favoring mixed marriages has been noticed since the end ofthe seventeenth

century. This social context dominating the missionary villages ofthe Upper Amazon

area sugges+..s that speakers ofdifferent languages belonging to different linguistic

families and stocks learned the KokamalOmawa language imperfectly, i.e. they learned

KokamalOmawa vocabulary but failed to learn the KokamalOmawa grammar.

Thomason and Kaufinan (1988:211) argue for the existence ofa class of

languages that did not result from a normal process of language transmission, a process

by which a language as a whole is transmitted through successive generations "with

changes spread more or less evenly across all parts ofthe language." Thomason and

Kaufinan divide this class ofgenetically unrelated languages into three types, according

to their specific model ofdevelopment: (1) languages that had undergone massive

borrowing, (2) pidgins and (3) abrupt creoles. The consideration ofthe linguistic

characteristics ofthe Kokama language in the light ofthese three types oflanguages

proposed by Thomason and Kaufinan favors the conclusion that the Kokama language

shares many of its characteristics with languages such as abrupt creoles. Kokama does not

look like a language (in this case a Tupi-Guarani language) that had undergone massive

grammatical borrowing, because Kokama grammar does not come from one or two

specific language sources. A look at the mixed languages analyzed by Thomason and
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Kaufinan as the result ofmassive grammatical replacement, such as Ma7a, Michifand

Mednyj Aleut, shows that massive grammatical replacement occurs everywhere in the

grammar ofa borrowing language or in one or some ofits grammatical subsystems. In all

such cases, there is a specific source lang-uage that contributed to the borrowed elements.

Other cases ofmixed languages where massive replacement can be proved, in this case

lexical replacement, also have an identifiable language source. Media Lengua is perhaps

the best known example ofthis. In the known cases ofgrammatical or lexical replacement

the speakers ofthe borrowing language (or a relevant portion ofthem) are bilingual in the

borrower language. As pointed out by Thomason and Kaufinan (1988:37), "Invariably, in

a borrowing situation the first elements to enter the borrowing language are words....If

there is strong long-term cultural pressure from source-language speakers on the

borrowing language speaker group, then structural features may be borrowed as well

phonological, phonetic and syntactic elements, and even (though more rarely) features of

the inflectional morphology."

Turning now to Kokama, we can eliminate the possibility ofmassive replacement

ofgrammar or vocabula..ry as the main mechanism accounting for the development of

Kokama grammar and vocabulary. The main evidence for this consists ofthe following:

a) the historical evidence available does not indicate a situation where moderate or

extensive bilingualism prevailed in the social context in which Kokama presumably

originated; b) Kokama grammar cannot be traced to any specific language or linguistic

family in particular. Instead, what we do find everywhere in Kokama grammar are

structural elements that can be assigned to languages belonging to different families and
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stocks; and c) the Kokama words and particles derived from Tupi-Guarani forms display

evidence of imperfect learning, because what are found in Tupinamba as inflected stems

turned out to be independent words in Kokama The great number ofTupi-Guarani

inflectional affixes are identified as traces in string ofsounds making up the phonological

forms ofKokama lexical items.

On the other hand, Kokama displays many linguistic features that are characteristic

of languages that originated in multilingual contexts by means ofa language shift that

occurred within a small period oftime, such as abrupt creoles. The social context in

which Kokama presumably developed has the characteristics present in the known cases

ofcontact-situation involving the emergence ofabrupt creoles, i.e., the mixing of

speakers from different linguistic backgrounds, the existence ofa prestigious language,

the need on the part ofthe speech communities to communicate with each other, and the

lack ofconditions for perfect language learning. Different indigenous ethnic groups were

forced to join the missionary villages throughout the Upper and Middle Amazon River.

Initially the Jesuits created the missionary villages in specific, homogeneous linguistic

settings. However, epidemic waves, the Jesuits' need for control over the different ethnic

groups in the area, and later the occupation ofthe Solimoes River by the Portuguese led

the Spanish missionaries to concentrate the missionary villages ofthe Middle and Upper

Amazon River in the Marafi6n area, promoting there a more intensive mixing ofnative

Indian groups. Indians from different linguistic backgrounds had to learn the

KokamalOmawa language, since it was being used by the missionaries as the official

language in the Provincia de Maynas. The non-Tupi-Guarani speakers presumable did not
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meet the necessary conditions for learning the KokamalOmawa language perfectly. There

was not enough time to learn the official language because there was the need for

speaking a common language. One ofthe possible linguistic outcomes ofthis kind of

contact situation can be illustrated by the resulting KokamalOmawa language, which has

a Tupi-Guarani vocabulary with evidence of imperfect learning ofthe word structure of

the language source and a non-Tupi-Guarani grammar, which in turn does not come from

any language source in particular. Thomason and Kaufman (1988:153) emphasize the fact

that the structure ofan emerging creole will be "a function ofthe structure of its

developers' native languages." For these authors, the resulting grammar is "a cross

language compromise; to the extent that the learners' languages are typologically similar,

this compromise should include numerous features shared by the various native

languages" (Thomason and Kaufinan, 1988:154). The fact that Kokama is an isolating

language, while the known Amazonian languages spoken in the Upper Amazon area at

the time in question all were inflectional languages, including Tupinamba, favors the

view that although they shared this typological characteristic, they had different degrees

ofcomplexity in their structures, together with different functional and positional types of

affixes that could allow morphological overlap.

The linguistic structure ofKokama reveals strong evidence that this language

resulted from imperfect lea..-mng in a process oflanguage shift. Simplification has

occurred everywhere during the development ofKokama. In phonology, simplification is

expressed by the loss ofmore marked phonemes (for instance nI), in some cases through

merger with less marked ones (IJ > n; a> a; e > e; i > i;'" > ...; and 0,0 and ii > u,); the
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almost total absence ofallophonic rules and the preference for a CV syllabic pattern.

Simplification occurred in morphology as well as in syntax. The loss of inflection and the

very reduced number ofcategories expressed by means ofderivation are some examples

of intense morphological reduction. In syntax, the relatively :free Tupi-Guarani order of

nominals in independent or main transitive clauses (SOV, OSV, SVO, and OVS) is

restricted in Kokama to only two possibilities, SVO and OSV, where the subject always

immediately precedes the predicate, thereby eliminating possible ambiguities in the

interpretation offunctional cathegories, such as subject and object. On the other hand,

Kokama has some marked features that are not Tupian and that probably are due to

substrate interference. Among these are the following: four-way tense/aspect (remote

past, recent past, immediate past and future), vestiges ofthe distinction animate/inanimate

in one descriptive verb, vestiges ofdirection-orientation particles, vestige ofapplicative

constructions, relative clauses and (syntactic) passive constructions. Kokama also has

biological gender expressed in its personal pronouns, demonstratives, adverbial

expressions and conjunctions, a feature that could well have resulted from the proportion

ofnon-Tupi-Guarani males and Tupi-Guarani females.

The final (although not definitive) conclusion to be made in this dissertation is that

the Kokama language is a kind ofcontact language that emerged in a multilingual context

when speakers ofdifferent languages needed a commun medium for communication. The

Tupi-Guarani language spoken by the Kokama/Ozrniwas had the status ofan official

language in these social settings, and the non-Tupian speakers had to learn it rapidly,

albeit failing to learn the Tupi-Guarani language as a whole. The Tupi-Guarani speakers
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presumably did not outnumber the non-Tupian speakers, at least not by the time that

Kokama/Omawa started developing towards a distinct linguistic entity. The children born

in these missionary villages learned the new version ofthe Kokama/Omawa language as

their first language. The original Tupi-Guarani language disappeared, as its speakers

adopted the new version ofthe Kokama/Omawa language. Other languages that were

spoken in these missionary villages also disappeared during this period, such as the

languages spoken by the Aisuaris, Yurimcigwas, Pawanas, Ibanomas, KayuiSanas, Maetes,

among many others. The above conclusion is one ofthe possible routes ofdevelopment

that can be drawn for the history ofthe Kokama/Omawa language. Further research may

bring a different and better explanation for the origin and development ofKokama, which

in this dissertation has been shown to be a language that cannot be genetically related to

the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family or to any other linguistic family in particular.
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APPENDIX A: KOKAMA SKETCH

1. Phonology

1.1 Phonemes

1.1.1 Consonants

Kokama1 has 11 consonant phonemeg2 that occur in native words. They

contrast in five points ofarticulation. These are the stops Ip t k/; the affricates lei and IC/;

the nasals 1m n w; the glides Iw y/; and the flap Ir/. The phoneme Iyl is optionally realized

as [i:] at the beginning ofa word. An example ofthis is lyurul 'mouth' which may be

prononced either [yuru] or [roru]. The phoneme Ipl is realized as [pj before 1+1 in

IThis sketch is mostly based on data collected during three field trips to Sapota! and Tabatinga
(Brazil). and to Leticia (Colombia). The fi...·st visit extended from October through December. 1988. the
second from June through July. 1989. and the third through August. 1992. Additional data were collected in
Brasilia through April 1989. The secondary source ofexamples on which the present sketch is based is
Faust (1959.1971.1972). All the consultants who contributed to my linguistic research were monolingual
in the Kokama language during their childhood. Some ofthem were born either in the Department ofLoreto
or in the Department ofNauta in Peru. This is the case ofBenjamin Samias (92 years old). Antonio
Gon¢ves Pinto (90 years old). Manue! Pinto (80 years old). and atavio (52 years old). The other
consultants were born near the Javari River (in Brazil or in Peru): Antonio Samias (50 years old). Angelina
Samias (45 yea.-s old). Maria Samias (42 years old). and Manuel Kurike (38 years old). Antonio Samias. the
main Kokama consultant, had also worked with me in Brasilia (see above). The total amount ofdata
collected consists ofapproximately sixty hours oftape recorded linguistic data, and 10 hours of
ethnographic data. The linguistic data are divided into lexical items (1.646). phrases (820). sentences
(approximately 3.100). which were collected according to the National Museum's linguistic questionnaire
(Brazil). In 1992 I used the Diagnostic Lexical List and the Grammatical questionnaire ofthe SAILDP (by
Terrence Kaufinan) as guidelines in collecting Kokama linguistic data. Individual narratives (N= 40).
dialogues (N=1O). and collective discussions (N= 6) involving more than three speakers are additional
linguistic data that I have collected during my field trips among the Kokamas. The ethnographic data were
obtained during sections ofhour-long individual interviews based on a pre-elaborated questionnaire. The
questionnaire emphasizes questions related to sociolinguistic variables such as age. sex. degree offonnal
education, and questions relative to language use (Kokama, Spanish, Portuguese and neighboring native
languages. such as Quechua. Tikuna. Maionma, Kulina. among others). Additional ethnographic
infonnation come from individual narratives (focusing primarily on the recent social history ofthe
KokamalOmawas). and from my personal observation on the social and cultural context specific ofthe
Kokama communities that I have visited. In the present sketch, examples from Faust are indicated
immediately following the English translation. All other examples belong to my personal data collection.

2Faust & Pike (1959) posit 17 consonant phonemes in their description ofthe phonological system
ofKokama: Ip b t d s II c Ckgm n i'l. rywhl.
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pretonic position. Except for these free fluctuations, the consonant series has no major

variantgS. The stops are voiceless and unaspirated and the nasal series has no major

variants. A voiceless laryngeal fricative [h] is found in two native words, and a fricative

[s] is attested in a word ofunknown origin. Other consonants only occur in loanwords: lsI

occurs in loanwords from Spanish, Portuguese, Lingua Geral, Media Lengua and

Quechua; and fbl,ldI, Ig/, IzI and 11/ occur in words ofSpanish and Portuguese origin.

Chart a) below presents the phonemeic inventory ofthe Kokama consonants that occur in

native words. Chart b) includes both the consonants occurring in Kokama native words

and the consonants that entered into the Kokama language through borrowing from

Spanish, Portuguese, Quechua, and Lingua Geral, which indeed do not occur in native

words:

1.1.1.2 Consonant chart

a)

bilabial alveolar alveo- velar glotalic
palatal

voiceless stops and affiicates p t c C k

voiceless fricatives [h]

nasals m n ii

flat r

glides w y

:; The dialect ofKokama descnbed in Faust & Pike (1959) shows [w], [6] and [v] as freely
fluctuating allophones ofIw/.
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b)

bilabial alveolar alveo- velar glotalic
palatal

voiceless stops and affricates p t c C k

voiced stops b d g

voiceless fricatives s [h]

voiced fricatives z

nasals m n i'i

lateral I
liquids

flap r

glides w y

1.2 Vowels

The five Kokama vowels are ali oral and voiced. These are Ii eta u I. They

contrast with respect to front, central, and back positions, and relatively high and low

tongue positions. Tne vowels Iii and lui are pronounced slightly lower than the Spanish

vowels fJi and lui. The phoneme lui is optionally realized as [u¥] or [0]. The vowel lei is

phonetically realized as a higher mid vowel4• All vowels are shorter in unstressed

syllables, and the difference between fJi and lei is often imperceptible in unstressed

~austand Pike (1959:10-11) posit four high vowels for Kokama., two ofwhich are rounded lUi
and lui contrasting in front and back points ofarticulation. According to Faust & Pike (1959:11), the
phoneme 10/ "is ofspecial phonetic interest in that the tongue, rather than the lips, controls the rounding
feature." For the native speakers ofKokama who contributed to my personal data the phoneme lei (realized
as a mid close unrounded front vowel) occurs instead of10/. Nimuendaju, in his work 'Beitrag ZUT Kenntnis
do Sprache tIer Kokama'(1914) descn1>es the realization oflei as 'geschIossen, wie im Deutschen Ehe'

(closed as in German Ehe. It is possible that 10/ is found only in the dialect described by Faust and Pike.
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syllables at the end ofa word before silence. Kokama lacks nasal vowels.

1.2.1 Vowel chart

front central back

high i t u

mid e

low a

1.3 Phonotactics

Most Kokama stems are disyllabic, although a significant number ofnouns and

verbs are trisyllabic. There are very few monosyllabic stems. Syllables in Kokama consist

ofa nucleus ofone vowel with one or two optional initial consonants, and one optional

final consonant. Initial consonant clusters consist ofCyV or CwV where e may be p, k,

m, or n. A syllable final consonant can be w, y or n. The following patterns have been

attested: Vas in yka 'house', ev as in kira 'to be.faf, eve as in lml-vnume, 'humming

bird', and eev as in pwata 'to tie'. The combination ofthese syllable structures are found

in words up to four syllables. Monosyllabic stems/words have the shapes ev as in ta 'to

rich' and eve as in cUy 'blood'.

Kokama has many particles (most ofthem clitics) which have the following

shapes: V as in ~ 'future'; ev as in +pu 'instrument', evev curl 'remote past'; ve~

'immediate past', ecv as in ik!!j 'recent past' and eve as in min 'restrictive'

Kokama affixes are all suffixes, and they have the patterns: ev, cvev, or VCV.

Examples ofthis are: .ta 'causative', .W3CU 'intensive', and .ima.'less.'
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1.4 Stress

Stress is nondistinctive in Kokama Generally, primary stress falls on the

penultimate syllable ofa phonological word. However, in words ending in Iw/, Iyl or In!,

stress falls on the final syllable. Kokama has a small number ofparticles with final stress.

An example ofthis is ikwa "recent past".

2. Morphophonemics

Kokama has the folowing morphophonemic rules:

1) The vowels a and u are deleted when followed by a vowel. This rule applies across

morpheme boundaries within a phonological word:

[cuka]

ca+ '1(FS)', Uka 'house'

'my house'

[ece yamtmny]

ece '1 (FS)', yamtma 'to be.upset', iiy 'immediate past'

'/was upset (immediate past)'
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2) the affricate c becomes palatalized when it precedes i or y. This rule is ordered after

rule 1):

[cia]

ca+ '1 (FS)', ia 'heart'

my heart'

3) the sequence made up ofthe morpheme ca+ 'l(FS)' followed by any word begining with

cis reduced to s:

[Siru]

ca+ 'l(FS)', ciro 'clothes'

'my clothes'

4) the sequence made 1.11' ofthe morpheme ca+ '1 (FS)' followed by a word beginning with

c is reduced to s:

[sui]

ca+ 'l(FS)', cut 'blood'

'my blood'
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5) Obstruents are voiced following n:

[ahanga]

ahan 'this' , +ka 'in, at'

'in it(there) '

6) a final n is realized as m when preceding a morpheme with an initial labial (u, p or m):

[ahambu]

ahan 'this (FS)', +pu'Instrument'

'by means ofthis'

[tuamui]

rna

to be big

+n

+REL

uy

IP (Faust, 1972)

[yukummttu]

yukun mttu

that(FS) kinciof.bird
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3. Morphology: Stem (or word) Classes

Kokama is an isolating type oflanguage. Its major morphological devices are

derivation and compounding. Grammatical categories such as case, number (plurality) are

expressed by means ofparticles (some particles are clitics). Tense, aspect and mood are

expressed by means ofauxiliary verbs and/or particles. The few derivational morphemes

found in Kokama are all suffixes.

In the absence ofpurely morphological criteria, stem-classes in Kokama are

distinguished by syntactic criteria (i.e., their syntactic distributions). There are three open

stem-classes in Kokama: nouns, verbs and adverbs. Most ofthe words borrowed from

Quechua, Spanish and Portuguese belong to these classes.

3.1 Nouns

Kokama nouns a.-e lexical items that refer mostly to beings and things. This stem

class occupies the head position ofthe noun phrase and can stand as the only constituent

in noun-phrases (NPs). Acting as the head ofNP, nouns may function as the subject of

intransitive and stative verbs, the subject and object oftransitive verbs, the possessor or

the possessed element in genitive constructions, and the axis ofpostpositions.

Nouns may be modified by quality verbs which carry affective meanings such as

mimi 'to be pitifid'; Cacu 'to be pitifUl, insignificant', tua 'to be big' (animate things), and

uua 'to be big' (reffering to inanimate things). They may also be modified by the particle

ktra 'little.' Finally, nouns are pluralized by the particle kanu (MS) or by the clitic +nu

(FS).
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Lexical items naming the parts ofthe day such as karuka 'afternoon'; kwema

'morning' form a small syntactic sub-class ofnouns. They are like adverbs in that they

may occur as adverb-like attributes.

3.1.1 Adjectives

Kokama lacks adjectives. Adjectival meaning is expressed by means ofdescriptive

verbs appearing in relativized constructions. Functioning as attributes, these relativized

constructions may precede or follow the noun they modify:

ritama nna +n

house be.big +REL

'the big village (one)'

nna

be.big

+n ritama

+REL village

'the big village (one)'

3.2 Verbs

Kokama verbs fall into three sub-classes: transitive, intransitive and stative.

Transitive verbs take both subject and object nominals. Intransitive verbs do not take

object nominals. Stative verbs are quality verbs and may take an oblique object. The verb

~ 'to have, there is' is included in this sub-class. Kokama lacks a copula verb. The
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same personal pronouns which are used to express the subject oftransitive, intransitive

and stative verbs are used to express the object ofa transitive verb. Verbs belonging to any

ofthe above classes may be modified by auxiliary verbs and particles expressing time,

aspect and mood.

3.2.1. Aspect

There is a set ofverbs in Kokama which indicate aspect when following the main

verb. These are:

ucu 'andative'

uri 'venitive'

yuti 'progressive'

ukwa 'habitual'

iara 'desiderative'

The auxiliary verbs marking 'andative', 'venitive', 'progressive', 'habitual' and

'desiderative', all follow the predicate head immediately:

ta kamata DCU

l(MS) work Andat

'I will work'
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penu ucu ukwa curl

2(exc.) go HABIT RemPst

'we used to go'

The verbs ucu 'to go' , uri 'to come' and upa 'to finish' may also express the

perfective aspect, as do the particles awe and ay. The particles awe and ay may co-occur

with the emphatic pura. The perfective always precedes the subject-predicate sequence:

ucu maria ucn uy

Perf Mary go IP

'Mary (already) went'

ay pura ta+ kumica

Perf EMPH l(MS)+ speak

'I (already) spoke'

3.2.2 Tense

There are four particles in Kokama indicating tense: Immediate Past (IP), Recent

Past (RecPst), Remote Past (RemPst) and Future (Fut):

uy 'immediate past'

ikwi 'recent past'

curi 'remote past'

a 'fUture'
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The recent past is cognate with Kokama ikwaci 'yesterday' and both time

expression and recent past may cooccur in the same sentence:

ikwaci

yesterday

ca+ uri

I(FS)+ come

ikwi caputaw kwara

RemPst Sapota! to

'yesterday / came to Sapota/'

3.23 Mood

Kokama has a small set ofparticles appearing in verb phrases to mark modality.

The particle era expresses uncertain or predictive events, i. e. the Subj(unctive) mood,

and mia expresses hypothetical, and or contrafactual events with a potential meaning, the

Contraf(actuaI) mood. The particle nun co-occurs with the subjunctive mark era to

express the OPT(ative) mood:

ritama +ka ta+ ucu era

city +to 1(MS)+ go Subj

'/am going to the city(predictive)'

uri ra+ papa erucu

3(MS) 3(MS)+ father bring

'his father could had brought him'

mia

Contraf



mana wacu +n ttma ra+ amana era nun

how Intens. +REL Neg

'that it doesn't rain'

3.3 Adverbs

3(MS)+ rain Subj OPT

Kokama has a set ofadverbial particles in locative, temporal, modal,

intensifying and interrogative function.

3.3.1 The locative adverbs are:

ahan +ka

this(MS) +at

'here ( close to the speaker)'

ikya +ka

this(MS) +at

'here (close to the speaker)'

raepe

'there (MS) (far from the speaker)'
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yaepe

'there (FS) (far from the speaker)'

yuka +ka

that(MS) +at

'there (awayfrom the speaker and the hearer)'

yukun +ka

that +at

'there (awayfrom the speaker and the hearer)'

Two ofthe locative adverbs ahan+ka (FS), ikii+ka (MS) and yuka+ka (MS),

yukUn+ka (FS) are made up ofthe demonstratives ahan 'this (FS)', ikii 'this (MS)',

yuki 'that(MS)', yukUn 'that(FS)' and the postposition +ka 'at, in.' The locative raepe

may be used as a demonstrative pronoun. .tuso, it may be employed either as a hesitation

expression or as a sentence connector much akin to the English 'then.'

3.3.1 The major Kokama temporal adverbs are the followings:

iminwa

ikun

ikuruma

ik-waci

'long time ago'

'today'

'recently, for the first time'

'yesterday'
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ipka 'at night'

ipka+ka 'early in the morning'

kamitun 'tomorrow'

pi-re 'not yet'

rian pura 'at that time'

ria puka tuka 'at this moment'

capa 'now'

cakaptre 'after'

uyarika 'again'

yanpura 'at that time'

yumunuti 'for a long time'

yunuki 'later'

3.3.2 Kokama has three Intensifying adverbs:

cita

uriakalyiaka

yaci

'many'

'much, enough'

'very'

The stative verb era 'to be good' may also function as an intensifying adverb.



3.3.3 The interrogative adverbs are:

awtrt 'how much?'

maka 'where?'

mafia 'how?'

3.3.4 Manner adverbs

The adverbs ofmanner are:

acun 'mostly'

aycemeka 'really'

erece 'hardly'

tatira 'first'

katu 'again'

titika 'alone'

CUD 'almost'

upa 'completely'

yati 'in vain'

yanikaka 'fortunately'
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3.4 Personal pronouns

Like nouns, personal pronouns may be heads ofNPs functioning as subject,

object and axis ofpostpositions:

a) as subject:

penu kumica uy ceta

1(excl./FS) speak

'we spoke a lot'

IP a lot

b) as object:

uri maria yakwarari

3(MS) Mary remember

'Mary remembers him'

When a personal pronoun functions as noun possessor in genitival constructions,

its cliticized form is used:

c) ca.+ papa umanu curl

my(FS) father die

'myfather died'

RemPst

However, the use ofthe reduced forms (clitics) is not exclusive to this function.

Subjects and objects expressed by personal pronouns are also realized as cliticized forms

ifthey are not the first element in a sentence or clause:



d) ece ucu

I(FS) go

1 go to Tabatinga'

tabatinka katt

Tabatinga to
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e) tabatinka

Tabatinga

katt ca+ uco

to I(FS)+ go

'1 go to Tabatinga'

Also, the personal pronoun functioning as the logical object in a SVO sentence is

always a clitic ifthe verb phrase is marked for aspect, tense or mood, in which case the

clitic is positioned between the head verb and the aspect/tense and mood markers.

ta mama umi

l(MS) mother see

'my mother saw them'

rana+ oy

3pl+ IP

ra+ mama

3(MS)+ mother

'his mother saw us'

umi

see

ini+ uy

1(incl.)+ IP

The first person plural has an inclusive (incl.) and an exclusive (excl.) form. The

first person personal pronouns (except the first person plural inclusive) as well as the

third person personal pronouns show a contrast in the biological gender ofthe speaker.
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The Kokama personal pronouns are displayed in the chart below:

Free forms Clities

male female male female

1 tel ece ta+ ca+

2 ene na+

... Uri ay ra+ ya+.;)

lira

lp ini(incl.) ini+(incl.)

Ip tana(excl.) penu(excl.) tana+(excl.) penu+(excl.)

2p epe pe+

3p nina fuu rana+ inu+

3.6 Demonstrative pronouns

The Kokama demonstrative pronouns function primarily as attributes, although

they may occupy the head position in subject and object 1'.11>5. The demonstrative

pronouns are like the personal pronouns in that they distinguish the biological gender of

the speaker and as proforms they are modified by the plural particles kana and +nu. The

demonstrative pronouns are displayed in the chart below:
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male female

ikiti ahan 'near the speaker'

yuJui yukun 1arfrom the speaker'

3.6 Quantifiers

Numerals and indefinite pronouns occur as quantifiers in noun phrases.

However, there are few attested cases where quantifiers are the only element in an NP.

The numeral system in Kokama numbers from one to four. From five on up, the numerals

are borrowings from Quechua:

wepe 'one'

mukuyka 'two'

mucapi-rtka 'three'

irwaka 1our'

pieka 'five' ''-'

sukta, cukta 'six'

kansi, kanci 'seven'

puca 'eight'

iSkun 'nine'

eunka 'ten'

paea 'hundred'



waranka 'thousand'
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The indefinite pronOlmS are the following:

amwa 'another'

awtrt 'some'

cita 'many'

upi 'all'

3.7 Relationals

In Kokama, the relational element in a relational-axis construction follows its

object. The Kokama reiationals encode case-relations ofoblique NPs, and location in

locative phrases. They are as follows:

a)case:

pupe - +pu 'instrumental (nouns)'

muki 'associative'

cupe, +Cu 'dative'

Example:

ece ucu ca+ ku +ka ca+ mtmtra

I(FS) go my+ field +to 1(FS) daughter Assoc

'] (am) goring) to myfield with my daughter'
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b) location

ari 'in, on, about'

kwara 'in, into'

wtrt 'under, inside'

artwa 'on, on the top of

arika 'in the opposite side'

cuy 'from'

rope 'in, to'

+ka 'to, in, at'

+ra 'in, to, fOi'

c) purpose

tara 'in order to'

mira 'in order to (obligation)'

There are three relationals in Kokama which are made up ofbody part nouns and

the postpositions +ka and +ra. The nouns function as the head ofthe NP, which is the

axis ofa postposition, as in:

ca+kaku+ra 'at my side (ca+ '](FS)'; kak-u 'cheek'; and +ra 'in')'

ca+Cikwara+ra 'behind me (ca+ '](FS)'; cikwara 'anus'; and +ra 'in')'

na+Cica+ka 'in front ofyou (na+ you'; cica 'face'; and +ka 'at, in')'



3.8 Coordinators

Kokama has the particle +ra 'but' and urian/yan 'but' which function as

connectors marking the adversative type ofcoordinate constructions. The additive

connector is a borrowing from Spanish y 'and', otherwise this type ofconstruction is

expressed by the simple juxtaposition ofsentences.

3.9 Subordinators

The main subordinators are the following:

ay 'when (indefinite)'

ikwa 'because'

puka 'when (definite)'

raci, +ra 'if

cenu, +ce 'in order to'

Some postpositions may also function as subordinators, such as wtrt 'under',

artwa 'on' and ikwa 'because of. As subordinators they have respectively the following

meanings: 'even though', 'because' and 'while'.
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3.10 Sentence markers

Sentence markers are all other words (particles) that modify clauses and sentences

which were not included in the parts of speech already described. They are the following:

ya 'indirect discoW'se'

kay 'emphatic (Imperative constructions)'

4. SYNTAX

4.1 Word Order in Basic Sentences

The most frequent word order in Kokama dependent or independent transitive

sentences is (S)ubject (V)erb (O)bject. The other possible pattern is OSV. Intransitive

clauses, or clauses containing a stative predicate or a non-verbal predicate show either an

SV or VS pattern. VSO is only possible in imperative constructions. Kokama has the

order noun-posposition and genitive-nominal. Relativized stative verbs functioning as

attributes may follow or precede the nominal, although the former position is the most

prevalent. Demonstratives and numerals precede the nominal. Volition verbs precede the

main verb, and auxiliary verbs marking aspect follow it. Interrogative ....vords a..-e the first

elements in a sentence.
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4.2 The S)'Dtax of clauses or sentences

4.2.1 Transitive clauses

SVO is the most frequent word order in transitive clauses. However OSV is also a

common pattern:

a) ta+ mama yapi-k uy

1(MS)+ mother sit.down IP

'my motherjust sat down'

b) kuriki ceta ikya

kuriki want this

'Kurike wants this ring'

pua=eiru

finger=container

l(FS) buy

c) ece purepe yanukatan uy

cloth IP

'Ijust bought some cloth'

4.2.2 SVO Sentences

In SVO sentences or clauses the direct object has a specific slot inside the verb

phrase. It is the first element following the verb head (if there is no adverbial particle

inside the VP):



a) ca kupe ura

1(FS) plant it

'Iplant it'
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b) ca kupe

l(FS) plant

capa ura

right.now it

'I am going to plant it right now'

In SVO sentences, aspect, tense and mood particles follow the direct object:

c) ta

l(MS)

purepe yanukatan uy

buy cloth ImmPst

d)

'I bought cloth'

uri yume

3(MS) give

libru

book

uy

IP

ra+

3(MS)+

ima

brother

+cu

+to

'he gave the book to his brother'

Ifthe object is a pronoun it appears cliticized to the first free word to its right:

e) ra+ mama umi

3(MS) mother see

'his mother saw us'

penu+

2+

uy

IP



t) ta

l(MS)

erura

bring

ra+

3(MS)+ Fut
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'/will bring it'

4.2.3 Constructions with direct and indirect objects

The only NPs which are case marked in Kokama are those functioning as dative

(recipient), associative, and instrument. The relational particle cupe, +cu marks dative

case, muki marks associative, and pupe, +pu marks instrument. Kokama has few verbs

that require both a direct and an indirect object (dative). Some ofthem are yumi 'to give',

k"Umica 'to say; to speak', and erura 'to bring.' The following examples show the

possible distributional patterns ofthe two objects in a simple Kokama sentence:

a)

s V 0 10

uri yumi pua=eiru uy ca +eu

3(MS) give finger=cloth IP l(FS) +Dat

'he gave the ring to me'

b)

10 S V 0

ra+ ima +eu ra+ yumi pua=eiru +uy

3(MS)+ brother +Dat 3(MS)+ give finger= cloth +IP

'he gave the ring to his brother'
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c)

0 s V 10

pua=eiru ra+ yumi ta+ cupe

finger=cloth 3(MS)+ give 3(MS)+ Dat

'he gave the ring to me'

4.2.4 Intransitive sentences

Intransitive sentences or clauses are SV. There are very few examples with VS

order. The difference between intransitive and transitive clauses is due to the absence of

an object in the former. Any other constituent can be fronted in the intransitive clause as it

occurs with transitive constructions:

1(excl./MS) go

a) penu ucu tabatinka katt

Tabatinga to

'we go to Tabatinga'

b) tabatinka katt penu+ ucu

Tabatinga to 1(EXlMS) go

'we go to Tabatinga'
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c) ece yawacima curl amwa wacu

I(FS) arrive RemPst other month

'I arrived last month'

d)amwa wacu ca+ yawacima curl

other month I(FS)+ arrive Rem Pst

'/arrived last month'

4.2.5 Stative sentences

The predicate ofthe stative sentences or clauses contains quality verbs or the verb

'to have, there is.' Stative constructions may have SV or VS pattern:

a) emete cita ipira

exist many fish

'there are manyfish'

b)ca+ uka

1(FS)+ house

'my house is big'

nua

be.big

c)nua

be. big

ca+ uka

l(FS)+ house

'my house is big'
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d) ta yumtra

1(MS) be.angry

'/ am angry'

e) yumtra

be.angry

'/am angry'

ta

l(MS)

Certain stative verbs in Kokama may have a dative (recipient) NP. These are verbs

such as varni-rna 'to be.upset', ynmtra, 'to be.angry.' In this kind ofapplicati.ve-like

construction the postposition appears cliticized to the verb. Examples ofthese are:

f) rana yumtra cupe ura

3pl(MS) be.angry Dat 3(MS)

'they are angry with him (or 'he is the recipient oftheir anger?'

g) rana

3pl(MS)

ynmtra

be.angry

ra+

3(MS)+

cupe

Dat

'they are angry with him'
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4.2.6 Non-verbal predicates

Non-verbal predicates in Kokama consist ofone ofthe following phrases:

1) a NP headed by a noun; 2) a pronoun; 3) a relational phrase, or 4) a relativized phrase.

In non-verbal predicates the subject may precede or follow the predicate. The predicate

may be a nominal, or an adverbial phrase, and it can be modified by auxiliary verbs and

particles marking aspect, as well being modified by particles marking tense. Some

examples are:

a) uri ta+ mama

3(MS) 1(MS)+ mother

'she is my mother'

b) ta+ mama uri

1(MS)+ mother 3(MS)

'she is my mother'

c) maria ta+ mena curi

Maria 1(MS)+ wife RemPst

'Maria is my wife (since a long time ago)'

d) ta+ p:lpa ra+ uka +ka

1(MS)+ father 3(MS)+ house +at

'myfather is at his house'



e)nua

be.big

+n

+REL

ikya uka

this house
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'this house is big'

4.3 Peripheral elements

Peripheral elements can be found in all basic transitive, intransitive, stative and

equational sentences. Peripheral elements express time, location and manner, and they

may be words, phrases or clauses. Periferal elements such as manner and time adverbials

are in principle positioned at the begining ofthe sentence. Place adverbials are as frequent

at the begining ofa sentence as when they follow the sequence subject-predicate:

Time:

a) ikwaci ta+ yawacima

yesterday I(MS)+ arrive

'I arrivedyesterday. '

RecPst

yawacima ucukwaraci cuy tanab) mukuyka

two days from 1(MS) arrive Andat Fut

'we will arrive in two days. '

c) watari

not.yet

ta+ uki.ta

l(MS)+ bum .CAUS

uri

3(MS)

'/didn't burn it yet. '



d) Iunesu +pu ta+ uki.ta ra+
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Monday +INSTR l(MS)+ burn.CAUS 3(MS) Fut

'I will burn myfield on Monday. '

e) acirika ari tana +n amana wacu ayuka tanaS

go.down.river Progr. 1(EXlMS) +REL rain Intens hit 1(EX/MS)

'while we were going down the river there was a heavy rain.' (Faust, 1972)

f) UCll ari rana +n rana umi aktki-

to go PROG 3pl(MS) +REL 3(MS) see monkey

'they saw a monkey while they were coming. '

Manner:

g) uriati ta+ neu uy

in.vain 1(MS)+ go IP

'I went in vain'

h) aycemeka ta+ ncu uy

really l(MS) go IP

'I really went. '

5.nus type ofclause marks the fact that the two events, the one found in the main clause and the
one found in the subordinate clause, occurred simultaneously. The particle an marking progressive
aspect typically occurs in this kind ofconstruction.



i) titika alisi yuti

alone Alice stay

'Alice stayed alone. '

curl

RemPst
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Place:

j) raepe ta+ ima kaktrt

there 1(MS)+ brother live

'my brother lives there. '

k) emete ta+ ima uka raepe

exist 1(MS)+ brother house there

'my brother has a house there. '

1) ikya +ka

this(MS) +at

ta+ kam::~

I(MS) work

yuti

PROGR

'I am working there. '

4.4 Subordinate Clauses

Subordinate clauses have SVO word order. They are not marked for aspect/tense

or moo~ and they have fewer peripheral constituents than main clauses. In subordinate

clauses, the subordinating conjunction follows the verb. Conditional and adverbial

subordinate clauses (temporal, purpose, reason, concessive) generally precede the matrix
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clause.

4.4.1 Conditional c!auses

Conditional subordinate clauses are formed by postposing the particle raci (+ra) to the

verb phrase:

a) ra+ ucu +ra ta+ yuriti a

3(MS)+ to go +Cond 1(MS)+ stay Fut

'ifhe goes, I will stay. '

b) ra+ ucu

3(MS)+ to go+

raci ta+ yuriti

COND I(MS)+ stay FUT

'ifhe goes, I will stay. '

yuritita+

4.42 Time clauses

Subordinating clauses expressing time are made up by postposing puka or ay to

the verb phrase. They mark definite (predictable) and indefinite (or hypothetical) time

respectively:

a) ra+ ucu

3(MS)+ go+ when I(MS)+ stay

'when he goes I stay(indefinite)'



b) ra+ ucu puka ta+ yuriti
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l(MS)+ go when I(MS) stay Fut

'when he goes, I will stay (definite time)'

4.4.3 Purpose clauses

Purpose subordinate clauses may follow or precede the matrix clause, and they

have the particle cenu, +ce, tata or mira positioned at the end ofthe VP:

a) ra+ ucu cenu ta+ yuriti

3(MS)+ go in.order.to

'I will stayfor him to go'

l(MS)+ stay Fut

d) raepe cui ta+ kinta ra+ uy

3pl(MS) from l(MS)+ fold 3(MS) IP

'then I folded it (immediate past) for drying. '

ra+ ikana

3(MS)+ dry

+ceoy

+in.order.to

e) ra+ ucu

3(MS)+ go

cenu

in.order.to

ta+ yuriti

l(MS)+ stay

uy

IP

'I will stayfor him to go (immediate past). '



f) ene uri

2 come

you came to eat'

eyu

eat

tara

purpose
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g) ca uco

l(FS) go

'1 go to work'

kamata mira

work purpose

4.4.4 Reason clauses

Reason subordinate clauses precede the main clause and they have the particle

ikwa 'because' positioned at the end ofthe VP:

a) ra+ ocu ikwa ta+ yuriti uy

3(MS)+ go because l(MS) stay IP

'I stayed because he went. '

4.4.5 Concessive clauses

Concessive subordinate clauses have the particle wtrt positioned at the end ofthe

VP. Concessives precede the main clause:

although 1(MS)+ st.ay

h) ra+ ucu

3(MS)+ go

wtrt ta+ yuriti uy

IP

'although he went, I stayed(imediate past). ,



Reason and concessive clauses may optionally have the adverbializer in the

subordinate clause paired with the conjunction in the main clause:
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3(MS) although l(MS)+ stay

i) ra+

3(MS)+ go

ucu wtrt

although

ra+ wtrtr ta+ yuriti uy

IP

'although he went, (even though) I stayed(immediate past). '

b) ra+ ucu

3(MS)+ go

ikwa

because

ra+ ikwa

3(MS)+ because

ta+ yuriti

3(MS)+ stay

'because he went, I stayed'

4.5 Passiv~ constructions

Some constructions found in the data that form the corpus ofthis work are

considered to be passive constructions. These are sentences with two overt NPs, and a

nonverbal predicate (i.e. a stative or a transitive verb in a relativized construction). The

demoted subject is the recipient or somce ofwhat is directed towards the patient (the

promoted object). Examples ofthis are:

3(MS) hurt +REL 3(MS)

a) uri caci +n ra+ papa

father+

+cu

+Dat

'he is loved by hisfather'



b) tktracin eyu

boy eat

+n ipira

+REL fish

cnpe

Dat
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'the boy was eaten by thefish'

4.6 Coordinate clauses or sentences

Kokama lacks a coordinating conjunction such as the English additive 'and' (see

section 3.9). These specific additive types ofcoordinate phrases, sentences or clauses are

usually expressed by means ofthe Spanish conjunction tIl y' or simply by the

juxtaposition ofthe coordinated elements (which is the native pattern):

a) maria

Mary

ncn penn muki i pransisku

go 1(EXlMS) with and Francisco

ncn titika

go alone

'Mary goes with us and Francisco goes alone. '

l(EX/MS) with

b) maria

Mary

ncn

go

penn muki. prancisku

Francisco

ncn

go

titika

alone

'Maria goes with us. Francisco goes alone. '
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4.7 Sentence connective

The conjunction~ 'thus'; 'in. this.way', is used to relate sentences (without

subordinating them) to previous sentences in the discourse:

a) ana UCll

Ann go

curl

RemPst

barazira

Brasilia

katt

to

'Ann went bu"k to Brasz1ia'

timarl ana yawacima katu

never Ann arrive again

'(and) Ann never come back again.'

ria penu+ Casu kana

in.this.way l(excl./MS)+ poor PLUR

'so, poor us, we are sad. '

4.8 Comparative constructions

There are two particles ya (MS)~yan (FS) 'like' and intiru 'identical', which are

used in simplest equative comparative constructions. The particle intiru occurs at the

beginning ofthe phrase and ya follows it:
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a) awa ya arara kumica

person like macaw speak

'the macaw speaks like a person'

b) indiru

exactly like

awa arara kumica

person macaw speak

'the macaw speaks exactly like a person'

The stative verb katupe 'to looklike' can cooccur with the comparative particles as

shown in the examples below:

c) yawara eyu.tara

jaguar eat.AG

ya ra+

like 3(MS)+

katupe

look.like

curi

RemPst

'it looked like ajaguar (a long time ago)'

4.9 Interrogative sentences

Kokama distinguishes three types ofquestions: yes/no question, information

question and rhetorical questions. In all three cases, questions are formed by means of

the use ofparticles which follow the first phrase ofthe sentence.. Yesfno questions are

marked by the particle tipa. Rhetorical questions express the speaker's doubt about the

truth ofwhat is questioned.. The particle marking indirect question is caku (+ta). In

principle, any element ofthe sentence may be questioned by means ofthe use ofthe



appropriate interrogative particle or interrogative word plus an interrogative particle

(information question):

Imformation question
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a) awa tipa

who Q

'who made it?'

yauki

make

uri

3(MS)

b) mari tipa na+

what Q 2+

'what didyou see'

umi

see

uy

IP

c) mafia

how

puka tipa

when Q

maria

Mary

yuti

stay

na+

2+

ku +ka

field +at

'how long did Mary stay in yourfield?'

Rhetorical questions

d) awa taku yauki ay

who Q make 3(FS)

'maybe, somebody made it?'
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Indirect questions may also be expressed by means ofthe question marker +ta. In

this case the element questioned is in a relativized construction and the sentence is in the

subjunctive mood:

e)awa

who

+n +ta

+REL +Q

yawacima

arrive

era

Subj

'did somebody arrive?'

YesJNo question

f) tabatinka cui tipa na+

Tabatinga from Q 2+

'didyou comefrom Tabatinga?'

uri

come

uy

IP

g) ucu

go

tipa ene

Q 2

'are you going?'

4.10 Imperative Constructions

Tnere is more than one type of imperative construction. The surface structure ofa

simple strong command consists ofa predicate containing only the verb head:
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a)eyu

eat

'eat!'

Imperative sentences containing transitive verbs have a VO order. Ifthere is any

oblique NP, it follows the direct object:

b) cukuta yam..

wash dishes

'wash the dishes!'

c) yumi ura ta+ cupe

give iteMS) 1(MS) Dat

'give it to me!'

Kokama makes use ofparticles at the begining ofa sentence to express the

direction ofthe action in relation to the addresser (D(irectional) Or(ientation) particles).

The particle cani is used when the action is to be directed towards the speaker. When the

action is intended to go away from the speaker the particle yawa is used:

d) cani uri

DOr come

'come (towards the speaker)'
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e) yawa ucu

DOr go

go(awayfrom the speaker)'

4.11.1 Weak Commands

A command can be weakened by means ofthe particle pika. It follows the

directional particle ifthe latter is present; otherwise it follows the head ofthe VP in both

transitive and intransitive constructions:

a) cam pika uri

TS please come

'come! please!'

b) yumi

give

pika ura

please 3(MS)

irasi +cu

Iraci +Dat

'give it to Iraci! Please'

Imperative constructions may show the second person plural subject. When it does

occur the word order ofthe main constituents is V(O)S:

3(FS)+ 2

c) yumi

give

ya+ epe maria cupe

Mary Dat

'give it to Mary'
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4.12 Negation

Kokama has three adverbial particles used to negate sentences. These are: ttma, ni

and ina. The latter occurs typically in negative imperative sentences and the first ones

negate non-imperative sentences. The particles ttma and ni usually occur at the begining

ofthe sentence, except when the negative particle cooccurs with the affirmative particle

aha:

a) ttma ta+ ucu

Neg 1(MS)+ go

1 don't go to myfield~

b) ni ta+ ucu

NEG 1(MS)+ go

ta+ ku +ka

1(MS)+ field +to

ta+ 1m +ka

1(MS)+ field +to

'I don't go to myfield' or 1 don't even go to myfield'

ucu curlc) ttma ra+

:r-..,TEG 3(MS)+ go RemPst

'it has been a long time since he/she hasn't gone (there). '
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The particle ina marks negative imperative constructions. This is the first element

ofthe sentence and it may cooccur with the particle pika used in commands and requests:

d) ina uri

Neg come

'don't come!'

e) ina ueli

Neg go

'don't go!'

1(excl./FS) banana

f) ina eyu

Neg eat

penu+ panara

'don't eatfrom our bananas!'

g) ina +n pika yapika

Neg +REL please sit.down

'don't sit down! Please'
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4.13 The Verb Phrase

The simple Kokama verb phrase contains an obligatory verb head which may be

followed by optional elements (particles -independent words or clitics- and phrases)

appearing in the order given below:

1) verb word:

. verb stem

. derivational morphemes (causative, reflexive, reciprocal)

2) verb phrase adverbs

3) noun phrase (the logical object)

4) aspect (auxiliary verb)

5) tense (particles)

6) mood (particles/clitics)

7) relational phrase (NPs marked for oblique cases: recipient, instrument, associative)

a) uri umi

3(MS)+ see

ra+ curi

3(MS)+ RemPst

'he saw him(remote past). '

b) ta eyu

I(MS)+ eat

yuti

Progr.

uy

IP

'I was eating (immediate past)'
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4.13.1 Verb phrase adverbs

There are some Kokama adverbs that may occur inside the VP. In this case, they

follow the verb word and precede the logical object. Some ofthose adverbs are: capa

'right now'; katu 'again'; ptre 'yet':

right.now 3(MS)+ PLUR

a) ene

2

yauki

make

capa ra+ kana

'you will do it right now. '

c) ta kupe

3(MS) cultivate

capa ura

quickly 3(MS)

'] will cultivate it quickly. '

b) ta+ uri

I(MS)+ come

']will come again. '

d) kamitun ta+

katu

again

uri

Fut

katu

tomorrow I(MS)+ come again Fut

']come again tomorrow'
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4.13.2 Noun phrase Oogical object)

The noun phrase functioning as the logical object precedes the aspect/tense/mood

sequence (see section 4.16 for the syntax ofNoun Phrases).

4.13.3 Aspect

Kokama has three ways by means ofwhich aspect is expressed: 1) auxiliary

verbs postponed to the main verb: 'andative': ucu; 'venitive': m; 'desiderative': yara;

'habitual':~; and 'progressive': yyti; 2) particles preceding the sequence subject

predicate (perfective aspect .!!Y, awe, ucu. upa; 3) a clitic (perfective aspect Im) attached

to the verb stem (See section 3.2.1).

4.13.4 Tense (See section 3.2.2)

4.13.5 Mood (See section 3.2.3)

4.14 Relational phrase

A relational phrase is headed by a postposition which marks the relation

(case/location) between a NP and the rest ofthe sentence to which it belongs. The axis of

a postposition may be expressed by a nominal phrase (headed by a noun or a pronoun) or

an adverbial phrase. The relational phrase's main functions are to express oblique cases

and location.
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Oblique cases:

Dative (recipient/source)

a) uri kumica rana +cu

3(MS) speak

'he speaks to them'

3pl(MS) +Dat

b) ay yumi

3(FS) give

pataraSka

kinclof.prepared.food

penu +cu

1(excl./FS) +Dat

'she gave patara§ka to us'

Instrument:

c) kamitun ta+ ucu tabatinka +ka muturu +pu

tomorrow l(MS)+ go Fut Tabatinga +Loc

'tomorrow I am going to Tabatinga by boat'

boat +INSTR

d)ece

l(FS) speak

'I speak Kokama'

kokama +pu

Kokama +INSTR



Associative:

e) na+ uka +ka

2+ house +Loc

ta+

l(MS)

ucu

go

maria muki

Mary assoc.
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'! come to your house with Mary'

Location:

f)ta

l(MS)

ucu

go

tpacu kwara

lake inside

'!go to the lake'

g) ta kamata

l(MS) work

'I am working here'

yuti

Progr.

ikya

this(MS)

+ka

+Loc

4.15 Complementation

There are few cases ofsentences showing a transitive verb which takes sentential

complements. Kokama has no word, particle or affix that functions as complementizer:

Some examples ofsentential complements are given below:

a) uri umi

3(MS) see

ra+

3(MS)+

curi era

RemPst be.good

'he saw (a long time ago) that it was good'



b) ta+ uri katu a na

I(MS)+ come again Fut Rest!.

'he told me that he will come again'

ra+ kumica

3(MS)+ say

ta+ cupe

l(MS)+ Dat
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4.16 Noun Phrase

Basic noun phrases in Kokama consist ofa noun or pronoun head. Ifthe NP head

is a noun it can be modified by a demonstrative (DEM), numeral (Num) or indefinite

pronoun (lnde!.). It can also be modified by a possessive (poss), a relativized construction

(ReIConstr) or a stative verb (StV) (no more than two), a diminutive (Dim) (or

atenuative), , by a pluralizer (PIUR), and by a relative clause (ReLClau.). The order of

constituents in a noun phrase appears as follows:

I(DEM) (Num) (lodef.) (poss.) (REL) (StV) K (StV) (REL) (Dim) (PLUR) (Relel)

In sum, nouns heading a NP does not have more than four modifiers. Some examples are:

a) maria ktra yawacima ikwi

Mary DIM arrive RecPst

'Mary arrived (recently)'

b) ca+ yawara ktra mimi

1(FS)+ dog DIM pitiful

'my poor little dogs died'

+nu

+PLR

umanu uy

die IP



c) ece umi

l(FS) see

'I see that big canoe'

yukun

that

tara

canoe

nua +n

be.big +REL
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d) upi

all

ca+ yakt caci

l(FS)+ head hurt

'my whole head hurt'

e) ece umi

l(FS) see

capa amua

just.now another

muy ca+

snake l(FS)+

uka

house

kwara

inside

'Ijust saw another snake inside my house'

f) erure

bring

ikii uni=Ciru

this(MS) water=container

cini

be.white

+n

+REI

'bring me this white container (for water)'

NPs headed by a personal pronoun or a place name may not have more than two

modifiers. NPs headed by a numeral have only one constituent An indefinite pronoun

functioning as the head ofa NP is rare:

g) ta Cacu ttma yapeeika ipira

1(MS) poor Neg catch fish

'poor me, I don't catchjish'



h) penu

1(EXlFS)

Casu kana ttma ueu brazira

poor PLUR Neg to go Brasilia

katt

to
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'poor us, we don't go to Brasilia'

i) ikyi

this(1v1S)

ta+ tatra

l(MS)+ son

'this is my son'

4.17 Relative clauses

NPs in Kokama may also be modified by a relative clause. The relative clause

follows the noun and it contains a NP coreferential with the NP which the relative clause

modifies.

a) awa

who

+ta

+Q

ayuka

hit

ya+ mtma ikwi

3(FS) pet RemPst

know.CADS 3(FS) grandmother

ay +nka

3(FS) +REL

y+

3(FS)+

ikwa.ta ya nay yuti ikwi

progr. RemPst

'the person who hit her pet yesterday was the person who she had informed her

grandmother about?' (Faust, 1972)



b) maria ra +nka yawacima ikwaci
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Mary 3(MS) +REL arrive

'Mary is the one who arrivedyesterday'

yesterday

c) yuki wayna uri +nka yapuraci antuy muki alisi remyariru

that(MS) woman 3(MS) +REL dance Anthony Assoc. Alice granddaughter

'that woman who is dancing with Anthony is Alice's granddaughter'

5. Derivation

Kokama has simple and derived words (including nouns and verbs). Affixation and

compounding are the main precesses by which words are formed, and all Kokama

derivational morphemes are suffixes.

5.1 Affixation producing nouns from verbs

The nominalizer .tara derives agentive nouns from verbs:

kamata.tara 'hard worker'

kupe.tara 'farmer'

ciki.tara 'fisher'



The nomjnaJizer .wara produces habitual agentive nouns from verbs:

yapuraci.wara 'professional dancer'

ikara.wara 'professional singer'

awarinti.wara 'alcoholic'

The nomjnaIizer .tata .ta derives instruments from nouns and verbs:

yapuki.ta

row.INSTR

'paddle'

kupe.tata

plant.INSTR

'planting tool'

yapuki.ta

sit.INSTR

'seat'

ciki.ta

fish. INSTR

'hook'
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5.2 Affixation producing words from the same class as its basis

The suffix .wacu 'intensive' (Intens) modifies the noun to which it attaches

(without changing the word class basis):

ipira.wacu 'bigjish'

amana.wacu 'heavy rain'

atawari.wacu 'big chicken (turkey)'

panara.wacu 'big banana'

uka.wacu 'big house'

tara.wacu 'big canoe'

itaki.wacu 'big stone'

ipira.wacu 'bigjish'

The suffix .tma derives words adding the meaning '-less':
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yuru.tma

uka.tma

mama.tma

kurike.tma

pua.tma

'mouthless'

'houseless'

'orphan, fatherless

'moneyless'

'handless'
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5.3. Composition

Compound words are formed by the juxtaposition oftwo words. The productive

type ofcompound is the one where the determined element is preceded by its determining:

a) a determining noun plus a determined noun:

uni=Cir2 'container ofwater (lit. water container)'

pua=eira 'ring (lit. the clothes ofthefinger)'

uka=ca 'roof(lit. house leaf)'

yaki=ca 'hair (lit. head leaf)'

twtra=ia 'fruit (lit. tree heart)'

cica=kwara 'eyes (lit. holes ofthe face)'

tata=tupa 'stovelhearth (lit. the place ofthe fire)'

b) a determining verb plus a determined noun:

amana=irwa

uktra=irwa

ayuka=irwa

yap+ka=tupa

eyu=tupa

'raincoat (lit. rain companion)'

'pajamas (lit. sleep companion)'

'enemy (lit. fight companion)'

'chair (lit. sitplace)'

'table (lit. eatplace)'
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5.4 AffIXation producing transitive and intransitive verbs

Kokama has four valence change formatives, all suffixes: .bi 'Causative' (Caus),

.ka 'Reflexive' (Refl), .ka -.kaka 'Reciprocal' (Ree), and an Intransitivizer (Intr.) .ra. The

latter only forms intransitive verbs from nouns and from stative verbs.

5.4.1 The causative .ta derives transitive verbs from intransitive verbs and from nouns:

umi 'tosee' umi.ta 'to cause to see, to show'

eyn 'to eat' eyn.ta 'to cause to eat (something), to fred'

knrata 'to drink' knrata.ta 'to cause to drink'

nmanu 'to die' nmanu.ta 'to cause to die, to kill'

aki 'to enter' aki.ta 'to cause to enter'

ucu 'to go' usn.ta 'to cause to go'

nki-ra 'to sleep' uki-ra.ta 'to cause to sleep'

yawachima 'to arrive' yawachima.ta 'to cause to arrive'

yap+ka 'to sit' yap+ka.ta 'to cause to sit, to set'

cira

mucana

mi-ma

yamaci

'name' cira.ta

'medicine' mucana.ta

'pet' mi-ma.ta

'to be hungry' yamaci.ta

'to cause to name'

'to cause to doctor'

'to cause to tame'

'to cause feel hungry'
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5.4.2 The Reciprocal .ka and the Reflexive .ka - .kaka derives intransitive verbs from

transitive ones:

cakari 'to hurt' cakari.ka 'to hurt oneself

umi 'to see' umika 'to see oneself

cire 'to (make) cool' cire.ka 'to cool oneself

umi 'to see' umi.kaka 'to see each other'

yakwarari 'to remember' yakwarari.ka(ka) 'to remember each other'

yapieika 'to catch' yapieika.ka 'to catch each other'

5.4.3 The Intransitivizer .ra derives intransitive verbs from nouns and stative verbs:

eira 'name' eira.ra 'to name'

mtma 'pet' mtma.ra 'to lame'

eire 'cloth' eirura 'to dress'

yamaei 'to be hungry' yamaei.ra 'to want to eat(something)'
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APPENDIX B: KokamalOmawa texts

Omawa Catechism (XVllI Centwy)1

My study ofthe following Omawa catechism shows that the present-day

phonological structures ofKokama words and the phonological structure ofthe Omawa

forms attested at the begining ofthe twentieth centwy and at the begining ofthe

eighteenth century are the same. This being the case, it is possible to determine the values

ofthe symbols found in these texts. In comparing eighteenth and twentieth century

KokamalOmawa forms I have established the following correspondences:

XVIII century Omawa XX century Omawa XX century Kokama

a a a
e eort e,t
eg t t
gw w w
hu w w
i i i
ie t t
k k k
ku kw kw
m m m
n n n
p p p
s, Z, y s c
t t t
ch ~ C
u u u
v w w
y,j y y

lRivet (1910) presents a translation ofthis eighteenth century Omawa catechism. The
present translation is mine and it differs in many points from Rivet's translation. It is organized as
foIIowing: a) the first line ofeach sentence corresponds to its orthography writing as found in the
Jesuitic text and in Rivet's work (1910:169-171); b) the second line consists ofa morphemic
analisis ofa); b) the third line corresponds to the morpheme glossing ofb); and c) the last line
presents an English translation ofeach sentence. A free translation ofthe whole catechism follows
the analysis ofthe text.



1 I. - D. ikuata epe tazupe

2 ikwa+ta epe ta+c:upe

3 know+Caus 2pl 1+to

4 you make me know'

5

6 amititipa Dios

7 amiti tipa dios

8 exist Q God

9 'is there God ?'

10

11 R. amitimura

12 amiti mura

13 exist EMPH

14 'there is'

15

16 ll.- D. maraitipa Dios mura

17 marai tipa dios mura

18 what Q God EMPH

19 'what is God?'

20

21

22
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23 R. eguatemai ritama

374

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

ewate mai ritama

high REL place

'(the) place which is high'

aikiara tuyuka ritama

aikia +1'3 tnyuka ritama

this +Loc earth place

'in this place ofthe earth'

upakatu maraiukana mukui yagueketara

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

upa katu marain

all Intens thing

'author ofall things'

yagueketara

yaweke.tara

make.Ag

'author'

kana muk-ui yaweke.tara

PLUR Assoc make.Ag

43

44

45

46

yeue yara semai veranu

yene yara se mai weranu

1inel lord be.sweet REL ?

'our sweet lord'
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Compi God

ill. - D. marepupetipa

47

48

49

50

51

52

muriai

muri

3

'he is God'

ay

Dios mura

dios mura

EMPH

Dios yagueke upakatu marainkana

R. eguatemai ritamakate

ewate mai ritama katt

IV. - D. makatetipa Dios juriti

mara katt tipa dios yuriti

where from Q God to live

'where does God live?'

mare pupe tipa dios yaweke upa katu marain kana

what INSTR Q dios make all Intens thing PLUR

'with what did God make ail things?'

ra+kumesia pupe pura ay

compi

Loc

puray

place

INSTR EMPH

Qhigh

'in the heaven'

rakumesiapupe

3+speech

'by means ofhis speech'

53

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62



71

72

aikiara tuyuka ritamakate

aikia+ra tuyuka ritama katt
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73

74

75

76

this+at earth

'in this earth'

mariupai

place loe

77 mara upa ai

78

79

80

81

82

thing Loc all Compl

'in all things'

rayoriti veranu

ra+ yoriti weranu

83 ........). live ?

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

'he lives'

v.- D. aguerepa dios amiti

awere+pa dios amiti

howmany+Q dios exist

'how marry Gods there are?'

R. uyepetiti

uyepe titi

one only

'only one'
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95 VI. - D. guarachi yasie sesuskana huerakana eguatakana verauu

96 kwaraci yast sesasu kana wtra kana ewati kana weranu

97 sun moon Pleiades PLUR bird PLUR mountains PLUR ?

98 'sun. moon, Pleiades, birds, montains'

99

100 to maritipa aikiarakaua Dios mura

101 mara tipa aikia+ra kana dios mura

102 what EMPH Q this+Loc PLUR God EMPH

God make REL EMPH PLUR EMPH person PLUR

'God is the one who made all things and allpersons'

R nati marai aikiara Dios mura

'which ofthese t/-.ings is God?'

diosyagwekemaipurakana purawanu

nu

EMPH

mura

kana pura awa

aikia+ra dios

God makewhat know Q

'why did God make .

na timara i

Neg nothing EMPH this+Loc God

'none ofthese is God'

dios yaweke mai pora

VII. - D. mareikuatipa dios yagueke

mara ikwa tipa dios yaweke

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

ill

112

113

114

115

116

117

118
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FL Dios semai raikua zenoni mura va ipucbita zenoni

VIII. - D. mareikuatipa Dios yagueke veranu mura agoa

mara iklva dios yalVeke lVeranu mura alVa

God be.sweet REL 3+know for EMPH people? for

'God who is sweet he knowsfor what (he made people) ,

man be.good for

:for the good man'

senuni

for

EMPH person?

kana alVa senu

yenone

mai ra+il...-w-a senoni mura alVa ipuSita senoni

EMPH PLUR person listen

what know God make

'why did God make people?'

dios se

alVa era

ra+I...'11mesa pura

(y)upakatu aikiara marainkana

upa katu aikia+ra mara in kana

all Intens this+Loc thing Loc PLUR

'all these things?'

rakumessapurakana vazeuu zenoni

:forpeople listen to his words'

3+words

FL alVaere yenone

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142
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umanu mai pura ra+yawaSima senum ewate mai ritama kati

aikiara musiapuereka personakana uyepetiti Dios

aikia+ra musapirika persona Kana uyepe titi dios

this+Loc three person PLUR one single God

'these three persons are a single God'

X. - D. aikiara musapuereka personakana

aikia+ra musaptrtka persona kana

R. Dios papa dios taegra Dias Espirito Santo

dios papa dios taira dios espirito santo

God father God son God Ghost Holy

'God isfather, son and Holy Ghost'

ritamakate

high REL place tofor

PLURperson

rayavachima zenoni eguatemaiumanumaipura

this+Loc three

'these three persons

to die REL Emph 3+arrive

'the one who dies arrive in the heaven'

IX. - D. ahuatipa Dios

awa tipa dios

who Q God

'who is God?'

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166
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'there is one God who is sweet'

roayatipa musapoereka dios

roa ya+ tipa musapi-rika Dios

aikia+ra moesapereka persona kana

aikia+ra m1lS2pi-rika persona kana

oyepe semai Dios mora

oyepe se mai dios mora

one be.sweet REL God EMPH

God

person PLUR

three

three

are not three Gods?'

NEG 3+ Q

this+Loc

Santisima Trinindad oaniraclUra

saotissima trindade oani ~ira

Holy Trinity only 3+ name

,Holy Trinity is his name (only)'

'from these three people'

R. roaya mora musapoereka Dios

roa ya+mora musapi-rika dios

Neg 3+EMPH three god

'there are not three Gods;

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190
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XI. - D. aikiara muesapereka persouakauazui

aikia+ra musaptptrika persona kana cui

God son be.sweet REL person become

'God's son who is sweet became a person'

XII. -D. mareikuatipa Dios taegra abua

mara ikwa tipa dios laira

?

emenua

person become ?

guakaemenua

awa waka emenua

waka

emenua

?

rachi

person PLUR from

guakaemenua

abua guakaemenua

mai awa

Q God son

zacbita

ya~ita mi

3+ want if3

ra

REL Q person become

'i/he wants us'

yene

lincl

how

mania mai tipa awa waka

how did he became a man?'

Dios taegra semai

dios taira se

maniamaitipa abua

this+Loc three

'from these three people

what know

'why did God's son become a person?'

R. yenne va

R.

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214
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eguatemai ritamakate yenne rayavacbimata zenom veranu

yenne rusui epata zenoni

yene ra+usu i epata cenuni

1 incl. 3+go? take from

'he will take away (it) from us'

yenne erasemaikanazui

1 incl be.good Neg

'wh.at is not goodfrom us'

from

cui

yene ra+yawdima.ta cenuni weranu

REL PLUR

mai kanaema

mai ritama kati

yene era

ewate

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227 be.high REL place towards 1 incl 3+arrive.CAUS for ?

228 'to make us to arrive in the heaven'

Free Translation

1.- D. You make me know: is there a God?

R. There is

I1.- D. What is God?

R. Our sweet creator, author ofeverything, author ofthe heaven and author ofthe

ear.h. He is God.

ill. D. With what did God make all things?

F- By means ofhis speech.

IV. D. Where does God live?



R. He lives in the heaven, in the earth, in all things.

V. D. Is there how many Gods?

R. Oniyone.

VI. D. Sun, moon, Pleiades, which ofthese things are God?

R. None ofthese things iare God. God is the one who made all things and all

persons.

VII. D. Why did God make all these things?

R. For the man who is good.

VITI. D. Why did God make people?

R. The sweet God he knows why he made people. We listen to his words:

'the one who dies arrives in the heaven'.

IX. D. Who is God?

R. God is father, son and Holy Ghost. These three persons form a single God.

X. D. These three persons are not three Gods?

R. There are not three Gods. From these three persons there is one sweet God.

Holy Trinity is only his name.

XI. D. Why did God's son become a person?

R. Ifhe wants us, he will take away from us what is not good to make us to

arrive in the heaven.

383



Kokama text (1992)

Consulta."lt: Maria Samias (Sapotal village)

384

eripaki ya+ yita ca+nay

beautfuII 3+ cook 1+grandmother

'my grandmother cooks it beautiftlly'

yukuci yami muricu peou

pen plate container I incl.

'we make pen, dish and container'

'for us to eat manioc'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

yawiri

manioc

peou+ eyu

I incI+ eat

+ceo

+to

yauki

make

'she already made her container'

'she made containers'

ay ya+ yauki

Compl 3+ make

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

ay

Compl.

yauki

make

ya+

3+

murica

container

murica

container



22

23

yaepeeui

there from

ya+

3+

yauki

make

tata

fire

385

'then, she used to makefire'

murieu ya+ ukLta

container 3+ burn.CADS

'(and) shefired (the) pot'

uri ueu

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31 3 go

tata k-wara

fIre Loc

32 'it goes to thefire'

33

34 ay aepe tata warara

35 CompI. there fIre burn

36 'there, thefire a/ready burns'

37

manioc skin

38

39

ca+ Day ucima.ta

1+mother leave.CAUS

iwira pirwara

40 'my mother used to take offthe manioc skin'

41

42 ay uki.ta era

43 3 burn be.good

44 'she burned it well'

45



386

'then, when she was alive, my grandmother used

ca+nay ktra ya+kaktra pub

1+granmother little 3+live when

to make herpot beatiful'

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

aepe cuy ya+

there from 3+

ucima.ta eripaki ya+ muricn

leave.CAUS beautful 3+pot

ca+ nay

1+grandmother

53

'she used to say you will know (how) to make your (own) pot'

'she used to say 'come (here) (for) you to see (how) to make pot'

ay ya+~-umica

Compl 3+say

'that is what she used to say'

eripaki na+yauki ura

beautiful 2+make 3

you will make it beauJjUI'

3+plate 3+pen

muricu

pot

3+pot

na+yauki

3+make

ua+yauki na+muricu na+yami na+yuknci

ua+ umi

3+see

Fut 3+make

come

3+know

ay kumica uri

3 say

ay kumica na+ikwa a

3 say

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69



387

'angry, she used to say this to us poorpeople'

ay+yumuraka ya+kumica penu Cacu muki70

71

72

3+be.angry 3+say 1inel. pity Assoc

73

'she was angry with us'

'when will you know how to make pot damn it?'

'I take your hand and I hit it with (a piece) ofwood'

ay yumuraka penu muki

3 be.angry 1inel. Assoc

karahu

damn it

yauki muricu

m:::ke pot

ca+enupa+ya twtra pupe

1+hit+it wood INSTR

ya+kumica

3+say

mana puka tipa na+ikwa

how when Q 3+know

nimari tima na+ik"Wa yauki

nothing Neg 3+know make

you do not know how to do anything'

'then she used to say'

ece yapicika na+pua

1 ta.1(e 2+hand

ria

then

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93



388

you look /ike a man, you do not know how to do anything'

nimari

nothingNeg 2+know make

wash

tutuka

iiapicara ttma na+ikwa yauki

you do not know to wash'

ttma na+ikwa

2+ Iook.like male

ene enteri

Neg 2+know

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102 ttma na+ ikwa yauki eyun

103 Neg 2+know make food

104 you do not know how to makefood'

105

106 ttma na+ceta wene uni

107 Neg 2+want carry water

108 you do not want to carry water'

109

110 na+mana ttma na+yumuaa

III 2+mother Neg 2+help

112 you do not help your mother'

113

114

115

116

117

akiCi ca+yuriti

be.afraid 1+stay

'I was afraid'



389

1+grandmother say 1+to

'my granmother used to say to me'

118

119

120

ca+nay kumica ca+cnpe

Kokama text (1992)

Consultant: Anatonio Samias (Sapota! village)

ikiaka fattra ta+url curl

'today I will speak, you listen'

amfnu ta+amuy kumica

longtime ago 1+grandfather speak

'longtime ago my grandfather spoke'

ikun ta+kumica ucu

RemPst

epe cenu

you listengo

first 1+comehere

today 1+speak

'first I came here'

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

exist three

mucapirika uka13

14

15

emeti

'there were three houses'

house



390

'then, Kokamas (started) arriving, arriving, arriving'

iui yatira

1inel put.together

yawacima yawacima16

17

18

19

20

21

22

raepecuy kokama yawacima

then kokama arrive

irwaka uka

four house

'we putfour houses together'

arrive arrive

23

'we do not know why we live here'

ceta awa kakir+ ikiaka

many people live here

tima ikwa marira iui

here

ikiakakakir+

1inel. livewhyto know

emete

exist

Neg

iui

1inel

ikun

today

24

25

26

27

28

29

30 'today there are manypeople living here'

31

32

33

kametun iuirucu

tomorow 1+inel.+go

ku kaka kupi

gardin Loc cultivate

tara

purpose

34 'tomorow we are going to the garden to cultivate'

35

36 amwa mamaci tima ueu

37 other woman Neg go

38 'the other woman does not go'

39



ra+mimira muld40

41

42

43

ra+ceweka nua

3+bely be.big 3+child

'her bely is big with her child'

Assoc

391

wayna ra+mtmira

female 3+child

'her child is aftmale'

amwa ay+ pura wari mtmi-ra

other Compl. EMPH be.born child

'the other already gave birth to a child'

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

ini upakaro

1incl. pierce

ra+nami uld pupe

3+ear needle lNSTR

'we pierced her ear with a needle'54

55

56 aminu ta+amuy kumica

57 longtime ago 1+grandfather say

58 'my grandfather said (it) longtime ago'

59

60 ahanka yapura kakiri ini nan kokama muld

61 here EMPH live 1incl. only Kokama Assoc

62 'only we lived here with the Kokamas'

63



392

you remember, you listened to it well'

ria ra+komica

in.this.way 3+speak

'in.this.way he (used) to speak'

era

3+1isten

na+ceno

tataka

marry

be.good

raepecoy na+ceta

then 2+want

eneyakwarari

2 remember

73

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

ay ra+ knmica ta+cope ta+amny Caco

Compi 3+tell 1+to 1+grandfather pity

'he told me, mypitiful grandfather'

Assoc2+fight 2+wife

na+ikaki na+mirikwa moki

'it is not good to fight with your wift'

'then you want to get married '

tima era

Neg be.good

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84 ta+mirikwa moki ta+kamata oco ta+porepe ra+eiru miran

85 l+wife Assoc 1+work go l+buy 3+cIoth purpose

86 '/went 10 work with my wife 10 buy her clothes'

87



88 ta ucu cikitari yapicika ipira ra+eyu miran

89 1 go fish grab fish 3+eat purpose

90 'I went to fish to catch fish for her to eat'

91

393

92

93

ta+papa

l+father

tima kumica ta+cenu

Neg speak 1+to

94 ~"1lYfather did not speak to me'

95

96 ikun ta+wihu emeti ta+remyeriru

97 today 1+old exist 1+grandson

98 'today I have my grandsons'

99

100 ikun tima ta+kunumi

101 today Neg 1+young man

102 'today I am not a young man'

103

104 ay ta+kumica

105 Compi I-tspeak

106 'I alredyfinished speaking'



Kokama text (1989)

Consultant: Antonio Gonyaives Pinto (Leticia/Columbia)

I ta+icimari muki ta+tatra kana muki ta+ceta kaktrt

2 I+son-in-law Assoc 1+son PLUR Assoc 1+want live

3 'I want to live with my son-in-law and with my children'

4

5 ikiaka ta+emeti wepe nan icimari

6 here 1+have one only son-in-law

7 'here I only have one son-in-law'

8

9 ta kaktrt kuyka

10 live there

11 'llive far away'

12

394

'today my son-in-law came (recent past) sickfrom Benjamin'

'there there are to son-in-law'

knyka emeti mukuyka icimari

there exist two son-in-law

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

ikUD

today

ta+icimari uri

1+son-in-!aw come

ny ra+aykwa+n

IP 3+be.sick+REL

benyamin cuy

Benjamin from



22 oimari ra+eyu ra+kumica

23 nothing 3+eat 3+say

24 he said that he did not eat anything

25

395

26 uri ucu letica+ka dutu+ka

27 3 go Leticia+Loc doctor+Loc

28 'he goes to Leticia to the doctor'

29

'he came today. early in the morning'

30

31

....,
~-

33

early.in.the.moming

ra+uri uy

3+come IF

ikuo

today

34 uri purepe ipira uy

35 3 buy fIsh IF

36 'he bought fish'

37

38

39

ta ttma ceta

Neg want

eyu

eat

40 'I do not want to eat'

41

42 ta uri curi ikiaka

43 come RemPst here

44 'I came here (remote past)'

45



ta+tatra kura awarinti

'I did not live here, (I lived) in Sapota/'

ikiaka ttma ta+kaktri caputaw katt46

47

48

49

50

here Neg I+live Sapota! Loc

396

51 1+son drink alcohol

52 'my son drinks alcoho/'

53

54 ta ttma kurata awarinti ay pura mucapirika wata

55 1 Neg drink alchohol CampI EMPH four year

56 'it has been nowfour years that I do not drink alchoho/'

57

58 raepecuy picika wata ik"Wa ta+knrata binu

59 then five year because 1+drink wine

60 'then five years, because I drink wine'

61

62 ttma ta+caypura.ta

63 Neg 1+be.drunk.CAUS

64 'I do not make me to become drunk'

65

66

67

68

69

ta+tayra kaoa yumtra

1+daughter PLUR be.angry

'my daughters are angry with me'

ta+muki

1+Assoc



70

71

oi ta+ya"'-wayari

even 1+remember

ta+miri"'-wa

l+wife

397

72 'I even do not remember my wife'

73

74

75

oi

even

ta+ya...·wayari

l+remember

maka ta+ucu

where l ....go

76 'I even do not remember where 1go'

77

78 ikun ta+kurata binu

79 today 1+drink wine

80 'today 1am drinking wine'

81

82 ttma rana+yawacima

83 Neg 3pl.+arrive

84 'the.v did not arrive'

85

86 ta yapuraci curi

87 dance RemPst

88 'I had danced longtime ago'

89

90 anu Dwebo puka ta+yapuraci uco

91 year new when 1+to dance go

'by New Years 1 will dance
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APPENJ)IX: C2

Sixtccnth ccntury Kokama/Onll\wa habitat

Amazon basin (in Porro, 1993:27)
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